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E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions

Considering Out-of-Area Operations
(RTO MP-1)

Executive Summary

If a system, for example a sighting system, which operates in the electro-optic wavebands is considered, large amounts of
time are devoted to the design and modification of the detectors and emitters. Furthermore, the science behind the operation
of these devices is understood. This understanding and the mathematical processing of their signals facilitate the
improvement and development of system characteristics. For example, different operational wavelengths can be used for
improved detector suitability, filters can be added to remove unwanted energies, and automatic detection algorithms can be
incorporated.

However, in an operational situation, between the emitter (for example a target) and the detector there is a layer of
intervening atmosphere. Within reason this layer of atmosphere cannot be modified, yet the atmosphere has as much effect on
system performance as any other aspect of the total system.

The operational performance of an electro-optic system will vary under different meteorological or weather conditions, and
adverse weather conditions in particular will affect and degrade system performance. Similarly the weather varies in different
geographical areas and deployment zones, and the implication of this is that an electro-optic system that operates with a
certain level of performance in one location will operate at a different level of performance in a different location. Issues such
as these were the subject matter of the symposium.

The value and relevance of the meeting was demonstrated during the presentation of the invited introductory paper, "The
reconnaissance, search and target acquisition cycle; lessons learned", by B. Gen. G. Marani. Aspects of the presentation
detailed an analysis of operational data that indicated that a significant number of missions in the region of the Adriatic failed
or had to be aborted due to weather-related phenomena. Presenters during the technical visit to NATO AIRSOUTH
reinforced these findings.

The symposium comprised four sessions, in which 34 papers were presented.

- Modelling

- EOPACE (Electro-optical Propagation Assessment on Coastal Environments)

- System performance

- Sensing.

The modelling session concentrated on the development and applications of computer codes. In particular, codes, such as
MODTRAN, which are associated with the prediction of atmospheric transmission and radiance codes were discussed.
However, measurement and comparison programmes that used atmospheric prediction codes were also presented.

Results from the EOPACE project demonstrated the importance and effect of aerosols in the near-surface coastal
environment, and their implications for system operation in this layer of the atmosphere. EOPACE also demonstrated the
synergetic ability of different Nations to work together for a common goal. It could be clearly seen that the results from the
project would eventually be able to support the improvement of the models presented in the first session of the symposium.

The system modelling session suffered from an unprecedented number of cancelled papers. However, the remaining papers
demonstrated techniques that could be employed to mitigate the effect of adverse weather conditions. The effect of battlefield
contamination was also addressed.

The session on sensing produced a selection of presentations on satellite and ground based sensing projects. Projects were
described which produced valuable results that could be used to improve and supplement modelling activities, whereas other
projects were concentrating on military operational issues.

The symposium should be considered a great success and contained presentations that covered fundamental atmospheric
research to the operational performance of systems related to propagation phenomena. Many of the operational problems that
are associated with system operation in adverse meteorological conditions were also addressed and possible solutions were
presented.

The meeting produced a clear understanding that propagation related issues will directly effect the ultimate operational
performance of electro-optical systems and therefore cannot be separated from other aspects of system specification, design,
and performance evaluation life cycle.
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La propagation, la signature et les performances des
syste~mes optroniques dans des conditions

meteorologiques de~favorables, compte tenu des
operations hors zone

(RTO-MP- 1)

Synthe'se
Pour tout systame fonctionnant dans les garmnes d'onde 6lectromagnitiques, comme les syst~mes de vis6e par exemple, ii
faut beaucoup de temps pour concevoir et modifier les 6metteurs et les d~tecteurs. Pourtant, les sciences qui r~gissent le
fonctionnement de ces dispositifs sont parfaitement maitrais~es. Cette malitrise, associ~e au traitement math~matique de leurs
signaux, facilite l'am6lioration et le d~veloppement des caract~ristiques systames.

,k titre d'exemple, pour optimiser la conception des d~tecteurs, des gammes d'onde op6rationnelles diffdrentes peuvent atre
utilisdes; des filtres peuvent 6tre ajout~s pour 6liminer d'6ventuelles 6nergies parasites, et des algorithmes de detection
automatique peuvent 6tre incorpords.

Cependant, en situation op~rationnelle, ii existe une couche interrmddiaire de l'atmosphare entre l'6metteur (par exemple une
cible) et le ddtecteur. Cette couche ne peut-6tre modifi~e que dans des limites tr~s raisonnables et pourtant 1' atmosph~re
exerce autant d'effet sur les performances des systames que tout autre 6l6ment du systame global.

Les performances op6rationnelles d'un systame 6lectro-optique varient selon les conditions m6t~orologiques, et le mauvais
temps, en particulier, a pour effet de degrader les performances des systames. De la m~me fagon, les conditions
m&t6orologiques varient en fonction du lieu g6ographique et de la zone de ddploiement, ce qui signific qu'un systame 6lectro-
optique avec des performances donnies sur un site aura des performances diffdrentes sur un autre site. Le symposium s'est
donn6 pour objectif d'examiner des questions de cet ordre.

L'int~r~t et la pertinence de la r6union ont W d6montr~s lors de la prdsentation de 1'expos6 liminaire sur "Le cycle de
reconnaissance, recherche et acquisition de la cible - enseignements a tirer", qui a 6t6 pr6par6e par le G~n6ral de brigade G.
MARANI. Parmi d'autres aspects, 1'expos6 a foumi une analyse de donn6es op~rationnelles indiquant qu'un certain nombre
de missions rdalis6es en Adriatique avaient 6chou6es, soit Wt annul6es a cause de ph6nomanes m6t~orologiques. Les
presentations donn6es a 1'occasion de la visite du commandement AFSOUTHIOTAN ont confirm6 ces conclusions.

Le symposium a Wt organis6 en quatre sessions, avec un total de 34 presentations.
- moddlisation
- EOPACE (6valuation de la propagation 6lectro-optique dans un environnement c6tier)
- performances syst~mes
- d6tection

La session sur la mod~lisation a Wt ax6e sur le ddveloppement et la mise en oeuvre de codes machine tels que MODTRAN,
qui sont associ~s A la prevision de la transmission atmosph6rique, ainsi que sur les codes de luminance 6nerg~tique.
Cependant, des programmes de mesure et de comparaison faisant appel h des codes de prevision atmosph~rique ont
6galement 6t6 prdsent6s.

Les r6sultats obtenus du projet EOPACE ont d~montr6 l'importance et les effets des aerosols dans l'environnement c6tier
proche de la surface de la mer et les cons~quences en cc qui conceme l'exploitation des syst~mes dans cette couche
atmosph6rique. Le projet EOPACE a 6galement t~moign6 de la capacit6 synerg~tique des diff6rents pays Ceuvrant ensemble
pour un objectif commun. 1L est apparu tr~s clairement que les r6sultats du projet pourraient A ten-me servir A am6liorer les
modales pr6sent~s lors de la premiare session du symposium.

La session sur la mod~lisation a 6t6 p6nalis6e par un grand nombre de presentations annul~es au demier moment. Cependant,
les communications pr~sent6s ont mis en 6videncc des techniques perinettant d'att~nuer les effets du mauvais temps et la
d6gradation des conditions visuelles sur le champ de bataille.

La session sur la d6tcction a 6t caractdris6e par une s6rie de presentations sur des projets de detection au sol et par satellite.
Certains projets donnent des r~sultats pouvant servir A am6liorer et A completer les activit~s de mod6lisation, tandis que
d'autres concement plus particuli~rement des questions militaires op6rationnelles.

Le symposium a obtenu un succas incontestable. Des domaines varies, allant de la recherche atmosphdrique fondamentale
aux performances op6rationnelles des syst~mes relatifs aux ph6nom~nes de propagation ont 6t couverts. De nombreux
probl~mes op~rationnels associ~s A L'exploitation de syst~mes dans des conditions m6t~orologiques d~favorables ont 6t6
examin6s et des solutions pr6sent~es.

Ii a permis de clairement prendre conscience que la programmation a une influence directe sur les performances
op~rationnelles des syst~mes 6lectro-optiques et que, par consequent, elle doit 6tre prise en compte dans les specifications
techniques dans la phase de conception et dans le cycle d'6valuation des performances.
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Theme

During "favourable" weather conditions the operational performance of the majority of the UV, visible, and IR Wave
weapon systems that are used by NATO forces is nominally equivalent to the performance that is achieved by most
opposing forces. However, the most important factor in weapon systems design is very often not the final performance
of a system but the performance differential between the system and the threat. In the presence of adverse weather
conditions, for example, rain, fog, snow, and cloud, the performance of systems will be degraded but it may be
possible, by way of an improved understanding of adverse weather conditions, that a performance differential can be
achieved. It is reported that the success of Desert Storm was, in part, achieved by the differential superiority of the
coalition forces.

Historically, both the threat and the location of the next conflict were "assumed", and systems were optimised
accordingly' However, the concept of modem Rapid Reaction Forces troops may now be deployed in any location,
including desert, arid, and polar regions. In these regions, systems that were once optimised for use in temperate
locations may now prove to be sub-optimal.

The ability to maintain weapon system performance during adverse weather conditions is essential. A small
improvement in performance may yield a significant advance under such conditions. It is of considerable importance to
NATO that the full impact of out-of-area operations on electro-optic system performance be addressed.

The following topics are appropriate for consideration:
- Theoretical and practical aspects of atmospheric propagation under adverse conditions
- Out-of-area operations, variations in weather conditions and propagation phenomena
- System optimisation techniques for out-of-area applications
- Modelling techniques
- Measurement programmes, including existing collaborations
- Applications of dual use technologies for adverse conditions (military/commercial).

Th eme
Avec des conditions m6t6orologiques favorables, les performances op6rationnelles de la plupart des syst~mes d'armes
UV, visibles et IR mise en oeuvre par les forces de I'OTAN sont en principe 6quivalentes A celles de la majorit6 des
forces d'opposition. Cependant, les performances d~finitives d'un syst~me d'armes ne sont pas toujours consid6rfes
comme l'616ment le plus important lors de sa conception; une attention particuli~re est souvent accord~e au diffrrentiel
de performances entre le systhme et la menace.

En prfsence de conditions mdt6orologiques d6favorables, par exemple pluie, brouillard, neige ou nuages, les
performances des systhmes sont d6grad6es, mais un diff6rentiel de performances peut n6anmoins 8tre obtenu grace A
une meilleure apprfhension de ces conditions m6t6orologiques. Les rapports indiquent que la r6ussite des op6rations
"Temp&e de D6sert" est en partie due ý la sup~riorit6 diff6rentielle des forces de la coalition.
En rdalit6 le type de menace et la situation g6ographique du conflit avaient 6t6 "pr~sum6s" et les syst~mes optimis~s en
cons6quence. Cependant, conform~ment an concept de la force d'intervention rapide, des troupes peuvent, dor6navant,
8tre d6ploydes partout, y compris dans des r~gions d6sertiques, arides ou polaires. I1 se pourrait alors que les syst~mes
optimis~s pour les rdgions temp~r~es s'av~rent moins performants.

La capacit6 de maintien des performances d'un syst~me d'armes dans des conditions m6t~orologiques d~favorables est
vitale. Toute amElioration op6rationnelle peut produire des avantages non n6gligeables dans de telles conditions. II est
d'une importance consid6rable pour I'OTAN que la v6ritable incidence des opErations hors zone sur les performances
des syst~mes optroniques soit prise en compte.

Les sujets suivants doivent 8tre examinEs:
- les aspects th~oriques et pratiques de la propagation atmosph6rique dans des conditions m6t~orologiques

d6favorables
- les opErations hors zone et la variation des conditions m6t~orologiques et des ph6nom~nes de propagation
- les techniques d'optimisation de systrmes pour d'applications hors zone
- les techniques de mod~lisation
- les programes de contr6le, y compris les projets collaboratifs en cours
- l'application des technologies duales (militaires/commerciales) en cas de conditions d6favorables

I lIi
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R.S.T.A. CYCLE LESSONS LEARNED

Brig. Gen. Giuseppe Marani
Headquarters 5th Allied Tactical Air Forces Chief of Staff

Viale A. Ferrarin, 138, 36100 Vicenza, Italy

SLIDE NR. 3 created a "no flight zone" over
OVERVIEW Bosnia Herzegovina. The UN

I would like to start my presentation requested and the north Atlantic

with a bit of history and statistics, just to Council approved NATO's

give you an idea of the efforts which has enforcement of the NFZ..

been put into B-H by allied air forces in e since then, over 180.000 sorties have

the past five years. been flown in that theater, including

We'll see how Coalition Ground Forces two months of air strike operations

are deployed in B-H and what the Air conducted against bosnian serb army

Power tasks are. targets (Sep-Oct '95).

Then we'll get into the Reconnaissance
Surveillance Target Acquisition, the SLIDE NR. 6

topic of this presentation; Some other current figures.
what it is and how the process works; .- 3,500 personnel from 15 nations
the people who work on it from initial .19 Air bases in 6 European countries
requests to the issue of the Air Task .84 land-based aircraft -- less airlift
Order. -Periodic deployments of carrier aviation
Even if SIGINT , ELINT and Early in the Adriatic Sea
Warning are to be considered .100 - 200 sorties per day
part of the Surveillance job, those will Unique air assets
not be covered in this presentation.

SLIDENR.7
SLIDE NR. 4

A few words about C2 Systems used in
the CAOC and connectivity's. MN,

Some assets capabilities, and to . .
conclude, some lessons learned.

SLIDE NR. 5 _SE

* Allied Nations began their E S-•"hu

involvement in B-H in 1992 with the
humanitarian effort called Operation
PROVIDE PROMISE. This NATO stepped up to enforce
Operation official closure was held inSaraevoon 0 Ja. 196 ater verimplementation of the peace plan and

160,000 metric tons of humanitarian formenitial the IFeR
materials had been delivered. (Implementation Forces) and then the* 31 march 1993, the united nations SFOR (Stabilization Forces).

The country has been divided into three
security council resolution 816 geographical areas of responsibility,

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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each one assigned to a Commander of a picture from which all Component
Multi-National Division (MND). Commanders can operate.
As you can see on the slide, MND-N is
led by the Americans, MND-SE is led SLIDE NR. 10

by the French, and MND-SW is led by
the British. All of these districts are truly Aoial Reconnis

multi-national.
With this situation of our ground forces, . FONTTA•J-T.MPARGE

- cmn-ria-ce noritoing
SLIDE NR. 8 • rras graves

these, and many others, are the main .j*rt target list stes
- check points

tasks of the air OPS in Bosnia. • dernrstratim

SLIDE NR. 9 .SURvEIl--ANCE/ MKNITC[RING CF WCDE AREAS
"* situation aweness
"* face irctection

RSTA Cycle • corqoianef rOritoang

Colled on Kftwffmt ,SfxMser • t
SWln~alioaA ms Raftm(•lb

DECISIONMAKG Our principal customer (SFOR) requests
two types of aerial reconnaissance: point

_I target coverage (compliance
F monitoring, mass graves, joint target list

sites) and SURVEILLANCE (situation
"•,sott+.v awareness, force protection, compliance

monitoring).
Situational awareness is vital; any Different sensors are required for the
situation / contingency can be managed different products desired (glossy prints,
at the very best if current information is real-time motion video, reporting), at
available. This is why a great deal of varying times of day and weather
effort is needed in the management of conditions.
reconnaissance and surveillance Since Operations began in 1993, to
information. The RSTA cycle includes comply with all the "requests for
collection and sensor management, information", over 16,000 sorties
situation awareness and platform (Manned / Unmanned) have been flown
control; from these efforts, multinational by the best assets available, for recce I
and multi-source intelligence, reconnaissance purposes in an AOR of
surveillance and reconnaissance over 10.000 Krn2

information can be integrated to provide
decision makers with a comprehensive SLIDE NR. 11

understanding of the battlespace. This
understanding provides more effective Collection and Coordination Intelligence
target analysis, combat plans, combat Requirements
operation and combat assessment. In this
way, we see how both raw and analyzed As you know, to optimize results, the
data can be fused to build a common challenge is to correctly associate target
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to sensor to platform, keeping in mind
capabilities and limitations, threat level
and, of course, weather conditions.
CCIRM is the process for reviewing and
coordinating intelligence requirements SLIDE NR. 14
and collection. It is essential to KEY TASKS
implement the priority set to minimize
duplication of the same intelligence + MACH-ACK TASKING/REQUESTS

requests; and it is necessary to ensure + PRODUCE DAILY CAOC REPORTS

deconfliction and mutual support + REVIEW ALL MISREPS FOR PERTINENT INFO
between intelligence collection assets. + PROVIDE INDICATIONS AND WARNING

+ SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
+ THREAT WARNING

SLIDE NR. 12 + ALL-SOURCE ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

CAOC C2
ORGANIZATION other key tasks as indicated in this slide.

SThis Cell basically manages the
C2 PLAN4S L .ARC collection process especially in the

S• execution phase of operations,

PLANS TARGETS SNOs coordinating efforts of the Tactical
BE A CURRENT •NT Reconnaissance Cell, SIGINT

a Reconnaissance Cell, Dynamic
[-"I NATO/Coalition Retasking Cell, Electronic Warfare Cell,
M National National Intelligence Cells, but...

In the CAOC structure, this process.
takes place every day in the C2, or SLIDE NR. 15

Intelligence, area.
RAPID TARGETING SYSTEM

SLIDE NR. 13 (RTF )
COMMUNICATION LINKAGES

Intelligence
Surveillance Coc ACCCOR NAEW

And 
....

Reconnaissance ..
Cell

In the CAOC /C2 Structure, the ISARC
is the focal point for all RFI'S and can
also be considered a kind of CAOC- M COMMNDAND CONTROL RTDS

SFOR interface. Established in January 0 TRANSMISSION

'96, the mission of the ISARC is to dynamic retasking is a core attribute
provide responsive and coordinated "'"yai etsigi cr trbtprovde esposiv an coodintedof the ISARC. Being almost collocated
reconnaissance and surveillance support of the BatCleing alot
to Forces in Bosnia plus with the Battle Staff and Unitto Frcesin Bsniaplusrepresentatives , the ISARC can provide
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immediate inputs to an evolving M.. TASK FLOW
situation and the means to react. This
can be done by re-directing the ,T-3M
collection platforms and associated
sensors to support operations with 7F7
coverage of targets of opportunity and
fleeting targets, ensuring, at the same
time, that operations are conducted [] TA% 14

safely with no airspace conflicts. In the us op
same way, a better platform can be re- [
directed over a target which has not been Let's now see very briefly what the
positively identified in the first place tasking methodology is. "Requests
The look-shoot-look ability is a for information" from our ground
developing program that uses the RTS to customers that can not be directly
first look at a scene both here with the satisfied by using their own assets, are
targeting decision-makers and the pilot forwarded to SFOR CCIRM in Sarajevo
in the area for bomb-dropping. The for coordination.
decision-makers decide if the target is
appropriate and then direct the pilot to SLIDE NR. 17

get a real-time view of the target. We
can revisit the site immediately to see if TANG W 0..tY
the objective was met.
Some of the tools used include
Binocular and JSAS, which provide
situational awareness. The sensors A

currently being used include Predator,
the U-2 (supported by CARS Alternative LA:-
workstation) and the P-3 Photo-Telesis
System. Intelligence system include the
Combat Intelligence System (CIS), the
Video Exploitation Workstation
Software (VIEWS) and Powerscene. These are then sent to the CAOC.

Here, the people I just talked about, take

SLIDE NR. 16 proper actions to have the daily ATO
message issued.

SLIDE NR. 18

Throughout the process, we retain the
capability to operate inside the ATO
cycle for maximum operational
effectiveness. We have the opportunity
to minimize uncertainty & delays in the
decision process.. .to exploit
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opportunities... and to maintain the -displays target locations, flight
offensive initiative. routes and ground force locations
One of the means the Combat Staff has -tailor to commander's desires for
available in the CAOC to maintain optimal views or the battlefield
situation awareness is the JSAS (JFACC
Situational Awareness System) SLIDE NR. 20

This slide shows the complexity of
connectivity in theater, in addition to the
importance of communications linkage.

SLIDE NR. 21

Several platforms have been employed
for surveillance, monitoring and
targeting over Bosnia. Red ones are

SLIDE NR. 19 "national assets" in support of
operations, blue are dedicated to
Coalition forces. Let's go quickly

JSAS through the most common ones.

JFACC (;oniFm .k.. CoT .. ,..mCd=) SLIDE NR. 22

- COMBINES NEAR-REALTIME AND RECON Joint STARS is a Joint Air Force/Army
INFORMATION WITH MAPS, IMAGERY, AND

•rATSI0VEAYSFOR ENHANCED Surveillance, Targeting and BattleBATTLEFIELD PICTURE

- DISPLAYS COMBINED TADIL(ADSI), TEAP/TIBS Management System, designed toPICTURE
- DISPLAYS PROJECTED THEATER/NATIONAL RECON support air/land component commanders

COVERAGE

- DISPLAYS TARGET LOCATIONS, FLIOHT ROUTES with:
AND GROUND FORCE LOCATIONS

- TAILOR TO COMMANDER'S DESIRES FOR OPTIMAL Near-real time wide-area surveillance
VIEWS OR THE BATTLEFIELD

and targeting information on moving
and stationary ground .targets. Its

Few words about this "CAOC wall, primary mission is monitoring

BARCO displayed" system; cantonment sites.

all sorts of current multi-source Enhanced theater battlefield

information is fed into this system which management through deep attack

then... operations C3 and support directed at
-combines near-real-time and recon delaying, disrupting, or destroying
information with maps, imagery, enemy forces
and annotations/overlays for
enhanced battlefield picture SLIDE NR. 23

displays combined tadil(adsi), JSTARS (when in theater) uses orbits in
trap/tibs picture Hungary, Croatia, and the Adriatic to
-displays projected theater/national provide information about ground

recon coverage activity. From these locations, the
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aircraft sends the radar imagery to one time pre-strike target reconnaissance,
of the Ground Station Modules (in followed by battle damage assessment.
Sarajevo), which injects it in the Joint Its contribution was very valuable
Broadcast System. Users are again HQ- during the Pope's visit in Sarajevo and
SFOR, MNDs, and CAOC. during the Municipal elections last year.

This unmanned platform is optimum for
SLIDE NR. 24 high threat or denied areas.

It produces freeze frame images of SLIDE NR. 26

limited quality. Good quality real-time
video is injected into the Joint Broadcast Tactical, fixed wing reconnaissance
System for dissemination to HQ SFOR, aircraft consistently provide the best
MNDs and CAOC; imagery. They are the key to
With a long dwell time, it's easy to maintaining good quality, up-to-date
quickly retask, but ... weather must be imagery of targets or any other key site
clear and free of clouds and distance of interest. Aircraft are currently
from ground-station must be not greater provided by five Nations, to include
than IOONM. Italy, France, United Kingdom, the

Netherlands, Germany.
Tactical aircraft can fly under most

SLIDE NR. 25 weather to image targets. Unfortunately,
these aircraft also require escort when

PREDATC•R•_VPLCMENT imaging targets in high threat areas.

• .K.BADMlTactical aircraft should not be used to
SMF°A%,S image targets in denied areas; for
EO/RVFEO COMSATRELAY

E OF ST C2example, areas where air superiority has
"ED R VIM not been established

SLIDE NR. 27

MONTHLY SUCCESS RATES

-With its EO I IR / SAR payload, ....
Predator can be used day and night and H
in any weather (of course using different °
sensors); it has been employed quite .. ...

extensively when available in theater. Its [
products are: E

*real time EO / IR video,
*SAR still imagery,
all of which are widely disseminated via Talking about reconnaissance we cannot
JBS. forget... "weather". The best EO
During "Deliberate Force" (1995), Sensor in the world cannot defeat
Predator was used to provide near real- clouds. The best EO Sensor in the world
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on a platform that cannot descend - More attention must be paid to
through clouds or operate in poor information integration ... single-source
weather cannot take the best EO picture information can provide timely
in the world. The constant factor in collection tippers, but a fused, integrated
Bosnia is precipitation. No matter what picture built from multi-discipline
form it takes, rain, snow, sleet or hail, sources provides the best battlespace
water will fall over there. Weather has a awareness for operational and tactical
significant impact on aerial Commanders.
reconnaissance collection success over
Bosnia. Average success rates for SLIDE NR. 29

TACRECCE during the year are
approximately: - Intelligence data must be releasable
40% in Sep-Oct, 20% in Nov-Feb, 40% ... Coalition Commanders must have the
in Mar-Apr and 50-75% in May-Aug. same "view" of the battlespace as each

of their counterparts; coalition military
SLIDE NR. 28 operations can be effective only if

national Intelligence information is
LESSONS LEARNED fused into a correlated "all-hands"

picture of the battlespace in joint,
- Joint, coalition operations are essential coalition command centers.
... unified approach into a sometimes
uncertain, battlespace ensures unity of - Mobile targets are a difficult nut to
effort and fosters the common purpose crack ... tactical air missions
ensuring mission success. As with any dynamically retasked against mobile
mission, competing interests degrade targets present the most difficult
mission effectiveness for reconnaissance targeting dilemma. Good-quality
and surveillance, and can degrade the information about the emerging target,
targeting cycle. such as key descriptive data, geological
- Information must be timely ... accuracy target movement and
Commanders cannot wait for surrounding terrain features, can prove
information requirements to be filled 48 to be the difference between mission
to 72 to 96 hours from the time the success and failure. Timing and
situation arises ... Commanders need synchronization are critical to
answers sooner rather than later in order successfully executing a mobile
to take a proactive, not reactive, targeting scenario, with information
approach to the emerging battlespace. A flowing near-simultaneously from
robust communication architecture is "sensor-to-shooter".
essential to the dissemination of both a
single-source and fused picture of the SLIDE NR. 30

battlespace. This picture must be
disseminated simultaneously to - Virtual connectivity is today's reality,
Commanders at both the operational and not tomorrow's pipe dream ... Today

tactical levels of war to a level of detail HQ SFOR, the MNDs and the CAOC
and fidelity that sufficiently supports are virtually connected through the

their operations. Bosnia Command and Control
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Augmentation (BC2A) network, which - Real time video is a success story, it
directly links each C2 node through provides Commanders real-time
video teleconferencing and share files. situational awareness and it is the most
Other communication networks enable highly demanded product in Bosnia
processing and evaluating of information operations. However it is a story with
collected on the Balkans at intelligence many chapters to come:
production nodes far removed from the mechanisms and methodologies to
area of operations. exploit, store, and retrieve video have

yet to meet or match the needs of the
- Airmen are most suited to tasking air supported users.
and space platforms, including
reconnaissance and surveillance assets Digital imagery is the future. In order to
(self explanatory). distribute wet film imagery, it must

either be mass-produced in hard copy -
an

expensive and ecologically-unsound task not, is the most challenging and
indeed- or scanned into an electronic demanding task for any Force
file, resulting in a degradation in quality. Commander, but this is not related to
Digital imagery retains its original sensors themselves. What we are
quality and is far more economically concerned about is:
available.

- well trained both crews and operators,
SLIDE NR. 31 • a robust communication linkage for

optimum and widest range of
CONCLUSIONS communication and data dissemination,

- timely and complete situation
Advanced systems can enhance our awareness available to decision makers,
warfighting capability. Real-time or near • a C3 structure designed to manage the
real-time information on enemy whole process.
location, dispositions, capabilities, and
indicators of intentions from If we are not able to have this, even the
surveillance and reconnaissance assets most advanced sensors in the world are
gives Commanders the needed nearly useless. Improving capabilities of
situational awareness. The ability to sensors, of course, is something worthy
effectively utilize the platforms and and demanding, but improving our
associated sensors available, in any managing skills is essential.
weather condition regardless of whether
the operational theater is out of area or
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MODTRAN4: SIMULATING ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION FOR CLOUDY CONDITIONS

G.P. Anderson, J.H. Chetwynd
PL/Geophysics Directorate, 29 Randolph Rd., Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

617-377-2335, Fax 377-8900, 'ganderson@plh.af mil'

A. Berk, L.S. Bernstein, P.K. Acharya
Spectral Sciences, Inc., 99 S. Bedfbrd St., Burlington, MA 01803

H.E. Snell
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc., 840 Memorial Dr., Cambridge, MA 02139

E.P. Shettle
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375

ABSTRACT a variety of measurements, mostly airborne visible
The new MODTRAN4 band model, with its and IR up-welling radiances, including both clear and

Correlated-k (CK) Beer's Law algorithm, can clouded skies. However, in this instance, only
efficiently and correctly (usually within 3-5%) simulations and sensitivity studies will be presented.
calculate the scattering and absorption signatures of
realistic molecular, aerosol and cloudy environments 1. INTRODUCTION

in the lower and middle atmosphere. The current With the development of MODTRAN4

approach for molecular scattering accommodates line (Bernstein, et al., 1996), a flexible tool fbr radiative

overlap and partial correlations between both energy budget calculations is now available. While this

molecular species and the solar irradiance, while version of MODTRAN is grounded in the prior series of

maintaining automated band model spectral AF radiative transfer band model (BM) algorithms

resolution at 2 or 15 cm"n. This new level of evolution (LOWTRAN, Kneizys, et al., 1980, 1983, 1988,
and validation will permit improved syntheses and through MODTRAN3, Berk et al., 1989, 1995), it is

analyses of actinic (direct plus scattered) solar and distinct in its ability to employ Beer's law (Tr exp(-ki,,
thermal energy budgets within the stratosphere and n2)) to describe local layer, species-specific transmittance

troposphere, including potential compensation for for input to the radiance calculations. While this

optically thin clouds. Such validated energy budgets capability is not always necessary, it allows appropriate
can then serve as validation surrogates for handling of multiple scattering (m.s.) using existing non-
applications related to surveillance and background BM algorithms (DISORT, Stamnes et al., 1988, and

simulations within clouded environments. Isaacs et al., 1987). MODTRAN4, while maintaining
Comprehensive validation is usually provided the basic 2 cmn1 spectral resolution, can now

through two basic avenues: model to model and complement the m.s. routines by introducing a
model to measurement. The first involves direct Correlated-k (CK) capability that is expressly
comparisons with line-by-line calculations, as compatible with Beer's law formulations.
exemplified by FASE (the line-by-line algorithm MODTRAN4 also provides greatly improved

jointly developed from FASCODE by DoD and predictive capabilities under cloudy and/or heavy
DOE) which provides the molecular standard for aerosol loading conditions in both the visible and IR.
layer effective optical depths, single scattering It does so by allowing the explicit definition of water
albedos, and transmittances. This enables the and ice cloud vertical profiles and spectral data,
MODTRAN4 algorithm to be refined for more either by scaling and combining default model clouds
adaptable spectral resolution plus efficient or by redefining entirely new model clouds with
determination of those layer quantities necessary for micro-layering options.
multiple scattering applications; e.g. DISORT. The It can be shown that this combination of
second validation step centers on comparisons against improvements will permit rapid identification of

atmospheric contaminants/signatures in window
regions as well as accurate spectral calculations of

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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heating/cooling budgets in the presence of clouds for 1997 HITRAN parameter line compilation (Rothman
both thermal and solar spectral regimes. Finally, in et al., 1997).
the regions of molecular opacity, where weighting
functions peak in the atmosphere, it is expected that 3. INITIAL VALIDATION OF MODTRAN4
MODTRAN4 can play a role in very quick MULTIPLE SCATTER SOLAR
'primitive' retrievals, avoiding the large number of Development of MODTRAN4 was necessary
line-by-line (LBL) calculations necessary for because MODTRAN3 predictions of multiply
initiating derivative (perturbation) matrices scattered solar and molecular radiances in spectral
(Anderson et al., 1993). While the error estimates regions with non-continuum molecular absorption
and residuals associated with a 2 cm' algorithm will may be inaccurate. This scenario cannot be validated
be larger than those associated with LBL retrievals, by comparisons to FASCODE (Clough et al., 1988)
the speed advantage for image processing might because FASCODE currently lacks a solar
warrant this initial approach. capability. Thus, initial validation of MODTRAN4

multiply scattered solar calculations was made
2. ADDITION OF A CORRELATED-k directly to measurements.
CAPABILITY TO MODTRAN In previous studies (Anderson et al, 1997) a

Addition of a CK capability to MODTRAN comparison of calculated radiance predictions to
(Bemstein et al., 1995) provides an accurate and fast airbome measurements (Malherbe et al., 1995) was
means for evaluation of the effects of clouds and performed against a circular variable filter cryogenic
heavy aerosol loading on retrievals (both surface spectrometer (1500-.5500 nm, 2% spectral
properties and species concentration profiles) and on resolution). From an aircraft of 3.0 kIn, the cloud top
atmospheric radiative heating/cooling calculations. at 2.5 km was observed at two angles relative to the
These radiative transfer computations require sun-sensor configuration. The MODTRAN4 cloud
coupling the effects of gaseous molecular absorption model upgrade enabled the cloud profile and spectral
due primarily to water vapor, carbon dioxide, and data to be explicitly entered for the MODTRAN
ozone, with particulate multiple scattering due to calculations. Both MODTRAN calculations
volcanic aerosols, ice crystals, and water droplets. In employed a simpler two-stream multiple scattering
order to adapt a band model approach for use in model (Isaacs et al., 1987); the discrete ordinate
scattering calculations it is necessary to express the model in MODTRAN, DISORT (Starnnes et al.,
band model transmission function in terms of a 1988), was run with 8-streams over a limited spectral
weighted sum of Beer's law exponential terms. Thus, sub-region and produced similar results. The fit was
a method for determining the weighing factors and excellent when the sun was positioned behind the
monochromatic absorption coefficients for the line-of-sight. However, when the sun fell into the near
MODTRAN band model is required. A discussion of line of sight (e.g. 11?), the fit could not properly
the CK approach as tailored for integration into a capture the forward scattering lobe. This unresolved
TDA (Tactical Decision Aid) MODTRAN-based problem has led to these sensitivity studies plus
algorithm is provided in a companion paper investigations into specific scattering geometries.
(Bernstein et al, 1998); for a more complete
discussion of the CK method the reader is referred to 4. VISIBLE AND IR EXAMPLES OF THIN
Lacis and Oinas (1991). CIRRUS CLOUDS WITH MODTRAN4

The MODTRAN band model for a single species MODTRAN4 has the ability to import arbitrary
is based on four parameters: (1) the integrated line cloud and aerosol descriptions, as developed for
strength S in a spectral interval Ao (Ao) = 1 cm-' in particular measurement scenarios. The entire
MODTRAN), (2) the effective number of equivalent spectral range (UV through far-IR) is impacted by
lines n (non-integer values of n are acceptable) in the clouds and it is generally accepted that thick cumulus
interval, (3) the average pressure broadening Lorentz clouds cannot be penetrated by standard electro-
line width yL, and (4) the Doppler line width yD. optical techniques. For the present study, only thin
These parameters are determined directly from the cirrus (ice clouds) have been examined, with the

intent to explore the optical depths which might be
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'corrected'; that is, what level of cloud opacity might clouds and adjust their flight plans accordingly. It

constitute an irretrievably cloud-contaminated scene might be necessary to move above, into, or below the

or line-of-sight? contaminating scattering source. This scenario is
examined with MODTRAN simulations by

4.1 Visible and Near-IR (400-2500 nm) instruments, demonstrating the impact of observing such thin

as exemplified by the AVIRIS (Airborne Visible and clouds from aircraft at assorted slant paths and

IR Imaging Spectrometer, an ER-2 aircraft-mounted opacities. The selected cirrus cloud, while spatially

instrument; see Green et al 1996), provide a growing thick (3 kIn), is represented by three opacities that

resource for hyperspectral imaging for surface vary from 'very thin' (1.e-4 optical depth, essentially

characterization. Typically such data are specifically transparent) to 'thick' (1.0, still a 'thin' ice cloud).

collected during clear-sky conditions. As such The altitudes for the observing aircraft have been set

methodologies are moved to space, the options of at 9 and 13 km, below the cloud and at its center.
taking measurements only when clouds are not Observation angles have been varied from below,
present become a less viable option. Hyperspectral looking up through a 70' slant path, or 880, the latter
imaging (HSI) through 'thin' clouds is one important mimicking an essentially horizontal observing path.
application. Figure 1 a/b demonstrate a pair of Again, both log and linear formats are presented
simulations for AVIRIS, la on a log scale, lb on (Figures 2a/b). The roles of scattering within and
linear. In each case, the darker of the two curves is below the cloud appear separable. The two
for clear-sky conditions, a surface albedo for dry uppermost curves (in 2a) are the simulations for
grass (Mustard, 1991), and a solar zenith angle of looking under and through the thickest cloud almost
50*. The cirrus cloud inserted for the second horizontally (at 9 km and 13 kIn, respectively). At 9
simulation (lighter color) shows a distinctive pattern km there is a significant particulate component to the
that is currently being used in AVIRIS analyses to secondary scattering of the solar irradiance that has
determine ice cloud contamination. The pivotal penetrated and been 'forward scattered' through the
frequency for initial detection is 1380 nm, the center cloud. At the center of the 13 km 'in cloud'
of an H20 band that becomes sensitively opaque at observation, the scattering from the cloud, both along
concentrations associated with cirrus cloud altitudes. the line-of-sight and from above, compensate for the
At shorter wavelengths there is a crossover, where, lack of additional molecular scattering. This

in the presence of ice clouds, the visible wavelengths distinction can be most readily discerned in the depth
scatter more brightly, while longward of 1380 nm, of the H20 absorption features; at 13 km there is less
the H20 and particulate absorption within the cloud water and these features are shallower.
makes the scene darker. The third brightest curve is also 'observed' under

This response, first reported by B.-C. Gao (1993, a cloud (at 9 km 'horizontal' viewing), but this
1995), is being included in the NASA Mission to thinnest cloud did not contribute any additional
Planet Earth (MTPE) Earth Observing System forward scattering, providing essentially a clear-sky
Experiments, explicitly to determine cirrus cloud view. The scattering is almost entirely single
occurrence. Note that the molecular absorption scattering, dominated by the Rayleigh molecular
signatures in these simulations are primarily H20 (the component, thus producing the brightest signature at
most prevalent), 02 (at 760 nm), and CO2 (at 2350 the shortest wavelengths (most readily noted in the
nrm). Other structure comes from the combination of linear plot). The two dimmest curves are both 'slant'
surface albedo and solar Fraunhofer signatures, both paths, from 9 km up through the cirrus cloud. The
very indistinct in this presentation, except for the differences in these two curves are only discernible in
overall envelope of the solar Planck function (for the log plot, demonstrating two intermediate opacities
T--6000K) peak near 500 nm. (OD= .01 and 1.0). The thinner cloud is moderately

Equally important in this spectral range are slant- brighter with deeper H20 absorption features; the
path observations, as exemplified by aircraft forward scattering (particulate) component is less
instrumentation in the visible and near-IR. While dominant than the absorption by the cloud itself
HSI must see through such clouds in the near-nadir Observing directly through an ice cloud can (at least
direction, aircraft must detect the existence of such for this configuration from 2 km below the cloud
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base) make the more opaque cloud appear darker. recording very low background values. Ozone

Other configurations relative to solar position could appears in emission for both the clear-sky and the

provide the opposite impact. More controlled thinner cloud, relative to the neighboring 'windows'.

sensitivity studies need to be undertaken. The CO2 and H20 features both become optically
thick at the cloud intercept. The thickest cloud is

4.2 Moving to the IR simulations (Figure 3 a/b), the almost optically thick throughout for this slant path
consequences of the cloud become quite different. It (as indicated by the quasi-Planck shape), thus filling
must be remembered that is this case there is only a the windows that would otherwise be used for
small solar component (>2500 cnfm1) and all views are systems operations.
to cold space with an intervening warm cloud, so
surface emissivity is almost irrelevant except as a 5. CONCLUSIONS
component to the multiple scattering. The thermal MODTRAN4 shows great promise as a research

structure of the atmosphere plays an important role in tool for better understanding of the role of clouds in

the radiance of the major molecular radiators (CO 2  the atmosphere, providing components for sensitivity

centered at 600 cm-1 (15 urn) and 2300 cm-1 (4.3 studies around and within the visual 'field of

uM), 03 at 1000 cm-' (9.6 urn), and H20). The two operation', actual and simulated. In general the

brightest curves are for paths looking directly up calculations can be done rapidly and with accuracy

from the surface at the thickest (OD=1.0) cirrus that approaches LBL numerical solutions. Important

clouds, one located at 20 km (emulating a polar current caveats center on improved optical properties

stratospheric cloud), the other at 11 km (typical of clouds and their physical descriptions (ice and

cirrus). Both clouds are equally bright in the opaque water), both issues of current research activity.

regions, due primarily to CO2 and coincident H20 Additionally, none of these current calculations was

strong emissions from the lower troposphere (and at done with sufficient multiple scattering streams to

higher temperatures), reflecting the temperature support definitive conclusions. Evaluations of cloud

profile of the sub-arctic summer conditions selected transparency and opacities must be continued.

for these simulations. The high opacity level is
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Figure la/b: Clear and cloudy AVIHIS simulations; see discussion.
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Figure 2 a/b: Vis/Near-IR observations from aircraft altitudes; see discussion.
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Figure 3 a/b: Thermal IR observations from aircraft; see discussion.
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PAPER No. 2

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: E. Schweicher

COMMENT/QUESTION:

What kind of devices did you envision especially when you mentioned "adaptive optics".

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

"Adaptive Optics", in the sense to which I alluded, embodies the selective choice of the hyperspectral
channels which contain the most information content for deriving sets of physical parameters (temperature,
pressure, surfaces, constituent, aerosol). This subset of channels would depend upon the type of scene
(image) being observed; e.g. desert, forest, water for visible to near-IR nadir observations. Such adaptive
choices will minimize "on-board" processing times for surveillance applications.

Note: this choice of vocabulary is totally unrelated to "adaptive optics" as related to wavefront optics.
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1. SUMMARY resolution), water/snow composition, and
The MOderate Spectral Atmospheric Radiance ecosystem type (10 arcmin resolution).
and Transmittance (MOSART) code is the Coupled with the ecosystem and terrain
U.S. Department of Defense standard code for elevations arecomposite terrain scene types
calculating accurate and realistic atmospheric with appropriate boundary layer aerosol
transmission along sensor-target line-of-sight composition. Each scene includes appropriate
(LOS) paths and optical radiance backgrounds parameters for determining the terrain
against which targets are detected by sensor temperature for each material in the scene,
systems. MOSART uses the same band model together with the reflected and emitted
and 1 cm' resolution band parameter data base radiances for determining the mean and
found in MODTRAN, which have been standard deviation for the scene. The Global
derived from the 1996 HITRAN line atlas. In Data Base Model allows a full 3-D
the ultraviolet and visible regions, MOSART representation of the earth's atmosphere (i.e.,
contains additional molecular absorption bands altitude, latitude, and longitude) with radiative
at a coarser resolution. The line-of-sight transfer varying as the line-of-sight moves
geometries include all MODTRAN3 within the spatially changing atmosphere.
geometries, plus some new geometries,
including Observer-Source, Observer- The MOSART code is approximately 190,000
Background, Observer-Source-Background, lines of ANSI FORTRAN 77 code, including
Earth limb, Horizontal, At-Source (i.e., 12 utility codes and manuals (4 volumes:
Observer and Source are co-located). An X- Installation, User's, Technical, and Software
Windows- and Motif-based MOSART Input Reference Manuals). Version 1.50 of
GUI is available, as is a simple scrolling input MOSART was released in September 1997.
file builder. The status of MOSART, along with

appropriate upgrades will be presented,
An extensive set of global data bases is together with information on how to obtain the
incorporated into the code, including code and who to contact for technical
climatologies (e.g., diurnal surface air information and "bug" reporting.
temperature, three-etage cloud cover, cirrus
presence), terrain elevation (10 arcmin

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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2. INTRODUCTION
The MOderate Spectral Atmospheric Radiance
and Transmittance (MOSART) code is the
U.S. Department of Defense standard code for
calculating accurate and realistic atmospheric
transmission along sensor-target line-of-sight
(LOS) paths and optical radiance backgrounds
against which targets are detected by sensor
systems. As such, it has the capability to
support both scene and signature simulations. .-- " ..--. -- . ..

It grew out of a merging of the MODTRAN
[Ref. 1] and APART [Ref. 2] codes with some
additional capabilities added.

Except for DISORT, MOSART Version 1.50 Figure 1. MOSART Observables-Driven
contains all MODTRAN 3.5 capabilities (and Architecture
some of the MODTRAN 3.7 capabilities) and
has been compared to it for a number of 3. ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
conditions by Spectral Sciences, Inc. and The MOSART code has a number of model
Photon Research Associates, Inc. The version atmosphere and climatological models to assist
of the DISORT code in MODTRAN 3.6 is still the user in creating atmospheres appropriate
under beta testing and further work is on-going for any spot on the globe. The user can also
at Spectral Sciences, Inc. (SSI) and at the Air define a specific atmosphere, if desired.
Force Research Laboratory, Hanscom AFB,
MA. When it is approved by Air Force 3.1 Model Atmospheres
Research Laboratory, it will be incorporated The MOSART code contains twenty-three (23)
into MOSART. model atmospheres that include profiles of

pressure, temperature, wind speed, and
Some features in the MOSART code are: molecular concentrations. These model

atmospheres include Summer and Winter
"* observables-driven architecture (see variations for:

Figure 1)
=> observer-to-source radiative 0 Equatorial

transfer * Tropical
=> observer-to-background radiative 0 Subtropical

transfer 0 Midlatitude
Sfull radiative environment 0 Subarctic

"* MODTRAN molecular absorption 0 Arctic
== three-flux multiple scattering 0 Polar
= turbulence & sky noise
= forward in-scatter plus an Annual Tropical Atmosphere from

"* global data bases MODTRAN, a Spring/Fall Atmosphere for the
"* atmospheres midlatitudes, four (4) special Subarctic Winter
"* climatologies atmospheres, the U.S. Standard 1976
"* terrain Atmosphere, and the Israeli Standard

=* terrain altitude Atmosphere. The Israeli Standard Atmosphere
= ecosystems/terrain type has a day and a night version. A User-Defined

= contrast Atmosphere is also allowed.

=* structured background
= bidirectional/directional 3.2 Molecular Concentrations

reflectivities The molecular species included with
"• hydrometeors MOSART are the twelve (12) molecules on the

clhydr s (water/iMODTRAN molecular data base:
Sclouds (water/ice)

Sfog * Water vapor
= 'rain r Carbon Dioxide
= snow s Nitrous oxide

* Carbon monoxide
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"* Methane
"* Oxygen
"• Nitric oxide
"* Sulfur dioxide
* Nitrogen dioxide P RA

"• Ammonia
"* Nitric acid

a., EARTH RADIANCE

plus the following:
0,0

"* Nitrogen T A

"* Hydrogen peroxide
• Carbon tetrachloride T A

"* CFC-11A
"* CFC-12 00

"* CFC-13 ~~TI60
"* CFC-14 .. .... . eW N ....
"* CFC-21
"* CFC-22 Figure 2 Longitudinal Profiles 11 gm
"* CFC-113 21 June 1993 at 1200 hours
"* CFC-114
"* CFC-115
"* CIONO2

-----------•-- .... TRANSMITTANCE"• H N 04 0,6.

"* Nitrogen Pentoxide AO.0

0.9 PATH RADIANCE
3.2 Global Atmospheres ".6
While MOSART is fully capable of calculating __2_

the atmospheric propagation for a single ',- EARTH RADI

atmosphere (e.g., Midlatitude Summer), it is o' -..

also capable of assuming the atmospheric L_°o_
parameters vary along the line-of-sight, . TOTAL°RADIANCE

Currently, MOSART only considers variations " .
in latitude, but variations in longitude will be EN

included in Version 2.00. With the variable TERRAI ALTITUDE

atmosphere, a north-looking line-of-sight will
have a different path radiance than a south- ".,1 E .... = g • °looking line-of-sight. Samples of the output ý. ADE{

from a variable atmosphere are shown in I.E

Figures 2 and 3, which show the transmittance, Figure 3. Longitudinal Profiles 4 gnm
path radiance, earth radiance, and total 21 December 1993 at 1200 hours
radiance for a nadir viewing satellite as it
traverses Greenwich Meridian from one pole to Note: Solid lines are transmittance and mean
the other. Included n both figures are the radiances; dashed lines are in-scattered
terrain altitude and the location of land and transmittance and mean +/- one standard
ocean masses. The location of the sun is deviation radiances. The solar position is as
shown graphically. shown. The observer is looking from a nadir

view from space.
3.3 Climatological Data Base

The Global Climatological Data Base contains Surface Air Temperature
data that allows the code to modify the model Cloud Cover (low, mid, and high
atmospheres to represent the climatology etage, plus total)
more closely at a given location. Within CledAgeipus t l)• Cloud Altitude (low, mid, and
this data base, the code has access to high etage)
information such as: * Cirrus Cloud Cover

• Snow and Ice Cover
* Land Cover (not used)
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Surface Air Temperature (204 - 311 K) Snow Cover (0 - 100%)

Total Cloud Cover (0 - 100%) Cirrus Cloud Cover (0 - 34%)

Five Year (1985 - 89) Average From NOAA Nimbus-7

Figure 4. Climatology Maps for April

For the boundary layer, the sea level visibility
The Surface Air Temperature, Cloud Cover, (or meteorological range) can be defined or
and Cloud Altitude are monthly averages for estimated from the aerosol type and relative
at local noon and midnight, while the other humidity.
parameters are simply monthly averages. The
data has a latitudinal resolution of 4.5' and a 3.5 Aerosol Models
longitudinal resolution of 4.5' at the equator, MOSART contains all the aerosol models (i.e.,

degrading to 120' at the poles (see Figure 4). the models that translate the haze extinction at
0.55 gtm to some other wavelength) in

The MOSART code includes temporal (e.g., MODTRAN. In addition, MOSART contains
seasonal, annual) changes to the molecular a temperature-dependent background
concentration of certain molecules (e.g., C0 2, stratospheric model. The capability to
CH4, CO, N20). A global climatology data calculate a user-defined aerosol model from a
base of tropospheric water vapor will be built-in Mie scattering code is also included.
incorporated in the near future.

The boundary layer aerosol type can be

3.4 Aerosol Haze Profiles approximated by the terrain type. Work is on-
The aerosol haze profiles, i.e., the extinction going to include wind effects (e.g., the blowing

versus altitude at 0.55 gim, in MOSART are of of Sahara Dust out into the Atlantic Ocean) and

two types. The first type is the MODTRAN to allow mixing of aerosol models.

profiles with fixed altitude divisions between
the different altitude types. The second type 3.6 Hydrometeors

Fifteen (15) non-precipitating low altitude
is the profiles whose transition points depend water clouds (see Table 1) are included in the
upon the atmosphere. The boundary layer code, together with five (5) precipitating
transition is the same for the two types. The clouds with rain profiles (see Table 2).
troposphere-stratosphere transition for
MODTRAN is 10 km, while MOSART uses For temperatures below 273.15 K, the water
the actual tropopause. Similarly, where clouds are assumed to be a mixture of water
MODTRAN uses 35 km to transition from and ice, eventually becoming all ice at colder
stratosphere to mesosphere, MOSART uses the temperatures. Similarly, the rain may be a
actual stratopause. mixture of rain and snow, or all snow, at

temperatures below freezing.
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Table 1. Non-Precipitating Clouds • Needle crystals
• Plain dendritic crystals

CLOUD ALTITUDE • Spatial dendritic crystals
(KM) • Powder snow crystals

Advection Fog No. 1 0.00- 0.15 * Crystal with droplet
Advection Fog No. 22 0.00- 0.15 9 Graupel
Radiation Fog No. 1 0.00 - 0.075
Radiation Fog No. 2 0.00 - 0.075 Three (3) cirrus cloud models are the
Cumulus 0.66 - 2.70 LOWTRAN Standard (64 gm mode radius),
Altostratus 2.40 - 2.90 the LOWTRAN Subvisual (4 ýtm mode
Stratocumulus I 0.66 - 1.32 radius), and a model based on the work on
Stratocumulus II 0.66 - 2.00 Heymsfield, where the particle size distribution
Nimbostratus I 0.16 - 1.00 and ice content are temperature dependent.

Nimbostratus II 0.16 - 0.66
Stratus I 0.16 - 0.66 4. BACKGROUND MODELS

Stratus II 0.33 -1.00 The background is defined in MOSART as the

Stratus-Stratocumulus 0.66 - 2.00 object at which the line-of-sight terminates,

Cumulus-Cumulus Congestus I 0.66 - 2.70 namely, the terrain, the ocean, or space.

Cumulus-Cumulus Congestus II 0.66 - 3.40 4.1 Terrain

The terrain is defined as the configuration,
Table 2 Precipitating Clouds composition, and representation of the surface

of the earth, including its relief, natural
CLOUD ALTITUDE RAIN RATE features, permanent or semi-permanent man-

(KM) (MM/HR) made features, and related processes. The
Stratus II 0.33-1.00 Drizzle 2.0 MOSART code provides a detailed description
Nimbostratus II 0.16-0.66 Light 5.0 of the terrain.
Nimbostratus II 0.16-0.66 Med. 12.5
Cumulus 0.66-2.70 Heavy 25.0 4.1.1 Ecosystem Data Base

Cumulus 0.66-2.70 Extreme 75.0 The Global Ecosystem Data Base consists of
the basic information required to construct a

The type of rain drop distribution varies with terrain composite scene:

the rain rate: Terrain Altitude (Figure 5)

"• Marshall-Palmer * Ecosystem Type (Figure 6)

"* Drizzle (Joss and Waldvogel) * Fraction Water Cover (Figure 7)

"* Widespread rain (Joss and Waldvogel) All these parameters are provided at a spatial
"* Thunderstorm (Joss and Waldvogel) resolution of 10 arcminutes.
"• Thunderstorm (Sekhon and Srivastava)

Six different snow models are included:

Figure 5. Terrain Altitude [Ref. 11]
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Figure 6. Ecosystem Type [Ref. 11]

Figure 7. Fraction Water Coverage [Ref. 11] Note the dry Northern
Africa contrasting with the wet area around the Congo River.

Using this data it is possible to assign a scene length). They are shown in Table 4. A
type from the library of 39 scene types (see user-defined material is also included.
Table 3).

4.1.3 Terrain Temperature Calculations
Some of the scene types are geo-specific, while The MOSART code calculates the terrain
others are geo-typical. However, it is felt that surface temperature for each material at the
this set of scenes represents a spanning set of specified time of day in the terrain background
scene types for approximating any location on scene. The TERTEM utility performs identical
the globe. One element that is still needed is a calculations for a complete 24-hour diurnal
soil moisture data base. cycle for a user-defined set of altitudes and

surface orientations. Temperatures are
Although there are approximately 300 urban calculated for materials that are always
areas in the MOSART code, it is planned to shadowed from the direct solar loading and for

upgrade this capability, perhaps using materials that are always under direct solar
something like Figure 8. One deficiency in the loading.
current MOSART Terrain/Ecosystem Data
Base is the lack of an geospecific soil Each material is fully defined for the thermal

classification (see Figure 9). This is planned calculations, including:
for a future release.

* Specific heat

4.1.2 Terrain Materials 0 Conductivity

The individual terrain materials are represented 0 Characteristic length

by their optical parameters (e.g., reflectance, 0 Filmacoefficient

index of refraction) and thermal properties
(e.g., specific heat, conductance, characteristic * Density

a Substructure
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Table 3 Scene Types

SCENF TVPR LOCATION
City/Harbor Land/Sea Interface San Diego, CA
Arctic Tundra Land/Sea Interface Pt. Barrow, AK
Forested Low Relief Wa Wa, Ontario, Canada
Subarctic Rocky Land/Sea Interface Trondheim, Norway
Forested Terrain/Agricultural Fulda, Germany
Flat Agricultural Alberta, Canada
Desert Pavement with Dunes Imperial Valley, CA
Desert Land/Sea Interface Salton Sea, CA
Forested Mountains/Cultural Santa Cruz, CA
Multi-Year Sea Ice Beaufort Sea
Arctic Mountains with Scrub Brooks Range, AK
Arctic Tundra with Melt Lakes Geotypical
Oven Ocean/Lake Geotypical
Mixed Farmland/Orchards Camarillo, CA
Southern California Land/Sea Interface Southern California
Tundra (Type No. 1) Geotypical
Tundra (Tyne No. 2) Geotypical
Pine Forest Geotypical
Mixed Forest/Farmland Geotypical
Grassland/Savannah Geotypical
Scrub/Chaparral Geotypical
Scrub Desert Geotypical
Urban Geotypical
Rural Land/Sea Interface Geotypical
Tropical Forest Geotypical
Tropical Savannah Geotypical
Tropical Desert Geotypical
Tropical Land/Sea Interface Geotypical
Continental Ice Geotypical
Urban/Commercial Geotypical
Urban/Residential Geotypical
Tilled Soil/Farmland Geotypical
Irao and Syria IraQ and Syria
Iran Iran
North Korea North Korea
Pakistan Pakistan
Kern River, California Kern River, California
USA (North America) USA (North America)
Global Global

Figure 8. World at Night [Ref. 8]
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77

Figure 9. FAO Soil Classification [Ref.11]

Table 4. Terrain Materials

Water Vegetation Soil & Rocks
Fresh Water Dry grass Packed Soil
Sea Water MODTRAN Grass Beach sand
MODTRAN Ocean MODTRAN Dead Grass Limestone-Silt-Sand
GENESSIS Water Ocean MODTRAN Burnt Grass Limestone-Silt
GENESSIS Water Ocean Lawn grass Salt-Silt
First Year Ice Scrub Silt-Sand
Multi-Year Ice Pine Trees Limestone Rock
Dry Snow Broadleaf Trees (Summer) Sandstone Rock
Wet Snow Broadleaf Trees (Winter) Varnished Sand
MODTRAN Snow Cover (Fresh) MODTRAN Forest Varnished Sandstone
GENESSIS Fresh Snow MODTRAN Farm Dry Silt Playa
GENESSIS Old Snow MODTRAN Maple Leaf Wet Silt Playa
MODTRAN Cloud Deck Dry Silt-Salt Flats

Man-made & Miscellaneous Wet Silt-Salt Flats
Blackbody MODTRAN Desert
Whitebody Lake sand
Still Air Desert sand
Asphalt Black sand
Concrete White sand
Building Roof (Galvanized Iron) Clay soil
Block concrete Loam soil
Pebbled asphalt Sandy loam
Paved concrete Silty clay
Black asphalt Silty loam
Road gravel Loamy sand

0 Forced convection
Using a broad-band atmospheric propagation 0 Evaporation (some materials)
model that includes multiple scattering due to
the percentage cloudiness at three different The substructure allows for multiple materials
altitude layers, MOSART determines the solar with a film coefficient defined between
and thermal loading upon the material, materials. If an air gap exists between

materials, multiple reflections can occur
The other sources of heat flux are: between materials. Also, a simplistic buoyancy

model is used for the air gap to allow the hotter
"* Self-emission air to rise.
"* Radiation
"* Conductance Convection is both forced (i.e., wind) and free
"* Free convection (i.e., heated air rising). For some materials
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(e.g., trees, scrub), a wind profile through the reflectivity are calculated from spectral indices
material is assumed. For evaporation, a of refraction, composition (e.g., percentage of
modified Penman equation is used to obtain the water, air, and ice), and roughness
Bowman ratio of sensible (convection) heat to specifications. All other materials are
latent heat. represented by a spectral reflectance value that

is separated into a directional and a diffuse
A sample set of calculated terrain temperatures component for both emissivity and reflectivity.
as a function of the time of day is shown in
Figure 9, together with some measured Using data from geo-specific scenes, each
temperatures. material has a variance and a power spectral

density slope associated with it. Therefor, the
4.1.4 Terrain Radiance calculated scene radiances are represented by a
For water, snow, and ice materials, the
directional emissivity and bidirectional

320 
3 1 5  T

315 Packed Soil 310 Sand

1 305300 
k

29 29T

290 285-

285 - 280
28° 275 •
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Figure 9. Terrain Material Temperatures. Dots represent measurement points; bars represent variation
in measurements. Santa Cruz, CA, 21 September 1982
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Ref.: S. Levitus, Climatological Atlas of the World Ocean

Figure 11 Sea Surface Temperature [Ref. 9]
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mean value, a standard deviation, and a power
spectral density slope. 6. RADIATIVE TRANSFER

Some of the special aspects of the MOSART
4.2 Ocean code and the methods it uses to calculate the

The ocean background, while treated as equation of radiative transfer are discussed
part of the terrain insofar as the radiance below. All radiative transfer calculations are
calculations are concerned, is handled performed at a user-specified wavenumber or
differently with respect to temperature. The wavelength interval and then degraded to any
sea surface temperature is determined from an desired spectral resolution, using either a

internal data base at 5' spatial resolution, as triangular slit function, a rectangular slit

shown in Figure 11. function, or a slit function of the user's design.

A 10 spatial resolution data base of maximum 6.1 Molecular Band Model

and minimum sea ice extents is contained in MOSART uses the same 1 cm1 resolution set of

MOSART for estimating the amount of sea ice band parameters that is in MODTRAN 3.7.
present. The sea roughness, which has an This set of band parameters is derived from the

impact on the bi-directional reflectance 1997 HITRAN line atlas, including the latest
function, is estimated from the local wind change to partition the 1 cm1 region into four
speed. sections for better representation of the

continuum. Based on comparisons with
4.3 Space degraded spectral created by the line-by-line

The space background in MOSART consistS of code FASCODE, the actual resolution of both

simple models of zodiacal light, mean star MODTRAN and MOSART are slightly greater

radiance, galactic radiance, and extra-galactic than 1 cm- and are usually advertised as 2 cm-.
radiance. In the UV/ Visible region, MOSART has a few

more molecular absorption bands than

5. GEOMETRY MODTRAN.
The viewpath geometries include all
MODTRAN geometries, plus some new 6.2 Layer Model
geometries, including: The uniform layer approach to solving the

equation of radiative transfer used in

"* Observer-Source LOWTRAN and early versions of MODTRAN

"* Observer-Background have been replaced by a continuous

"* Observer-Source-Background (for approximation. The uniform layers are
contrast calculations) replaced by altitude grid points through which" c Earthlimb the lines-of-sight are propagated. The equation

" Horizontal of radiative transfer is solved assuming that the
" At-Source (i.e., Observer & Sourceare transmittance along the line-of-sight varies

co-located)., exponentially between grid points. Other
atmospheric parameters (e.g., temperature,

The user can specify a number of different blackbody radiance, scattered solar radiance)
are assume to vary either linearly or

parameters; for example: exponentially between grid points. This

"approach to solving the equation of radiative
* observer altitude, source altitude, and transfer provides more accurate results,

range particularly for optically thick layers and near-
"* observer and source altitude, latitude, and horizontal viewing [Ref. 4].

longitude
"* observer altitude, latitude and longitude 6.3 Single Scattering Phase Function

with the tangent latitude and longitude An analytic single scattering phase function is
"* observer altitude, latitude and longitude used in the multiple scattering calculations and

with the tangent altitude in the single scattering calculations for all

aerosols and hydrometeors that are defined in
Any potential geometry is capable of being terms of an asymmetry parameter. This phase
requested. Since the MOSART code works function is more realistic than the traditional
internally with elevation angle, and Henyey-Greenstein [Refs. 3 & 5].
MODTRAN users are accustomed to zenith
angle, the user can specify either.
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6.4 Turbulence spectral line correlation between the two paths
The turbulence parameter, C, 2, is included in must be considered. MOSART treats all
the MOSART code as an analytic function that multiple line-of-sight as a "bent path," and the
can be modified near the surface with a user- line correlation along each bent path uses the
supplied value. This profile depends upon the Curtis-Godson approximation
background altitude, the location of the
tropopause, and the stratospheric wind speed, 6.8 Comparisons Between MODTRAN and
along with the surface value of turbulence. MOSART
The turbulence is used to calculate the As part of the testing of MOSART,
scintillation of the source and the background. comparisons have been made between
The scintillation is aperture averaged if the MODTRAN 3.5-1.2 and MOSART Version
sensor aperture is provided. 1.50. Figures 12 and 13 show the comparisons

for the MODTRAN case 1 output and its
The statistical variations in the path radiance equivalent MOSART output. The MODTRAN
are determined by using the turbulence values, test case, case I, uses the LOWTRAN band
The emitted path radiance is calculated by model; for this comparison, the test case was
transforming the structure constant of the index changed to use the MODTRAN band model.
of refraction, Cn2, to the structure constant of The difference in the 32,000 to 34,000 cm- 1 is
the temperature, CT2. The molecular scattering due to a difference in the temperature
component can be derived directly from C"2. correction of the extinction coefficients for the
The aerosol scattering component is derived Hartley-Huggins band of ozone. MOSART
assuming that the variability in aerosol number has since been updated to agree with the
density follows the variability in atmospheric MODTRAN parameters.
density. Some causes of other differences

include:
6.5 In-scattered Transmittance
Besides calculating the transmittance, in which 1. MOSART uses a different altitude grid for
scattering is considered a loss mechanism, an integration
"in-scattered transmittance" is calculated. In 2. The two codes use different analytical
MODTRAN, any scattered transmittance is phase function
assumed lost to the observer. However, in the 3. The two codes use different multiple
in-scattered transmittance, a first order scattering algorithms
approximation is made to account for those
photons that are scattered into the forward MOSART V1.50B vs. MODTRAN 3.7

Modt 3,5 Test Case #In- Transmission

direction, and hence into the sensor's field-of- 0..1 , .. .
ýAerage Tran m o
Ma.rt 0.1708

view and aperture. 0.00 Madtrn 0.1707

6.6 Multiple Scattering ,,............a
i•'f oe •rt V1.0:!17/ I Nadir udee froNa

The multiple scattering module uses a 0. .... 1 67 .. ob .... at 20 k, to
source at sea evel

multiple-flux technique to account for both 6deg, coloree eui

solar and lunar irradiances. Thermal fluxes are D 0.30 reJa'°l°o u...

14000 -1 34000 WNtcalculated with a standard two-stream 0 a 1"7610.20 U.S Standard 1976

technique. The boundary conditions are 0..10.

ORla burac,d layerdefined by the terrain and space radiance .1. - - .aerosol, - k.muie.

models. The band model transmittance curve 6. clauds

of growth for molecular transmittance is 4002 6000 00 0600 NW 3 34000.

represented by an exponential sum fit using a Wanunumb, MD. 19 104:19 IM

Malkmus band model [Ref. 9] Figure 12. Comparison Between

The MOSART code uses an analytic MODTRAN and MOSART Transmittance

exponential sum fit algorithm (sometimes 7. CODE DESCRIPTION
called a correlated-k method) to more The MOSART code consists of a main
accurately model the multiple scattering. program and several utility programs. The

6.7 Correlated Paths source code, which is written in ANSI X3.9-

Whenever two paths need to be combined 1978 FORTRAN, consists of over 190,000

(e.g., combining the solar-source and observer- lines of code. A C++ "wrapper" and an Input

source paths to determine the source-reflected File Building Graphical User Interface (GUI)

solar radiance at the observer's aperture), the
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are also included. The GUI uses X-Windows 0 Facet Signature Code
and MOTIF. * Spectral Filter Optimizer

* Statistical Scene Generator
MOSART V1.50B vs. MOUTRAN 3.7
Modt-m 3.5 Test Cse #1. - Poth Rodiooce

0.0. X of 40r00 p.% .d,'.n. dlOm, Four (4) data bases are included with the code:
s-200-I

M .. 0 3.5050-03
-50.0 .odt.. 2,92,%o-03 1. MODTRAN 3.7 molecular band

-5- P0,0001000 parameters
--- Mo on 3.7 44,7 0600l 120 km to 2. Global terrain altitude and terrainS............. . .source 01 oeo level

60 00g0 ...... r.. classification
SWN . .0noo 3. Global climatology14000 ->34000 WN

U(2 -.......n70 4. NRL/SAG atmospheric data

" ~ ~~R-1a b-udoy Iye

.-... - ?o. MOSART has been installed and tested on a

D 0-007 12 30 ..... number of machine, including:
W nm18be0 22DDO 260 O0000 3 40 00

* SGI (IRIX)

Figure 13. Comparison Between 0 Sun (OS & Solaris)

MODTRAN and MOSART Multiple * HP 9000

Scattered Path Radiances * Data General
* IBM 3094 (VM/CMS) (Early Version)
* High End PCs (Windows 95 and Windows

NT) (Lahey & Microsoft compilers)
MOSART V .50B vs. MOOTRAN 3.7 0 DEC VAX/VMS & Alpha 3000

Molnor 3.5 Test Co-s #1b - Poth R0di0c00... ,•.oo Prime (Early Version)
20.0 .t o0- er -i)

0.0 S00ttring:
-20. Diff M t 5L8652e-04

2.0.. o, 0as...... Moll , ....n 
5

8........ Recommended platforms are workstations
-40.0 , I ! I . I .I I

-40,'' C.oo P.om.er. (SGI, Sun, HP, DEC Alpha), although it will
- _, 140000.0(21/7

E 5,0_-06 3 .7 4 dNo& oir-e froom

5..0....... run on a high end PC (e.g., 200+ MHz, 128
4...oro ........ O Mb RAM, 100 Mb of free disk space). It has

20 .4 .... 0.o been thoroughly tested on machines that useS3.0e-00 14000-> 34000 WN

.0 0.20- 0...... o( the IEEE 754 floating point standard (e.g.,
mo0-6dsl o•• ...... ph... SGI, Sun, HP), but there may be some minorR-ra b.undorkly.Iye

1.0.-W. --- mos. numerical bugs encountered on VAX/VMS

D.O.... .+ o, machines due to the hard underflow (i.e., one
14WD0 160000 22000 26000 320000 34002

W-.b........ . . known case crashed on a VAX but ran on the

Figure 14. Comparison Between other IEEE 754-compliant machines; the fix

MODTRAN and MOSART Single was simple and was purely numerical).

Scattered Path Radiances
An X-Windows/Motif Input GUI is available,

The utilities include: as is a simple scrolling input file builder.
However, once the user becomes familiar with

"* Data Base Installation Code the input file structure (it is self-documenting

"* Floating Point Arithmetic and Machine with full text descriptions of the inputs being
Parameter Testing Code included in the input file), an editor such as

"* ASCII-Binary File Conversion Code vi or emacs is quite adequate.
"• Input File Creation Code, Including a

MODTRAN-to-MOSART Input File To install MOSART (values are for a SGI
Transformation machine), approximately 100 Mbytes of Disk

"* NCAR-based Plotting Program Space is required, along with a FORTRAN 77

"* Filter Function/Spectral Resolution Compiler (ANSI X3.9-1978); libraries

Convolving Code satisfying MIL-STD 1753 are helpful, but not

"* Terrain Material Temperature Model necessary. Requirement for X-
(diurnal, altitude, orientation, and shade) Windows/MOTIF and the National Center for

"* Blackbody Temperature Converter Atmospheric Research (NCAR) plotting

"* Visual Conversion Code (radiance to package are optional (for GUI and plotting

luminance; illumination dependent) utility, respectively).
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To date, the MOSART code has been utilized
by a number of simulations and applications, The MOSART documentation has been
including: released as PL-TR-94-2244 (4 Volumes) in

May 1996. The documentation [Ref.7]
"* Synthetic Scene Generation Model consists of:

(SSGM) BMDO/NRL/PRA
"* Environment Effect in Distributed 1. Installation Reference Manual

Interactive Systems (E2dis) 2. Users' Reference Manual
DMSO/NRL/PRA/SSI 3. Technical Reference Manual

"* Flexible Infrared Signature Tools (FIST) 4. Software Reference Manual
RL/NAIC/PRA 5. Addendum (Dec 1997)

"* SPIRITS (in development) PL/SSI
"* SAMM2 (in planning) PL/SSI 8.1 Code Upgrades
"* HYPEX (Hyperspectral Atmospheric As of June 1997, Version 1.41 has undergone

Correction) PRA [Ref. 5] significant testing and evaluation by several

"* National Polar-orbiting Operational users, resulting in some general clean-up,

Environmental Satellite System "bug" fixes and code modifications,

(NPOESS) Analysis (proposed) documentation corrections, clarifications
(AFRL/SSI) (resulting from questions from various users),

"* Scene Simulators: and an explanation of FTNCHEK warnings.

* GENESSIS (PRA) The major upgrades that have been

* CLDSIM (PRA) implemented since the initial September 1995

* GCI Toolkit (PRA) release are:

* SensorVision (PSI) 1. improved layer coupling for the multiple
* CloudScape (Visidyne) scattering calculations

2. new forward scattering algorithm
One question that a number of users raise is 3. new terrain temperature algorithm

why two codes (i.e., MODTRAN and 3 w in anfre conithr

MOSART) and which one should be used. materal (e Grass, Scrubr

MODTRAN is a small, efficient code with m t ransiScivelayers

representative environmental conditions (e.g., t air gap

six model atmospheres) that performs point-to- a mlp

point or point-to-space calculations. multiple reflectioio

MODTRAN uses line-of-sight radiative 4. modified algorithm for the calculation

transfer (i.e., a "soda straw" viewpoint). width

MOSART, on the other hand, has access to 5. User-Defined atmospheres upgraded
6. full MODTRAN 3.6 compatibility (except

"* global environmental conditions and for DISORT)

climatologies 7. MOLBMP97 regular molecular and

"* global terrain altitude, scene, and material CFCBMP96 heavy molecular data bases

data bases 8. adjustable clouds
9. molecular concentration normalization

and provides output to support scene (User-Defined)

simulation and signature models. MOSART 8.2 Potential Upgrades
calculates a comprehensive radiative Plans are in the works for a release of Version
environment, but is rather large and is not very 2.00 in 1998 that will include:
fast. Each code has its own purpose.

8. CODE STATUS 1. atmosphere characterization

The initial release version of the MOSART 0 model-driven & user-defined 3-D

code is Version 1.41, which was delivered in atmospheres

September 1995. Version 1.50 was delivered * broken cloud fields

in November 1997. This latest version of * global humidity data base
MOSART has been approved for public 2. diffuse transmission (off-axis, single

release, distribution unlimited by Air Force scatter) through clouds

Public Affairs and Ballistic Missile Defense 3. analytic (Robertson) model of skyshine
Office; release by Air Force Research 4. microwave/millimeter wave capability
Laboratory is pending further testing.
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5. multiple, overlapping sensor response (617) 377-3671
curves jeong@plh.af.mil

6. higher resolution/expanded terrain
material data base For technical information, please contact:

7. global snow cover & sea ice data bases
8. cooling rate calculations Dr. William M. Cornette (NIMA/TMPO)
9. more flexible input file structure (301) 227-3492

CornetteW@nima.mil
Potential future growth may occur in the
following areas: Please send all potential "bug" reports, along

with sample input and output to:
1. DISORT N-stream multiple scattering

integration Ms Sally J. Westmoreland (PRA)
2. new exponential sum fit (correlated-k) mosart@photon.com

algorithm
3. polarization 10. REFERENCES
4. insertion of user-defined elements (e.g.,

clouds, smoke) 1. Anderson, G.P., J.H. Chetwynd, J.-M.
5. Navy Oceanic Vertical Aerosol Model Theriault, P. Acharya, A. Berk, D.C.

(NOVAM) Robertson, F.X. Kneizys, M.L. Hoke,
6. interface with weather data bases (e.g., L.W. Abreu, and E.P. Shettle.

NORAPS, NOGAPS, COAMPS) MODTRAN2: Suitability for Remote
7. aerosol mixtures (e.g., smooth altitude Sensing. SPIE Proc. (1968)

transitions)
8. geographical assignment of boundary layer 2. Cornette, W.M., Atmospheric Propagation

aerosol model, including prevailing winds) and Radiative Transfer (APART)
9. integration of non-Lambertian surface Computer Code. Vol I: Installation

reflectance with multiple scattering Reference Manual (R-024-90), Vol II:
10. Cox and Munk treatment of sea surface User Reference Manual (R-062-90), Vol

normals III: Technical Reference Manual (R-077-
11. variable spectral gridding 90), Vol IV: Software Reference Manual
12. incorporation of fast MS correction (R-075-90). Photon Research Associates,

procedures for 2-stream calculations Inc., 5720 Oberlin Drive, San Diego, CA
92121 (1990)

This list is not definite, nor is it all inclusive.
If you require some additional capabilities, 3. Cornette, W.M. and J.G. Shanks,
please contact Dr. William M. Cornette (see Physically reasonable analytic expression
below). for the single-scattering phase function.

Applied Optics 31, 3152-3160 (1992)
9. OBTAINING THE CODE AND POINTS
OF CONTACT 4. Cornette, W.M., Robust algorithm for
MOSART (both code and documentation) is correcting the layer problem in
distributed by the US Government. The first LOWTRAN. Applied Optics 31, 5767-
step in obtaining the MOSART code is to 5769 (1992)
download a Non-Disclosure Agreement from
the web-site 5. Cornette, W.M., P.K. Acharya, and G.P.

Anderson, "Using the MOSART Code For
<http://www.plh.af.milNSBM/index.html>. Atmospheric Correction." Invited Paper.

1994 International Geoscience and
Once the Non-Disclosure Agreement has been Remote Sensing Symposium Proc. Pp.
completed and submitted, a password will be 215-219 (1994)
provided that will allow the user to download
(FTP) the MOSART code, along with the 6. Cornette, W.M. and J.G. Shanks,
documentation in Adobe Reader format. For Physically reasonable analytic expression
additional information on obtaining the for the single-scattering phase function:
MOSART code and documentation, please errata. Applied Optics 34, 641 (1995)
contact:

7. Cornette, W.M., P.K. Acharya, D.C.
Dr. Laila S. Jeong (AFRLNSBM) Robertson, and G.P. Anderson, Moderate
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Spectral Atmospheric Radiance and
Transmittance Code (MOSART). PL-TR-
94-2244 (4 Volumes) USAF Phillips
Laboratory, Directorate of Geophysics,
Hanscom AFB, MA 01731-3010 (1995)

8. Feldman, G.C., Private communication.
Created from a mosaic satellite image
compiled by W.T. Sullivan III, University
of Washington, from satellite photographs
acquired by the Defense Meteorological
Satellite Program of the U.S. Air Force
(1995)

9. Levitus, S., Climatological Atlas of the
World Ocean. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration Professional
Paper 13 (1982)

10. Malkmus, W., Random Lorentz Band
Model with Exponentially-Tailed Line-
Intensity Distribution Function. J. Opt.
Soc. Am. 57, 323-329 (1967)

11. National Geophysical Data Center, Global
View, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (1994)
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A comparison of atmospheric transmittance measurements in the 3-5 .m and 8-12

ýtm spectral regions with MODTRAN: considerations for tropospheric operations
requiring long, near-horizontal path geometries

A. J. Ratkowski*, G. P. Anderson*, J. H. Chetwynd*, R. M. Nadile*, A. D. Devir** and
T. D. Conley***

(*) USAF Research Laboratory, Battlespace Environment Division (AFRL/VSB),
29 Randolph Road, Hanscom AFB, MA 01731-3010, USA

(**) Technion Research and Development Foundation, Electro-Optics Research and
Development Division (EORD), Technion City, Haifa 32000, Israel

(***) Boston College, Institute for Scientific Research, Newton, MA, 02159-1164, USA

1. ABSTRACT algorithm jointly developed from FASCODE1
Radiance measurements conducted during by DoD and DOE) which provides the molecular
tropospheric operations to detect objects on the standard for layer-effective optical depths,
Earth's surface from a manned aircraft or from single-scattering albedos, and transmittances.
an unmanned airborne vehicle (UAV) will This enables the MODTRAN4 algorithm to be
involve long, near-horizontal viewing refined for more adaptable spectral resolution
geometries. The computer code MODTRAN is plus efficient determination of those layer
widely used for the prediction of the propagation quantities necessary for multiple-scattering
of infrared radiation through the lower applications, (DISORT2, for example). The
atmosphere. Consequently, we have undertaken second validation step centers on comparisons
to test the predictions of MODTRAN for the 3-5 with a variety of measurements. Among the
and 8-12 micron spectral regions under mid- latter are ground-based measurements of
Eastern desert conditions, atmospheric transmission using the sun as a
2. MODTRAN source in the SWIR (3-5 gin) and LWIR (8-12

gin); examples for such validation are presented
The new MODTRAN4 band model, with its here.
correlated-k Beer's Law algorithm, can
efficiently and correctly (usually within 3-5%) With the development of MODTRAN43-4, a
calculate the scattering and absorption properties flexible tool for radiative energy budget
of realistic molecular, aerosol and cloudy calculations is now available. While this version
environments in the lower and middle of MODTRAN is grounded in the prior series of
atmosphere. The current approach for molecular USAF radiative-transfer low-resolution band-
scattering accommodates line overlap and partial model (BM) algorithms5 7  and moderate-
correlations between both molecular species and resolution BM algorithms8'0 , it is distinct in its
the solar irradiance, while maintaining automated ability to employ Beer's law to describe local-
band model spectral resolution at 2 or 15 cm-'. layer, species-specific transmittance for input to
This new level of evolution and validation will the radiance calculations. While this capability is
permit improved syntheses and analyses of solar not always necessary, it allows appropriate
(direct or scattered) and thermal energy as handling of multiple scattering (MS) using
observed from a variety of platforms. This existing non-BM algorithms2 -11 . MODTRAN4,
capability is a product of the standard while maintaining the basic 2 cm-' spectral
MODTRAN calculations of transmittance, resolution, can now complement the MS
radiance and irradiance, including thermal, solar routines by introducing a correlated-k (CK)
and lunar sources. capability which is compatible with Beer's law

formulations. MODTRAN4 also provides
Comprehensive validation is provided through greatly improved predictive capabilities under
two basic avenues. The first involves direct cloudy and/or heavy aerosol loading conditions
comparisons with line-by-line (LBL) in both the visible and IR. It allows the explicit
calculations, as exemplified by FASE (the LBL definition of water and ice cloud vertical profiles

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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and spectral data, either by scaling and and to the water vapor density conditions that
combining default model clouds or by redefining were measured on the ground at an altitude of
entirely new model clouds with micro-layering 1200 m. This kind of scaling was found to be
options. More information on MODTRAN4 and within a few percent of the actual measured
its beta release has already been presentedt 2. values. The visibility was measured with a VF-
Significant changes have been made in 500 visibility sensor (HSS, Inc.). The values of
MODTRAN4 to the models of the H20 the visibility were found to vary between 35 km
continuum, the N2 pressure-induced continuum, and 45 km during the field test, and were
the radiance algorithms, and the band models. consistent with the observed values (as evaluated
Calculations in the IR, when compared to both by a trained observer) for that day. A rural
measurement 3 and to LBL calculations, usually aerosol model -was used since the wind speed
fall within 5% for all spectral ranges, even at was too low to use a desert model and since the
relatively high spectral resolution (less than 5 values of the visibility confirmed this model.
cm", for example).

The actual measurement technique employs the
3. MEASUREMENTS sun as a 5900 K blackbody source for

transmittance measurements conducted in a near-
As noted above, comparisons with horizontal, long-slant-path geometry. The
measurements are a required validation step. In measurements were conducted with a dual-
this paper we .compare MODTRAN4 predictions channel spectroradiometer with an aperture of 20
with atmospheric transmittance measurements cm and a field of view (FOV) of 2 mrad. A
made from Mount Miron at an altitude of 1200m circular-variable filter (CVF) . with spectral
using the rising Sun as a source14 . Accurate resolution of 4% of the transmitted wavelength
radiometric measurements of the Sun were covering the spectral regions from 2.8 to 5.6 gtm
performed for long, near-horizontal-paths.
Measurements of atmospheric profiles of and from 6.9 to 13.8 nm was employed to
pressure, temperature, water vapor density (in measure the transmitted solar spectral radiance.
gr/m3) along the path are highly desired for the A dichroic mirror separated these two spectral
interpretation of such radiometric measurements. regions to two separate InSb and MCT
The theoretical calculations in this paper employ detectors. The center of the FOV was aligned
radiosonde data obtained from the Israeli with a precise theodolite and the spectral
Meteorological Service to specify the pressure, measurements were performed at predetermined
temperature and relative humidity (or water zenith angles, when the FOV was filled by the
vapor density) of the different atmospheric disc of the Sun. After each measurement of the
layers. In the absence of a complete in situ sonde Sun, the FOV was aimed outside the Sun's disc
measurements (since the sonde profiles were not to check for scattered radiation. The scattered IR
intersected by the spectroradiometer's line of radiation was negligible in comparison to the
sight), the sonde profile was modified: this direct Sun radiation. The same can be said about
modification was based on the results of a the effect of the radiation from the internal
sensitivity analysis of the climatology of the blackbody of the radiometer and the calculated
desert atmosphere - an analysis which was path radiance. The measured transmittance
conducted to assess the importance of variations values were obtained from a comparison
in temperature, pressure and water density along between the radiometric signal of the sun and
long optical paths 4 . This sensitivity study that of a 1273 K blackbody source. Additional
indicated that the temperature profiles of four details on the experiment and the measurements
different months, for altitudes up to 1 lkm, can can be found in the literature' 4.
be approximated by a single profile shifted by a
constant temperature difference, as is shown in
Figure 1. In the same way, the study indicated 4. CALCULATED RESULTS
that the profiles of the water vapor density (in
gr/m3) of four different months for altitudes up The measurements reported earlier'4 were for 1
to 11 km can be approximated by a single profile different solar elevations: 0', 1°, 2', 40, 60 (900
that is shifted by a constant multiplicative factor, is the zenith angle). In this paper, the results for
as is shown in Figure 2. A similar (but almost four solar elevations (10, 20, 80 and 30' ) will be
negligible) multiplicative factor is also used for reported. Initial calculations were based on the
shifting the respective pressure profiles. predictions of the old (and now obsolete)
Following these models, the sonde temperature LOWTRAN7 code. The predicted transmittance
and water vapor density data were corrected by values were convolved to match the slit-
clamping their profiles to the ground temperature response-function of the CVF used for
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wavelength dispersion of the measured spectral W. Abreu, and L. A. Hall, "FASCOD3 spectral
data. It should be noted that MODTRAN4 has a simulation" Proceedings of the International
new capability to register the calculations in Radiation Symposium 1988, Lenoble and
wavelength with wavelength-driven scanning Geleyn, Deepak Publishing.
and/or filter functions. The earlier predicted
transmittance values (after the above mentioned 2. K.S. Stamnes, S. C. Tsay, W. J. Wiscombe,
convolution) indicated that, especially for very and K. Jayaweera, "Numerically stable
low observing angles (10 and 20), the spectral algorithm for Discrete-Ordinate-Method
match between the measured data and a Radiative Transfer in multiple scattering and
LOWTRAN7 calculation, was not good. This emitting layered media", Appl. Optics, 27, pp.
discrepancy is more pronounced when the shape 2502-2509, 1988.
factor in the 3-5 gm spectral region is

factr inthe3-5 tm pectal egio is 3. L.S. Bernstein, A. Berk, D. C. Robertson,considered. However, there is now an excellent P. K. Acharya, G. P. Anderson, and J. H.
agreement in this spectral region when the data is PKAcaya, G. of anderand c.bl.
compared with MODTRAN4, as shown in Chetwynd, "Addition ofacorrelated-k capability
Figures 3 and 4. Similar agreement was obtained to MODTRAN," Proceeding of the 1996 IRIS
for moderate and high solar elevation angles (80 Targets, Backgrounds, and Discrimination
and 30'), as is shown in Figures 5 and 6. Meeting, 1996.

The differences between the experimental data 4. L.S. Bernstein, A. Berk, P.K. Acharya,
and the predictions of MODTRAN4 in the 8-12 D.C. Robertson, G.P. Anderson, J.H.and he pedition ofMODTAN4Chetwynd and L.M. Kimball, "Very narrow

am spectral region at very low observing angles band model calculations of atmospheric fluxes
(10 and 20) remain in the shape of the predicted and cooling rates using the MODTRAN code",
spectra. The differences are more pronounced J. Atm. Sci., 53, pp. 2887-2904, 1996.
with respect to the relative magnitudes of the two
transmittance peaks, at 8.5 gim and at 10.5 .im. 5. F.X. Kneizys, E.P. Shettle, W.O. Gallery,
These feature differences still appear in the J.H. Chetwynd, L.W. Abreu, J.E.A. Selby,
MODTRAN4 calculations and require further R.W. Fenn and R.A. McClatchey,
investigation, as can seen from Figures 7 and 8. "Atmospheric Transmittance/Radiance:
However, the growth rate of the measured Computer Code LOWTRAN 5", AFGL-TR-80-
transmittance at high solar elevation angles (80 0067, AD A058643, 1980.
and 300) is in excellent agreement with the
measurements, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. It 6. F.X. Kneizys, E.P. Shettle, W.O. Gallery,

J.H. Chetwynd, L.W. Abreu, J.E.A. Selby,
should be noted that the 8-12 ,im spectral region S.A. Clough and R.W. Fenn, "Atmospheric
is very sensitive to changes in the water density - Transmittance/Radiance: Computer Code
changes that can occur in the lower layers of the LOWTRAN 6" , AFGL-TR-83-0187, AD
atmosphere at very long distance from the A137796, 1983.
radiometer, especially for nearly horizontal
optical paths. 7. F.X. Kneizys, E.P. Shettle, J.H. Chetwynd,

.CONCLUSIONS L.W. Abreu, G.P. Anderson, W.O. Gallery,
5. CJ.E.A. Selby and S.A. Clough, "Users Guide to

LOWTRAN 7", AFGL-TR-88-0 177, 1988.
This paper compares experimental measurements

(in geometries of interest to the UAV or manned- 8. A. Berk, L. S. Bernstein, and D. C.
aircraft communities) with calculations using the Robertson, "MODTRAN: A Moderate
latest version of MODTRAN. Previous results Resolution Model for LOWTRAN7", GL-TR-
indicate a strong dependence of the spectral 89-0122, Air Force Geophysics Lab., Hanscom
features of signatures transmitted through the AFB, MA, 1989.
lower atmosphere on the aerosol and on the
water vapor content. We plan to conduct 9. F.X. Kneizys, M.L. Hoke, L.W. Abreu,
sensitivity studies to address their relative E.P. Shettle, "MODTRAN2: Suitability for
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Figure 1: The altitude dependence of day-time temperature profile for four different months.
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Figure 9: Predicted and measured atmospheric transmittance in the 8-12ýtm spectral region for 8' ground-to-space slant path.
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Figure 10: Predicted and measured atmospheric transmittance in the 3-1ltjm. spectral region for 300 ground-to-space slant path
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Figure 7: Predicted and measureda atmosphle ric transmittance in the 8-l2pim spectral region for 10 ground-to-space slant path.
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Figure 8: Predicted and measured atmospheric transmittance in the 8-l2izm spectral region for 2' ground-to-space slant path.
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Figure 6: Predicted and measured atmospheric transmittance in the 3-5ýLrm spectral region for 300 ground-to-space slant path.
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Figure 3: Predicted and measured atmospheric transmittance in the 3-5ýimn spectral region for 10 ground-to-space slant path.
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Figure 4: Predicted and measured atmnospheric transmittance in the 3-5jim. spectral region for 2' ground-to-space slant path.
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EFFETS DE LA REFRACTION ATMOSPHERIQUE SUR LA
PROPAGATION INFRAROUGE DANS LA BASSE ATMOSPHERE MARINE

COMPARAISON DES MODELES SEACLUSE ET PIRAM.

J. CLAVERIE
Ecoles Militaires de Co~tquidan - GREG - 56381 GUER CEDEX - FRANCE.

B. TRANCHANT, P. MESTAYER
CNRS -Ecole Centrale de Nantes - 44321 NANTES CEDEX 3 - FRANCE.

A.M. J. VAN EIJK
FEL TNO - P. 0. Box 96864 - 2509 JG THE HAGUE - THE NETHERLANDS.

Y. HURTAUD
CELAR - 35174 BRUZ CEDEX - France

SOMMAIRE cbtes, mais pas seulement, on rencontre des situations
Dans la Couche de Surface Atmosph~rique Marine, la atmosph~riques tr~s instables (le temperature de l'air est
r~fraction atmosph~rique conduit notamnment, aux Ion- inf~rieure de plusieurs 'C A celle de l'eau). On enregistre
gueurs d'onde optiques (visible et infrarouge) A des dimi- alors une reduction tr~s sensible de ihorizon optique,
nutions de port~es des syst~mes. Ces ph~nom~nes peu- ainsi que lapparition de zones de mirages. Ces ph~nom&-
vent 6tre d~crits en associant un programme de trac6 de nes peuvent conduire A une interpretation erron~e des
rayons A un mod~le d'indice de refraction dans la CSAM. informations d~livr6es par les capteurs optiques.
Deux mod~les sont d&crits dans cet article : Les profils d'indice de rffraction calcul~s par les m~tho-

- le mod~le PIRAM bas6 sur une m~thode bulk clas- des bulk classiques rendent bien compte de ces al~as de
sique, propagation, li&s aux conditions de refraction de grande

- le mod~le SeaCluse qui analyse finement les inter- 6chelle. N~anmoins, la propagation infrarouge d6pend
actions a~rosols-atmosph~re en presence de vagues, ce 6galement de lextinction mol~culaire (absorption par la
qui lui permet de calculer 6galement les profils de con- vapeur d'eau et le dioxyde de carbone) et de l'extinction
centration a~rosolaire dans la CSAM. a~rosolaire caus~e notamnment, pour le milieu marin, par
A partir des donn~es exp~rimentales de 1'exp~rience les gouttelettes d'eau 6ject~es par les vagues. De plus,
MAPTIP, on peut conclure globalement que : dans les cas de vent fort, le champ de vagues modifie

- les 2 mod~les pr~sent~s, malgr6 leurs natures et sensiblement les profils de temp~rature et d'humidit6 aux
objectifs diff&ents, conduisent A des r~sultats en bon ac- tr~s basses altitudes, par rapport A ceux calcul6s par les
cord global avec les observations. m~thodes bulk classiques. Afin d'essayer de d~crire aussi

- faute de donn~es suffisantes, les profils calcul6s finement que possible lensemble de ces interactions, une
par SeaCluse, ne sont pas encore optimis~s pour les tous coop~ration entre l'Ecole Centrale de Nantes (France) et
premiers rntres d'altitude. le FEL-TNO (Pays-Bas) a permis le r~cent d6veloppe-

ment du mod~1e SeaCluse.
Dans cet article, nous nous proposons de comparer les

INTRODUCTION predictions, vis A vis de la refraction uniquement, d~dui-
Les performances des syslt~mes infrarouges de detection, tes du mod~le SeaCluse A celles du mod~le PIRAM,
de d'observation et de veille fonctionnant A proximit6 d~velopp6 aux Ecoles Militaires de Co~tquidan (France)
immediate de la surface de la mer sont 6troitement d6- et mettant en ceuvre une m6thode bulk classique.
pendants des conditions de propagation. La port~e maxi- Dans une premi~re partie, nous rappellerons bri~vement
male de ces syst~mes depend du profil vertical d'indice la nature des principaux effets de refraction dans la
de refraction de lair dans les premieres dizaines de m6- CSAM. Nous donnerons ensuite les caract~ristiques es-
tres d'altitude qui constituent la Couche de Surface At- sentielles du mod~le PIRAM (partie 2), avant de d~crire
mosph~rique Marine, not~e CSAM par la suite. Dans des les sp~cificit&s du mod~le SeaCluse (partie 3). Les don-
conditions de plein ocean, on pourrait penser que Vatmo- n~es exp~rimentales utilis~es dans cet article, issues de
sphere est quasi neutre, et se contenter d'utiliser, pour la l'exp~rience MAPTIP, r~alis~e aux Pays-Bas durant l'au-
propagation des ondes aux fr~quences optiques, un mo- tomne 1993, A linitiative du groupe OTAN AC243IRSG
d~le d'atmosph~re standard. Cependant, au voisinage des 8 seront pr~sent~es dans la partie 4. La comparaison des 2

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-0 Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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mod~les &tudi~s, tant sur le plan des profils verticaux La trajectoire des rayons optiques depend du gradient
calcul~s, que sur leurs consequences en terme de calcul vertical de l'indice de refraction. L'atmosph~re standard
d'horizons optiques ou de zones de d~doublements, fera est caract~ris6 par un gradient dMN - 132 M/kmn Cepen-

lobjt d la arte ~dant, dans la CSAM, le profil vertical d'indice de r~frac-

tion est rarement standard. Selon la stabilit6 atmosph~ri-
que, 3 cas sont possibles :

1. EFFETS DE LA REFRACTION DANS LA - atmosph~re neutre ou guasi-neutre.
CSAM. Les temp6ratures de l'air et de la mer sont alors voisines

Dans un milieu stratifi6, la prediction des ph~nom~nes de (6cart inf~rieur A 0,5 'Q). Le prof ii d'indice de refraction
refraction est lie A la connaissance du profil vertical est proche du profil standard. L'horizon optique n'est que
d'indice de refraction n(z), z d~signant l'altitude. Au vi l6g~rement modifi6 par rapport au cas standard.
sinage du sol n est voisin de 1, aussi on utilise plus vo- - atmosph~re instable.
lontiers le coindice de refraction N d~f ini par: La temp~rature de l'air est alors inferieure a la tempera-

N = (n-1).10' (1) ture de l'eau. Le gradient vertical d'indice est sup~rieur au
Il est 6galement commode d'employer le module de r6- gradient standard, surtout au proche voisinage de I'inter-

fracionM don6 ar:face air-mer. La courbure des rayons est alors accentu~e
vers le haut. On est alors dans une situation d'infrar~frac-

M =10 6(n -1+-) N +0,157z (2) tion caract~ris~e par un horizon optique r~duit.
a Pour une source plac~e en deqA de cet horizon, tout en en

o6~ a d~signe le rayon de la Terre (a =6371 kin). 6tant proche, le profil d'indice de refraction ge'ne'e une
situation de double trajet entre la source et le point d'ob-

Aux longueurs d'onde optiques, le co~fndice N est reli6 A servation. La source est vue sous deux 6l6vations dis-
la pression atmospb~rique p (en HPa), A la temnp~ature tinctes. 11 y a donc d~doublement ; on parle encore d'une
thermodynamique T (en K) et A l'humidit6 sp~cifique q zone de mirage.
(en kg/kg) par: - atmosph~re stable.

N K'p Bql)+ _] () La temp~rature de l'air est alors sup~rieure d la tempera-
T(1+cxq) ý +t ture de l'eau. Cette situation est propice A l'existence d'un

avec a = 0,608 et ýt 0,622. conduit de guidage des ondes optiques (cas de suprar&.
Les valeurs de A et B dependent de la longueur d'onde X. fraction), dont la hauteur atteint au plus quelques mktres.
En adoptant la d~marche suivie par FORAND [1], on Une source situ~e au-delA de ihorizon standard, mais A
peut assimiler A et B A des constantes pour chacune des l'int~rieur du conduit peut malgr6 tout &tre observ~e.
principales fen~tres de transmission atmosph&rique. Les Paralllement, le conduit est surmont6 d'une zone d'om-
valeurs utilis~es pour ces coefficients A et B sont r~su- bre. Nous ne traiterons pas ces cas stables par la suite car
m~es dans le tableau 1 ci-apr~s. nous ne disposons pas de donn~es compl~tes pour les

analyser. De plus leur mod~lisation reste tr~s delicate du

Domaine X (pim) A (K/HPa) B (K/HPa) point de vue m~t~orologique.
spectral ____________Cette brve description appelle deux remarques:
Visible 0,4 -1,0 78,5 67,0 - Dans la CSAM, les conduits pour les fr~quences

IR proche 1,0 -3,0 77,7 65,5 optiques nexistent que dans les cas stables (peu frequents
IR moyen 3,0 -5,0 77,5 65,0 en pleine mer) et sont de hauteurs faibles, contrairement
IR lointain 8,0 -12,0 77,5 40,0 au cas des radiofr~quences oii l'existence d'un conduit

Tableau 1 : Valeurs des Coefficients A et B en fonction d'6vaporation est quasi permanente, sauf pour les cas tr~s
de la longueur donde. stables ofA il existe de l'infrar~fraction. En optique l'infra-

refraction existe dans les cas instables. II y a, et ceci est
On peut constater, d'une part, que les valeurs num~riques bien connu, une compl~mentarit& des modes de propaga-
de ces coefficients sont tr~s voisines, mis A part pour HIR tion entre les radiofr~quences et les fr~quences optiques.
lointain. Mais, d'autre part, A ces longueurs d'onde et - Un mod~le complet de propagation optique dans la
contrairement au cas des radiofr~quences, 1'umidit6 CSAM doit prendre en compte, outre la refraction, l'ab-
n'intervient que pour 2 A 3 % de la valeur totale de l'in- sorption atmosph~rique, I'att~nuation due A la pluie et au
dice. Comme le profil vertical de pression atmosph&rique brouillard, l'extinction a~rosolaire importante pour les
est quasiment lin~aire dans la CSAM, le profil d'indice de rayons lumineux qui "passent" pr~s de la surface de l'eau,
refraction est essentiellement li& au profil de temp~rature. A cause des gouttelettes en suspension. Tous ces ph~no-
De fait, pour les longueurs d'onde 6voqu~es dans le manes contribuent A diminuer la visibilit6 optique et
tableau 1, le milieu, vis A vis de la refraction, nest quasi- emp~chent bien souvent l'observation d'&ventuels mira-
ment pas dispersif. Les conclusions obtenues A partir de ges. 11 est n~anmoins tr~s important de connaitre les li-
mesures et/ou mod~les concernant le domaine visible mites de visibilit6, les zones de d~doublement, impos~es
peuvent donc facilement s'6tendre A l'infrarouge. par les lois de la refraction.
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Si le profil d'indice est suppos6 connu, les effets de la NPI csE
refraction atmosph6rique peuvent ktre quantifies au
moyen d'un programme de trac6 de rayons. Un exemple,
correspondant A une des situations instables observ~es
durant la campagne MAPTIP (voir partie 4), est donn6
Sur la figure 1. Le ph~nom~ne de d~doublement (ou mi-
rage) apparait nettemnent en limite d'horizon. Pour tenir 2

compte de l'effet d'~cran caus6 par les vagues, seuls les
rayons dont l'altitude reste sup~rieure A 0,65H,, 3, H113  10

d~signant la hauteur significative des vagues, sont calcu-
l&s1.

M1APTIP (cas E)
00 -005M 200 2W 00// DOistance Win

20 Figure 2: MAPTIP cas E (voirpartie 4).
I~ Limites de la zone de mirage (trait gras).

20 //Horizon optique en atmosphdre standard (trait fin).

-co0

2. METHODES BULK ET MODELE PIRAM
S De part sa relative simplicit6, la m~thode bulk est assez

populaire d~s qu'il s'agit de calculer l'ensemble des profils
o 1-00 100 m~t~orologiques verticaux et par suite le prof ii vertical

Oistance Win d'indice de refraction dans la CSAM. Parmi les r~alisa-

Figure 1: MAPTIP cas E (voirpartie 4) tions mettant en ceuvre cette m~thode, figure en bonne
Exemple de tracj de rayons. place le mod~le frangais baptis6 PIRAM (Profils d'Indi-

On observe un d~doublement en limite d'horizon. ces de Refraction en Atmosphere Marine) [2]2. Outre les
profils m&t~orologiques "classiques" (pression, tempera-
ture, humidit6 et vitesse du vent), le mod~le PIRAM

Une 6tude plus quantitative n~cessite de calculer davan- calcule les profils d'indice de refraction , de constantes de
tage de rayons, notamment ceux qui correspondent aux structure de l'indice de refaction (C.2), les hauteurs de
limites de la zone de mirage. Pour lexemple pr&c~dent conduits lorsque ceux-ci existent, tout ceci aux radiofr6-
(MAPTIP, cas E) un tel calcul conduit A la figure 2. quences comme aux longueurs d'onde optiques.
On constate que les r~sultats obtenus diff~rent tr~s nette- Dans les mod~les bulk, les calculs de profils sont initiali-
ment de ceux que l'on d~duirait de la simple hypoth~se s~s par la connaissance des paramntres m~t6orologiques
d'atmosph~re standard. Pour une source lumineuse situ&e suivants (param~tres bulk)
A une altitude quelconque, on peut calculer Dmax la - pression atmosph~rique pi mesur~e A l'altitude z1,
distance correspondant A la limite sup~rieure de la zone - temp~rature de l'air T, mesur~e A l'altitude zj,
de mirage (qui est aussi l'orizon optique), Dmin, la dis- - humiditý relative H, mesur~e A l'altitude z,,
tance correspondant A la limi'te inf~rieure de la zone, ainsi - vitesse du vent u, mesur~e A l'altitude z, (on peut
que les 616vations apparentes vues du point d'observation. aussi s accommoder d'une valeur u, mesur~e A une
Comme Dmin est directement li~e aux coordonn~es du altitude z, diff~rente de z1),
premier rayon qui r~ussit A passer au-dessus des vagues, - temp~rature de l'eau T,.
cette valeur depend beaucoup, du profil d'indice de r& La mesure de pl, notamnment, combin~e avec la loi de
fraction dans sa partie basse (les quelques premiers m6- l'hydrostatique permet la determination du profil de pres-
tres d'altitude). En fonction de l'altitude de la source Sion atmosph~rique. Pour obtenir les profils de temp&ra-
observ6e, Dmax d~pendra davantage de la partie "haute" ture (via la temp~rature potentielle virtuelle not~e 0w),
du profil d'indice. d'humidit6 sp~cifique et de vitesse du vent not~e u, on

s'appuie sur la th~orie de Monin-Obukhov qui introduit
les pararn~tres suivants :

- une 6chelle de vent, u*, appel~e aussi vitesse de
frottement,

1Le choix du coefficient 0,65 peut paraitre arbitraire ;il
permet un assez bon accord entre les predictions et les 2Le mod~le PIRAM a subi quelques ameliorations par
observations exp~rimentales. Il serait cependant souhai- rapport A la r~f~rence indiqu~e. Un document complet sur
table de pouvoir Rayer ce choix par des considerations la version actuelle du mod~le est actuellement en cours
plus th~oriques. de redaction.
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- une 6chelle de temp~rature, 0 ,*, face si les relations (7) 6taient encore valables A cette

- une 6chelle d'humidit6, q*, altitude. En r~alit6, les profils u(z), 0 v (z) et q(z) ne

- une 6chelle de longueur, L, appel~e longueur de v~rifient plus Les relations (7) pour les valeurs de z inf&-
Monin-Obukhov, d~finie par: rieures A environ 20 -z 0,~ (x = u, t ou q) , notamment dans

- 2 la sous-couche visqueuse oýj ils deviennent g~n~ralement
L= v (4) lin~aires en z. Les longueurs de rugosit6 sont donc des

X~g.0 V*constantes d'int~gration pour obtenir les relations (7) A
avec : partir de (5), dont la r~alit physique a &6t souvent dis-

- g =9.81 m.s-2 
, acc~l&ration de la pesanteur, cut~e, notamnment pour la surface marine ofi leurs valeurs

- z = 0.4, constante de von Karman, sont inf~rieures au millimetre. Cependant, pour les surfa-
vitel oen ces solides, on a pu montrer leur permanence en fonction

te p aue potentiell de la forme et de la densit6 des 6l6ments de rugosit6 de la

surface, ind~pendamment de leur nature physico-chimi-

La lnguer d Monn-Oukho es un ndiateu de que et des caract~ristiques de l'6coulement. Pour la mer,
La lnguer d Monn-Oukho es un ndiateu de le couplage dynamique entre le vent et les vagues d6i A la

stabilit6. Quand la stratification est instable, L est nega- d6formabilit6 de la surface rompt cette ind~pendance, et
tive; quand elle est stable, L est positive. L est infinie

pourune tmoph~r neure.on exprime gen~ralement ces longueurs de rugosit6 en
pourn uet atmkospvr one osutre. itncporl fonction de l'6tat de la mer et/ou du frottement du vent.

Mtbe oninet bko n pourlscsstuableist e fnc, ourns cas NManmoins, en supposant ces rugosit~s calculables et

estables Comet pourein lescs instablesradiefnctos ve cuni pr~alablement calcul~es (voir la fin de cette partie), on
verslle 4~et ) h elint es luxauxgraiens vrtiaux aboutit pour les profils verticaux a :

de vitesse du vent u, de tmrauepotentielle virtuelle uMLZu (i)

L o (z) = + V* - - -~f (7)

du *X 
Zt L

dz ~~x~z} q* F(z' z'dz .Z).C Wq(z) =q 0 +- Inj - 1 h W -L

dz %x.Z )h avec:

dz f 0~z
(8)

Les fonctions C~ et 4)h d~crivent la forme sp~cifique des 1-4)h
relations flux-profils. Dans le cas d'une atmosph~re neu- - Wh W~ f dJ
tre, ces fonctions sont simplement 6gales A 1. L'ensemble 0
des profils verticaux suivent alors une loi purement loga- - q0 et Ovo, les valeurs de L'humidit6 sp~cifique et
rithmique. Pour les cas instables trait~s dans cet article, le de la temperature potentielle virtuelle A Laltitude
mod~le PIRAM utilise les relations suivantes: nulle. Ces grandeurs sont calcul~es A partir de la

2 mesure de le temp6rature de la mer T, et en suppo-IhW 6 sant que l'humiditý relative A laltitude z~ro est de

4m W~ (1 -16.0V f (6) la vitesse du vent A Laltitude zero, suppos~e
Pour obtenir les profils de vent, temp~rature et humidit&, nulle dans PIRAM.
il suffit d'int~grer les relations (5) en ayant d~fini au -o ____ -~

pr~alable les conditions aux limites. L'int~gration ne - TM( LOu h( Lt)= L
commence pas A laltitude nulle, premi~rement parce qu'il
faut tenir compte du caract&e rugueux de surface de la opetnde()tdeldfito 8,ona
mer et deuxi~mement parce qu'il y aurait une impossibi- Copetn2e()e el eiiin() na
litA math~matique. = 2. I(1+x ) + I( 1+x) 2.arctg(x) + X
Les bomnes inf~rieures d'int~gration sont les longueurs de n2 2 2
rugosit6 en vent, temp~rature et humidit6, respectivement h W~ 2. In 1+ Y (9)
not~es zo ,zot et Zoq.- Ces longueurs de rugosit& sont, 2

par d~finition, les altitudes ofi les variables correspon-avcx=(-6.) ey=(-16)
dantes seraient egales A leurs valeurs actuelles A la sur- vcx 1.1ety=(-16ý
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En utilisant les valeurs de ul v, , qj, d6duites de la 3. LE MODELE SEACLUSE

mesure des param~tres bulk effectu~e A laltitude zo SeaCluse est un mod~le num~rique d~velopp6 pour

obtient: simuler la dispersion des aerosols marins, principalement
les embruns g~n&6s par les vagues d~ferlantes, leur 6va-

= xu. i - W (zporation dans les basses couches de l'atmosph~re marine,
U* = XuiIn T j et l'influence ducouplage entre ces deux processus si-

(Zo(10)Z multan~s. En effet les embruns, de toutes tailles entre 1 et

50Fjm sont entrain~s par les mouvements de F'air au ras
O = [inOZ1 10Lde vagues et diffuses par la turbulence ; changeant\(vo. Zo(Lt)T d'altitude enpermanence, uls se retrouvent sans cesse en

[( ~ ( 1  ~d&s~quilibre thermodynamnique et hydrique avec leur
=*ý%q - q0). In Z1l -P jj environnement imm~diat, ce qui provoque leur 6vapora-

ZOq L tion et recondensation partielles. Le cuieur du mod~le
L\~ ~SeaCluse calcule A chaque altitude les bilans de con-

Les 3 6quations (10) ajout~es A (4) qui d~finit L, forment centration de particules, de concentration de vapeur d'eau

un systeme de quatre 6quations non lin~aires A quatre et de chaleur sensible qui d~terminent ces 6changes ther-
inconue : *, O*, * e L. ne oisces uate pra- modynamniques et hydriques. Pour cela, il est n~cessaire

inconnues : u*,hll calul, q*et L. nefois v tcesx qute para- d d'6tablir au pr~alable les profils moyens de vitesse, diffu-

tmprtures d'cetl calcumi, letprsuiel profils etcu de vent, de sivit:6 turbulente, temperature et humidit& "de r~f&-ence"

tempracture eot pahumiit emet patrmnsuiel rfldnied obtenus en l'absence d'embruns : ce calcul est r~alis6 par
refrctin sot prfaiemet d~rmi~s.un module appel6 "ýprg-processeur m~tgorologique" bas6

En c qu cocern le logueus d ruosit, PRAM sur une approche voisine de celle d~crite dans la section

dispose de plusieurs options de caicul. Nous nous limi- pr~c~dente. Cependant, l'6volution initiale des embruns
d~s leur 6jection de la surface marine 6tant une phase

tons ici a presenter celle qui a &6 utilis~e pour lanalyse cruciale de ces processus, on a &6 amen6 A d~velopper ce
de la campagne MAPTIP. Une fagon assez simple, mais pr6-processeur de telle sorte que non seutlement ii prenne
r~aliste de calculer la rugosit6 en vent z ou est donn~e en compte l'influence des vagues en moyenne mais aussi
dans [31 :qu'il d~crive I'6coulement et les repartitions de tempera-

1,6.1O 2 ture et d'humidit6 entre creux et crates [51.
1U ,514+a U. (11) En r~alit:6 c'est donc seulement ce pr6-processeur qui a

* 9 & utilis6 ici pour determiner les param~tres de
o~i ac & signe la "constante" de Chamnock dont la valeur l'6coulement et les profils verticaux de temperature et
commun~ment admise pour la pleine mer est 0.011. Pour d'humidit6 en prenant en compte l'influence des vagues A
les regions c6ti~es, la valeur 0.017 a 6t utilis6 dans tr~s basse altitude. L'influence de la pr6sence des em-
PIRAM. bruns sur la refraction infrarouge restant assez limit~e,
Pour calculer, les rugosit~s en temperature et en humi- dans les exercices d~crits ici le coeur du mod~le SeaCluse
dit6, zot et ZOq , on introduit les coefficients do transfert n'a pas R6 utilis6 pour calculer la repartition des

en temp~rature et en humidit& (A 10 in), notes C HN et particules. Cependant, les premiers tests ont montr6 que,
CENet ui puvet s'xprmer ar:pour u,0 = u(z=l0m) > 10 m/s, la presence des embruns
CENet ui puvet sxprier ar:peut dans certaines conditions induire des diff~rences de

x2 quelques dixi~mes de 'C et quelques % d'humidit6 dans
CHN- 10 10 les profils imm~diatement au-dessus des vagues. D'autre

In( Zu).In( )o part la d~termination des distributions d'a~rosols, en
Zo~ Z~t(12) tailles et en altitudes, est tr~s importante dans les calculs

2 d'extinction a~rosolaire infrarouge.

CEN=- 2 Le prg-processeur m~tgorologique de SeaCluse s'appuie
In(_10 )I(10 sur une param~trisation tr~s proche de celle de LIU et al.

).u ln( [6] souvent appel~e "mod~le LKB". Au lieu des relations

A l'instar du mod~le canadien LW(W)KD [1], nous avons (6) on a retenu les r~sultats de EDSON et al. [7], soit

utilis6 ici les r~sultats de SMITH [41 : d m (ý) = (1 - 20.ý) A4pour les conditions de stratification

CHN =-10-3 et CEN =1,2-10-3 (13) instable. Les variables thermodynamiques utilis~es sont

La determination de z ot et Z Oq est donc immediate d~s la temperature potentielle e et :
- l'humidit& absolue Q, en kg de vapeur d'eau par

lors que i'on a calcuI6 zou. On remarquera que compte m 3 d'air (variable conservative), dans le coeur du
tenu de la forme particuli~re de la relation (11), cette mod~le,
determination n~cessite un couplage it~ratif avec les - l'humidit6 sp~cifique q dans le pr6-processeur par
6quations (10) et (4). coherence avec le mod~le LKB initial, avec p~, = q Q

oýQ est la masse volumique de l'air.
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Le calcul commence (th~oriquement) par 1'6valuation des h kH0 vck=2,nmrdodeelaag,
&che1les de frottement u*, detm~aue0 t2 A

d'humidit6 q* en s'appuyant sur les formules bulk ex- f vecc1rt dlavge
prim~es sous leur forme standard:r vccVcl~i6d avge

T=Q2 2 1Pour les zones c6ti~res le champ de vagues nest pas
*=u =QCDUlo

H = -Ccpu*0* =--c CH1(06 0-e) (14) 6tabli et ii depend de la profondeur d'eau et de la distance
QpHU11O jA la c6te, ou fetch. Le calcul fait alors intervenir un mo-

E = -Q)Lvu*q* =-QLvCEuIO (q10 - q0 ) Mae de l'6nergie des vagues et de Leur distribution spec-
trale, fonction de ces param~tres et de la vitesse de frot-

Les coefficients de frottement C D et de transferts C H et tement u *.

C E sont obtenus A partir de C DN', HN et C EN ,Leurs Le calcul du champ de vent dans la zone des vagues,

valeurs A la neutralit6 (ý = 0), en tenant compte de la -H 0 / 2< z < HO, est bas6 sur une approche minimisant
correction de stratification thermique [8], ce qui implique Les hypoth~ses, sans param~tre arbitraire. On suppose que

de calculer les valeurs de ý, *4n (ý) et V h W~ (voir localement L'6coulement est suffisamment peu perturb6

relations (9)) qui dependent elles-m~mes de u*, 0* et (les pentes restent faibles) pour retrouver la forme Loga-

q*. Ce syst~me complet de param~tres est obtenu par ]ihiu upoi evnte aibe oae

iterations successives doubles : pour obtenir ý et pour u4xz)-uoLW u InZTW qm (16)
tenir compte d'une hauteur de r~f&rence z, (altitude des I ý zoL()(j

mesures) 6ventuellement diff~rente de 10 m. En [Z-i1x)]
s' appuyant sur les r~sultats et syntheses r~centes [9], OU L
[10], on retient : -3ICi u0L (x est la vitesse du vent locale (pour chaque

CHN = CEN =1,1-10 1abscisse x) A la surface de la vague, 6gale A la vitesse de

CDN = O,61+0,063u1 0 (pleine mer) ~. (15) glissement local de la surface. Elle se decompose en une

CDN =0,43+0,10ul 0 (zones c6ti~res) J composante locale due aux mouvements orbitaux de l'eau

On notera que les formules (14) font apparaitre uj 0 et dlasrcet ncopat myn ueugis-
ment d'ensemble de la surface dans le sens du vent:

non (u 10 - u0 ) , o6i u 0 est la vitesse de F'air A la surface,
non nulle du fait du glissement de la surface induit par le uoL W~= u4xT(x)=o(ri-x+xu* (17)
frottement, parce que les param~trisations des coeffi- oii w est la pulsation de l'onde de Stokes. Les profils
cients CiN ne prennent pas en compte cette vitesse de locaux de temp~rature et d'humidit6 sont obtenus sur les
glissement. mn~mes bases:
L'6tablissement des profils au dessus de la surface marine *P Z M
s~pare la CSAM en une couche directement influenc~e e (xz)-00 In ( qfJ-h(
par les vagues et une couche non-perturb~e par leur mou- Zot
vement. La hauteur de la fronti~re entre les 2 couches (8
depend de la hauteur des vagues et elle est fix~e ici a z = q*S
H0, lorigine des altitudes 6tant situ~e au niveau moyen de q x, z)- q. = q*St I~n zz-T )l~ ('h\I
la surface et H, 6tant la hauteur creux-A-cr~te de Londe x ~ z~q Wx) f ~
dominante. Pour z > H, Les profils sont obtenus A l'aide de
formules identiques A (7) dans lesquelles les rugosit~s Prt (respectivement S,)din enmbed rnt
zox sont d~duites des valeurs de u, 0, q A la hauteur de trespectivement Shmidt)dturbulent

r~f6rence et des valeurs de u*, 0*, q* pr~c~demment zOL (x , zot (x et zoq Wx sont des param~tres identi-
calcul~es : on n'utilise donc pas les param~trisations sup- ques A des longueurs de rugosit6 locales, qui sont deter-
pl~mentaires (11) et (12).
Pour la couche de Fatmosph~re directement influenc~e minees en imposant que tous les profils locaux conver-

par le mouvement des vagues, on r6alise le calcul des gent pour z = 10 m, soit :

champs bi-dimensionnels (x, z) de vent, temperature et u(X,10) = u10 ;0(x'10) = 010 ; q(x,10)q1
humidit6 au-dessus de la surface. La forme de la surface
rl (x) des vagues dominantes est assimil~e A une onde de On observe que les valeurs de ces param~tres ainsi obte-

Stokes d'ordre 8. nues sont assez proches en moyenne des longueurs de

Pour les conditions de pleine mer on considre que le rugosit6 fournies par les mod~les de Charnock, LKB, ou
champ de vagues est pleinement d~velopp6 ; les param&- plus 61abor~s [5]. Les profils moyens utilis~s dans la suite
tres du prof il rj (x) sont donc totalement fixes par le choix sont obtenus par integration en x des profils locaux, sur

du param~tre de Stokes h = 0, 135 et de l'Age de la vague une longueur d'onde A de la vague dominante:
F = 0,85-, sachant que Ion a:
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A___ puis disparaissaient. Avant qu'eles ne disparaissent, de
4(z) = ý(x, z) = A t(x, z)dx; = u,Oou q (19) longues p~riodes de d~doublement (plusieurs minutes)

A ont &6 observ~es. La disparition complete des lampes

H0  ~tait g~n~ralement pr~c~d~e de clignotements dont la
pour - 2ýO < z < H0 . p6riode colincidait avec celle du mouvement des vagues.

Bien que le choix de la hauteur de raccordement des 2 L'observation des lampes install~es sur le bateau se faisait

couches, z = H0 , paraisse arbitraire et ne prenne pas en depuis la plage de Katwijk A partir de cameras fonction-
compe l cabrue ds vgues onobsrveun r~sbon nant soit dans le visible, soit dans linfrarouge. Nous
cornte a cmbrre ds vgue, o obsrveun r~sbon utiliserons les mesures fournies par une des cameras

raccordement des profits calcul~s dans les 2 couches [5] "visibles". Comme nous lavons dejA dit, toutes les con-

clusions que i'on pourra tirer de notre 6tude sont transpo-
sables au domaine infrarouge.
Par ailleurs deux bou~es instrument~es ont &6 mouill~es

4. DONNEES EXPERIMENTALES en mer A 4 kmn des c6tes :
Les donn~es utilis~es ici sont issues de l'experience - une bou~e m~t~orologique mesurant notamment
OTAN MAPTIP (Marine Aerosol Properties and Thermal les param~tres bulk ainsi que la direction du vent et le
Imager Properties) qui s'est d~roul&e durant l'automne aonmtslir
1993, du 11 octobre au 5 novembre, sur les c6tes n~er- rayonement~ sol~airepiuemsr l atu
landaises, A proximit6 de Katwijk. significative et le spectre monodimensionnel des vagues.
Le dispositif exp~rimental et l'ensemble des instruments Durant la campagne, la CSAM 6tait toujours en situation
mis en oeuvre sont d6crits en detail dans [11]. Nous ne isalae e crsd eprtr nr amre
pr~sentons par la suite que les moyens directement lies A instableavec deOCA9.Les vat d enprtsr 6aentren a mer et
l'analyse des effets de refraction dans la CSAM [12]. relativement mod&r~s mais, et cette situation est plut6t
Afin de quantifier ces effets, plusieurs lampes halog~nes atypique, it s'agissait de vent d'est donc continentaux,
d'une puissance de 500 W ont W install~es sur un navire alors que sur les c6tes hollandaises de la mer du Nord les
oc~anographique hollandais, le Tydeman, A diff~rentes vents dominants sont habituellement d'origine oc~anique.
hauteurs indiqu~es sur la figure 3. Parmi les donn~es disponibles, nous avons s~lectionn6 2

6v~nements particuliers, mais repr~sentatifs des condi-
tions m~t~orologiques rencontr~es:

4C----------------------------------------- - le cas E (situation tr~s instable) enregistrý le
22/10/93 pour un d~placement du navire Tydeman d~bu-
tant A 20h45 et se terminant A 21h55.

- le cas H (situation quasi-neutre) enregistr6 le
20,7 m 26/10/93 pour un d~placement du navire Tydernan d~bu-

tant A 08h35 et se terminant A 09h45.

Chemndne La dur~e 'utile" de ces 2 6v~nements (de la disparition
des lampes les plus basses A la disparition des lampes les
plus hautes) 6tait de l'ordre de 30 minutes. Durant ces

----- 3R laps de temps, on a pu v~rifier que l'ensemble des para-
3L ------ m~tres m~t~orologiques et oc~anographiques &tait quasi-

ment invariant. La valeur de tous ces param~tres est indi-

11,0 m qu~e sur le tableau 2 ci-apr~s. _____

_____Cas E Cas H

pt (hPa) 1027 1031

2C 6,38 mT,(07412
H, (/%) 76 85

ILIR u, (m/s) 9,1 7,0
pont arriere T Direction () 60 40

MZ1= Z2  (in 3,4 3,4

3,34 To (0C) 12,4 11,5
................... H ,, (in) 0,91 0,68

JT 1,3 (S)3 4,8 4,6
Figure 3. Vue arriere du Tydeman. Mar~e (in 0,32 -0,59

Position des lampes halogenes par rapport Tableau 2: Valeurs des param~tres m~t~orologiques
di la ligne deflottaison et oc~anographiques correspondant

aux cas E et Hde MAPTIP
Lorsque le bateau s'61oignait du rivage, les diff~rentes ________________

lampes atteignaient l'orizon les unes apr~s les autres 3 T,,3 d~signe la p~riode significative des vagues.
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Pour les 2 cas 6tudi~s, laltitude, par rapport au niveau augmentent avec la vitesse du vent mesur~e A lalti-
moyen de la mer, de la camera d'observation ktait de 7.04 tude de r~f~rence. A plus haute altitude, les profils
metres. Dans le programme de trac6 de rayons , cette ne convergent pas tout A fait vers la m~me valeur,
valeur doit 6tre corrig~e par la hauteur de mar~e. mais l'6cart, de l'ordre de quelques dixi~mes de m/s,

devient, pour toutes les donn~es analys~es (y corn-
pris celles non pr~sent~es ici), quasiment constant.
- Pour les profils d'indice de refraction, les compor-

5. COMPARAISON DE PIRAM ET SEACLUSE tements respectifs des 2 mod~les ne sont que la con-
Les profils de temperature, de vitesse de vent et d'indice sequence de ce qui a dejA &6 remarqu6 A propos des
de refraction correspondant aux cas pr~c~demment d~fi- profils de temp~rature. Aux altitudes sup~rieures A
nis sont traces sur les figures 4a A 6a (MAPTIP cas E) et une dizaine de m~tres, les profils s'6cartent d'envi-
7a A 9a (MAPTIP cas H). Les profils d'indice M d~duits ron 0, 1 M/1 Om.
du mod~e SeaCluse sont, et ceci pour des raisons de
commodit6 de mise en ceuvre informatique, calcul~s par Vis A vis des calculs des horizons optiques (Dmax) etfou
la relation (3) A partir : des limites des zones de mirage (Dmin et Dmax) les

- du profil de temp~rature SeaCluse, r~sultats obtenus sont r~sum&s dans les tableaux 3 et 4.
- des profils de pression et d'humidit6 PIRAM.________

Comme le profil d'humidit6 nintervient que tr~s peu pour Lampes _____ A. S. P. S. 0.
calculer l'indice de refraction dans le domaine optique, le 3,34 Dmin (kin) 16,09 iL8,71 7,53 8,53

biais introduit par cette procedure est tout A fait minirne. m Dmax (kmn) ____ L9,55 9,17 j11,08
De plus, de par la nature m~me des param~trisations 6,38 Dmin (kin) 19,00 10,67 8,76 10,08

utilis~es par les 2 mod~les, les conclusions que l'on peut m Dmax (kmn) 12,08 11,81 12,95

tirer de la comparaison des profils de temp~rature sont 11 Dmin (kmn) 22,19 13,06 11,64 -

ais~ment transposables aux profils d'humidit. MIn Dmax (kin) ~15,04 14,89 L

Af in de mieux appr~cier les differences 6ventuelles, les 20,7 IrDmin (kin) 27,09 17,09 15,60 ___

kcarts en fonction de l'altitude entre les valeurs SeaCluse - j Da (k)1,8 197- 10

et les valeurs PIRAM sont report&s sur les figures 4b A 6b Tableau 3:. MAPTIP (cas E)
(MAPIP as ) e 7bA 9b(MATIPcasH).Valeurs des limites des zones de mirage (Dmax

(esMAPTIP cas E) gre etpll 7bA9b(AP cas enaie H). correspond en outre d l'horizon optique) pour les

Lentsem l decsfgrsa ple e m narssi diff~rentes hauteurs de lampes du Tydeman.

- Tous les profils se coupent A laltitude de mesure A.S.o:ubaemen out).oph sadad(psd

(ou altitude de r~f~rence) z, = 3,4 m. Cette consta- P. vableurmaluesnpatr ePIA

tation nWest pas aussi triviale qu'il y parait, car S. valeurs calculges d partir de SeRaMCue

SeaCluse, en intemne, utilise comme contraintes les 0. obseurv ations dxpartim entale - niuse.lasned

valeurs A l'altitude 10 m. Il faut donc it~rer pour cal- 0.obnses vtos). ~ ietls -idqe as ed

culer la valeur de ces contraintes compatible avec one)

les valeurs effectivement mesur~es.
- En ce qui concemne les profils de temp~rature, les -ae -. -. P . 0

3,34 Dmin (kin) 17,06 15,56 14,81 16,41
pas surprendre. En effet, la temp~rature de la mer To m Dinax (kin) I__ I' 15,2
est prise comme temp~rature A l'altitude nulle par 6,38 Dmin (kin) 19,92 118,28 17,53L 18,98
PIRAM alors que, comme la pr~sence des vagues m Dinax (kin) 1____J18,19 ___

est explicitement prise en compte par SeaCluse, le 11 Dmin (kin) 23,08 21,34 20,64 18
profil de temp&rature calcul6 par ce mod~le s'6tend m Dmax (kin) JLn 21,40

jusqu'A l'altitude -H,/2. Ces 6carts sont d'autant plus 20,7 Dmin (kin) 27,96 26,10 25,51 267
grands que l'instabilit6, mesur~e en premi~re ap- m ;Dm ax (kinm) 26,14 26,38
proximation par la diff~rence de temp~rature entre Tableau 4: MAPTIP (cas H)
leau et lair, augmente (voir figures 4b et 6b). Valeurs des limites des zones de mirage (Dmax
- Les profils de temp~rature s'6cartent de nouveau correspond en outre 6 I'horizon optique) pour les
lorsque l'altitude augmente A raison d'environ diffigentes hauteurs de lampes du Tydeman.
0,10 C/l0m. Ce comportement s'explique par les A.S. :valeurs pour l'atmosphdre standard (pas de
choix diff~rents faits par les 2 mod~les aussi bien d~doublement).
pour les fonctions de stabilit6 que pour les lon- P. valeurs calcuk~es d partir de PIRAM
gueurs de rugosit6. S. valeurs calcul~es 6 partir de Sea Cluse.
- Les profils de vitesse de vent diff~rent sensible- 0. observations expirimentales.
ment aux tr~s basses altitudes, pour les m~mes rai-
sons que celles invoqu~es A propos des profils de
temperature. Naturellemnent, les &carts enregistr6s
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ýMPTI cas I3cAPTI (

30 ~ 1,4

25 1.2

20 '
.) 0,8

S15 P __ __PRAM 5 0,6 . .....

*SEAGLUSE
- 10 ,

S 0.2

16 11 0 10 15 20 25 3

Temperature (*C) Altitude (in)

Figure 4a: MAPTIP (cas E) Figure 4b: MAPTIP (cas E)
Profits de tempgrature catcul~s Ecart entre tes profits de tempgrature

par PIRAM et SeaCtuse. PIRAM et Sea Cluse en fonction de t'attitude

IMAPTIP (casE MAPTIP (casE

V~ 0
20)

-~ 1- - __ __ __ ___ -PIRAM
*SEACLUSE4) - --

10-

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 0 5 10 15 20 25 3

Vitesse du vent (mis) Altitude (m)

Figure 5a: MAPTIP (cas E). Figure 5b MAPTIP (cas E)
Profits de vitesses vent calculis Ecart entre tes profits de vitesse de vent

par PIRAM et SeaCluse. PIRAM et Sea Cluse en fonction de l'altitude

~~PMsETI (Pcas E)

25- _
4) -0.4 ..........

15 -____ __ __ __ PIRAM -0.
---SEACLUSE; V -1.2

10- - J__ __ _4u

-U 1,6 .

0 ------.-- ~-2 -- - - - - ---------------------

283 284 265 266 267 266 266 250 261 262 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Indice M Altitude (m)

Figure 6a: MAPTIP (cas E). Figure 6b :MAPTIP (cas E)
Profits d'Indice M calcuk~s d partir: Ecart entre tes profits d'indice M d~duits

-des profits de temp &ature PIRAM ou Sea Cl use, des profits de temp grature PIRAM et Sea Ctuse
- des profits depression et d'humiditg PIRAM enfonction de t'attitude
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MAPTP (cs H)MAPTIP (cas H)

30.

25.___ ______
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Avec une hypoth~se d'atmosph~re standard, on ne pr~dit que des 616ments th~oriques pour pouvoir con-
6videmment aucun d~doublement ; ii n'y a donc pas lieu clure quant au choix de ce seuji dont l'exis-
de distinguer Dmin et Dmax dans les tableaux 3 et 4. tence physique est pourtant indiscutable.
Pour des atmospheres quasi-neutres, comme le cas H, les - Les param~tres du mod~e de Stokes pour le
observations n'indiquent pas non plus d'existence de champ de vagues ont &6t obtenus d partir des
d~doublements, contrairement A ce que semble pr~dire le valeurs exp~rimentales de la hauteur significa-
programme de trac6 de rayons utilisant les profils issus de tive des vagues, de la p~riode significative des
PIRAM ou de SeaCluse. En fait, A partir du programme vagues et de la vitesse du vent, valeurs repor-
de trac6 de rayons, on raisonne pour des sources t6es dans le tableau 2. Ces valeurs conduisent A
ponctuelles. En r~alit6, les sources observ~es (lampes un champ de vagues relativement d~velopp6
halog~nes situ~es A l'arri&e du Tydeman) ne le sont pas typiquement r' = 0,7 et h = 0,09. Ces r~sultats
et il faut des effets de refraction suffisamment importants semblent peu r~alistes en raison de lorigine
pour observer des d~doublements. Pour une atmosph~re continentale des vents dominants et du fetch
quasi-neutre, on n'observera simplement un 16ger 6tire- variant de 4 A 20 km. Par comparaison, et pour
ment de limage dans le sens vertical. Les ph~nom~nes de des conditions similaires, on trouv 'e dans [131
scintillation, de flou et d'&talement r endent delicate et [14] les valeurs typiques suivantes : F = 0,35
l'observation des petits mirages. et h = 0,25. On peut penser que les param~tres
If faut 6galement remarquer que le programme de trac6 de Stokes utilis6s par SeaCluse pour les r~sul-
de rayons utilis6 suppose une atmosphere horizontale- tats pr~sent~s ici ne sont peut-6tre pas repr6-
ment homog~ne ; cette hypoth~se nest jamais compl~te- sentatifs du champ de vagues r~el.
ment v~rifi&e surtout lors de MAPTIP puisque lon avait
plut6t des vents dominants d'origine continentale.
Compte tenu des remarques 6nonc~es dans les 2 paragra-
phes, pr&c~dents, tout 6cart inf~rieur au kin, entre les CONCLUSION
valeurs de Dmin et Dmax calcul~es et celles observ~es, Cette etude montre qu'il est important de connaitre le
sera jugý tr~s satisfaisant. profil d'indice de refraction dans la CSAM afin de deter-
En ce qui concemne 1l6tude comparative des r~sultats issus miner la port~e r~elle maximum des syst~mes optiques
de SeaCluse et de PIRAM, la lecture des tableaux 3 et 4 fonctionnant dans le visible ou dans Finfrarouge. Le cal-
appelle les commentaires suivants: cul du profil vertical d'indice par un mod~e bulk tel que

- Les valeurs de Dmax calcul~es par PIRAM et PIRAM conduit A des r~sultats qui sont g~n~ralement en
SeaCluse sont relativement proches et en assez bon bon accord avec les observations exp~rimentales effec-
accord avec les observations exp~rimentales. A tubes durant la campagne MAPTIP.
cause des diff~rences de pentes, mentionn~es plus Le mod~le num~rique SeaCluse qui prend en'compte les
haut, dans les profils, les valeurs de Dmax calcul~es interactions et 6changes d'6nergie entre le champ de
A partir de SeaCluse sont inf~rieures A celLes cal- vagues et l'6oulement d'air a pour objectif majeur le
cul~es A partir de PIRAM, pour les lampes les plus calcul de la concentration d'a~osols marins, mais iL per-
basses et sup~rieures pour les lampes les plus hau- met 6galement le calcul du profil d'indice de refraction.
tes. Cependant ces 6carts ne sont pas suffisamment Pour les effets de refraction, lanalyse des r~sultats de
importants pour que iont se hasarde A en tirer des MAPTIP avec le mod~e SeaCluse s'av~re tr~s encou-
conclusions hdtives. rageante. Cependant, les points suivants m~ritent d'8tre
- Les vaLeurs de Dmin (tr~s sensibLes, rappelons-le, approfondis :
A la partie basse des profils) d~duites de SeaCluse - Etude da la sensibilit6 des r~sultats de SeaCLuse
sont syst~matiquement inf~rieures A celles d~duites aux param~tres de STOKES d~crivant le champ de
de PIRAM et aux observations exp~rimentales. Le vagues.
fait "d'6iminer" Les rayons dont laltitude devient - Amelioration de la determination de ces param&
inf~rieure A 0,65H,, 3 revient A ne pas tenir compte tres de Stokes obtenus ici A partir des hauteurs et
des profils pour ces altitudes o6 ion nobserve les p~riodes des vagues et de la vitesse du vent. A cet
6carts maximum entre SeaCluse ET PIRAM. Les effet, lutilisation prochaine des spectres de vagues
diff~rences qui subsistent sur les valeurs de Dmin mesur~es lors de MAPTIP devrait 6tre un atout
peuvent avoir deux origines qui ne sont pas du tout pr~cieux.
incompatibles : - Analyse de Leffet de la surface de la mer sur la

- La "troncature' A 0,65H,/ 3 est un choix propagation des rayons optiques lorsque Laltitude de
optimum lorsque le profil est calcul6 par une ceux-ci devient du m~me ordre de grandeur que la
m~thode bulk [12]. NManmoins, comme Sea- hauteur des vagues.
Cluse prend en compte les interactions avec le
champ de vagues, le choix d'un autre seuiL de
troncature pourrait conduire A des r~sultats en
meilleur accord avec Les observations. 1L man-
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DISCUSSOR'S NAME: W. Cornette

COMMENT/QUESTION:

The paper's assumption is that the index of refraction is non-dispersive and that the water vapour term is
small (2-3%). However, in the LWIR (above 10-121im), the index of refraction becomes dispersive with a
large dependence on water vapour. Are there any plans to evaluate the effect of the MBL in the LWIR?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

Actually, the bands of interest are the ones listed in the paper: visible, [1.3 3um], [3.5 um] and [8.12 um]. For
each of these bands we used simplified relationships between the index of refraction and the wavelength. But
these relationships give very good accuracy.

You can use more complex formulae, for all IR bands including LWIR. (See the reference [1] in the paper
for more details).

Actually we do not study propagation for wavelengths > 12 urn.
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A RAPID 3-5 MICRON TDA SIMULATION BASED ON MODTRAN4

L. S. Bernstein, S. M. Adler-Golden, and A. Berk
Spectral Sciences, Inc, Burlington, MA 01803 USA

M. M. Edwards, E. E. Hume, F. A. Zawada, J. Mozer,
G. P. Anderson, and J. H. Chetwynd

USAF Research Laboratory, Space Vehicles Directorate
Hanscom AFB, MA 01730 USA

H. Gilliam

Radex, Inc., Bedford, MA 01730 USA

SUMMARY computation methods are required. Typically
these methods rely on either crude mathematical

A real-time atmospheric attenuation model for approximations or interrogation of a pre-
the 3-5 p.m wavelength region has been computed database that has been customized for
developed for use as a weather effects Tactical a particular scenario. With the database
Decision Aid. The TDA algorithm is based on a approach, there are constraints on the movements
correlated-k (CK) method developed for of the scene objects (targets, sensor platforms,
MODTRAN4. The CK parameters for water etc.), because it is not practical to pre-compute
vapor, ozone, aerosols, and uniformly mixed the atmospheric and object lighting conditions
gases are pre-computed without making any for all possible geometries. Thus, there is a need
assumptions about the target or sensor locations for real-time, realistic environmental optical
or the weather-dependent species concentrations. effects models which do not rely on database
The TDA has been used to compute the assembly and interrogation.
atmospheric transmittance for a series of lines of
sight between a sensor and theater ballistic The Air Force Research Laboratory's Wargaming
missile target through a 3D-heterogeneous and Technology Assessment Branch has
atmosphere defined by a weather simulation developed the Atmospheric Effects Server (AES)
model. The CPU time is 0.01 s per line of sight to incorporate weather effects into distributed
on a 100 MIPS computer, and the transmittance simulations.(1) The development of a 3-5 [pm
accuracy is within a few percent. These results transmission capability was required to add
show that the CK algorithm has considerable capability to the AES. The AES is based on a
promise as a general-purpose, real-time radiation client-server based architecture and provides
transport tool. computer generated entities access to realistic

effects computed in accordance with weather
1. INTRODUCTION data distributed by a central weather server. The

AES has been used to add 8-12 p.m transmission
There are a variety of environmental optical capability and high resolution clouds to an
effects that need to be accounted for in realistic engagement level simulation.(2) The calculation
scene renditions. They include atmospheric are physics-based using models developed by
transmittance losses, radiance sources in the line AFRL and its predecessor organizations, Phillips
of sight such as thermal IR emission and Laboratory and the Geophysics Laboratory.
scattering of sunlight and earthshine, background These include thermal signatures for targets and
environments, and ambient radiation reflected backgrounds, atmospheric transmission loss, and
from the target. To incorporate these effects in sensor performance. The AES architecture
real-time engagement simul'ations, very fast provides a unique testbed for developing models

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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and incorporating realistic effects into distributed transmittance is a fundamental quantity needed to
simulations. describe the transport of radiation to a sensor

from targets and backgrounds as well as radiation
This paper describes a real-time atmospheric generated from thermal emission and scattering,
attenuation model for the 3-5 [im wavelength and the CK method is very general, the current
region. The objective of this work, which was approach can be readily extended from the
sponsored by the Air Force Phillips Laboratory present application to the other simulation
Geophysics Directorate/Modeling and Simulation problems (i.e., other wavelength regions, plume
Facility, was to embed a 3-5 [tm weather effects emissions, solar scattering, etc.).
Tactical Decision Aid (TDA) into Distributed
Interactive Simulations (DIS) for stand-off The algorithm developed for this work is an
detection of the bright plumes from theater extension of the CK algorithm recently
ballistic missiles. The objective was to achieve incorporated into MODTRAN4.(3 ) In the CK
around ±20% in-band radiance accuracy with approach, the transmittance for a finite spectral
sufficient speed (around 0.01 s or less of interval is described by a weighted sum of a few
computation time per display frame) for real-time exponential (Beer's Law) terms. The weighting
(30 frame/s) image generation. To do this, the factors and effective monochromatic absorption
atmospheric transmittance calculation is carried coefficients are calculated using the method
out using the correlated-k (CK) method. Since developed for MODTRAN4, which has recently

150 KM SLANT PATH BETWEEN 4 AND 10 KM

0. I
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Figure 1 MODTRAN Calculation of Line-of-Sight Transmittance Showing Molecular Species
Contributions.
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been validated against both earlier MODTRAN species density-weighted sums of absorption
band model algorithms(4) and "exact" (but very coefficients, k, over the line-of-sight path s:
time-consuming) line-by-line calculations. The
CK approach has a number of computational
advantages over the band model method. For the T= Zkij(x,y,z)dsI (2)
current application a particularly important one is
its ability to rapidly perform a large number of
calculations over inhomogeneous paths (i.e., lines Here p is the local species density at point (x,y,z)
of sight through spatially varying water vapor, in space and ds, is the length of the 'th
clouds, and aerosols for arbitrary sensor and increment of the path. A method for calculating
target locations) simply by summing a small appropriate g and k values has been worked out
number of monochromatic optical depths along and incorporated in MODTRAN4.
the path.

The CK approach has a number of important
2. TECHNICAL APPROACH computational advantages over the traditional

band model approach. For engagement
The 3-5 pim "window" region contains simulations three particularly important ones are:
absorption bands from a number of different (1) its ability to treat "L-shaped" paths (e.g., a
molecular species which can result in substantial sun-sensor-target path) simply by summing
attenuation over paths of the order of 100 km. monochromatic optical depths for each path; (2)
As shown in the MODTRAN calculation in Fig. the ability to rapidly perform calculations for a
1, important contributors include water vapor, large number of heterogeneous paths, such as
carbon dioxide, ozone, methane, nitrogen, and lines of sight for arbitrary sensor and target
other species. Clouds and aerosols provide locations through an atmosphere containing
additional, unstructured sources of attenuation. spatially varying water vapor, clouds, and
The total monochromatic transmittance is the aerosols, and (3) the ability to accurately treat
product of the monochromatic transmittances for molecular absorption lines over paths through
each species. To an excellent approximation a high-temperature exhaust plumes, which contain
spectrally degraded or binned total transmittance very large variations in temperature and number
may also be represented by the product of density.
correspondingly degraded or binned species
transmittances, provided that the degradation or An overview of the TDA implementation is
binning is not too coarse. depicted in Figure 2. The 3-5 p.m region was

divided into 15 cm- 1 sub-intervals, and
In the CK method the transmittance in a spectral MODTRAN4 calculations were used to establish
bin, referred to hereafter as a sub-interval, is species- and altitude-dependent matrices of ki,
described by a weighted sum of a few and gi, values in each sub-interval. (These
exponential (Beer's Law) terms. For a broad values needed to be determined only once; they
sensor bandpass, the net transmittance is the sum do not depend on the simulation scenario.) For
of the sub-interval transmittances: each scenario a weather model is run, resulting

in a 3D grid of temperature (T), pressure (P) and
water vapor concentration over the DIS volume.

T12 = Eiijgijexp(-7j) (1) In the current application the DIS volume was
quite large, encompassing a ground footprint of
up to 200 km by 200 km and extending

Here i is an index for the set of sub-intervals, j is vertically to high altitude (missile burnout can
an index for a set of optical depths, r, in each exceed 50 km altitude).
sub-interval, and g is a weighting factor for each
optical depth. The optical depths are given by The TDA consists of a FORTRAN subroutine
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Figure 2 Flow Chart for the CK Real-Time Transmittance
Algorithm.

called from a C-language main program. When A sample calculation is displayed in Figure 3 for
the TDA is called, the 3D weather grid is a sensor at 10 km altitude viewing the vertical
accessed to define the T, P, and water vapor ascent of a missile at a constant slant range of
concentration for points along the line-of-sight 150 km. The curves correspond to 5 km
path between the sensor (xl,yj,z1) and target increments in missile altitude from 0-30 km and
(x2,Y2,Z2 coordinates, and the clear atmosphere 10 km increments from 30-100 km. Note that
transmittance is calculated by averaging the there is very good agreement between the
individual sub-interval transmittances. The sub- MODTRAN transmittance calculation in Figure 1
interval transmittances are calculated as the with the TDA calculation for a similar geometry
products of separate transmittances for water (second curve from the bottom in Figure 3). The
vapor, ozone, the uniformly mixed gases (all accuracy of the TDA-computed T12 value is
remaining molecular species), and aerosols. within several percent for all paths, and thus
Finally, the total 3-5 p[m transmittance is taken more than satisfies the ±20% requirement for the
as the product of the clear atmosphere present application.
transmittance and a separately specified cloud
transmittance. The CPU time required to compute the total

transmittance for a 150 km slant path sub-divided
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Figure 3 Sample Transmittance Calculation from the Real-Time 3-5 [Lm Region TDA.

into 150 segments for the RT calculation is In separate work not reported here, we have also
around 10 msec on a 100 MIPS computer. The found that the CK method satisfactory handles
calculation will be even faster for the narrower the transport of gaseous species radiation in the
(in wavenumbers) 8-12 p.m window region. For presence of large temperature inhomogeneities,
equivalent resolution the number of spectral sub- such as occur in the propagation of rocket plume
intervals would be reduced by a factor of four radiation through the atmosphere. With some
compared to the 3-5 p.m region, resulting in a additional time saving strategies it should be
corresponding fourfold speed improvement, possible in the near future to extend this

approach to radiometrically accurate real-time
3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE rendering of entire engagement scenes.
DIRECTIONS
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IR-RANGE FORECASTS WITH NAVFLIR
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SUMMARY
Object Atmosphere Observer I Sensor

First the influence of meteorological parameters on ______m

IR-range are described. Especially fog and precipita- \ I //m / ateon X<

tion reduce IR-ranges. NAVFLIR consists of three \ / .catterin

components: the contrast model, the transmission____
model, and the sensor model. Measurements of IR-
ranges in Meppen (NW-Germany) are well in line with ReflectiorL Sca!terjng
the calculations of NAVFLIR. The deviations between X 3 3pm
different types of JR-measurements of the same target
are at the same magnitude as the deviations between /
calculations and mesurements. Reflection effects are j _
also considered by NAVFLIR. Charts of [R-ranges over Absorption scattering Gasemissimrl

Temperatu~rp Absr W-o Scteink) eisGermany and over the Adriatic area show typical dis- flmission
tributions of weather dependence.

LIST OF SYMBOLS Fig. 1: Principles of measuring in different spectral
regions

ETD effective temperature difference
MNTD minimum necessary temperature difference 2 INFLUENCE OF GEOPHYSICAL
MRTD minimum resolvable temperature difference PARAMETERS ON FLIR RANGES
nD pairs of lines / object length
L object length The thermal signal is affected in two ways: First, the
L perpendicular object length atmosphere weakens the signal directly due to absorb-
p probability ing particles like gas molecules, dust, mist, fog and
R distance precipitation. Opposite to the absorbing gases having a
R. range of a given view task nearly constant concentration, absolute humidity
x wave-length strongly modifies the atmospheric transmission. An

indirect effect of increasing absolute humidity is the
swelling of aerosol particles like dust, salt, and soot.
In the thermal range the scattering effect of aerosol

1 INTRODUCTION particles is reduced and almost comparable to the
increased absorption effect. Fog reduces the atmos-

Navflir was developed for forecasting JR-ranges of pheric transmission on the same order of magnitude as
FLIRs installed in helicopters and jets. In contrast to in the visual range.In low radiation fog slightly better
night vision goggles, FLIRs work with the thermal ranges occur, because the droplet size distribution is
spectral range. The dominant factor of shortwave different here. Precipitation reduces the atmospheric

(X < 3 •nm) spectral data is the reflection of illumi- transmission significantly, depending of the droplet
nated objects. This reflected light moves through a size distribution.
predominantly scattering atmosphere to the sensor. On
the other hand, longwave radiation is emitted by the Further, geophysical parameters change the tempera-

objects themselves and moves through a mostly absorb- ture contrasts of the objects of a scene. Cloudiness

ing atmosphere (Fig. 1). diminuates irradiation and, thus the longwave radia-
tion of the objects of the scene. Especially, low and
medium clouds cause significantly reduced signatures,
especially under broken or overcast conditions.
Precipitation causes a film of wetness blurring the
thermal contrasts of the scene. Additionally, precipita-
tion produces clutter due to the cooling effect of

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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evaporation. Wind increases turbulent heat exchange. needed. The transmission model LOWTRAN 6 calcu-
Especially oscillating wind may produce enormous lates the atmospheric extinction on the optical path. A
variations of thermal contrast. Crossover situations due possible change to MODTRAN 4 is being considered.
to different heat capacities or conductivities of the
objects ,arise as a typical problem, when measuring
thermal infrared signatures. In this way, contrasts may The sensor model REICHW calculates the FLIR-
vanish frequently, accompanied by fair weather condi- ranges from ETD, sensor data (MRTD) and view task.
tiones, in the morning and evening. The combination of view task and MRTD leads to the

minimum necessary temperature difference (MINTD):

MNTD(R)=FAK OMRTD(nD eR/L) ; (1)
3 Structure of NAVFLIR

FAK v3.5.L /(nD L')

NAVFLIR consists of three components: the contrast
model, the transmission model, and the sensor model. e.g. : nD (detection, p =50%) = 1 pair of lines /
The contrast model calculates the surface temperatures objectlength (L)
of the objects in the scene. It is based on the heat nD (identificat., p = 50%) = 7 pair of lines /
balance equation using time, location, and meteoro- objectlength
logical parameters as input. Additionally, the calcu-
lated radiant fluxes in the scene are needed. The
transmission model ( LOWTRAN or MODTRAN) ETD (R ) = MNTD (R.) (2)
calculates the atmospheric extinction depending on the
spectral range. In addition, meteorological parameters The resolution required for the view tasks is shown in
like aerosol data (air mass) need to be known. The Fig. 3 and the resulting ranges (&.m) can be seen in
temperature difference between two objects reduced Fig. 4 (W. Schuberth et al., 1991)
by the extinction of the atmosphere is named effective
temperature difference (ETD). The ETD reaches the
sensor and is combined with the characteristic curve of
the sensor (MRTD) and with the view task (demand of
resolution). This calculation is done by the sensor
model with the result of hR-ranges.

N A V F L I R L___ I/"AL

Input - -,._ _.

S '- NSI Trn~. ____ _ _ ___

U <-> Lowtran - incl. subroutines ---- _" -
R -> Canopy - Strahl
F O- Ubjtemp <-> StrahlNinterEddy Wpe, icf,o ...... ,,. , ,,i .
A - Reichw <-> Reflex
C
E Fig. 3: Relation between view task and reso-

Output - Visual - Reflex lution

Fig. 2: Structure of NAVFLIR The module VISUAL changes the surface tempera-
tures into grey-shades, so that an IR-image showing
the blurring effect caused by the atmosphere is simu-

The structure of NAVFLIR (Fig. 2) shows the main lated. It increases with increasing distance sensor -
program SURFACE, which controls in- and output. object until the range R.. is reached and the tempera-
The contrast model consists of the modules STRAHL, ture-contrast disappears. Then, the two considered
OBJTEMP and CANOPY. STRAHL calculates the objects cannot be distinguished. Reflection effects are
short- and longwave radiant fluxes and the radiation calculated by the subroutine REFLEX using the Fres-
budget by using the two-stream approximation. nel equations. The module EDDY is used for comput-
OBJTEMP solves the energy budget for surfaces of ing the turbulent fluxes of heat and humidity. NINTER
buildings, roads, or metals and calculates radiatve interpolates meteorological parameters with respect to
temperatures of the surfaces. CANOPY solves the time and NSI estimates the precipitation rate from the
energy budget for six layers of a canopy and produces synop code.
the surface temperatures of vegetation (trees, meadows,
and forests). Additionally, botanical parameters (leaf
area index, size of leaves, height of canopy etc. ) is
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:empeemm" ditfe'wOGO I.. GOa P

affecavefft tc

-D0

Fig.6: Menu of scenes

4 COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS

I ~ During the development of NAVFLIR JR-measure-
ments were conducted in the Meppen area (NW-

ED (Scene, ~ Tramumssa. specuaw asbzut Of O¶N. inimune: R)Germany). The JR-emission of different targets ( mast,
\4N1D (scemappaamt *view wshC R. P. P-5011 oa uihcy to au=u bushes, road, etc.) were recorded by an IR-AGA-

wnh he ecevw ofidenifi~on 0%.camera placed on a truck and by FLIR. This mast was
also used for measuring the meteorological data. The

Fig. 4: Ranges depending on different view narrow road was sometimes covered with puddles,
tasks (MNTD) (Schuberth et al., 1991) which reflected the cold JR-emission of the clear sky.

A special object is a large hollow plate filled with
water , which therefore had a very large heat capacity.

There are three modes of starting NAVELIR- The De.19waavryitesngmsungd,
interactive mode, the file mode using examples or 8bec.u1993 was averywintherestring meassuringedaya
prepared data-records, and the OMNIS-mode using bcueawrfotwt ev ancosdteae
model weather forecasts for a chosen area of the durnug the evening. In the late afternoon, the rain
GMGO-network- The next menu gives the possibility started (Fig, 7) and the hollow plate was still warmer
Of changing the input parameters time, distance, alti- than its background. At six o'clock the rain became
tude, view tasks, probability, and sensor types (Fig. 5). heavy and conditions were extremely bad. Therefore,
After s~electing the correct input parameters, you select the plate disappeared in the JR-image. Air temperature
a scene out of a set of 15 scenes containing 13 differ- was significantly increasing from 4 to 10 centigrades.
ent objects (Fig. 6). Then, NAVFLIR calculates tem-
perature differences and ranges of the objects with Cmaio fTLMaueet nMperespect to the background of the chosen scene. Cmaio fI-esrmm nMpe

........ ................... .... .. ........ .(NW-Germaiiy) with calculations of the
..... .~~ww ....... .... NAVFLIR-Model

I . . * ..* .......... ~ h

________ _______ *., 0 *.,westhecconwoctione iw. tevemo-g of Odi of Dec 1993:

........ . . . .... * .............. o~epecg

AMT~kW9RKOIOPfYS tinw 16:30 13:20 2St1SZ

J aitpeuuedewpoistinC 3.8/2.0 4.8/33 9W87.3

... ....... vinbibuty in k=5.0 3.0 4.0

.................... igbc fan hmtvy rain l cfi

8 ON St 3 W6 St 6 M6 St
S OMAS SOM0AS 80OAS
8 2 00 C4 8 200 CS 8 200 CS

........... hunsdityof Soil: moist wat wet

TwazvTmc 431-10.0

Fig. 5: Starting menu of NAVFLIR containing Fig. 7: Weather situation during the IR-
input parameters measurements in Meppen
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Later the rain abated and the plate became visible Nevertheless the deviations never exceed two centi-
again at 8 o'clock. The plate, however, was cooler then, grates (Fig. 10). Another interesting effect is the re-
because its large heat capacity caused a relatively flection of the sky, especially when the sky is clearing
slower warming. An additional cooling was caused by up. There are two calculated curves of surface tern-
evaporation. These results could also be simulated by peratures concerning the road. With the lower curve,
NAVFLIR (Fig. 8, 8a, 9 and 9a). Calculations are well the reflection of the sky is considered. The cloudiness
in line with the measurements. (mostly low clouds) decreased during the period. The

measured curve suddenly decreased, with disappearing
The accuracy of calculations and different mesure- clouds. There is, however, only a slight decrease of the
ments are comparable, because the deviations between mast temperature(Fig, 11).
contact and camera measurements are similar to the
deviations between measurements and calculations.
The variations concerning the bushes are caused by the
higher amount of inhomogenities.

MEPPFEN 
4__

Fig. 8-8a: Calculated and measured surface temperature Of the Meppen scene before warmfront
crossing

-~- : •--•--; ,- :•

46• :,, , 4.5.

Fig. 9-9a: Measured and calculated surface temperature of the Meppen scene after warmfront
crossing

a I I I
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Comparison or Surface temperatures: Comparison or Surface lemperatures
10 7th of Dec 1993 -÷. measwement bues o0 7th of Dec 1993 .:, : Meas. mast

-5- ,meas. test plate +, -e" tmeas. street
-,contest lees tet plate 9 '. Ca lc. mast

7 -7- csIcsletjoe she 1 " cale, street

6 .,., calculetlio test plote 6 "." . calc. streetirefI

4' 4

2 ......... ..; ,

- ;- + Total cloudiness,
2- 2-3 i -3 4 -.. e 1"3

-4 t-4+

-S t I I I I -5 I I 1 I

17 1] 19 20 21 22 23 7 18 9 20 21 22 23

t~me CEStime CET

Fig. 10: Comparison of calculation with dif- Fig. 11: Influence of reflection on mesure-
ferent IR-measurement methods ments

5 CHARTS OF IR-RANGE FORECASTS An interesting weather situation is shown for 3 Mar
1995, where a storm low over the North Sea with a
well defined occlusion front extending from the west-

The OMNIS- method developed by GMGO enables us ern Baltic to the French Alpes caused strong precipita-

to make weather forecasts for every weather station in a tion over East and Southwest Germany. Some showers

region of our choise. It uses weather forecast models occured over North Netherlands (Fig. 12). The TR-

and, if necessary, statistical methods as input, range chart (Fig. 13) shows strongly reduced values
NAVFLIR then calculates IR-ranges for the stations. along the occlusion front, especially along the precipi-
These ranges are interpolated on a grid with a grid- tation area and over the shower area. Low pressure
point distance of 50km. The charts were produced for influence caused an inhomogenious range distribution
Germany and for the Adriatic area. Lots of object combined with relatively low values, whereas high

combinations may be calculated. The temperature pressure gives a homogenious distribution combined
contrast between street and meadow was choosen, with high values.
because it is one of the most frequent combinations.
The geometrical dimensions of the objects are typical
(street: 1 Om* lkm; meadow. lkm* lkm) . The ranges
refer to detection with a probability of 50%.

FUIR RANGE FORESCAST
P.f -Wk.1fi .0., NM)

L , ,, • 0..,M.,,d-,..s..7j

4, ., in N,ftm ~f DIR- 0.5 NM

MR - N *DIR

S• "" •'!- t• .• Imnperlm " cofre:

Fig. 12: Low pressure influence over Ger- Fig. 13: IR-ranges over Germany resulting

many on the 3 Mar 1995 from Fig. 12
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An example of an IR-chart over the Adriatic region is
given for 24 Jan 1996, where low pressure dominates
the West Mediterranean and high pressure occurs over
SE-Europe. Therefore, reduced ranges are found
over North and West Italy where a warmfront pro-
duced precipitation combined with reduced visibili-
ties (Fig. 14). Additionally, precipitation is en-
hanced by a southerly flow moving toward the
Alpes. Therefore, heavy rain occured in the region of
Venice.

FLIR RAN(W. FORECAST

" " '• '~/ '• .) / 24tho.J..y I96 14Z

S• " 1, 5n....~.. 5 M 6_,,,

M . N-I I. lk

Fig. 14: IR-range chart over the Adriatic re-
gion on 24 Jan 1996

6 Further Outlook

NAVFLIR will be installed in the GeoBerT- network of
GMGO. Therefore, each military weather information
center in Germany will be able to use NAVFLIR and
give IR-range forecasts. Also, it will be possible to
calculate IR-ranges all over the world, whenever fore-
cast weather data are available. The non-availability of
actual sensor data is a problem furtheron, especially
actual MRTD-curves are scarcely available. Hence,
there is the problem to adapt NAVFLIR calculations to
real sensors.
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Weather Effects and Modeling
for Simulation and Analysis

Dr. Alan E. Wetmore and Dr. Patti Gillespie and Dr. David Ligon
US Army Research Laboratory

2800 Powder Mill Road
Adelphi, MD 20783 USA

Abstract ronmental models and an outline of the future research
directions we will be undertaking.

In the past, the US Army developed the Electro-Optical
Systems Atmospheric Effects Library (EOSAEL) [1, 2, 3]
as analysis tool to investigate and predict impacts of 1 Introduction
weather on EO systems. This Tri-Service effort has also
been extended to NATO countries through collaboration Historically the US Army has developed and sup-
in several research study groups. As new tools for simu- ported the Electro-Optical System Atmospheric Ef-
lation and analysis are developed to support increasingly fects Library (EOSAEL) as-'the tool to address im-
sophisticated weapons systems, the US Army in collabo-
ration with the Air Force and Navy has been developing pacts of the environment on weapons system perfor-
a new generation of tools for this support mission. One of mance. Development and support for the EOSAEL
our current efforts is the Weather and Atmospheric Visu- has been ongoing since the late 1970's. From the
alization Effects for Simulation (WAVES) series of mod- beginning this toolkit was envisioned (and imple-
els. These models are designed to increase our analysis mented) to support Army, Naval, and Air Forces
and simulation capabilities through both more sophisti- requirements for transmission and visibility calcula-
cated treatment of complex weather conditions as well as tions in the near earth environment in the presence of
supporting imaging and image modification tools. battlefield debris. During the design and implemen-

Historically, analysts have wanted "one number" effects tation for the original EOSAEL computer capabilities
for weather impacts; future developmental systems will of the target users forced a focus on straightforward
need to be modeled from a physical basis that implements single line-of-sight calculations. Local weather was
the real impacts of weather on notional systems. Imaging represented by a; single representative vertical sound-
sensors must be able to deal with complex targets, back- ing that represented the battlefield. Very high res-
grounds and camouflage embedded in an inhomogeneous olution effects such as turbulent structure in smoke
atmosphere. Truly robust systems require testing in all
extremes and variations of weather and climatic condi- plumes could not be exploited by the customers, and

tions, testing that can only be carried out through physics was not included.
based simulations. The WAVES tools are designed to Many EOSAEL models make a calculation of the
immerse an imaging system in a consistent atmospheric point-to-point transmission between a target and a
environmental simulation that allows investigation of illu- sensor. This arises from the way EOSAEL models
mination, shadow, radiance, transmission and turbulence treat obscurants in the atmosphere as a series of ef-
effects on sensor and algorithm performance. fects that can be superimposed. For instance, if there

This presentation will describe the existing models in are several smoke clouds, some vehicle dust, and low
the WAVES toolbox, their interactions with other envi- stratus clouds we would perform a helicopter to tank

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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line-of-sight calculation as follows:

1. Use LOWTRAN [4] (now replaced with
MODTRAN[5]) to calculate the end-to-end
transmission caused by the molecular extinction t' V
along the path.

2. Use XSCALE to calculate the end-to-end trans-
mission due to extinction by fog and natural
clouds.

3. Use COMBIC to calculate the end-to-end trans-
mission due to smoke and dust clouds in the
path. Figure 1: Regions of the world for which CLIMAT

4. Calculate the total end-to-end transmission as abstracts have been built
the product of these three terms.

If we are dealing with the effectiveness of a laser After 20 years of support, the EOSAEL is now be-

device instead of a broadband device, we replace ing commercialized[6]. ARL research is entering a

the LOWTRAN/MODTRAN calculation with the new phase aimed at support of more sophisticated

EOSAEL LZTRAN model for laser transmission. the EO simulations.

analyst would then typically compare this total trans- A new paradigm is being started with the devel-

mission coefficient to a threshold value to determine opment of WAVES (Weather and Atmospheric Visu-

if target acquisition or lock-on could occur. alization Effects for Simulation) which is designed to

Some radiance effects have been addressed in the support the same part of the battlespace, near earth

EOSAEL, both for finite clouds as isolated effects (surface to 5-12 km AGL) tactical encounters (5-20
and for the atmosphere as a whole as represented the km on a side) area. WAVES has been developed from

sky-to-ground ratio calculation in FASCAT. the ground up to represent inhomogeneous 3-D atmo-

The EOSAEL included a climatology module, CLI- spheric effects calculations [7] for imaging sensors.

MAT, providing weather driven climatology. Limited WAVES [8] has been developed to extend the prob-
regions were originally available, though now North lems that can be solved using traditional solutions

and South America; Europe; Southwest, Southeast, such as MODTRAN.
and Northeast Asia have been compiled. Missing This new suite of models must support imaging,
from this collection are Central Asia, Africa, and through complex atmospheres including both com-

Australia. Figure 1 shows the regions of the world plex natural clouds as well as through battlefield ef-
that currently have climat summarys available. The fects. WAVES produces 3-D fields of radiance that
CLIMAT statistics have been generated from one treat transmission and radiance as equal contributors
viewpoint, highly focused on aviation related ceilings to imagery. WAVES will modify computer generated
and cloud cover, visibility, and precipitation. The visualizations and modify real images. We will of
use of these climatologies for electro-optic prediction course draw from our past experience and models and
has the drawback that the EO propagation statistics interface to the best available supporting models.
calculated from average values of weather variables Again, our audience is still diverse and trying to
is not the same as the average EO propagation cal- answer many different questions, we can not supply
culated from complete weather observations. It is only a single answer. We need to develop a series
also difficult to understand the connection between of tools for systems designers and analysts to use.
extreme weather events and the resulting EO propa- EOSAEL had and WAVES will inherit the army per-
gation expected. spective of close to the ground, in the dirty battle-
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sent other weather conditions or accurate rendering
Sof computer generated images.

A lower fidelity level is represented by statistical
sampling of measurements for grid based wargames
and development of integrated Weapons-Sensor-
Target-Weather (WSTW) effectiveness parameters.
Representing the WSTW effectiveness as a decom-
posable factor problem, especially at the level re-
quired for accurate simulation based acquisition, re-
mains an open problem. We hope that WAVES
will give analysts some of the tools necessary to ap-
proach this problem from a fundamental physical un-
derstanding.

VIS5D Gm= iFinally, a simulation or engineering tool may want
to look at the fundamental quantities such as the
fluxes to integrate with other models.

Figure 2: Organization of the WAVES components.
2.1 Image Modification

field. The 3-D grid of atmospheric illumination in- Our most ambitious goal is modeling a sensor look-
formation computed by WAVES can be used for sim- ing through the atmosphere seeing targets and back-
ulations supporting testing and evaluation, analysis, grounds. When modifying an image to account for
planning, training, and research. atmospheric effects we treat the pixels in the orig-

inal image as sources that propagateto a detector.
Along this journey some of the energy is removed

2 WAVES before reaching the detector by extinction; molecu-
lar absorption and scattering, aerosol absorption and

WAVES is a toolkit of several modules that will oper- scattering. Also, energy in the atmosphere along the
ate together. It tries to answer the question of what path joins in the journey to the detector; thermal
a sensor would see under given weather conditions, emission, forward scattering by large aerosols, large
or how a sensor view would have been different if the angle scattering of fluxes in the atmosphere into de-
weather had been different. tector.

The ability to substitute different weather condi- The geometry used in WAVES for image modifi-
tions and simulate effects allows testing and develop- cation is represented by a vector from observer to
ment to proceed at one location with confidence that target, R, for the pixel, (a, b).
we can predict operation at other locations with dif-
ferent weather. These capabilities also can be used to R = Rt - , = observer to target path vector (1)
support mission rehearsal and contingency analysis.

It is integrated with other DoD modeling projects The propagation of energy from the target pixels to
such as the US Air Force's MODTRAN[5] and Cloud the observer where it is represented as image pixels,
Scene Simulation Model (CSSM)[9]. The relation- Iab, is described by,
ship between the various components of WAVES is
illustrated in figure 2. L (2)

The highest fidelity representations are photo- Lb x T(R) + P(R) = Iab

realistic image transformations. These can include with,
both transformations of actual field data to repre- Lab = source radiance (3)
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from the scene element that is at range R. Where,

T = transmission, (4)

and,
P path radiance. (5)

Each pixel in an image has a slightly different 0
and 0, that are simply related to their location in the
image. In addition, each pixel has a range from the
observer that is a complex function of the details of
the terrain and geometry of the objects in the scene.

The transmission and path radiance will be com-
puted for a sparse sampling of Ro, 9, 0, and R. The
sampling of 0, 0, and R represents an observer-centric
sampling of target locations. Alternatively we could
calculate all possible cell center to cell center lines-
of-sight

2.2 Line-of-Sight Parameters

For a line-of-sight the range dependent transmission Figure 3: The CSSM cloud field.
and path radiance values are calculated by the VIEW
module of WAVES.

T(R) = e-f? r(R) dR (6) then solve for the 3-D radiant fluxes at all locations

and directions[7]. The model calculates local extinc-
R tion coefficient, direct solar flux, and directional dif-

P(R) f T(R)F(!, 0) dR (7) fuse fluxes using a discrete ordinates approach to mul-
0 tiple scattering.

Within WAVES and VIEW these integrals are re-

placed by summations through the gridded volumes The local optical properties are derived from
along the lines-of-sight and tabulated by range, and MODTRAN molecular extinctions, aerosol haze lay-
azimuth and elevation angles. ers, 3-D cloud structures from CSSM, and will in-

Thus we represent extinction by r(RiJ,k) and corn- clude in the future 3-D smoke effects from models

pute fluxes as the directional quantities F(-ij,k, ) such as COMBIC and STATBIC. Figure 3 shows a
Our representation of space is a grid of 3 spatial volumetric rendering of a CSSM cloud field for use in
dimensions, indexed by the values i, j, k augmented WAVES. Figure 4 shows the "surface" of the same
with discrete direction vectors indexed by n. cloud.

2.3 3 Dimensional Radiative Transfer The result of running BLIRB is similar to a ra-
diosity calculation from computer graphics, we know

The 3-D Radiative Transport portion of WAVES is what the directional fluxes are everywhere, and we
the Boundary Layer Illumination and Radiation Bal- can embed small objects within this volume and cal-
ance (BLIRB) model. Its task is to take a description culate what light falls upon them. We can also per-
of the inhomogeneous optical properties of a small re- form calculations to determine the shadows these per-
gion, use boundary conditions from MODTRAN, and turbing objects would cast.
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Figure 4: The cloud surface. Figure 5: The direct solar surface illumination.

2.4 Illumination

In many cases we require knowledge of the energy il-
luminating a surface. For proper rendering of scene
elements we need to know both the intensity of the
direct solar component, that casts a shadow, and the
diffuse fluxes, that fill in the shadows. Figure 5 shows
the direct solar illumination beneath the cloud field.
Figure 6 shows a vertical slice of the direct solar radi-
ation and the complex structure of the cloud shadows.
In most cases the magnitude of the diffuse component
will vary based on both azimuth and elevation an-
gle of the surface being illuminated. Figure 7 shows
the downward diffuse flux under the cloud field cre-
ated by reflection from the cloud. Figure 8 shows the
downward diffuse flux under the cloud field created
by transmission through the edges of the cloud. Fig-
ure 9 shows the upward diffuse flux above the cloud
field created by reflection from the cloud.

In WAVES, these quantities are naturally calcu-
lated in the discrete ordinates methodology, and re-ported for the giscreou dindsurface. methillu iog atd r Figure 6: The direct solar illumination for a verticalported for the ground surface. This illuminatioii at sie

slice.the surface (at all wavelengths) is also a quantity user
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Figure 7: A volumetric rendering of the diffuse illu- Figure 8: A volumetric rendering of the diffuse illu-
mination in forward direction. Stream 1 mination in forward direction. Stream 2

ful for thermal modeling of targets and backgrounds.

Proof of concept implementations for searchlights
and flares have been implemented in BLIRB. If
needed, other sources of artificial illumination can be
incorporated.

2.5 Turbulence

ATMOS is used to calculate the vertical profile of
the refractive index structure parameter, C., assum-
ing horizontal homogeneity. This turbulence calcu-
lation is made using easily obtainable meteorological
parameters[103 The refractive index structure param-
eter is used in a modulation transfer function (MTF)
that is folded into the propagation calculations to
give time-averaged effects, or blurring, from turbu-
lence. Real time fluctuations due to turbulence are Figure 9: A volumetric rendering of the diffuse illu-
not computed using this model. mination in forward direction. Stream 5
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3 Additional Capabilities consistent with the description used by other mod-
els in the simulation. There are several ways of do-

3.1 COMBIC ing this, the most useful is to integrate WAVES with
other tools being used in the simulators. Examples

COMBIC is an existing EOSAEL model that creates are the Weather IN Distributed Simulations/Total
cloud skeletons and optical properties descriptions Atmosphere Ocean Server (WINDS/TAOS) used in
for artillery explosions, smoke munitions and vehi- the JSIMS program, and the Distributed Environ-
cle dust[11, 12]. It has historically been used only to mental Effects Manager/Dynamic Information Archi-
provide line-of-sight transmission calculations. tecture System (DEEM/DIAS) used in the JWARS

There are two fundamental ways we could treat program.
smoke clouds in WAVES. The first uses superposition Also, the output of WAVES needs to be available
of optical properties from the COMBIC output with for Object-Oriented simulators to extract and access.
the existing optical properties describing our space. We are currently developing a toolkit that will in-
We then would solve the 3-d radiative transfer and dude APIs to allow HLA simulations access to both
obtain a full solution. the WAVES results and the individual WAVES tools.

The second way is to perform the solution of the
natural environment and treat the smoke as a pertur-
bation of the natural state. In this case the smoke is References
treated much like a vehicle that doesn't have a ma-
jor impact on the radiative properties of the space. [1] L. D. Duncan. Electro-optical systems atmo-
We would then add the smoke, calculate the shadows spheric effects library. Technical Report ASL-

cast by the smoke, and use an external model to add TR-0047, U.S. Army Atmospheric Sciences Lab-

scattering from the smoke. oratory, White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002-

For one or two isolated smoke plumes the second 5501, 1979.

method is appealing. When we consider what would [2] Louis D. Duncan and Richard C. Shirkey.
happen in a major battle with hundreds or thousands EOSAEL 82, executive summary. Technical Re-
of smoke plumes, we realize that the smoke could port ASL-TR-0122, U.S. Army Atmospheric Sci-
dominate the illumination near the ground and only ences Laboratory, White Sands Missile Range,
the first modeling approach permits continuous and NM 88002-5501, 1982.
consistent change from no smoke, to all smoke.

[3] Alan Wetmore. EOSAEL92. In Proceedings
3.2 STATBIC of the Second Symposium on Measureming and

Modeling the Battlefield Environment - NATO

STATBIC[13] is a methodology for replacing the Panel IV, on Optics and Infrared, RSG-15

smooth Gaussian plumes used in the COMBIC model on Characteristization of Battlefield Effects and

with volumetrically textured smoke density distribu- Related Measurement Techniques, volume 1B,

tions that match the turbulent effects seen in actual Paris, France, June 1993.

smoke clouds. Our intention is to use STATBIC to [4] F. X. Kneizys, E. P. Shettle, L. W. Abreu,
produce realistic textures of smoke and dust plumes G. P. Anderson, J. H. Chetwynd, W. 0. Gallery,
in our integrated 3-D simulation suite. J. E. A. Selby, and S. A. Clough. Users guide

to LOWTRAN 7. Technical Report AFGL-
4 Other Models TR-88-0177, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory,

Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 01731, 1989.

In order for WAVES to be integrated with other parts [5] A. Berk, L. S. Bernstein, and D. C. Robert-
of large simulations it must use weather data that is son. MODTRAN: A moderate resolution
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[9] M. E. Cianciola, M. E. Raffensberger, E. 0.
Schmidt, and J. R. Stearns. Atmospheric scene
simulation modeling and visualization. Techni-
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AUTOMATIC CORRECTION FOR ATMOSPHERIC DEGRADATION IN
INFRARED IMAGES

D R EDMONDSON, L A WAINWRIGHT, E J PRICE, S A PARRISH, M GODFREY, N M FAULKNER, S P BROOKS
British Aerospace Systems and Equipment, Clittaford Road, Plymouth, DEVON PL6 6DE

J P OAKLEY, M J ROBINSON
University of Manchester

SUMMARY
This paper is concerned with methods to correct Significant enhancement of images taken in conditions of
atmospheric degradation in thermal images in the 8-12 and haze and low-level fog was shown [1]. The work was later
3-5 micron wavebands. Previous work [1], [2] has shown extended, by British Aerospace Systems and Equipment in
that a significant improvement in effective visibility may be collaboration with the University of Manchester, to the
achieved in the visible spectrum by using a simple model enhancement of infrared images in adverse weather
for atmospheric attenuation. The extension of this work conditions. The purpose of this paper is to report on recent
into the infrared wavebands is reported here. experiments with the algorithm using infrared images from

The method is based on a three-parameter model for the both the 3-5 micron and the 8-12 micron bands. VisibleThe ethd i baed o a hre-paametr mdelforthe spectrum images of some of the scenes were also collected.

transmission of flux from the terrain to the imaging sensor. The agot use is essentl tareported .
The easred luxis gvenby:The algorithm used is essentially that reported in [1].

The measured fluxisgivenby: However, a full description is given here for the

I = Co (l+C 1 exp (-FR)) convenience of the reader.

where R is the range and Co, C1 and cF are constants which
depend on the atmospheric parameters and the terrain 2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

radiance T is known as the extinction coefficient. The The primary aim was to quantify both the absolute and the

inverse problem is solved to obtain estimates for the three relative performance of the algorithm in three wavebands:

parameters using the actual image data. The values of visible light, 3-5 micron and 8-12 micron. The

sigma obtained in this way are in good agreement with experimental arrangements are described below in Section

those computed using MODTRAN. 4.

A more interesting and useful feature of this approach is Three metrics have been used to measure the improvement

that, when the model is combined with a range map in image: one for image contrast, one for Signal-to-Noise

corresponding to the image, the atmospheric degradation Ratio (SNR) and one which quantifies the ease with which
may be reversed. an image can be accurately segmented. These metrics,

together with the results of their application, are described

Results are presented using data from the visible, 3-5 in Section 5 below.
micron and 8-12 micron wavelength image sequences in amacritim env812mironm Tavelenghe d a e w scollented und One interesting feature of the Oakley algorithm is that, as am aritim e environm ent. Th e data w as collected under b - r d c fi a ep o e s n ,i e e a e n e t m t o
conditions of moderate-to-poor visibility with extinction by-product of image processing, it generates an estimate for
coefficients in the range 0.16 to 0.62km'l for the IR the overall extinction coefficient (across the whole band of

wavebands. The enhanced images show a significant interest). Thus one possible check that the algorithm is

subjective improvement in clarity. This improvement is working correctly is to compare the figures for extinction

confirmed using three metrics based on contrast, SNR and coefficients with those produced by current MODTRAN

segmentability. The method has been shown to offer codes for the corresponding atmospheric conditions. The

worthwhile improvements over the full range of visibilities results from this comparison are also presented in Section

- improvements capable of translation into improved

detection, identification and tracking. The overall aim is to establish whether this method truly
offers advantages if applied in a real system.

1. INTRODUCTION
One important limitation in using a thermal imager for 3. EXPLANATION OF THE OAKLEY METHOD
surveillance and tracking is its performance in adverse The Oakley algorithm subtracts the extra radiance
weather conditions. Any method which offers the introduced by the atmosphere radiating in the infrared (the
possibility of increasing the range at which targets can be "airlight") from the total radiance detected at the camera.
detected is well worth examining. The model-based The remaining component is then the attenuated radiance
contrast-enhancement method, the subject of this paper, from the terrain. This is scaled by a factor which
falls very firmly into that category. compensates for degradation by scattering and absorption.

This paper describes an image-processing method for Since the grey levels of the thermal image are directly

increasing the range at which targets can be detected, which related to the irradiance at the camera lens, an enhanced

is automatic in the sense that no parameters need be entered image using the compensated values can be generated.
by the user. In a vacuum there would be no attenuation of flux by the
This method [1], [2] was originally developed as a result of atmosphere and, if the solid angle corresponding to the kth

a collaboration between the University of Manchester and pixel was -2k and the terrain radiance was Mk, then the
British Aerospace Military Aircraft and Aerostructures. irradiance at the sensor from a particular patch of terrain
The initial work was directed towards improving the would be given by:
visibility of terrain features captured by a forward-looking A = S2kMk (1)
airborne Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera.

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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The kth pixel value, Pk, is then: However, for the purposes of image processing, the values
PkGK•M ()of 13 and the airlight term I -I are assumed to be

where G is the conversion factor of the sensor. ot)

The attenuation of the radiance from the terrain, J., due to constant. The relationship between the irradiance at the
scattering and absorption by the atmosphere is modelled sensor and the range may then be described using the three-
by: parameter model:

Jr = Joexp(-flRk) (3) JtosaI= Co[1 + c Iexp(- flR)] (6)
where J0 is the irradiance that would theoretically come
from the terrain if the intervening medium were a vacuum, M13k

P3 is the extinction coefficient and Rk is the distance of a where co=DPS2k and c, = k- 1

terrain patch from the sensor. DP
although estimates for co, cl and 13 are best obtained directly

The radiance introduced by the atmosphere (the "airlight"), from the image data using a curve-fitting operation.
Jb, is modelled by: To do this, each pixel in the image is then assigned a range

Jb = D-Pf2 [1 - exp (-I3Rk)] (4) using knowledge of the scene and a range versus irradiance

/3 scatterplot generated which will exhibit a trend between
where D is the density of the particles in the aerosol and P received irradiance and distance from camera.
is the radiant intensity of a single particle. The curve fitted to the range versus irradiance data is a
Therefore, the total irradiance at the camera is the sum of model which describes the theoretical relationship between
(3) and (4) ie: the received flux Pk at the kth pixel and its range Rk.

Jsoua Jb + Jr (5) An example is shown in Figure 1. The solid line represents
Figure 1 shows the solid line representing equation (5) the model fit from (6). Note that typical sensors do not
fitted to the actual irradiance and range values for produce an output which corresponds directly to the
individual pixels in the image. irradiance. This is for two reasons. Firstly, they operate

29.5 within a certain 'temperature' interval so that zero output
does not, in general, correspond to zero flux. Secondly, the
image data is Gamma-encoded for display on a video
monitor. The relationship between the grey level Pk and

28.5 the irradiance J,,tal may be described by the equation:

28 Jt1oal=MPk
2 "2+c (7)

P ;where M and c are constants, which are usually determined
27.5 by the settings of the sensor controls. The values of these

27 constants may be determined using a radiometric
calibration procedure (see Section 4).

6.S -Once values have been obtained for c0, cl and 13, the
26 1 enhanced image is produced using a simple pixel-by-pixel5DEPTH (k Is 2 transformation:

CG. 16211

Figure 1 Solid Line Representing Equation (5) Je=(Jt.tal-Jb)exp(+13R) (8)
where Jb is given by co(1-exp(-13R)).

Figure 2 shows how equation (5) comprises the two

components - the attenuated terrain component decreasing The range R will, in general, be different for each pixel and
with range (equation (3)) and the airlight increasing with so Jb must be re-evaluated for each pixel.
range equation (4). J, is computed in this way for each pixel. Thus, the

30 ,irradiance map is corrected for scattering and absorption by
the atmosphere. The irradiance estimates thus produced are

25 - estimates for the irradiance values which would be
measured if there were no degradation.

20 M) (S) The corrected irradiance estimates may be suitably scaled
and then Gamma-encoded for display on a conventional

5 -video monitor.
C .The different models corresponding to the various cases of

10 o cl being positive, negative and zero have been negotiated.

/ •4. DATA GATHERING
4.1 Trials Requirements
The main requirement for the trial was that there must be a

o0 2 14 . 1.o • 20 sufficiently large, scattered radiation component for the
DEPTH (km) C.G. 1211 method to subtract.

Figure 2 The Two Components of Equation (5)

The extinction coefficient P is, in general, a function of
wavelength as is the radiance of the atmospheric particles.
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In order to guarantee a reasonable amount of atmospheric From the large volume of data collected, sequences from
attenuation, the visibility must be either poor or the target three runs were selected for further analysis.
must be at a long range. Since poor visibility was not a The main criteria for selection were the presence of a
certain condition during the period of the trial, a site was number of targets within the sequence and the desire to
chosen with a large available range. cover a good range of extinction coefficients. Contrast

The site selected at Jennycliff, just outside Plymouth, was enhanced images were produced for each run.
38m above sea-level and allowed a maximum range of
22km out to the horizon at sea. Figure 3 below shows the 5. RESULTS
area of the field of view. Other major advantages of the site 5.1 Qualitative Improvements
were: As in previous work (1) a good preliminary test is to
a) The Plymouth breakwater and the coastline from establish if the images appear to have better contrast after
Kingsand to Penlee Point gave definite ranges. enhancement. A sample of raw and enhanced images for

b) Within -the area, commercial and pleasure marine all wavebands are shown in pairs below in Figures 4A and

activity would give a number of targets at different ranges 4B, Figures 4C and 4D and Figures 4E and 4F. In all the

within the images. runs digitised and selected for further analysis and at all
wavebands, visual inspection confirmed the contrast had

c) The local weather station was virtually co-located with ipved. Forua numer offthe e rs e 4A tand he

the trials site guaranteeing accurate meteorological data. im ages ow taes no ve before the
enhanced images show targets not visible before the

d) The site was conveniently located only a few kilometres process.
from British Aerospace.
The cameras used in these trials were: 5.2 Extinction coefficient
"* Inframetrics Thermacam ( 3 - 5 micron) The meteorological data associated with each run enabled
"* Steinheil Nanoquest ( 8 - 12 micron ) the extinction coefficient to be calculated using
"* Panasonic NV - M40B VHS (visible) MODTRAN3. This value is compared with the value

It would have been desirable to ensure that each camera obtained as part of the contrast enhancement process. The

was set with the same field of view and also that the three results are shown in Table 1.

cameras were synchronised. Neither of these was possible. Table 1 Comparison of Extinction Coefficients
The magnification was set such that the field of view of Obtained from the Oakley Method and
each camera was as similar as possible, if conditions MODTRAN3
indicated that a reasonably large extinction coefficient was
likely. Date Run Waveband 0 E PM
Radiometric calibration of the data was catered for by No Oakley MODTRAN

collecting the temperature of the sea, in addition to the air
temperature. 6/8/97 1 VISIBLE - 0.359

... ............................ . ............... ............................... ................. . ... ............... . ............ 1 3 -5 m ic ro n 0 .1 7 3 0 .1 6 2

S-, * / 1 8-12 micron 0.213 0.221

my 7/8/97 1 VISIBLE 0.848 1.085

1 3-5 micron 0.157 0.323

1 8-12 micron 0.292 0.314

.. .. ........ .. ........... ...................... ......... 7/8/97 2 V ISIB LE 0.74 1 0.780

2 3-5 micron 0.154 0.291

2 8-12 micron 0.307 0.305

___ ._For both the visible and the 8-12 micron wavebands, the
_extinction coefficient obtained from the Oakley method

Figure 3 Schematic of Trials Site (PE) and that obtained using MODTRAN3 (0M) show very

4.2 Trials Data good agreement.
Data was collected on five days between 24th July 1997 The results for 3-5 micron are poor in two of the three runs
and 7th August 1997. For once the British weather did not considered. However, in the MODTRAN3 results, the
let us down. Although an anticyclone was firmly value of the parameter ICSTL, which controls the degree of
established over the area, a large amount of moisture had continental aerosol influence, has been set at various values
been trapped. This gave conditions of high humidity (plus between 5 and 9.
very misty conditions) resulting in visibilities ranging from
3km to 16km. It would have been useful if data out to the It is possible that a better choice of ICSTL will enable the
full range of 22km had emerged. Full met. data was agreement of the extinction coefficients at 3-5 micron to be
obtained from the Meteorological Office. Visibility was improved without too much degradation in the visible and
assessed by the trials engineers, using the range cues of the 8-12 micron bands.
breakwater and the shoreline. Sea temperature
measurements were supplied by the Plymouth Marine
laboratory. This was used as an aid to the calibration of the
images.
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Figure 4E Original - 8-12 micron Figure 4F Enhanced - 8-12 micron

Before and After Images for the Same Run Covering the Three Wavebands
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5.3 Contrast Enhancement Metric During this process the box was kept centred on the target.
Since the aim of the Oakley algorithm is to improve It was also necessary to select targets which were well
contrast, it is an obvious choice to look at this metric first, separated from other objects and also away from the border
The original form of the metric considered was very simple. of the image. These results are shown in Table 3.
Within the selected region, the maximum and minimum
grey level values were determined for both the original Table 3 Chante in Contrast Metric as the

image and the enhanced image. The contrast improvement Region of Interest Surrounding a Target is

(percent) C is given by: Increased

Waveband Small Medium Large Box
( . EBox Box

c=!!o/ nJ~jxo __wsa_ o
C= - x 100 (9) VISIBLE 196 99 58

0 VISIBLE 115 105 94

where Em,,x and Emi, are the maximum and minimum grey 3 - 5 micron -4 -9 - 12

levels respectively for the enhanced image and 0. and 3 - 5 micron 137 105 104
Orm, the corresponding grey levels for the original image.

Though this metric should give a reasonable idea of the 8 - 12 micron 26 6 - 2

contrast improvement, it is rather crude. A better method is 8 - 12 micron 203 165 119
to sum the percentage improvement along each row in the
defined region and then to average this over all the rows. These results show that, for individual targets, a similar

Thus, the average contrast improvement Cay is: pattern of contrast improvement results. This improvement
n is maximised when the bounding box around the target is

Z Cr small, ie the target dominates the area.

r = 1 (10) 5.4 Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Cav The signal to noise ratio (SNR) metric is the most

n commonly used measure of the quality of an image. The
where C, is the percentage improvement for row r (found reason for this is that it is simple to implement and gives a
by applying equation [9] to row r) and n is the total number result that is easy to interpret.
of rows within the region. Results for C and Cay for a
number of runs are given in Table 2. A high SNR is an intuitive indication of a clear image.

The SNR formula used for this report is as follows:The results obtained in Table 2 show the contrast

improvement obtained over the whole image. The results SNR =Average of Target - Average of Local Background

show that, in general, the method gives significant a of Local Background
improvements in contrast. For most cases, the contrast (11)
improvement measured over the whole picture shows a where 'average' and 'a' refer to the mean and standard
lower level of improvement. Two cases in the averaged deviation of the pixel grey levels respectively.
case show an actual reduction in contrast. It is significant
that they are both for the same run in the IR wavebands. This formula is implemented by defining a target within an

image and then defining a local background area. The
Table 2 Contrast Metric Results - Overall Picture target is defined by hand picking pixels within an image

which the user perceives as belonging to a target. The
Date Run No Waveband C C2 r hand-picked target pixels are then assigned a bounding box

7/8/97 1 VISIBLE 392 377 which is defined as the rectangle which clips the extremes

2 VISIBLE 49 70 of the target in the horizontal and vertical directions. The
local background area is then defined as the area between

6/8/97 1 3-5 micron 132 -12 the target bounding box and another box which is a number

7/8/97 1 3-5 micron 67 16 of times larger than the bounding box of the target. For this
project, the background box is scaled up by a factor of three

2 3-5 micron 131 64 on the target bounding box.

6/8/97 1 8-12 micron 44 -16 The results of the SNR calculation using the calculations

7/8/97 1 8-12 micron 95 30 described above are shown below in Table 4. The objects

2 8-12 micron 49 70 are taken from a single run but for the three wavebands. As
expected, the process of contrast enhancement makes little
difference to the SNR as defined in this paper. In the

In practice, the contrast improvement in the region of a visible waveband, some improvement can be seen but, for
target is of greater interest. To investigate this, one run was the IR wavebands, little or no change is seen.
selected (7/8/97 Run 1) and the change in contrast
improvement measured as the region of interest
surrounding the target was increased.
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Table 4 7th August 1997 Run 1 - SNR Results for The segmentation technique used in this project was the
Objects in the Three Wavebands same as that used as part of many BASE tracking products.

Waveband Original Averaged Enhanced A quality assessment is done by simply finding any
automatically selected targets that coincide with the real

VISIBLE 6.29 8.07 11.51 target and calculating three values for each one in turn.

VISIBLE 1.91 4.32 5.60 The three values calculated are as follows:
3-5 micron 12.60 13.44 12.413-5 micron 12.60 13.44 12 The number of pixels designated as target pixels by
3-5 micron 3.51 3.43 3.68 both processes.

8-12 micron 8.58 8.64 8.51 0 The number of pixels designated as the real target but

8-12 micron 2.66 2.59 2.32 not selected by the automatic segmentation process.

* The number of pixels not designated as the real target
5.5 Automatic Segmentation but were nonetheless selected by the automatic

5.5 utoaticSegentaionprocess. This is known as the number of false alarms.
The most significant image processing application is that of

Automatic Tracking and Recognition (ATR). Clearly, if These three values are illustrated in Figure 6 below.
the tracking of a particular target in an enhanced image is
better than in the original, this suggests that the enhanced Table 5 below shows the results obtained for various targets
image is an improvement on the original. The automatic in three of the runs.
segmentation metric used here is a simple method of Table 5 Automatic Segmentation Before and After
quantifying the trackability of an image. Contrast Enhancement

The tracking system consists of two stages. The first stage Raw Image Enhanced Image
is to segment the input image and the second stage (the -a Image Enhanced Image
tracking stage) attempts to follow targets in the segmented Missed Both False Missed Both False
image. The latter process does not change, in the sense that Alarms Alarms

the algorithms are identical, no matter what input is used. 2 170 54 0 172 25
Therefore, the tracking quality is controlled entirely by the
properties of the segmented image. The trick is to measure 0 103 102 0 103 14
how useful the segmented image is to a tracking 0 87 68 0 87 34
application.

The object of the segmentation process is to form an image The results shown in Table 5 are most encouraging. After
in which possible targets are separated from the enhancement, the 'false alarm' pixels for individual targets
background. Usually the output is an image in which within an image are considerably reduced. This will enable
anything not considered as a target is black, ie zero better detection, identification and tracking to take place
brightness. Therefore, possible targets can be picked out
easily by the tracker because they are simply the non-zero 6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
pixels. The quality of the segmented image can be The aim of this work was to collect data and identify the
measured by checking to see how well the automatically improvement obtained by the Oakley method in a
designated targets match up with real targets. quantifiable manner. The main findings are these:

The problem of how to define the real targets remains. 0 In most cases the overall contrast of an image is
Fortunately, the human brain is extremely good at picking improved in all wavebands. These improvements are
up targets within an image. On the whole, this is due to the large in a number of cases.
huge target database that the brain contains which enables * SNR is relatively unaffected by contrast enhancement.
it to recognise objects within the image as targets. Further This is to be expected as changes in contrast across the
to recognising the objects, the brain can extrapolate to whole image will have little effect.
decide which pixels actually make up the target even * Contrast enhancement tends to improve the
though noise in the image may make it virtually impossible performance of image segmentation. This is shown in
to see the edges of the object. This means that a target can the considerably lower number of 'false alarm' regions
be hand designated by eye with a great deal of accuracy. produced after enhancement.

The method used for this investigation is as follows. • Contrast Enhancement is a valuable process and
Firstly, a target in an image is designated by selecting should aid the overall tracking process. It is
individual pixels. The output from this process is a simple particularly useful in adverse weather conditions. The
binary image in which the designated target pixels appear estimation of the extinction coefficient is an
white and the rest of the image is black. The next step is to interesting by-product of this algorithm.
pass the image through an automatic segmentation process
which will produce an image in which many targets can be
identified. Finally, the hand picked or 'real' targets and the
automatically selected targets can be compared.
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C.G. 16218
Figure 5 The Target Bounding Box and Local Background Area used in the SNR Formula (11)

KEY:

E= PIXELS SELECTED BY BOTH

PROCESSES

-- = PIXELS MISSED BY AUTOMATIC

PROCESS

* = EXTRANEOUS PIXELS SELECTED

BY AUTOMATIC PROCESS

C.G. 16218
Figure 6 Parameters Used to Evaluate the Quality of the Segmented Image

7. FUTURE WORK 8. REFERENCES
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a) The current simulation is to be linked into a digital Image Processing - Vol 7 No 2 February 1988 pp

terrain database. This will enable the range of each 167-179.
pixel within the image to be calculated in a simple 2. Patent Application PCT/GB96/0 1657 Image
fashion. Enhancement.

b) Work will be carried out to establish if this method International Filing Date 12th July 1996.
aids in the classification of objects. The main
features used in our current classification schemes 9. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
will be examined and a suitable metric devised. The authors would like to thank Mike Everett and Dave

c) The effect of frame averaging on the various metrics Parker of British Aerospace Military Aircraft and
will be examined. Aerostructures for their help and encouragement.

d) The design and construction of a hardware
demonstrator.
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The infra-red signature of a hot scattering plume calculated by the
SCATAX method

M. J. Caola,
Sowerby Research Centre, British Aerospace,

Filton, Bristol, BS12 7QW, England.

Abstract If there are no scattering particles present only gas
physical properties along a line-of-sight (l.o.s.) deter-

The Sowerby Research Centre of British Aerospace mine the radiance at a distant detector, but their pres-
has developed an infrared predictive code, SIRUS, ence means that the whole volume of of the plume con-
which models the signature of an air platform. We tributes to the radiance: thus accurate physical mod-
review briefly this code, and proceed to the calcula- elling and numerical calculation of a scattering-plume
tion in code SCATAX of gas radiative transfer in a is a considerable task. We describe some features of a
plume containing scattering particles. BAe (laboratory) code SCATAX which does this cal-
An accurate radiative-transfer calculation of the sig- culation. SCATAX is an 'exact' numerical implemen-

An acurte adiaivetrasfercalulaiontation of a first-principles physical model of radiative

nature of plume containing scattering particles is com- tansfir.

plex and costly: it is necessary for rocket engines , but transfer.

may not be so for air-breathing engines (where only Solid rocket-motors have a high density of scattering
the properties along the single detector line-of-sight particles and certainly need scattering-analysis for sig-
are involved). nature prediction, but liquid-motors and jet-engines

We describe the physical basis of radiative-transfer may not, dependent on actual particle density: in any

with scattering, its implementation in the SCATAX case, a preliminary scattering analysis is necessary to

code, present some quantitative results, and discuss establish permissible approximations.

the important 'searchlight' effect. SIRRM (Standard Infrared Radiation Model) [2]

1. Introduction is a realistic industry-standard code for scattering-

signature prediction, which we believe is available only

The infra-red signature of an air-platfrom is an impor- to the U.S. military. We have been able to compare

tant military parameter, and includes radiation from SCATAX and SIRRM results via a SCORE collab-

the plume, cavity and skin. British Aerospace (BAe) oration, with excellent agreement: thus we feel that

has developed a comprehensive I.R. signature code, SCATAX is a solid basis for the incorporation into

SIRUS [1], for signature calculation. Fig.1 compares SIRUS as a n-flux band-model. We show results for

SIRUS and the exact FASCOD solution of a (non- the important case of the head-on signature of a mis-

scattering) plume signature through the atmosphere. sile, where the the (cool) hard-body obscures the hot

In this paper we deal with the plume signature only, core of the plume. A non-scattering calculation then

in particular a scattering plume. seriously underestimates the signature of the unob-
scured (cooler) outer plume, the true enhanced signa-
ture being due to scattering towards the detector of
the intense core-radiance by the outer plume (Fig.2).

COMPARISON BETWEEN SOURCE PREDICTIONS FOR THE 650o850K SLAB This is often known as the 'searchlight effect'.
"~10"~

2.0-

. FASCODE

1.5. -- SIRUS

Forward scattered radiation \
(•(SeearChight" Effect)

ParW -- - -- - -

SRU' 'r ie
II It tdeect den odheattotrg patiolco

0.0- " ,. . .
2000 2100 2200 2300 2400 2500 Hotter Plume C -..eP.

Wacenuetbet (cm-1) Waveumbr (c-1)Figure 2: Schematic of "Searchlight' effect.

Figure 1: Comparison between SIRUS and FASCODE..

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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2. Analysis Our physical model of a plume, Fig.3, is a set of inter-
locking rings which fill the plume volume. Each ring

The general exact radiative-scattering scattering (m,n) is of radius rm to rm,-, is of thickness Az, is at
equation [3] is (I is signature intensity, a the ab- position z, on the axis, and has arbitrary (constant)
sorption coefficient, a the scattering coefficient, f the temperature, gas and particle properties. This allows
anisotropic phase function, IB the Planck function, n modelling of an arbitrary axisymmetric plume. The
the direction of the l.o.s. and dQ a solid angle) radiance of an arbitrary l.o.s. at axis angle Op is speci-

dl ,fied by its ring intersection r,, its axis intersection z,,
ds -al - 0aI + 1B / f(n, n')I(s, n')d2(n') and the distance sj along it. These (many) radiances

I, p, obey the set of equations

and we will apply it to an axisymmetric plume spec- . .
ified by arbitrary distributions of temperature, con- -Lmpn = gmpn + S KIT2Im I rp'n'
centration, gases and scattering particles. j'm'p'n'

where the process is driven by the ring temperature
Tmn of the Planck source term gj ,. The equations
are suitable for numerical computer solution by ma-
trix inversion, and are a discretization of the basic
exact radiative transfer equation [3]. Code SCATAX
gives the complete set of radiances fjpn,, which can

', • then be used for the plume-atmosphere-detector prob-
lem being studied. The scattering kernel K contains
the absorption coefficients of the plume gases (H20,
C02, CO, ..), the albedo and phase of the scattering

I Az •particles (C, A12 0 3 , MgO, ZrO), and determines the
fraction of photons which are scaterred from a l.o.s.
n' to the detector l.o.s. n.

SIRUS presently treats scattering as a 2-flux model,
L which is a subset of the above solution, and is incorpo-

rated as a spectral band-model. The question of how
best to band-model a scattering plume is an active
one [4], and SCATAX is at present monochromatic
: however, we have a proposed band-model solution
which will be tested in SCATAX against the (exact)

R FASCODE solution. (A band-model approximation is
$ • one of practicality, since at present the exact 'line-by-

line' monochromatic solution is computationally pro-
hibitive.)

'z IAs a final technical point, SIRRM directly solves

the integro-differential equations of radiative transfer
T m -• . •whereas we in SCATAX convert the same equations

to integral equations before solution. The SCATAX
Iequations may (according to taste and experience) be

said to give a more physical picture of scattering, and
may also have numerical advantages.

3. Example, the searchlight effect

We will now discuss this effect in more detail and give
m- -'some numerical results, recall Fig.2. In Fig.4 we model

[ ;a plume with nn=6 axis-z sections, mm=5 radial-
r sections and pp=6 f-angles. This is a relatively
'coarse' discretization, but it still means inversion of
a matrix of dimension N•2000, which gives some idea

Fig.3 Physical model of a plume of the computational overhead.

The searchlight effect is illustrated in Fig.4. A detec-
tor sees a missile/platform head-on, and the missile
body obscures the inner hot-core of its plume; the
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outer cooler plume is thus the only l.o.s. seen by the actual values of (Thot, T 0ooa, A) and the geom-
detector. etry of plume and l.o.s.

The above scenario is operationally important, since
the head-on threat by a missile/platform is a com-
mon one, and the signature can be calculated only by

' " ." considering radiative scattering.

cool Code SCATAX now allows analysis of the head-on
T - 500K searchlight signature for real plume geometry and gas

properties. Some results are in fig.5, which shows how
increasing the hot-core temperature increases the ra-

-...-.. .. diance I'dt of a head-on l.o.s. which passes through
only the cool outer-plume: Idet would be small and
constant if the plume were non-scattering, and the er-
ror would increase with decreasing T,00,.

Azo

ldel (ThOI)
Id t(500)

- - R=1
A=1

l-o c< a=1

U=1
w=0.5

hot 1'D~ I I '/

SThot /100

Fig.5 Searchlight effect, effect of core temperature

Idel

Fig.4 Searchlight effect, sectioned plume Fig.5 shows the relative error/enhancement of this
[ _searchlight effect (a searchlight is invisible unless it

shines through a scattering atmosphere-or straight

The I.R. signature of the plume depends critically on into one's eyes). We vary the core temperature Thot,

whether the (outer, cooler) plume is scattering or not. and the constant plume parameters are length L = 6,
Suppose for simplicity that the Thot and To0 l temper- radius R=1, Too01=500K, gas-absorption coefficient a
atures of the plume are spatially uniform. Then, = 1.0, particle scattering coefficient a =1.0, and wave-

length A=3.0,zm. The radiance Idet(Tht) is calculated
(a) if the plume is non-scattering, the radiance by SCATAX and Idai(500) is the radiance of a non-

at the detector cannot exceed the black-body scattering plume. The ratio of the two radiances is a
radiance at Too,, i.e. Idei • IB(T 0 ool) measure of the need for a correct (scattering) calcu-

(b) if the plume is scattering, then the greater lation of plume radiance, here for purely illustrative
radiance IB(Thot) of the hot-core propagates parameters: this may be different for real cases of in-

to the l.o.s. (with some attenuation), and is terest.

scattered along it towards the detector. 4. Discussion

(c) thus the signature Idci is increased by the
presence of scattering in the plume. The in- We have discussed role of scattering (particles) in the
crease can be significant, dependent on the calculation of the infra-red signature of a plume, and
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have shown how its neglect can lead to error, a se-
rious underestimate in the important head-on case.
We have described the BAe code SCATAX which, af-
ter comparison with the standard US code SIRRM,
should provide realistic scattering signatures.

Plume radiation is but one part of the total signature
calculation: what is ultimately wanted is the proba-
bility of detection of a platform through a given atmo-
sphere and against a given background. This indeed
is a complex, physically difficult, and computationally
intensive calculation.
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COMMENT/QUESTION:

1. How do you determine or predict the particle size distribution and states?

2. How do you include molecular absorption?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The questions are partly addressed in the symposium paper.

1. Realistic signature calculations need good flowfield/CFD predictions and-good data bases, e.g. latest
HITEMP or similar for gases, IRMCOG or similar for particles.

2. Practical signal computation needs a band model for the plume gases, e.g. 5cm" or 1cm-. This is
now standard for a non-scattering plume, but is not obvious for a scattering one, see [4].
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SUMMARY fects such as multiple scattering in smokes, fire induced turbu-

At the FGAN-FfO, the model COSMOS (combined Optical/IR lence, and speckle.

Sensor Modelling in the Presence of Obscurants and Smokes) Models which combine atmospheric effects with system engi-
is being formulated to predict and optimise the performance (i) neering aspects with comparable level of sophistication are
of existing and future EO systems under the influence of meas- needed, however, if one wants to assess and optimise
ured and simulated battlefield effects in a variety of scenarios, - the performance of existing or future EO systems in real
and (ii) of smokes and obscurants in their role to neutralise EO world applications, and
sensors. EO Systems addressed in COSMOS include sensors, - the impact of obscurants on military EO systems.
active and passive, imaging and non-imaging, in the visible,
near infrared and in the short, medium and long wave infrared. To meet these goals, the model COSMOS (Combined Opti-

One part of COSMOS is related to laser range finders (LRF). cal/IR Sensor Modelling in the presence of Obscurants and
The objective of the work presented here is to predict LRF Smokes) [3] is being formulated at the FGAN-FfO.
range performance while accounting for effects such as multi- The example given in this paper addresses the modelling of
ple scattering and turbulence as well as target speckle effects LRF systems. In Chapters 2 and 3, size distributions and Mie
(incorporating speckle averaging), in addition to system effects scattering phase functions of some smokes will be discussed.
such as false alarm rate etc. Related analysis results are presented in Chapter 4, and com-

Initial model validation is based upon data measured at the US pared to experiment in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 serves the
SMOKE WEEK XV. Size distributions of some selected, presentation of the basics of the COSMOS LRF model and the
experimental smokes (brass, fog oil/graphite) are analysed, and comparison of model predictions with experimental data.
are found to be lognormal. Based on this, Mie phase functions Model validation is based on data measured during US
are computed. SMOKE WEEK XV (SW XV) [4, 5]. Participation in SW XV

was possible through the former NATO AC/243 (Panel
Time resolved return signals of two laser range finders at dif- 4/RSG.15).
ferent wavelengths, 1.54 pm and 10.59 pm, are compared with
numerical predictions. Using the computed scattering func-
tions, quantitative agreement with respect to temporal behav- 2. SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS OF BRASS AND FOG OIL/
iour and absolute magnitude of LRF pulses back-scattered by GRAPHITE SMOKES
the smoke clouds is obtained in most cases.

According to EOSAEL 92 [6], phase functions of inventory
Good agreement is found when predicted statistics of LRF smokes can be calculated almost exactly because the particles
ranging results are compared with measured data. This in- are nearly spherical. Uncertainties do exist with, respect to size
cludes cases where in the experiment the LRFs indicated mul- distribution and complex index of refraction. With modern
tiple returns, the first echo being caused by the smoke screen, developmental smokes, like fog oil/graphite and brass, the
the second by the hard target behind the screen, situation is different. Considerations on particle size spectrum

and shape are the subject of this chapter. For the index of
refraction of fog oil, graphite and brass see Chapter 3.

1. INTRODUCTION
While for fog oil and graphite the assumption of sphericity

There are well established models for predicting the perform- seems reasonable, this is probably not true for brass particles.
ance of electro-optical (EO) devices such as the Thermal Mie theory can be extended to conducting cylinders [7]. Major
Range Model 3 of FGAN-FfO [1]. While they provide realistic differences to spherical particles are found in the polarisation
representations of the systems modelled, their options for behaviour of the scattered radiation. If the particles are ran-
modelling atmospheric effects are often simplistic. On the domly oriented and if the detection of radiation is not polarisa-
other hand, there are models such as EOSAEL (Electro-Optical tion sensitive, the major effect will be an enhanced cross sec-
Systems Atmospheric Effects Library) [2] which describe the tion compared to an ensemble of spherical particles with equal
atmosphere, natural and battle induced, in a detailed manner mass concentration.
but do not contain modules for predicting EO system perform-
ance. As an example, there is no model established in the During SW XV, particle size distributions of both fog
defence community which would predict the performance of a oil/graphite and brass smokes were measured with optical
laser range finder (LRF) while adequately accounting for ef- particle size analysers (FSSP-100 and ASASP-300) [4]. Re-

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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sults thus represent optically effective size distributions which since it occurs only at radii where the number density falls two
can be described as the real size distributions multiplied with a orders of magnitude below that at smaller particle radii. The
size dependent enhancement factor. The signal reflects the similarity of constants A, r0, and w in Tab. I is an indication
average apparent geometrical cross section of the particles, in for this.
particular if the particles are large compared to wavelength.
The near independence of transmission values on wavelength Smoke Brass Fog Oil I Graphite
indicates that the particles are large indeed. Parameter 4 3 4 3

Particle size distributions of inventory smokes can be ap- y0[fm3] -361 - -15 -

proximated by lognormal distributions [6]: A [m"
3
] 5.47.10' 5.38.10' 1.46.10' 1.48.10'

dN = Yo + A -x (n(rlr)). (1) r, [pml 2.33 2.21 0.1 0.1

dr = plj2w2: j w 1.22 1.18 1.73 1.18

Tab. 1: Fit parameters for brass smoke and for fog
n(r): number of particles of radius r per unit volume and oil/graphite smoke.

size bin (increment, m3pmr'),
N: total aerosol number density (N = 'l(27) .w.A, m 3),
yo: constant, usually yo= 0, 3. PHASE FUNCTIONS OF BRASS AND FOG OIL/
A: number density constant (m 3), GRAPHITE SMOKES
r,: distribution geometric mean,
w: geometric mean standard deviation in log space Smoke phase functions were computed using the Mie code

(w = 1nlO. -SF). PFCAL [8]. It computes phase functions for arbitrary size
distributions and wavelengths. The size distributions used here

Fig. 1 shows average size distribution data obtained with brass are those of Tab. I (3-parameter fit). The wavelengths consid-
smoke of SW XV, as communicated by U.S.ARL [4]. This ered correspond to the two LRFs used in the experiments, with
data was fitted to the function of Eq. 1 by using a non-linear values 1.54 pm and 10.59 pm.
least square fitting algorithm based on the Levenberg-Mar-
quardt algorithm. Two variants were employed, a 4-parameter A furer an smoke specific input is the refractive index with real

fit and a 3-parameter fit were yo = 0. and imaginary part, n and k, respectively. For the experimental
smokes, these were not known. For brass smoke it is not obvi-

10o ous to take the values of the bulk material: Dispersed as small
"particles, there will be a tendency of both, oxidation and ag-

a 1, gregation of water [9]. Similarly it is not clear whether to treat
E the mixture of fog oil/graphite as two independent ensembles

1 or as a mixture with unified properties.
= lognorrnalflt Fortunately, scattering properties depend more on size distri-

bution than on refractive index. To demonstrate this, various
o' I Ilognormal fit values for the brass smoke refractive index were chosen withS•+ constant Y.

osthe result that for fairly vast differences only marginal changes
in the computed phase function occur. In Tab. 2 two sets of

Z • data values are given. In one case values depend on wavelength.
1 10 100 They were adapted from [9] and [10]. In the other case only

Particle size in pm one value for the complex index of refraction is given for both

Fig. 1: Measured size distribution of brass smoke (solid wavelengths.

line), compared to lognormal fit (dashed) and log- The fog oil/graphite values in Tab. 2 were chosen to fall be-
normal fit with additional constant Yo (dots). tween the values of the constituents. Fig. 3 to 6 show the re-

sulting phase functions.

E0 brass, adapted from [9, 10] for 1.54 pm 1 12
brass, adapted from [9, 10] for 10.59 pm 11 60S1°3 •-• data

•10' alternate brass for 1.54 pm and 10.59 pm 4 20

70 Fog oil/graphite for 1.54 pm 1.8 0.55
lognormal fit Fog oil/graphite for 10.59 pm 2.25 0.8

10'
E log•ormal it Tab. 2: Real and imaginary part, n and k, of the refractive

1°o. ++constanty, 1 index used in the calculations.

11 1Comparison of brass smoke phase functions in Fig. 3
Particle size in pm (refractive index depends on wavelength) and Fig. 4 (only one

Fig. 2: Measured size distribution of fog oil/graphite smoke value used) shows differences less than 4%, predominantly less
(solid line), compared to lognormal fit (dashed) and than 1%.
lognormal fit with additional constant Yo (dots). Based upon data given in EOSAEL for the refractive index of

While the 4-parameter fit is strikingly good throughout, the inventory fog oil smoke (at 1.06 pm) a comparison between
3-parameter fit shows some discrepancy at large radii. The this type of smoke and the fog oil/graphite smoke can be made.
impact of this discrepancy on optical phenomena is minor yet Fig. 6 shows major differences in the phase functions.
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100 4. LRF MEASUREMENTS DURING SW XV

X= 1.54 pm The general set-up of the trials is described in [5]. Two LRFs
were employed:

.Xý5 P- 
Raman-shifted Nd:YAG LRF operating at 1.54 pm and

-,CO 2 LRF operating at 10.59 pm.

Both LRFs were placed at a distance of 1780 m from the tar-

= 10.59 Pm get. Smokes were deployed at a distance of about 1200 m.
0.1 -Smoke cloud transmissions were recorded by the ARL multis-

-..... pectral transmissometer REVIRT. Wavelengths of interest here
8 5o 100 15o are 1.54 pm and 8-14 pm transmissions. Broadband 8-14 pm

Angle in o transmission gives a good estimate for the narrow-band trans-
mission at 10.59 pm since transmission varies slowly with

Fig. 3: Phase functions of brass smoke, computed with an wavelength. Lines-of-sight (LOSs) between REVIRT and the
index of refraction independent of wavelength. LRFs did not coincide exactly. For the range of wind speeds,

this introduced a delay of a few seconds in the time series of
100 - data.

For this investigation two smoke trials were selected. These are
=1.54 pm

10 n=1,k=12 - brass smoke, trial 7513 (FGAN-FfO M713),

- fog oil/graphite, trial 8080 (FGAN-FfO M718).

"Q) 1. Fig. 7 shows transmission data at 1.54 pm and 8-14 pm, re-o_• ,,,,corded during part of the brass smoke trial. Being almost iden-

X = o.59 VM tical, curves show the broadband effectiveness of the smoke.
=11,k=60

0,1 . .. .d . i . in

------------------------------

2_ -1 1.54 prn

00 100 150 8-14 pm

Angle in
15

Fig. 4: Same as Fig. 3, but computed with a wavelength _
dependent refractive index. 10

I--

10.
5 1.54 pm

n = 1.8. k = 0.55

.2 I " 15:33:40 15:33:50 10:34:00 15:34:10 15:340 15:34:30

"""Time

M Fig. 7: Brass smoke transmission at 1.54 pm and 8-14 pm,g_ o1 -... •= lo•9,mshowing the broadband effectiveness of the smoke.

Laser pulses were recorded prior to smoke deployment, see
aOl Fig. 8. The signal amplitude is limited to app. 0.7 V by the data

' 50 100 ISO recording equipment.
Angle in * -7,2

Fig. 5: Computed phase functions of fog oil/graphite smoke.

-74 - -7.2-

.7.4
10>

.• -7,6 -7,6-
fog oll/graphite * .75 7.

-7,8

-7.8
1730 1740 1700 17600

I 0,1 .8,0

fog oil
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

.... .... . .- Distance in m
0,01

Fig. 8: Nd-Raman LRF return pulse prior to smoke deploy-0 0100 ISO

Angle in ' ment.

Fig. 6: Phase functions of inventory fog oil smoke (from Fig. 9 displays the laser return signals during the brass smoke
Fig. 6:aPhasefunctinsofinenor fog oil/gsmoktrial. Near the end of the set, two signals exhibit an appreciable

return from the target. The second last pulse is displayed sepa-
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rately in Fig. 10 with two insets displaying the data in an ex-
panded distance scale. 0,10

-7,5 15:34:26 ...

0.08

-7,6 • 006 0

> -7,7 
0.04-

• -- 0,042

____________________BO 0,04 - 0,02-

>_____________ 0,00-

__-_,9___15_34_00_0_02 1760 1770 1780 17.0 1800
15:34:00 0,02

1200 1500 1800 2100 15:33:28 0.00 -

Distance in 1 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
D eDistance in rn

Fig. 9: Return signal of the Nd-RamanLRF (1.54 pm) Fig. 11: CO2 LRF return pulse prior to smoke deployment,
during, the brass smoke trial.

recorded at the same time as Fig. 8.
-7,60

.70 -7.850 .7,80- ,1

-7,65 -70 15:34:0

-7,70 .7090 -7.900- 0,08

.S -7,80 -8,00 .8,O1

S •> 0,02 15:34:00

S-7.85 12 10 14 10 1M 14 70 16

00
-7090 0,00 I 15:33:28

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

-7,95 Distance in m

.-8.00 Fig. 12: Return signal of the CO 2 LRF during the brass smoke

1000 1200 1400 1600 1o00 2000 trial.
Distance in m

Fig. 13 shows the CO2 LRF signal backscattered from the brass
Fig. 10: Return signal of Nd-Raman LRF at 15:34:26. The cloud. The double peak is probably due to a double discharge

two peaks (backscatter from cloud and reflection in the laser rather than a second real signal.
from target) are displayed with an expanded scale.

0,08

In Fig. 10 the peak-to-baseline voltage with the solid target
return is about 150 mV which corresponds to about 6 pW
(assuming linearity of the LRF electronics). Compression starts 0,06 0,00

at I pW. A received power of 10-20 pW is estimated. If this is oM - HWopp. 12m

compared to an expected clean air power of 1 mW a double >
pass transmission of about 1.5% and a single pass transmission -D,4 0,01

of about 12% is concluded. This corresponds to the transmis- S10 20 50 3

sion measurement around 15:34:20 in Fig. 7 if one keeps in 0,02 11 1o 12M 1250 13

mind that the LOSs did not coincide exactly.

The HW of the target return pulse in Fig. 10 equals 25 to 30 ns ....
(which corresponds to about 4 m). This reflects predominantly 0=Lo -

1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
the bandwidth of the buffer amplifier (app. 25 MHz). The Distance In m
apparent HW of the backscattered radiation is slightly larger
and equals about 5.5 m. Fig. 13: CO 2 LRF return signal backscattered from the brass

cloud at 15:24:26.
Fig. II shows the CO 2 laser pulse recorded prior to smoke
deployment. The target distance indicated was 1780 m. The The responsivity (V/W) of the CO2 LRF is not known. A rough
slight difference in range as shown by Fig. 11 is due to the estimate can be obtained as follows. The NEP is of the order of
electronic processing (trigger, bandwidth) of the recording 10 nW. This is the same magnitude as for the Nd-Raman re-
equipment. The HW of the pulse is about 80 ns which is ceiver using an avalanche detector which yields an SNR im-
equivalent to 12 in. This value reflects the large-signal behav- provement of about 10 over a simple diode. At 10.59 pm a
iour of the electronic chain. diode has a responsivity (A/W) which is 7 times larger than for

a diode at 1.54 pm with the same quantum efficiency. This and
The baseline-to-peak voltage difference is app. 92 mV. With a the reduced bandwidth results in a NEP similar to the Nd-
target reflectivity of 65% [5] and the LRF parameters inserted Raman avalanche diode. With an RMS noise of app. 2. 104 V
into the laser radar equation, a received power of app. 200 pW one obtains app. 20 kV/W for the linear region of the device.

is calculated. This yields a received power in Fig. 13 of app. 1.5 paW.
Fig. 12 shows the time resolved CO 2 LRF returns during the
brass smoke trial. As in Fig. 9 two smoke cloud returns can be
observed here at around 15:34:00.
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5. CALCULATIONS USING NBMSCAT AND COM- Parameter Measured Calculated
PARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS HW of backscattered pulse 5.5 m 8.5 m

Propagation of laser radiation through smokes is well de- Received backscattered power 10- 20 pW 11 VW
scribed in the narrow-beam multiple-scattering moduleNBSAT I I. Fr aspeifi reeivr gomery hisEOSEL Tab. 3: Measured vs. calculated -parameters of Nd-RamanNBSCAT [11I]. For a specific receiver geometry this EOSAEL LRF returns (a• = 200 km-t) through brass smoke.

module calculates the transmitted and backscattered irradiance

profiles, the on-axis transmitted power and the lidar returns, 1.oI
while neglecting the slight offset between the LRF transmitter Brass sorre, = 1.4 prm
and receiver. 0.0 - Multiple scatter return (o = 200 kr)

.......... Laser pulse + receiver response

Calculations in this paper were performed using the program ---- Multiple scatter+ laserlrecetve .covo.lved

code NBMSCAT [12] which is functionally identical to 0 60:

NBSCAT but contains some corrections for lidar return pre-
dictions. This is of bearing here since it relates also to the .-- "

73 0,40
signal obtained with the LRF from the smoke cloud.

53

The aim of the calculations is to compare the experimental 0,20

results obtained in the smoke trials in conjunction with the two
LRFs. Questions to be answered are e.g.: 0,00 2 20 0

- Is NBMSCAT able to describe the experimental data suffi- D 5 st ae 20 25 30 35 40 45so
Distance in mn

ciently good?

- Is there a simple approach to describe the data with the Fig. 15: Multiple scattering signal (ax = 200 km-'), equivalent
particular geometry of both LRF? laser pulse and receiver electronics response func-

tion, and convolution of both (HW is app. 8.5 m).

Calculation with brass smoke For the CO2 LRF the parameters entering the model directly
are given in Tab. 8. In addition, the same extinction coefficient

The parameters of the Nd-Raman LRF entering the model are as for the Nd-Raman LRF is used since the transmission
given in Tab. 7. showed the same behaviour at both wavelengths (Fig. 7).

Fig. 14 shows the return signals for an absorption coefficient The small-signal frequency response of the receiver system of
of 200 km'. This value was chosen to yield a single pass app. 15 MHz, the laser pulse width of 40 ns and the calculated
transmission of app. 1% with a cloud thickness of 25 m. Such a HWs in Fig. 16 lead to expected values of app. 10 in (for a =
value corresponds to a visual range of 20 m. The actual thick- 200 km'). This is compatible with the HW measured.
ness however is not known.

A single pass transmission of app. 1% is compatible with the ........ single scattering

measured transmissometer readings. Due to the fact that LRF ---red-ced-intens-t-
6,0OxlO ... o. reduced intensity

and transmissometer LOSs do not coincide exactly one cannot ---.-. diffuse intensity

infer an absolute number directly from the transmnissometer muliple scattering:

measurement. A value of 1%, however, is roughly compatible .- 4,00010"

with Fig. 10 where returns from both, the cloud and the target,
could be measured. E

" 2,00X10'

1,00xi0 ........ single scattering
-- o. redced ntenity0,00

0 reduced itesity10 20 30 40 50

B.00xl0• -\ -...... diffuse intensity
multiple scattering: Distance in m

- 6.00x0i.e Fig. 16: Computed power backscattered from brass smoke as
received by the CO2 LRF (ax = 200 km').

Tab. 4 shows that there is a considerable difference between
s2,00x1O'e . the calculated and observed power, unlike the Nd-Raman

S-.. •......results.
0,0o0) . i , i0 5 1 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Distance in m Parameter Measured Calculated

*Fig. 14: Computed power backscattered from brass smoke as HW of backscattered pulse 11 in 10m

received by the 1.54 pm LRF for an extinction coef- Received backscattered power app. 2 pW 5 jiW
ficient of a = 200 kim-. Tab. 4: Measured vs. calculated parameters of CO2 LRF

Fig. 15 shows, in normalised form, the scatter signal and the returns for a system frequency response of 15 MHz

system response due to laser width and receiver bandwidth. (ox = 200 kml) through brass smoke. Uncertainty in
This width is essentially given by the electronics. The laser emitted laser power gives rise to a large uncertainty
HW is app. 0.9 m. The computed pulse width equals appar- in the calculated power received.
ently about. 8.5 m (Tab. 3).
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Calculation with fog oil/graphite The detection process is furthermore described by the Noise
Equivalent Power (NEP) of the detector/amplifier. The thresh-

For the calculations the same values were used as in the previ- old of the comparator is set to a certain multiple of the detec-
ous chapters. Results are summarised in Tab. 5 and Tab. 6. tor/amplifier noise to prevent false alarms by noise only. The

t Mratio is called Threshold-to-Noise Ratio (TNR).

PW of barame atter ed Measured 7 17m If the average signal level reaches threshold, the detection
HW of backscattered pulse 7 m 7 m probability is only 50% because the noise will move half the
Received backscattered power IF5 - 10 pW 114 jIW number of the pulses to higher, the other half to lower levels.

Tab. 5: Measured vs. calculated parameters of Nd-Raman To obtain a particular detection probability it is required to

LRF returns (ax = 100 km-1) through fog oil/graphite maintain a certain signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) which is then a

smoke. function of both threshold (false alarms) and detection prob-
ability.

Parameter Measured Calculated The firing of the laser will cause in most cases strong transients
HW of backscattered pulse 11 m 10 - 12 mn which might leak through to the detector channel. Therefore,
Received backscattered power app. 1 1WI- 3 jW comparator action is held off for some time, corresponding to a
Receivd_____________powr_ I_ p I pminimum range. In addition, there might be strong returns

Tab. 6: Measured vs. calculated parameters of CO2 LRF from aerosols or solid objects, like branches of trees, in the
returns for a system frequency response of 15 MHz near field (small R). To avoid triggering one uses - if ever
(cx = 30-60 km-1) through fog oil/graphite smoke. possible - not a coaxial - but a collinear arrangement as in
Uncertainty in emitted laser power gives rise to a Fig. 17 where the emitter and receiver fields of view only
large uncertainty in the calculated power received, overlap at some distance. This establishes a minimum range

r,,m,. In addition, one uses Time Programmed Gain (TPG) or

Time Programmed Threshold (TPT). TPT has the advantage

6. LASER RANGE FINDER MODELLING AND COM- that for a strong near field return signal there is less overshoot

PARISON WITH SW XV MEASUREMENTS - and consequently less recovery time.

The class of LRFs discussed here employs pulsed laser sources Systems known to the authors have full sensitivity after a few
and incoherent detection. Pulsed LRFs offer the opportunity to 100 meters, which is about ten percent of the design range.
record multiple echoes. Those ranges are in most cases not of real interest to the user.

In addition, the information about these values usually is diffi-
The required accuracy of the LRF is usually in the order of cult to obtain. Therefore, TPT or TPG is not included in the
5 m. This is equivalent to 33.4 ns. Laser pulse length and other equations below. It should however be kept in mind when
parameters, see below, must be commensurate to this quantity. analysing experiments which might fall in that regime.

Usually, when the laser fire command is initiated, a delay much
longer than 33 ns occurs (exception: semiconductor lasers).
Thus the emitted laser pulse itself is better used to start the 6.1 Laser radar equation
range measurement (Fig. 17). The signal received by a detector is described by the laser

The laser pulse travels through the atmosphere experiencing radar equation:
some extinction. After being reflected by the target a small 2
portion of the light will enter the detector. The range counter Pr Ptp D (2)
will either be stopped by a comparator or the corresponding 4R2 - 'o'A

value will be stored and the counter continues for one or more
returns. Pr: power received by detector,

P,: effectively transmitted power,
Fire command Transmit Atmosphere Target p: reflectivity of target

Optics (natural + smoke) (reflected angle = incident angle),

- x 'I D: diameter of entrance optics,
Transm, teR: range (distance),

,start ,: transmission of optics (includes losses occurring
" due to reflections and absorption in the receiver as

D, eteco well as losses due to field stops (laser divergence
larger than receiver field of view)),

Ample Opciv TA: atmospheric transmission (double pass).

Eq. 2 becomes the equation for determination of range if on the
start- left side the undetermined Pr is replaced by the minimum

Range power Pmi, which is required to achieve ranging with pre-set
" o Ce conditions, in practice with a certain probability of detection Pd

Threshold fore and a certain false alarm probability pf (see below).

Fig. 17: Schematics of a laser range finder. Eq. 2 implies that the target is larger than the beam diameter.
This leads to an R-2-dependence of the return signal. In cases,

To describe and model LRF performance it is required to however, where the target diameter is less than the laser beam
compute the pulse power which finally reaches the detector. Eq. 2 must be modified.
This is done using the laser radar equation. This is where the
effects e.g. of turbulence and aerosol extinction enter.
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6.2 False alarm and detection probability in Gaussian noise FAR=BW exp(____12

The discussion follows [13], repeating some of the computa- 63 212
tional steps. BW TNR 2  (4a)

The noise current of the detector or the noise voltage after =--=exp(- -)

amplification is described with sufficient accuracy by Gaussian

statistics. This includes noise from background, detector, and TNR: threshold-to-noise ratio.
preamplifier. Depending on the noise sources, the current will
change from positive to negative sign or - more frequently - An empirical relation exists between optimum bandwidth and
will be positive or negative with respect to a constant dark or pulse width (HW TH)

background current. In Fig. 18 and in the computation this BW J/(3
tH) (5)

constant current has been subtracted. The probability to find a
particular value of current i is then This value was found experimentally by developers at the

12 company Eltro. This formula is used in subsequent computa-
p(j) exp 1 12 tions and in the computer code.

In • •2)r 2 1n The required quantity of LRFs is the false alarm probability PFI

with (3) during one ranging action. A conservative approach is to mul-
tiply the FAR with the time gate associated with the maximum

fp(i) di= 1range of the LRF tm. Hence

Pri = FAR .nm. = FAR • Rmax• c/2 (6)
I, (= ci"): average noise current. R,(: maximum measuring range of the LRF,

Signa c: speed of light.

Threshold When specifying a LRF one will usually specify the false alarm
Noise,,' "probability PE, Eq. 6 and 4a give an implicit condition for the

ignal + Noise calculation of the associated TNR.0, /
S0.6 Eq. 6 is strictly valid if one takes the false alarm probability to

be the value associated with the absence of a real target or"e 0,4 False Alamws
Q_ ,when multiple pulses are counted. In a real situation with first

0,2 /pulse logic one would - of course - encounter a smaller false
o" alarm probability, because cm is cut short with the real return.

-2 0 (1) 2 (1) 1
Signal (current, voltage) Detection probability

Fig. 18: Probability density of noise current, noise current Looking at Fig. 18 one recognises for the detection probability
plus signal and areas determined by threshold IJ. Pd = p(i.,. + i, > 1,)

In the presence of a signal, the signal current and the noise
current are added. For practical applications, the distribution of = pl,. + in >It)
noise plus signal is described by a Gaussian with the same =p(in >ht- 1) (7)
width but shifted to the right by the amount of signal current Is.
(However, it has to be taken into account, if the signal contrib- 1 Ix i
utes to the noise or if the signal varies - see below). Pd= I- etp(.--2-1n

Now a threshold current I, is introduced such that the signal is I .2l 2
regarded as signal if i >I, and as noise otherwise. This has =2 exp )d I
consequences for false alarms and detection probability. Fi,-'. 2

f2- Iý (8)

False alarm probability and false alarm rate I l (L i!j

The relation commonly used for the false alarm rate (FAR) is 2J}
found in [13] 1I+erf(SNRTNR

FARo=o exp(- 1'2 2 (4) 2J
f3.2,r 21n with

I,: threshold current. x -t2

Since these quantities appear as a ratio the units do not have to erf0W)f e dt

be currents. Frequently it is convenient to use NEP - noise 0

equivalent power and TEP - threshold equivalent power. SNR: signal-to-noise ratio,

This formulation uses a relation for the system bandwidth BW TNR: threshold-to-noise ratio.

and the laser pulse length T (BW = ]/(2,r)). Re-installing the Fig. 19 shows the detection probability as function of the
bandwidth yields normalised signal-to-noise excess SNE = SNR - TNR.
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To compute ranges it is not sufficient to assume the threshold 1
2 = exp(4 132

) 1 (13)
signal of the LRF. One has rather to assume an excess SNR. To
obtain, e.g. a 99% probability one needs with an approximation for weak turbulence

Pd= 0. 9 9  • SNR - TNR= 2.33. U12 = 4 1312 (14)

g9,999 I I Turbulence effects saturate at a value of app. (y2 = 1. Satura-
tion is reached with Cn2 

= 1013 m213 for X = 1.06 pm at a dis-
tance (total length) of 1.9 km. Variances of more than one are
obtained even for moderate distances.

0
99 Applying this to the experiments with the Nd-Raman LRF, one
S98 has X= 1.54 pm and L= 3400 m (2 1700 m) as input data for

"05 - Eq. 12. The number taken for the length of the path as twice

90 - the single path assumes "uncorrelated paths".
so
70 of C, 0 4M2.1-wihi
79 Assuming a moderate turbulence of C,2 

= 10"1
4 m2 n - which is

65 exceeded most of the time [16, 17] - one finds a standard de-
0 1 2 3 4 viation of

(Signal - Threshold) / Noise

Fig. 19: Probability of detection as function of normalised 0.46.

signal-to-noise excess (SNE = SNR - TNR).

Scintillation reduction due to averaging by a diffuse scatterer

Pulse Peak Intensity Jitter of the Emitter Several laser pulses were recorded prior to the deployment of
the smokes. It appears that the standard deviation is certainly

Lase puses o vry a rlatve ariaionof % arundthe less than 5% (including the laser pulse intensity jitter) and not

mean is quite normal. For the assumption of a Gaussian distri- the 5%edictd the ase)y

bution of the pulse peak intensity jitter with a standard devia- the predicted 46% (see above).

tion (STD) caj one describes the pulse peak intensity distribu- This unexpected result is explained by scintillation averaging
tion at the detector as due to diffuse scattering from target.[ 2 ] At a distance L the appearance of the laser beam is determined

p =1 exp (9) by the Fresnel length (XL)v. The correlation length of intensity
1•2 2.12 _, 2 ) and phase equals approximately the Fresnel length. If the beam

diameter D = 28L (8 being the divergence half angle) is larger

The detection probability is then [14] than the Fresnel length, the beam is broken up in patches (or
speckles) with an average length of (XL)/'.

Pd= IfI+ eifr SNR -TNR (10) For example: The divergence of the Nd-Raman laser equals 8=
P21 2 e (I + CT2. (SNR) 2 )0.5 0.25 mrad, the distance is 1700 m. The beam diameter is then

D = 0.85 m and the Fresnel length is app. 0.05 m.

The corresponding definition of the signal-to-noise ratio SNR' The number of these patches is approximately the area of the
is beam divided by the area of the average Fresnel patch. The

SNR'- TNR = (SNR - TNR) /(I + C2SNR 2)05  (11) number of the patches is then

Assuming an SNR - TNR = 2.3, an SNR = 8 and a jitter STD n = (5L)2/(XL) (15)-

c1j = 0. 1, Eq. I I yields an increase to SNR'= 8.645. =8 2L/X

In the present example (Nd-Raman LRF) one finds n = 289.

6.3 Turbulence effects After diffuse reflection the patches act as sources independent
in intensity and phase. Adding these patches should give the

With regard to laser point-to-point transmission, atmospheric reduction of scintillation usually found with statistical proc-
turbulence may cause severe fluctuations of the pulse peak esses
intensity. In case of weak turbulence the variance of the "log-
amplitude" - the logarithm of the amplitude - of a spherical = 132/n (16)

wave is approximately = Co0
2.•X / (52 L)

2 = 1.058 ,-7/6 L11
/
6 C 2  (12) (/ 1

2: average intensity variance,
n CFo 2: variance seen by a point detector at L.

X: wavelength, A more exact calculation [17] finds for the scintillation reduc-
L: path length, tion factor
C,,2: refractive-index structure constant (C, 2 may assume

values up to about 10 2 m 2/3), A = y2//(y 0
2  (17)

CT
2 : log-amplitude variance [15, p. 184ff]. I

2A= (18)

Between the log-amplitude variance CT X2 and the variance of the 7 ( 1 (18

normalised intensity ((I) = 1) CT
2 one has the relation 1+{l.743(L/ A)1/2}
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For cases of interest the denominator of 18 is >> 1. One has 6.4 Range determination of laser range finders
then To determine the range of an LRF one uses Eq. 2, replacing the

A =l.74 S(L 2)1/2-7- (19) (undetermined) received power Pr by the minimum power
I .l Pmin = Prmin adequate for the desired detection attributes

The exponent 7/3 equals approximately 2 and therefore I D 2
Pmin =PpT p ri, exp{-2(#-.R+a-CL)} (25)

A -=0.275 2/(82 L) (20) R

P,,in = NEP. SNR. XFTURB

Apart from the factor 0.275, the reduction factor in Eq. 20 is = NEP (TNR + SNE) XFTURB
identical to the reduction factor of the intuitive solution (16).

NEP: Noise Equivalent Power of the receiver for the
One can integrate Eq. 20 directly into Eq. 12 and obtains for actual bandwidth,
diffusely reflected beams SNR: Signal-to-Noise Ratio,

2 = 0TNR: Threshold-to-Noise Ratio associated with a
2A 1.0580.275. 2-1/6 L516 Cn (21) particular false alarm probability (4a) and (6),

SNE: Signal-to-Noise Excess associated with a
Here, L is the single path length assuming uncorrelated paths particular detection probability (10) and (11),
[17]. XFTURB: Excess factor required for detection with

It is seen that for a given 5 the intensity fluctuation is virtually turbulence,

independent of the laser wavelength, indicating that the wave- 3: volume extinction coefficient of the undisturbed

length dependent change in intensity fluctuation is essentially atmosphere,

compensated by the changing number of Fresnel patches. a: volume extinction coefficient of the smoke cloud,
CL: concentration-length product of the smoke cloud.For X.= 1.54 pam, a moderate turbulence of C)2= 1.10-14 m-213

and a distance L = 1700 m, Eq. 21 yields

03 A 2= 4.26.10-4 (22a) Nd-Raman LRF

and thus a standard deviation of the intensity The data of the Nd-Raman LRF is used to check the values, inparticular of the TNR with the procedure given here. The

GiA = 0.04. (22b) complete set of data is displayed in Tab. 7.

This value is in much better agreement with experiment than
the value obtained above. Parameter Value

Transmitter
This result is valid for diffuse reflection only - for glint reflec-

tion one has to use Eq. 12. The geometry of a non-coaxial LRF laser technology Nd:YAG laser frequency shifted

allows to assume uncorrelated paths for the direct and the with a methane Raman cell

return path. In this situation the total variance is computed as wavelength 1.54 pm
pulse energy app. 12 mJ

x2 (two way) = 2 • O*2 (one way) (23) pulse amplitude jitter _< 5%

because the glint acts like a point source. halfwidth of laser pulse 6 ns

According to [ 14] one calculates the excess SNR factor which pulse power app. 2 MW, 1.5 MW with exit optic
losses in 0.5 mrad

is required to obtain a certain detection probability Pd in the

presence of turbulence with log-amplitude variance Y2 pulse repetition rate app. 0.2 Hz sustained
transmitter divergence 0.5 mrad

XFTURB = exp{42ax erf 1 (2pd - I) + 0.5 . oYX2 (24) transmitter aperture 40 mm

where erf-1 is the inverse of the error function. Receiver
F v0-4) receiver field of view (FOV) 0.5 mrad

For the averaged variance of Eq. 22a (Ox.a2= 4.26. one receiver aperture 60 mm

obtains (for diffuse reflection) and a Pd of 99% optical transmission app. 0.7

XFTURB = 1.05. noise equivalent power (NEP) 8 nW

For glint reflection Eq. 12 and 23 yield under the same condi- threshold power 50 nW

tions false alarm probability • 0.001

XFTURB = 2.26. detection probability Ž99%
bandwidth of buffer amplifier 100 kHz to 25 - 30 MHz

Receiver aperture averaging measuring range R&,,, - Rnax 200 - 19900 m
target indication first 3 targets displayed

Eq. 12 is strictly valid - in its general range of validity - for
point receivers. An extended receiver will average over the Tab. 7: Data of the Nd-Raman LRF employed in the SW XV

speckles which again have an average size of (XL)1'. In the experiment.

example given, the speckle size was app. 50 mm. Usually, the The actual threshold-to-noise ratio TNR,.,, equals
receiver apertures have similar size. Thus, receiver aperture TNRaCt = 50 nW/ 8 nW = 6.25.
averaging is not important for the cases considered and will
thus not further be dealt with. With the pulse length of 6 ns, a measuring range of 19900 m
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and a false alarm probability of 0.001, one computes With the distance of the LRF target (1775 m), the reflectivities
TNRc,,mp = 5.53. of the target [5] and the derived threshold values (TNRc,,mp

= 5.53 for the Nd-Raman LRF, TNRC,,mp = 5.03 for the CO2
This indicates that the actual value matches the theoretical LRF) the detection probability as a function of the (one-way)
value, smoke transmission was determined. The result is shown in

Fig. 20. The probability scale is linear (other than the scale in
To achieve a 99% probability of detection, using Eq. 6 yields Fig. 19). It can be seen that there is a narrow range only from

SNE = 2.33. marginal detection to unity probability of detection.

CO • •i F

CO2 LRF -- Nd-Raman LRF

0,8 ...... CO2LRF
The known data of the CO2 LRF is summarised in Tab. 8. With
this data one computes for a false alarm probability of 0.001 0,6 :

TNR =05.03. e s Experimental Value
comp 0 for Nd-Raman LRF .

"6 0.4

The excess SNR for a 99% detection probability is the same as .
for the Nd-Raman LRF MW 0,2

SNE = 2.33. 0,0 .
0 0 II

0,00 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06
Parameter Value One way transmission

Transmitter
Fig. 20: Probability of detection for the Nd-Raman and thelaser technology CO 2 TEA (transversely excited C 2 L~ sfnto fteoewytasiso

atmospheric pressure) Ct2 LRFs as function of the one-way transmission

wavelength 10.59 pm through the brass smoke during SW XV.

pulse energy app. 32 mJ The performance of the Nd-Raman LRF is about 2.5 times
pulse amplitude jitter <5% better than that of the CO 2 LRF. This result for identicaltransmission values is too optimistic for the CO2 LRF since
halfwidth of laser pulse 40 ns actual reflectivities - as compared to those of the laser target -
pulse power app. 0.8 MW are typically 3 times lower at wavelength 1.54 pm but 20 times
pulse repetition rate app. 1 Hz sustained or more lower at 10.59 pm. The CO2 laser needs better trans-
transmitter divergence 0.6 inrad mission to match up with the Nd-Raman laser.
transmitter aperture 48 mm

Receiver
receiver field of view (FOV) 0.6 marad Brass smoke

receiver aperture 95 mm Figs. 21 and 22 show the time history for transmission meas-
optical transmission app. 0.7 urements as well as actual and computed correct ranging events

noise equivalent power (NEP) app. 65 nW for the brass smoke trial.

threshold power 330 nW (computed) For the threshold of the Nd-Raman LRF a transmission value
false alarm probability •0.001 of 2.5% was chosen which is 25% higher than the value sug-

detection probability >99% gested by Fig. 20. This takes into account transmission losses
due to natural aerosol which were not measured.

bandwidth of buffer amplifier 50 kHz to 15 MHz
measuring range R0 i,, - R,,,, 200 - 9900 in 50

target indication first pulse/last pulse selectable C Correct rangings -actual
•_Correct rangings - computed

40
Tab. 8: Data of the CO2 LRF used in the SW XV experi-

ment.
.5 30
.2_

6.5 Computations with SW XV data and comparison with 20 .

measurements *~*

Two principal subroutines were coded incorporating the theo-
retical analysis of the previous chapter. These routines were
used for the subsequent analysis: 15:32 15:34 15:36 15:38 15:40 15:42

LRFRANGE (R): computes the LRF range R for a Time

given set of parameters incl. Fig. 21: Measured brass smoke transmission (solid line),
preset detection probability, overlayed by measured (triangles) and computed

LRFQUANT(R, P,, pd,rc,): computes received power Pr, (circles) events of the Nd-Raman LRF correct rang-

detection probability Pd,,,, for a ing.
given range R and a given set of In the Nd-Raman LRF the "correct ranging" tag is displayed
parameters. when the correct range is derived from the first, second or third
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return. When smoke was present the first pulse always came The fact that actual and measured transmission did' not coin-
from the cloud and sometimes a second return also. cide acts as an additional noise source broadening the, distribu-

tion. Nearly 100% of the probability is reached only for trans-The CO2 LRF provides range reading for the first pulse only, mission values beyond 10%. For measured transmission below

and an indication of multiple returns. Correct ranging is as- 1%temdn value of correa s ap.%indicng

sumed when the first pulse had the right value or when the h10% the median value of correct ranging is app. 2%, indicating

return comes from the cloud and multiple returns are indicated. dan th the computed value.
dance with the computed value.

When interpreting the results one has to realise that ranges
were computed at the 1 s-intervals of the transmission meas-
urements whilst the actual LRF ranging occurred only every 3 Fog oil/graphite smoke
to 4 s. While the brass smoke produced almost always transmission

50 values near 0%, fog oil/graphite smoke gave rise to intermedi-
Correct rangings -actual ate transmission values for most of the time. Consequently, the

S- Correct rangings -.computed Nd-Raman LRF almost always worked. It seems more appro-40

priate to compare events of failures rather than of correct
_ ranging. This is done in Fig. 24 and in detail in Fig. 25.
.9 30
.0 The one-way transmission values which correspond to failures

"20 are close to 2% in accordance with the findings with brass
C smoke.

I--

10100
100 v Failure of the Nd-Raman LRF

0.

15:32 15:34 15:36 15:38 15:40 15:42 80
Time v V V V V

Fig. 22: Measured brass smoke transmission (solid line), 60

overlayed by the actual (triangles) and computed .
E(circles) events of the CO2 LRF correct ranging. 40

When looking at the data of Figs. 21 and 22 one sees a partial 2-

individual correspondence of computed vs. actual correct 0

ranging events. In about 50% of all cases, an individual corre-
spondence is recognisable. There is a strong indication for the 1o:12 18:15 18:18 18:21 18:24 18:27 18:30 10:33

following explanation of this value: The LOSs of the LRFs and Time

the transmissometer were some meters apart, and were inclined
with respect to each other. Judging from the time history of the Fig. 24: Failures of the Nd-Raman LRF during fog oil!
transmission data there are small-scale smoke density varia- graphite smoke.
tions present. In addition, one has presumably not a "frozen" 100C,
situation of the inhomogeneities transported by the wind. This v Failure of the Nd-Raman LRF

explains why actual and computed ranging are loosely linked 80
in time but not with a clear pattern which could be linked to
wind speed. . VW V

._ 60

Fig. 23 shows the statistics of experimental correct ranging as .S?
function of measured transmission in histogram form. .0

E40

4 . . .

200

1 8:24 18:25 18:26 18:27 18:28

Time

Fig. 25: Failures of the Nd-Raman LRF during fog oil/

graphite smoke, detail of Fig. 24.

z Fig. 26 shows the failure events of the CO 2 LRF. Also depicted

are the expected failures derived from the measured transmis-
sion values assuming 10% and 12% transmission as the limit.

0 4 6 8 to Having in mind the caveats regarding actual and measured
Measured Transmission in % transmission, one concludes that an actual value of 10-12% is

linked with the failures. Fig. 20 predicts rather a value of 4-
Fig. 23 Numbeofuiornce of corectrangsion of the N 5%. The discrepancy is most likely attributable to the degrada-
LRF as function of measured transmission of the tion of the CO 2 laser which was diagnosed at the time of meas-
brass smoke (bin width: 0.5%). 100% probability of urements.

correct ranging was app. at 10% transmission. The

median value of transmission within that range is
app. 2%.
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CO2 LRF failures - actual References
Failures computed, limit e=1 0%

too Failures computed, limit t-12% [1] Wittenstein, WV., Schuberth, WV., "Analytisches Reich-
weitenmodell TRM3" in "FGAN-FfO Annual Report

iBo 1995", Report FGAN-FfO 1995/100.

S ,m[2] Director, Battlefield Environment Directorate, Army
Research Laboratory, "EOSAEL92" (references found

4 with documents are still: US Army Science Laboratory,
,u40
it- White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002).

20 [3] Btichtemann, W., "COSMOS - Combined Optical/IR

Sensor Modelling in the Presence of Obscurants and
18:14 18:15 18:16 18:17 18:18 Smokes", Report FGAN-FfO 1998/08.

Time
[4] Communication U.S.ARL (Klimek, W.) to FGAN-FfO

Fig. 26: Failure events of the CO2 LRF during fog (Kleindienst, S.), SMOKE WEEK XV particle size dis-
oil/graphite smoke. Actual failures (triangles), com- tribution data, 17 June 96.
puted failures for a transmission limit of 10%e and 12% (squares). [5] Kleindienst, S., Dimmeler, A., Clement, D., "Obscura-(circles) ation effects of smoke clouds", in "Targets and Back-

grounds: Characterization and Representation II", Wat-
7. CONCLUSION kins, W. R., Clement, D., Ed., Proc. SPIE 2469, p. 440 -

451, 1995.
As part of an effort to establish the model COSMOS (Com- [6] Davis, B.T., Wetmore, A.E., Tofsted, D.H., Shirkey,
bined Optical/IR Sensor Modelling in the Presence of Obscur- R.C., Sutherland, R.A., Seagraves, M.A., "EOSAEL92",
ants and Smokes) which predicts the impact of smokes and Vol. 19, "Aerosol phase function data base PFNDAT",
battlefield effects on the performance of modern EO sensors, draft April 1994, U.S. Army Sciences Laboratory, White
an in-depth description and analysis of the performance of Sands Missile Range, NM.
laser range finders was carried out. In particular, multiscatter-
ing and turbulence effects are modelled in a realistic way. [7] Padmabandu, G.G., Abromson, D., Bickel, W.S., "Light
Scintillation averaging due to diffuse reflection is included, scattering by micron-sized conducting fibers: an experi-
Quantitative agreement between computation and experiment mental determination", Appl. Optics, Vol.30, No.1, p.
was obtained. 139-144, 1991.

Time resolved signals of two laser range finders were analysed, [8] Bissonnette, L.R., FORTRAN code PFCAL, Defence
i. e. a Raman-shifted Nd:YAG LRF operating at 1.54 pm and a Research Establishment Valcartier, Canada, 1996.
CO 2 LRF at 10.59 pm. Quantitative agreement of temporal
behaviour and absolute magnitude of backscattered pulses [9] Gray, D.E., Ed., "American Institute of Physics

could be obtained using scattering functions previously com- Handbook", McGraw-Hill, New York, 1972.

puted from size distributions of brass and fog oil/graphite [10] Weast, R.C., Ed., "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics",
smokes. Multiple scattering calculations were done using CRC Press, Boca Raton, 1983/84.
NBMSCAT.

[11] Bissonnette, L.R., "EOSAEL 92", Vol. 17, "Narrow
Model validation was based on data of SMOKE WEEK XV. beam multiple scattering module NBSCAT", U.S. Army
Of particular interest were two experimental broadband ob- Sciences Laboratory, White Sands Missile Range, NM.
scurants, i. e. brass smoke and fog oil/graphite smoke. No EO
data are available for these smokes. Therefore, as a primary [12] Bissonnette, L.R., "Computer code NBMSCAT - narrow
step, these smokes were analysed. Particle size distributions beam multiple scattering module", Defence Research
were found to be lognormal. Based on this, Mie phase func- Establishment Valcartier (DREV), Canada, 1995.
tions were computed and used for the above calculations. [13] "RCA Electro-Optics Handbook", Technical Series

EOH- 11, RCA Corporation, 1974 (Reprints available).

[14] Accetta, J., Shumaker, D., Ed., "The Infrared and Elec-
tro-Optical Systems Handbook", Vol. 6, "Active Electro-
Optical Systems", Environmental Research Institute of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1993.

[15] Accetta, J., Shumaker, D., Ed., "The Infrared and Elec-
tro-Optical Systems Handbook", Vol. 2, "Atmospheric
Propagation of Radiation", Environmental Research In-
stitute of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1993.

[16] Hohn, D.H., Ed., " FGAN-FfO Annual Report 1988
Report FGAN-FfO 1988/123.

[17] Yura, H.T., Bijchtemann, W., "Scintillation reduction
factor for laser range finder performance calculations",
Report FGAN-FfO 1985/51.
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DISCUSSORS'S NAME: G. Roy

COMMENT/QUESTION:

How important are the turbulence effects?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

Turbulence effects are very important for the performance of LRFs. This is the reason we included it into
COSMOS. We have not yet considered the impact of turbulence on the problems discussed, one reason
being that there was not enough variability in this parameter during the time the experimental data were
taken. It will certainly be the subject of future investigations.
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Electrooptical Propagation Assessment in Coastal Environments (EOPACE)

Juergen H. Richter
Propagation Division

SPAWAR Systems Center, D88
53560 Hull St.

San Diego, CA 92152-5001
USA

SUMMARY and clutter for detection purposes. In the lower atmosphere,
Several years ago the US Navy started an exploratory ranges of interest are generally in the 1-10 km range. Military
development program to measure and model atmospheric conflicts are likely to involve coastal regions where EO
electrooptical properties in coastal environments. The initial propagation conditions are even more complex and variable.
measurement program was conducted in 1996 and 1997 in To improve EO systems performance assessment, a
the southern California coastal region. Additional measurement and modeling program was started named EO
measurements are planned at US Atlantic coastal sites and Propagation Assessment in Coastal Environments
other locations. Emphasis in EOPACE is on near-surface (EOPACE).
aerosols and transmission. The effort and findings so far are
described and future plans outlined. 2. EOPACE OBJECTIVES

Infrared (IR) passive surveillance systems performance
1. INTRODUCTION predictions are of primary concern in EOPACE as illustrated
All systems that rely on propagation of electromagnetic in figure 2. Airborne Forward Looking IR (FLIR) systems are
energy in the atmosphere are affected by atmospheric operational on several aircraft types. Key atmospheric
properties. In the case of radar and radio propagation in the parameters affecting FLIR performance are clouds and
troposphere, refractive layers are the primary cause for aerosols. Other parameters are contrast between the target
anomalous propagation conditions. Considerable effort in
both propagation modeling and environmental sensing and
modeling resulted in an operational assessment capability for
radio waves (Craig, 1994). With the availability of
electrooptical (EO) sensors and weapons, an EO propagation Radiance - Targets/ Backgrounds

assessment capability was needed. EO propagation -FL•-R Transmittance

assessment is considerably more difficult because more ArClouds

atmospheric parameters play a role and the scales of interest
are smaller than in radio propagation applications. Figure 1

Primary Ranges of Interest and Environmental Parameters Rerctvt

EM (Radio) EO it Transmittance
IRST Turbulence

Radiance - Targets / Backgrounds
10 -100q km 1- 10s km Aerosols

vi.: 1 - 20 kin

- refraction - molecular absorption

- clutter, rough surface - aerosol extinction

-turbulence -turbulence Figure 2. Atmospheric effects on passive surveillance

- refraction systems.

- target/background radiances and its background, path radiance, refraction, and

-sunglint/clutter atmospheric transmittance. The sea-skimmer missile threat is
a serious concern for naval operations in coastal

Figure 1. Atmospheric parameters and ranges for radio and environments. To detect low-flying missiles, IR surveillance

EO propagation. systems [such as IR search and track (IRST)] must look close
to the ocean surface where large aerosols are important

lists those parameters. For anomalous radio propagation, the whose vertical distribution and properties are largely
primary atmospheric parameter is refraction and the ranges of unknown. Aerosols in coastal environments can be a complex
interest are tens to hundreds of kilometers. In the EO case, mixture between continental and marine aerosols and their
molecular absorption, aerosol extinction, turbulence, and extinction at IR wavelengths must be known for assessing the
refraction are important as well as target/background contrast performance of passive surveillance systems. In addition,

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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meteorological mesoscale models capable of predicting EO
propagation conditions are needed both for forecasting and,
as a key component of data assimilation systems, for PMS data at NAB on Nov12 at 17:30

nowcasting. The development of such mesoscale models
needs comprehensive measurements of appropriate EO ,-

atmospheric parameters for determining empirical parameters
and for validation. Finally, IR surveillance sensors need to be
tested in a well-described environment for accurate
performance assessment. EOPACE was designed to address o
all of the above areas. Accordingly, the three primary
objectives of EOPACE are:

"* Quantify and model coastal aerosol effects on IR
propagation.
"Provide input data for mesoscale data assimilation 10 ..

systems.
"* Evaluate EO systems in coastal environments.

The southern California coastal area was chosen for the Figure 3. Aerosol size distribution measurements over waterThe outernCaliorna casta ara ws chsenfortheand on shore (onshore winds).

initial phase of EOPACE for the following reasons: first, the

Navy controls excellent facilities and key participants'
laboratories are located in this area. Second, the climatology PMS data at NAB on Nov18 at 15:30
of this region is similar to other important areas such as the
Mediterranean. After an initial set of measurements in
southern California, experiments in other geographic regions 10 X,,b NR...p.. d

have been performed and are planned to provide inputs to
models that are universally applicable.

Another important aspect in the planning and execution of 0"
EOPACE is teaming of US and foreign investigators. The
great variety of complex measurements requires drawing on 001

different expertise and backgrounds. U.S. participants include
government laboratories, universities, and industry. Foreign
countries participating in EOPACE include The Netherlands,
Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia. 1 , .. °

3. EOPACE PROGRESS
Major emphasis in EOPACE has been on Intensive Figure4. Aerosol size distributionmeasurementsoverwater
Observation Periods (IOPs) for coastal aerosols. Specifically, and on shore (offshore winds).
near-surface and surf-generated aerosols were measured
either directly or through remote sensing techniques. In
addition, techniques for characterizing coastal air mass Surf Aerosol Spectrum 10P2, experimentlO
properties were investigated. Finally, near-surface 10
transmission measurements were performed. Seven IOPs in-ext (vis)=1,2
San Diego and Monterey were conducted during 1996-1997 ext (a5)ol37
and one exploratory field trial at Duck, North Carolina. ext1o.6) 1l
Several data analysis workshops and special sessions (such as 11
this one) have been conducted. Other examples are special
sessions at the SPIE symposium in July 1997 in San Diego z
(Bissonnette and Dainty, 1997) and the Battlespace 0.1
Atmospheric Conference 1997 (Anderson and Richter, 1998).

Gathman and Smith (1997) describe unique aerosol
measurements in EOPACE. Two Particle Measuring Systems 0.01 0

(PMS) aerosol counters were carefully calibrated to produce Radius

the same results when operated side by side. Subsequently,
one was operated on a fixed shore site at the Naval Figure 5. Surf-generated aerosol distribution.
Amphibious Base (NAB)[UK pins data], the other on a blew from sea to land and figure 4 from land to sea (N is the
moving boat [NRaD boat pms] (NRaD is a previous name of number of particles per cm3). The difference of both curves in
SPAWAR Systems Center, San Diego). Figure 3 shows figures 3 and 4 is due to surf-generated aerosols. In figure 5,
dN/dr measurements versus drop size radius r when the wind
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this difference is plotted and fitted with a log-normal those instances may be due to experimental errors, there are
distribution which represents the surf-generated aerosol periods where atmospheric refraction is responsible for signal
component. The contribution to extinction is calculated for enhancements (Zeisse et al., 1998). These brief periods are
three different wavelengths and is largest for 3.5 microns. observed only occasionally but last longer than expected by
Gathman and Smith (1997) were able to correlate extinction scintillation. Refraction effects on longer paths can be even
and swell height, thus permitting prediction of surf-generated more pronounced and are an important factor to be
aerosol extinction from swell height. Work is underway to considered in near-surface propagation assessment.
"investigate the horizontal transport of surf-generated aerosols
using backscatter lidar measurements. 4. EOPACE PLANS

With the California coastal measurements nearly completed,
The Navy Aerosol Model [NAM] (Gathman, 1983) and the major emphasis is placed on thorough analysis of the data.
Navy Oceanic Vertical Aerosol Model [NOVAM] (Gathman This includes further analyses of measured transmission data
et al., 1989) require a characterization of the background with respect to molecular absorption, aerosol extinction,
aerosol which involves a so-called air mass parameter refraction, and scintillation; prediction of aerosol marine
(AMP). Various techniques have been investigated to boundary layer effects from satellite optical depth
determine the AMP. Among them are air trajectory analyses, measurements; derivation of empirical constants for aerosol
measurements of atmospheric radon or condensation nuclei, models; and the use of advanced numerical models for
sensing of optical depth from satellites, and nephelometer prediction of near-surface aerosol size distributions.
measurements. Battalino (1998) reviewed various techniques. Additional measurements have already been performed at
Littfin et al. (1998) concluded that nephelometer Duck, North Carolina and further lOPs are planned at Duck
measurements are the preferred technique for in-situ and also at Wallops Island, Virginia. Special attention will be
observations. Jensen et al. (1998) presented a remote sensing given to horizontal transport of aerosol plumes using
technique based on satellite measurements of upwelling scanning lidar observations. In summer of 1998, additional
radiance. Their approach opens the possibility of obtaining measurements will be performed in the North Sea.
data in denied areas.

EOPACE results will be used to develop improved models
Finally, extensive near-surface transmission measurements for surf-aerosol production and transport. Near-surface
conducted during EOPACE have demonstrated the transmission measurements will be further pursued to
importance of large aerosols on extinction and shown that quantify effects of aerosols, refraction, and scintillation.
atmospheric refraction may significantly affect transmission. These findings will lead to a better prediction capability of

near surface transmission. The results from EOPACE will be
incorporated into environmental decision aids such as the

______ --_-___ ....._ _....,, 0 EOTDA (EO Tactical Decision Aid) and also be used to test
40 -.. and evaluate various existing propagation modeling codes.

- Dust particles and desert aerosols play an important role in
100 ,potential conflict areas. EOPACE will address measurement,

modeling and prediction of extinction properties of those
20 . aerosols in the near future. A description of EOPACE,

1 9including a list of publications, can be found at91 ,92 913 94 05 96 07 U8 99 100 101 102 103 104

Man Da (.oni Time) <http://sunspot.nosc.mil:80/543/eopace/eomain.html>.

Figure 6. Transmission measurements in the mid-JR band EOPACE has been and will be assembling unique databases
of simultaneously measured meteorological and EO data for

(3.6-4.1 microns) over a 7km path. development and testing of numerical mesoscale models.

An example of transmission measurements in the mid-IR Such models are critical for development of data assimilation
band (3.6-4.1 microns) is shown in figure 6 for a seven systems and for forecasting purposes. Future plans for
kilometer over-water transmission path (receiver/source EOPACE also include testing IRSTs under carefully
heights were at 5 and 6 in). The upper graph shows measured described propagation conditions.
transmission for a 13 day period in 1996. Also shown is
calculated transmission due to molecular absorption (clear
air) only. The lower part of figure 6 shows transmission with ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
the clear air component removed, i.e., aerosol extinction This work is supported by the Office of Naval Research.
only. The solid circles are transmission values calculated
from drop size distribution measurements taken from a boat
along the transmission path. There is good agreement (within REFERENCES
the transmission measurement errors estimated to be + 30%) Anderson, K.D. and J.H. Richter, (Eds.), Proc. of the 1997
between the aerosol extinction inferred from the actual Battlespace Atmospherics Conference 2-4 Dec. 1997,
transmission data and those calculated from measured drop SPAWAR Systems Center San Diego, TD 2989, March 1998
size distributions. The data clearly indicate the importance of
aerosol extinction to near surface transmission. On occasion, Battalino, T., Air Mass Characterization for EO Propagation
measured transmission values exceed 100%. While some of Assessment, NATO RTO CP 605 U, paper 17, 1998
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PAPER No. 13

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: C. Philbrick

COMMENT/QUESTION:

One of your viewgraphs listed SeaCluse. Could you explain what that is in relation to EOPACE?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

SeaCluse is described by Claverie et al. in paper #5 of this conference.
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PAPER No. 13

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: J. Claverie

COMMENT/QUESTION:

What is the interest of using the parabolic equation for electrooptical propagation?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The parabolic equation approximation to the wave equation allows for accurate modeling of propagation
conditions even at caustics where ray tracing techniques break down.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: H. Wittmann

COMMENT/QUESTION:

What is most important in characterization of aerosols
- droplet size distribution
- DK, complex DK?

I expect different EO behavior of aerosols depending on desert, high humidity (Amazon or Gulf of Mexico
area) environments. As I see it, there is not a clear physics oriented definition of what is important in
characterization of aerosol droplets (-> EO effects).

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

IR propagation near the sea surface is influenced primarily by large aerosols. Since the chemical composition
of marine aerosols is known, their size distribution is the important parameter. Also known is the growth
factor of these hygroscopic aerosols which affects both size distribution and complex index of refraction. EO
extinction effects are calculated by Mie theory using both size distribution and complex refractive index based
on the ambient relative humidity.
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Electro-optical propagation just above wave tops as predicted by
ANAM, the Advanced Navy Aerosol Model.

Stuart G. Gathman
Propagation Division

SPAWAR SYSTEM CENTER D883
49170 Propagation Path

San Diego, CA 92152-7385

Alexander M. J. van Eijk
TNO-FEL, P.O. Box 96864

2509 JG The Hague, The Netherlands

1. SUMMARY 3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF ANAM
An extension of the Navy aerosol model (NAM), 3.1 Methods for measuring giant aerosol
intended to describe aerosol size distributions from There are only a few ways to obtain in situ
10 meters down to the wave tops is being developed, measurements in the region below 15 meters in
The preliminary version of the empirical Advanced extreme weather conditions and they all require some
Navy Aerosol Model (ANAM) is based on a series of form of platform at sea on which to support the
meteorological and aerosol measurements taken aerosol instrumentation. It is necessary that the
during the Marine Aerosol Properties and Thermal measurements not disturb the air flow and the device
Imager Performance (MAPTIP) experiment off the should be cheap and/or waterproof (since it may get
Dutch coast during 1993. The predicted aerosol size submerged by a wave or be sprayed by water). The
distributions of ANAM will be compared with direct small concentration of large sea salt particles requires
aerosol measurements. large samples of air in order to get statistically

significant results. In addition the inertia of these
2. INTRODUCTION large droplets makes the sampling of these droplets
The topic of this report is a preview of the Advanced difficult in that because of their mass, they simply
Navy Aerosol Model, ANAM, which describes the will not follow an air stream around sharp turns in

aerosol size distribution found in the atmosphere sampling tubes. The simple rotorod device (1) turns
from above shipboard level down to the tops of the out to be the best method developed up to the present
highest waves. Mie theory then allows the of obtaining the required data in this region but it is

calculation of electro-optical properties of the very labor intensive in its operation.
atmosphere with the assumption that these aerosols
are spherical in shape and consist of solutions of sea 3.2 Overview of available rotorod data sets
salt and water. Unfortunately, there are not many The table below lists all rotorod data known by the
measurements available on which to statistically base authors to be available. The set spans a time period
an empirical model. The lack of data becomes most from 1983 to 1997 and contains data from 8 different
prominent for high wind speeds and rough seas that locations. One location was in the North Atlantic, the
produce effects of a serious nature on propagation, others in coastal areas. The majority of data was

recorded at platforms in the North Sea. The table also
The concentration of aerosol in the marine boundary specifies the extent of individual data sets (number
layer results from an interplay of physical processes of profiles) and the maximum height in the profiles.
governing injection of aerosol by the bubble jet The data can be available in two types: bins or
process from whitecaps, direct wave-tearing, vertical images. The 'bins' data consists of aerosol
transport and deposition. In addition, the presence of concentrations (dN/dD values) in approximately 10
waves has a distinct influence on the airflow. Only size bins in the diameter range 10-150 micron. The
complex numerical models can address detailed 'images' data consists of the original images as seen
pieces of this problem but these in turn are difficult to through the microscope at the time of the experiment.
apply to real situations. The image data can be distributed over any given set

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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of size bins and is therefore more flexible for analysis was obtained upwind of the German FPN
than the bin data. ("Forschungs Platform Nordsee") platform located at

100 km northwest of the Elbe estuary in the North
With the exception of data sets 6, 8 and 15, all Sea (540 42' n, 70 10' w); see (2).
rotorod data has been obtained by TNO. Data set 10

Table I

Set Experiment Location Data type Profiles Up to

1 Asgamage A 1996 MPN, coastal platform bins 27 12 m
2 Asgamage B 1996 MPN, coastal platform images 13 12 m
3 Asgasex 1993 MPN, coastal platform bins 8 12 m
4 Cumulus 1983 North Atlantic, ship bins 25 11 m
5 Eopace IOPI (TNO) 1996 Scripps pier, SIO, CA bins 28 9 m
6 EOPACE IOPI (SSC SD) 1996 Scripps pier, SIO, CA images 10 10 m
7 Eopace IOP2 (TNO) 1996 Monterey Bay, CA, pier bins 15 6 m
8 EOPACE 1OP2 (SSC SD) 1996 Monterey Bay, CA, pier images 9 6 m
9 Eopace IOP6 (TNO) 1997 Scripps pier, SIO, CA images 27 7 m

10 FPN 1992 FPN, coastal platform bins 17 27 m
11 Hexmax 1986 MPN, coastal platform bins 43 12 m
12 Key 1990 Marathon, FL, ship bins 35 4 m
13 Lolland A 1994 Denmark, mast images 14 8 m
14 Lolland B 1995 Denmark, mast bins 24 8 m
15 Maptip 1993 (SSC SD) MPN, coastal platform images 19 12 m
16 Maptip 1993 (TNO) MPN, coastal platform images 18 12 m
17 Sylt 1992 Sylt, coastal platform bins 10 15 m

In the Sylt experiment (set 17); see (3) the
measurements were made from a Germam jack-up 3.3 Empirical data used in ANAM
barge ("Hubinsel Barbara") which was positioned The table shows that there now exists a reasonable
13.5 kilometers from the island of Sylt in the North number of rotorod spectra and profiles available for
Sea near the German-Danish border (540 42' 09" N, use as an empirical basis for ANAM. It seems useful
080 11' 50" E). The Lolland experiments (sets 13 to first select a set of data that contains the broadest
and 14) took place at a mast about 2 km northwest of size and height range of the measured aerosol
Vindeby on the Danish island Lolland in the Store spectrum and in which the weather provides a
BTelt (4). The EOPACE rotorod data (sets 5, 6, 7, 8 reasonable range of wind speeds and sea states.
and 9) was obtained at piers.in La Jolla and Monterey Algorithms can be developed with this set of data
(California) which extended from' the beach into the which relate the parameters of measured aerosol size
ocean beyond the surf, see (5, 6). The Cumulus data distribution to the meteorological parameters which
(set 4) was obtained at the weather ship Ms. Cumulus occurred during the measurement. Then once a full
at station Lima (570 N, 20' W) in the North Atlantic spectrum of the marine aerosol can be represented by
(7). The buoy measurements were made at a distance an appropriate set of parameters, Mie calculations can
of about 6 m from the ship at the windward side, to be done on the spectra so that the electro-optical
reduce the influence of the hull. Measurements at parameters can be determined.
higher elevations had to be made from the decks of
the ship. The KEY90 experiment (set 12) took place We have chosen to start with the MAPTIP data since
near Marathon in the Florida Keys (8). The rotorod this set contains wide spectra profiles utilizing the
data were measured from a small boat (the Renegade) combined data from the PMS (SSC SD) and rotorod
at a few kilometers from the island (roughly around (SSC SD and TNO) devices from close to the surface
240 1' N, 80' 3' W). The measurements were made to 12 meters in height as well as an excellent set of
while the boat was at station, and the waverider buoy meteorological measurement and conditions. There
was typically deployed at some 10-15 meters upwind are some flaws in the data set recorded at the MPN
of the boat. tower and caused by the nearby land. For some of the
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profiles, the wind direction was such that the nearby of strong northerly winds and their associated waves
land induces fetch effects on the waves, which must makes this an ideal experiment location.
eventually be taken into account. The relatively
shallow depth of the water and its effects on wave A useful feature of the MAPTIP experiment is the
development may be somewhat different from open existence of a consensus meteorological data set
ocean conditions. Nevertheless it is the best data set which statistically combines and filters up to nine
available at this time and will be used for the simultaneous measurements of the key
construction of the first version of the model. The meteorological parameters made by the various
philosophy here is to use the MAPTIP data set to MAPTIP participants. The parameterization of this
construct an initial model that will then be tested and data is described in (10).
modified as necessary by utilization of the other data
sets. The portion of the aerosol spectrum from 0.3 to 50.0

micro meters radius was measured using both rotorod
We are also aware that our assumptions of samplers and optical counters such as Particle

horizontal homogeneity with respect to all of these Measurement Systems (PMS) instruments during
measurements do not hold close to the waves. This is MAPTIP. These devices were either mounted on
obvious in that white caps do not uniformly cover a movable platforms, which could be raised and
flat water surface but are located in areas that are lowered to the water surface, fixed on the tower, or
related to wave structure. Streams of aerosol injected mounted on a small wave rider buoy floating on the
into the atmosphere probably also occur in discrete water.
areas. Thus measurements from wave rider buoys
and very low level fixed sensors may not be An example of a combined MAPTIP data set is
representative to the true average of aerosol shown in figure 1. On this plot are shown the data
concentration in these regions. from an experiment on 25 October 1993 in which

simultaneous profiles were obtained at approximately
Concurrent with the testing of ANAM 1.0 with other (07:10 GMT) at the tower. The data shown in the
field rotorod data, we feel that it is imperative to use figure were taken at an approximate altitude of 12
the results of sophisticated numerical wind/wave meters. It is obvious from placement of points in
models to extend the measured results above the figure 1 that although the ranges of the devices differ
waves down to the top of the highest wave. from each other, there is sufficient overlap to allow

for a much broader composite spectrum of the aerosol
3.4 An example of Aerosol data: MAPTIP size distribution to be constructed than could be done
During the fall of 1993, a field experiment called with individual instruments. Of particular interest in
MAPTIP (9) was planned and carried out by NATO the figure the "hump" of the aerosol size spectrum
AC/243 (Panel 04 / RSG.8), with the collaboration that was seen by the two rotorod devices but was
from AC/243 (Panel 04 / RSG.5). A major objective beyond the useful range of the PMS probe.
of this field experiment was to assess marine
boundary layer effects on thernal imaging systems. The aerosol size distributions from MAPTIP were
The data collected from this experiment is used here fitted by an analytical curve for parameterization
to create models for the evaluation. Qf the infrared purposes. These curves were analyzed for a
propagation near the ocean surface related to marine- maximnum in dN/dr values and associated mode radii
generated aerosols, turbulence and meteorological in the region between 5 and 20 microns in order to
factors. find the mode radius and mode amplitude represented

by the large aerosol group (shown as the "hump" in
The key facility used in MAPTIP was the "Meetpost figure 1).
Noordwijk" (MPN), an oceanographic research tower
(owned by the Dutch Department of Harbors and The parameterization makes it now possible to look
Public Works "Rijkswaterstaat") situated at for relationships between the aerosol size distribution
approximately 9 kin from die Dutch coast near the mode descriptors and some of the measured
village of Katwijk (520 11' 51.6" N, 040 22' 57.6" meteorological (e.g., wind speed) and geometrical
E). On this tower were situated many types of (e.g., height) data that are available from the
instruments for the MAPTIP experiment and the data MAPTIP data set. The individual observations taken
from these measurements are coordinated with other at different altitudes but close to each other in time
mobile platforms (aircraft, ship and buoys) and a were combined into profiles so that the average
shore location. The location of a stable platforn meteorological parameters during the period of the
situated in the North Sea where the high probability
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profile would show the effect on the profiles combined size distribution, the electrooptical
themselves, properties can be calculated by the direct integration

of the aerosol size distribution with Mie theory over
10000 0 0o o the sizes of interest.

1 X SSC SD rotorod The large aerosols in the ANAM component are
100g TNO rotorod represented by a single lognormal size distribution:

sOR0  dN 4  A4 r__

0d 
N A . e x p -C 4  l o g[ f

0

0.01 /where C4 is related to the standard deviation of these
00 large particles, f4 is the growth factor which is a

00 function of relative humidity, r04 is the mode radius
0and A4 is the amplitude of this term and a function of

0.0001 wind speed, altitude, and mixing length.

0.1 1 10 100 In thiis simple model, the humidity effects of the

droplet sizes are represented by a swelling factor, f.

Radius (microns) In ANAM each of the first three components use the
appropriate swelling factor suggested by Gerber (12)
and the f4 tenn is considered a sea salt droplet. The

Figure 1: The extended aerosol size distribution from 25 swelling factors are a strong function of relative

October 1993 during MAPTIP obtained from three humidity. The mode radius of the fourth term, r04,
was found to be independent of wind speed for the

independent aMAPTIP experiment. The value of this parameter
was determined by the use of the calibrated rotorod

The conclusions from this analysis can be stated as: measurements to be 15 micrometers radius. The C4
term when parameterized with respect to the

1) There is a large size aerosol population produced calibrated data set has a value of -5, whereas the C
by the wlhite water process over the ocean and its parameters for the other modes in NAM and
concentration is related to wind speed. NOVAM require the value of -1.

2) The mode radius of this population seems to be
independent of wind speed over the wind speeds The A4 term is related to wind speed, the height
and directions encountered in MAPTIP. above the mean water level and the Monin-Obhukov

3) The amplitude of the large aerosol mode is a stability length L. At this stage of development, there
function of wind speed, altitude and atmospheric is not enough data to determine any fetch effects on
stability, the function:

4. THE INITIAL STRUCTURE OF ANAM A4(w, z, L) = U(w)" p(z, L)

The construction of version 1.0 of ANAM is based on
an endeavor to empirically duplicate the aerosol size the meaerag ampinde of t fourt p onent
distribution at various altitudes just above the wave at 10 meters at a wind speed of iv is represented as
tops as measured in MAPTIP. This is accomplished U(w). ANAM version 1.0 first sets this term at the
by constructing formulas based on the log normal height of 10 meters using the MAPTIP data The
parameters derived from the MAPTIP data set. scaling with respect to height above the water is done
ANAM will be a multi-component model which by multiplying with the profile function, p(z, L).
includes an element to describe the very large aerosol The most complicated aspect of the fourth component
in the region from about 15 meters down to the top of is that of the altitude variation. The profile function
the highestwave. The description of this aerosol will used here must have several features so that it can
be a lognormal function called the ANAM mimic the features, vhich are observed in the
component or fourth mode. The total aerosol size MAPTIP profiles. It must first of all have the value
distribution will then be the superposition of three of I at 10 meters altitude so that the profile function
lognormal functions from tie Navy Aerosol Model, of s t w0 range o atithe tofihe epncal
NAM (11) plus the ANAM component. From this can scale the whole range of altitudes to the empiricalwind controlled value that was observed at MAPTIP.
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Secondly, there are no adequate measurements of index of refraction of the droplets, the aerosol radius
these large aerosols at altitudes higher than the tower and the wavelength of the light. In the calculations
so that the actual function above 10 meters is not here, the Mie coefficient, Q is calculated using the
critical for the problem at hand. However, we assume Dave program (14). The index of refraction of the
that the function is zero at the inversion height which white water produced droplets are assumed to be a
serves as a practical limit to this tenn. Below 10 solution of sea salt dissolved with water. The
meters, its behavior is a function of atmospheric droplets are further assumed to be in equilibrium with
stability, resulting in a straight profile (no vertical the ambient relative humidity so that the dry size of
structure) for large negative L values, the particle can be known through the swelling factor.

Thus a volume mix of water and sea salt at any
The Profile function relative humidity is used to determine the index of

refraction of the whole droplet solution.
2

1.9[ Applying the four mode ANAM aerosol size
1.6 .2 distribution to the volume extinction coefficient
1.7 U integration from Mie theory described above we

"• ~have:
•" 1.6
0 1.5 4

1.4 /16= . . .7.d

1.2 
00 f

1.2-_______ This equation is integra ted over an appropriate rangeof sizes and with fine enough grid spacing directly.

0 2 4 6 7 8 10 In the case of ANAM, the range of integration is

Altitude (i) 0.001 l.tm to 1 mm. The integration is done for each
of six decades using the Simpson rule.

Figure 2: The profile function is plotted as a function of 42 Optical characteristics near wave tops
altitude for three values of the mixing length L. The model ANAM 1.0 was written in FORTRAN

and is capable of delivering an aerosol size
The plot of the empirical profile function, p(z, L) distribution and a volume extinction coefficient for
between the wave tops and 10 meters is shown in unstable enviromnents given the input meteorological
figure 2 where p(z, L) is plotted as a function of z for data, a wavelength, and an altitude.
three different values of L. The function p(z, L) is
based in part on the classic non-dimensional profile ANAM version 1.0 is a simple model with inputs
function cp(xV) of Businger and Dyer (13). Only cases consisting of the regularly available meteorological
in which L is negative are allowed in this preliminary parameters such as: air mass parameter (derived
empirical model, as all of the data from MAPTIP from either condensation nuclei concentration,.
were done under unstable oonditions. visibility, radon, or nephelometer data), sea surface

temperature, air temperature (at 10 in), relative
4.1 The electro-optical properties of ANAM humidity (at 10 in), current wind speed (at 10 in) and
Once the aerosol size distribution, dN/dr is 24 hour average wind speed (at 10 in).
determined for a particular altitude above the mean
water line, then Mie theory can be used to determine ANAM can now be used to investigate the optical
the interaction of the ensemble of spherical aerosol properties in the regions below deck levels. ANAM
particles with electro-optical energy impinging on has been constructed to represent the aerosol
them. This requires an integration of the Mie measurements of MAPTIP. The first step of
scattering coefficient and the aerosol size distribution verification is to determine how well the model
to be made over all appropriate sizes. The volume represents the measured aerosol data in MAPTIP.
extinction coefficient is The meteorological data for the measurements plotted

n- f dN in figure 1 were obtained and used as input to
- r dr ANAM. The aerosol size distribution predicted by
1000O dr ANAM is shown plotted in figure 3 together with the

where Q is the Mie efficiency factor, dN/dr the size measured data points from MAPTIP for that time and
distribution of the aerosol, and r is the aerosol size. place. This data shows that the model pretty well
The Mie scattering coefficient, Q is related to the matches the measurement at least in this case.
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A second test is to compare the vertical profile of the
10000 4 amplitude of the fourth mode with a typical

multipoint rotorod profile obtained by TNO during

ANAM MAPTIP with the model prediction. Such a plot is
100 Model shown in figure 4. While the model and

measurements seem to agree at the higher altitudes,
there is a discrepancy between the moving wave rider
data and the fixed tower data. It is important to note

ro oro d that the wave rider rotorod data (the small square
"d markers connected by a line) have a different height

"PMS reference than do the fixed data. The plane of
0.01 reference of the height of these data is above the

surface of the wave that is moving up and down and
only has a mean value of zero. We would expect that

0.000 01 the buoy values would be more comparable to the
fixed data than they are. The discrepancy may be
explained by the fact that the p(zL) function in

0.1 1 10 100 ANAM (1.0) is not yet fully adapted for the presence
of waves. Efforts are currently underway to improve

Radius (microm eters) the p(z,L) function on an experimental and theoretical

Figure 3: The dN/dr profile obtained during MAPTIP shown in basis.

figure 1 but with the modeled ANAM aerosol size distribution
superimposed over that data as a line. Finally after a cursory check of the operation of the

model, we feel that ANAM could be used to
investigate the optical properties of the atmosphere

MAPTIP 1993 (TNO profile 05) from 10 m down to the wave tops.

12 10.6 3.5 0.55

10 -L=-0 \ \

010
E 8

50 70 90 110 130 150
Rotorod counts at 15 micron radius

Figure 4: Profiles of TNO rotorod counts of 15 micron
droplets and the ANAM prediction of these sizes for 24 0 0.1 0.2
October 1993 at 10:40 GMT. The stability for this case is Extinction (1/km)
represented by a mixing length, L=-1.5 meters. The large
circles are the measured rotorod data from devices on the Figure 5: Extinction profiles calculations from ANAM for
tower mounted at fixed heights above the water. The small the visible (solid square markers), 3.5 micrometer IR (open
square symbols connected by a line are those triangles), and 10.6 micrometer IR (heavy solid line)
measurements done at the same time from the wave wavelengths. The wind speed is set at 9 m/s, and the
follower buoy. The thick line is the ANAM prediction for mixing length is -8.5 meters. The arrows on top of the
this case. figure refer to the NAM predicted values for the same

conditions. The dotted lines associate the NAM and the
ANAM predictions.
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Figure 5 shows the model results for a typical case ASE, pp94-101. International Scientific Secretariat,
with a Monin-Obhukov length of -8.5 in and a wind IFU, Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany, 1992.
speed of 9 m/s. In this figure are plotted the volume
extinction coefficients for the visual wavelength 3. De Leeuw, G., Sittrop, H. and Heemskerk, H.J.M.,
(0.55 micrometers), the mid IR, (3.5 micrometers), "First impressions and some qualitative results from
and the far IR (10.6 micrometers) as they vary from the SYLT92 experiment". TNO Physics and
10 meters down to the wave tops. On the top side of Electronics Laboratory Report FEL-92-A363, 1992.
the plot are three arrows which represent the values
that NAM gives for these wavelengths. We see first 4. Sorensen, L.L., Hertel, 0., Pedersen, B., Wagner,
of all that the additional ANAM component for the M., Larsen, S.E., Hojstrup, J., Schultz, M., de Leeuw,
larger aerosols primarily affects the mid and far G. and Geemaert, G.L., "Horizontal transport
infrared extinction values. Compared to the NAM modeling and exchange of atmospheric nitrogen
values, ANAM predicts an increase of the mid and gases with the coastal ocean". Proc. of the Second
far infrared extinction values at 10 m, thus reflecting International Conference on Air-Sea Interaction and
the influence of the larger aerosols even at the height on AMfeteorology and Oceanography of the Coastal
of 10 m. Zone, September 22-27, Lisbon, Portugal, American

Meteorological Society, p. 208-209, 1994.
The vertical variation of the extinction coefficient
between 10 m and the wave crests is about 200% for 5. Gatluhan, S.G., "On the nature of surf generated
the infrared wavelengths, whereas the variation for aerosol and their effect on electrooptical systems",
the visible wavelengths is about 25%. Propagation and Imaging through the Atmosphere,

L. R. Bissonnette and C. Dainty editors, Proceedings
As an indication of the effect of the vertical variation of SPIE, 29-31 July 1997, San Diego, vol 3125, p2 .
of the infrared extinction coefficient on the
transmission over a 10 kin path, we assume that 6. Gatlunan, S.G. (1997), "Surf produced aerosol", J.
molecular and aerosol extinction are of the same of Aerosol Science, vol 28, supplementl, pSI.
magnitude. In that case, the infrared transmission
near the wave crests is only 36% of the transmission 7. De Leeuw, G., Parashar, S., Park, P.M., Perry, S.J.,
at 10 m height. This first example shows that the Roney, P.L. and Smith, M.H. "Aerosol study in the
effect of large aerosols as represented by the ANAM North Atlantic 1983". NATO AC/243 (Panel
component cannot be neglected when assessing the IV/RSG.8) Report 1986-01. (1986).
electro-optical propagation characteristics in the
marine atmospheric surface layer. 8. Gathman, S.G., Jensen, D.R1, Hooper, W.P.,

James, J.E., Gerber, H.E., Davidson, K.L., Smith,
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PAPER No. 14

DISCUSSORS'S NAME: A. Tooth

COMMENT/QUESTION:

When, do you estimate, will the results from your studies be included in the atmospheric prediction codes
such as MODTRAN/FASCODE?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The direct transition of ANAM into MODTRAN will not take place because of the small geometric scale of
ANAM and the larger grid sizes of MODTRAN. However the MOSART model discussed in paper #3 is
capable of incorporating the scale of a model such as ANAM into it. The ANAM model will not be released
however until it has been adequately tested with independent data sets.

G. ANDERSON:

Comment on A. Tooth's suggestion that ANAM be ported to MODTRAN. Currently MODTRAN does not
have an adequate refractive geometry to model transmission near the sea surface, including potential ducting
and the impact of very large aerosols.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: B. Mattiussi.

Is air/water pollution taken into account in your model? What are the effects of sea state on your model?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The quantity of air pollution is approximated in the Al term of the model. Water pollution is not considered.
Sea state is included in the model through its relationship with average and long term wind speed.
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PAPER No. 14:

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Dion

From modeled profiles of A4 shown in your presentation, we note that the increase of A4 with decreasing
height would typically be of the order of 20-30%. Isn't it of the order of accuracy of A4 estimation at any
height?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

It is true that the ANAM modeled profiles of A4 in the case presented have an increase of about 25% (for
visible wavelengths) from 10 meters down to 1 meter. At other longer wavelengths this increase can be
several hundred percent. There are other cases however (when the mixing length is very negative) that there
is 0% variation for all wavelengths (that is there is no variation with altitude). On the other hand there are
also cases with small negative values of the mixing length where all wavelengths have larger increases from
10 meters down to 1 meter. The empirical aspect of the model is built from a statistically significant number
of observations. If the accuracy of the model were determined by these data alone, the order of accuracy of
A4 would be much less than 25% and would be a very good indicator indeed that the model would be almost
perfect. However the ultimate accuracy of the model must be determined by numerous verification
experiments with independent data sets.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: A. Tooth

Your studies will improve the prediction accuracy close to the sea surface. At what height above the sea

surface do you consider the existing aerosol models to be valid?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The initial version of ANAM under certain conditions shows that at 10 meters altitude there can be some

differences between ANAM and NAM for larger wavelengths. Obviously the largest particles measured from

MPN are not propagated to great heights. Although there are no rotorod measurements during MAPTIP

above 15 meters, there are profiles of aircraft "Optical Aerosol Counters" measurements of the very large

aerosol which show that there are very above 50 meters. I believe that somewhere between 15 and 50 meters

the existing models would be adequate.
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Long-range transmission at low elevations over the ocean

A.N. de Jong, G. de Leeuw, P.J. Fritz, M.M. Moerman

TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory
PO Box 96864

2509 JG The Hague
The Netherlands

1. SUMMARY[
Results are presented from infrared transmission

measurements over long ranges at low elevation in coastal

waters. This work was part of the EOPACE programme, 3,594,16 pm

conducted at two locations along the US West Coast. In this 3

programme data were collected for validation of atmospheric .s

models, used to predict IR sensor performances. 2

Details are given on the transmissometer set-up and 0,1- 8.0-13,1 .tm

measurement methodology. The data concern midwave
(3-51tm) and longwave (8-12 jtm) measurements, taken over

the Monterey Bay (22 km) and San Diego Bay (15 km) in

various periods of the year (March, April, August and 0.03- visibility 40kmtransmission path 15 km

November). Lewton 7

The results are compared with model predictions, including
molecular extinction, aerosol scattering and refraction effects. 0,el-
The first two effects have been determined carefully and could

be quantified to a certain extent with the help of

simultaneously collected meteorological data. The refraction I I

effects are of a more complicated nature due to the complex 5 10 15 20
abs. hum. g/m'

temperature profile structure over water, which is difficult to

measure. Fig. 1: Midwave and longwave IR transmission versus
absolute humidity.

2. INTRODUCTION
The effects of water vapour and aerosols on infrared (IR)

propagation through the atmosphere are well known and

described in the literature [1]. As a result of the extinction due

to these effects, the detection range of IR sensors is limited.

For a point target, this detection range (Rd) is directly related

to the transmission by the following formula:
0 03-

R AW* 1(Rd) "-
Rd "•NEI* (SYN),

0,1-

In this formula AW is the target contrast (W/sr), '(Rd) the

atmospheric transmission in the respective band over the range 15-C, 60%, 7,5 g/m'

Rd, NEI the sensor's Noise Equivalent Irrandiance (W/m2) and 0,03- visibility 5km

(S/N), the threshold signal to noise ratio. Lowtran 7

For Infrared Search and Track sensors (IRST) interesting

ranges are between 10 and 30 km, when detection of incoming 0,01-- 3,59-4,16 Wn

missiles is envisaged. For these ranges the effect of water

vapour and aerosols on transmission based upon Lowtran 7

predictions in the midwave and longwave IR is illustrated in

figures 1, 2 and 3. 2 4 8 12 15 20

The effect of water vapour is shown in figure 1, where the range/kmr

transmission appears to decrease strongly with absolute Fig. 2: Midwave and longwave IR transmission versus range.
humidity, as generally known the longwave IR much more

rapidly than the midwave.

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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0,3t /and other propagation measurements over long ranges over the
North Sea [3] have shown strong anomalies in propagation

0,1 8effects.
t ,9-.6In order to further ivs gaethese anomalies, T N•O-FEL,

i 0.03, sponsored by the Netherlands Ministry of Defence and ONR,
• I decided to participate in the EOPACE campaign (Electro
-~ 15'C. 60%, 7,5 glm'• ansmission path 5km Optical Propagation Assessment in Coastal Environment)

0,01 Lowtrn 7 organized at two locations along the US West Coast, well
known for the atmospheric imhomogeneities, provided by

t /3}generally cold water close to a desert-like land environment.
0,003 / tPreliminary measurements by Bull [4] clearly showed the

i anomalies due to low level and along path gradients in

0,001J , temperature, humidity and particle size distribution.
5 10 15 20 25 Unfortunately very few support data (e.g. aerosol and

visibility/kn meteorological data) were taken during Bull's measurements.

During the EOPACE campaign this was done much more
Fig. 3: Midwave and longwave IR transmission versus visibility, carefully [5]. This provided a strong basis and data set for

further validation of low level propagation models. The input
The calculations were made for rather clear bands without CO2  from TNO-FEL in this programme consisted of
absorption and a visibility of 40 km. For ranges of about transmissometry and collection of aerosol size distributions
15 km, we can write for the transmission values T.m and cl for and meteorological data. Preliminary results on the
midwave and longwave as function of range R respectively transmissometry have been reported in [6] for the first phase

T = exp (-omR) ri = exp (-(YR) (2) of the project: the measurements in Monterey and San Diego
in March and April 1996. Preliminary results on the second

where Tm and T, are the midwave respectively longwave phase of the project, concerning transmission measurements in
extinction coefficients, approximately related to the absolute San Diego in November 1996 and August 1997 are reported in
humidity ha by [7].

"Tm = 0.0054 ha ;, = 0.0156 ha (3) This paper contains an overview of the results of the
transmissometry, the lessons learned and recommendations for

For h, = 15 g/m3 we find T =0.08 km' and T1 = 0.23 km"1. the work to be carried out in the future.
Figure 2 shows the transmission as function of R, for a
visibility of 5 km. The midwave transmission decreases more 3. DESCRIPTION OF SET-UP
rapidly than the longwave IR transmission. Two locations have been chosen for the transmissometry:
For an absolute humidity of 7.5 g/m3, resulting in Tm and T, Monterey Bay with a 22 km path between Moss Landing Pier
values of about 0.04 km-1 resp 0.12 km' for water vapour, the and Monterey Plaza hotel and San Diego Bay with a 15 km
total, combined extinction coefficients for a visibility of 5 km path between Imperial Beach Pier and the Naval Sub Base
due to water vapour and aerosols are 0.28 km-1 resp 0.19 km1. BOQ. Both paths are schematically shown in figures 4 and 5.
The contributions of aerosols to these values are 0.24 km-'
resp 0.07 km-1 for midwave and longwave IR. Moss
Figure 3 shows an example of the variation of the transmission landing

over a 15 km path with the visibility. For visibilities greater
than 12 km, the effect of the visibility becomes almost
negligible.
As an example we demonstrate the transmission effect on the -

detection range by substituting in formula (1) for NEI the Flux-
midwave and longwave values of 10-" W/m3 resp buoy North
4.10"'W/m2, for AW: 0.2 resp I W/ster (a low observable
missile) and (S/N)t = 5, an atmosphere of 15 g/m 3 and
visibility of 40 km. Rd is found to be 12,2 resp 8,4 km for the
midwave resp longwave sensor.
So far theory and measurements are rather well in agreement hotel

for open ocean conditions with similar air and sea Monterey
temperatures which are known along the path, known aerosol.
size distribution, and along paths that are not close to the sea Fig. 4: Measurement path in Monterey.
surface.
In a coastal environment however, with high probability of The ranges are of operational interest concerning the detection
inhomogeneities along the path and targets skimming the of targets at an altitude of 3 m with a sensor at an altitude of
ocean at low altitude (for example 3 m), detection ranges are 15 m. This causes the target to pop up over the horizon at a
much more difficult to predict. Both the MAPTIP trials [2] range of 19.4 km. For reasons of safety for the equipment we
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mounted the transmissometer source at an altitude of 10 m It is noted that the set-up was slightly modified and improved
above mean water level at Moss Landing and at 9 m altitude at during the campaigns. From phases I to 2, a new source with
Imperial Beach. The receivers were mounted at altitudes of higher temperature was mounted to provide a higher signal to
16.5 m resp 5.4 m in Monterey resp San Diego. noise ratio. Also the HgCdTe midwave detector was replaced

by an InSb one because of better homogeneity of the
Sub. base NAS responsivity over the detector area.

jetty -The spectral bandfilter for the midwave band was changed to
Point [0 M n San Diego have better band correspondence with the SPAWAR

LOSI bridge transmissometer, simultaneously operating over a 7 km path in

Pacific ocean San Diego (see figure 5, [9]).
P oIn the first three campaigns the transmissometer was operated

with a midwave or longwave detector. In the fourth campaign
3 transmissometers were operated simultaneously; one

L --2 midwave band in room 246 of the BOQ and two in room 146.
[IF Mean Buoy (M) LOSI = 7.0 km The 2 lower receivers (midwave + longwave) in room 146

l~ Flx Buo (F)L052 = 15.0 kmSFlux Buoy (F) LO2=were at an altitude of 6.4 m above mean sea level; the receiver
r in room 246 at 9.4 m above mean sea level. This set-up

pier Imperial Beach
provided an opportunity to investigate the dependence of
transmission on height above the water.

Fig. 5: Measurement path in San Diego. The additional equipment, used in the various experiments

consisted of:
Technical details on the transmissometer are presented in * particle size distribution measurements (Knollenberg type)
table 1. The transmissometer is basically similar to the one, at Moss Landing Pier and Imperial Beach Pier
used in earlier measurements over 18 km in the North Sea 0 meteorological equipment
environment [8]. The transmitter and the receiver have • high resolution midwave imager in Monterey and San
identical Newtonian mirror optics with 230 cm 2 effective Diego during the first phase
entrance pupil area. * high resolution near IR camera

* near IR radiometer and 1000 Hz source for scintillation
Table 1: Technical parameters of TNO-FEL transmissometer. measurements in phase I and August '97 phase 2

• midwave camera for point source measurements in

Parameter Value August '97, phase 2.

Source collimator diameter 20 cm Results on the scintillation measurements have been reported
Source focal length 40 cm in [10]. The near IR camera's were used to visually inspect the
Source temperature 900 K phase 1; 1100 K phase 2 atmospheric behaviour. For this purpose, an alignment source
Beam divergence 10 mr phase 1; 6.25 mr phase 2
Chopping frequency 820 Hz was mounted near the transmitters. The transmitters in turn
Useful source area 230 cm2  were aligned with a similar alignment source at the receiver
Receiver collimator diameter 20 cm side.

Receiver focal length 40 cm
Midwave detector type HgCdTe phase 1; InSb phase 2 4. CALIBRATION, SIGNAL HANDLING
Midwave detector size 2x2 mm phase 1; 2 mm round phase 2
Midwave spectral bands 3.7-5.7 pm phase 1; As signal(s) we will consider here the signal from the Lock-In

3.60-4.04 pm phase 2, Nov. amplifier, which provides the time averaged (3 sec) RMS
3.59-4.16 pm phase 2 Aug. value of the 820 Hz signal, coming from the transmitter. As

Longwave detector size 2x2 mm .ransmission along the path we measure by definition
Longwave spectral band 8.0-13.1 metm

A reference signal was transmitted by means of a radio link fe(2A'r(A)p(A)d2L
and used for synchronous detection of the 820 Hz modulated signal with atmosphere
signal. The time constant was normally set at 3 sec and the signal without atmosphere
signal was sampled with a frequency of 1Hz. The signal to Je(A)p(A)dA
noise ratio for the 22 km range was about 600 resp 150 for the
midwave resp longwave band for 100% transmission (2)
condition in phase 1 (March/April '96). in which e(?) is the source spectral emission, p(k) the receiver
By averaging the signals over a period of I minute, the signal spectral response and T(X) the atmospheric spectral
to noise ratio's improve a factor of 4.5. This means that a 1% trans pon.
longwave transmission level can be measured with an transmission.
accuracy of 15%, which is acceptable (for the 1 minute It is important to note that all power received in the full
integration time). The midwave transmission level is measured instantaneous field of view, is taken into account. This meanswintegratio times bTher ac tra n n lthat possible contributions in the signal due to forward
with a 4 times better accuracy. scattering by aerosols and refraction effects are included.
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The determination of the 100% value from formula (2) is great variability. The expected atmospheric inhomogeneities
difficult because we cannot easily create a longwave vacuum did occur, as well along the path as in altitude. Rapid
path. In the meantime a zero range calibration (to make variations of these conditions in time occurred and it became
"t(X)= I) causes a lot of optical problems, because it is clear that transmittance values are very much dependent upon
questionable whether the transmitter and receiver can be altitude of sources and receivers.
aligned in such a way that no signal is lost by obscuration. A visual impression of image distortion due to refraction is
Therefore we calibrated our transmissometer by measurement shown in figures 6 and 7, where the image of a point source is
of the signals on two clear days over a path of 800 m and shown, as transmitted through the atmosphere over Monterey
2500 m near our laboratory in The Hague. For the atmospheric Bay. Striking is the fact that in figure 6, the source is just
conditions at these days both integrals in formula (2) were above an inversion layer, but in figure 7 just in the middle.
calculated using Lowtran 7. The result is a vertically elongated line source. The pictures
The signals for the 800 m and 2500 m ranges corresponded were taken in daytime.
within a few percent, which gave us confidence in the method. Figure 8 shows a normal, frequently occurring mirage in San
Denoting the 5prm and 10 pm signal over 2500 m by S2.5(5) Diego. The mirage occurs when a cool air layer strikes over
resp s2.(10) and the r values T2.5(5) resp T2. 5(10), we find for water. Sometimes the mirages occur in the middle of the night,
the transmission over the 22 km range: sometimes in the early morning. Mostly these conditions lead

22 to increased transmission values, as the intensity of both

s22(5) 2 'r2 5(5) resp mirage components are similar and both fall on the detector.

s2.5(5) 2.52 Figures 9-12 show results of transmission measurements in the

2 (3) four campaigns.

__22 010) = S2200) 22 2.5 010) 'Normal' transmission values for the 22 km range in Monterey

s2.5(10) 2.52 ' for midwave (3.7-5.7 lpm) and longwave (15°C, 70%) are
about 7% resp 4%. Evident are the large increases by more

where s22(5) resp s22(00) are the midwave resp longwave than a factor 5 due to refraction effects, as visually illustrated
longrange (22 km) signals. For the 15 km range we take 15 in figure 7. The magnitude of this factor is difficult to predict
instead of 22 in formula (3). when the temperature profile (at various locations) along the
Before the calibration over 800 m resp 2500 m, we performed transmission path is not accurately known. It is clear that the
a number of laboratory measurements to check the knowledge of just one temperature at one altitude is
components of the system: insufficient.
* measurement of detector responsivities (D*) Many authors have presented models to predict this refraction
* measurement of spectral transmission of filters effect. Forand [11 ] and Dion [12] have integrated the effect in
* compare the 900 K source with a calibrated blackbody and a complete atmospheric propagation model for marine

measure its real temperature boundary layers (IRBLEM). Church [13] presents the
• measure the source radiant intensity with detector and refraction effect as part of the IRST model IR Tool, developed

filter without optics by Aret6 associates. Besides these efforts, many authors have
* measure the homogeneity of the emission/sensitivity over presented work, including attempts to retrieve the layering

the pupil, test of optics transmittance/mirror reflectance structure from sunset mirages [14, 15, 16, 17]. Unfortunately
"* test of the Lock-In amplifier, measure the noise histogram sunset and sunrise occur only once a day, so other methods are

of the output signals required to measure the temperature profile. Our own
"* test the homogeneity of the detector response over its observation during EOPACE is that often strong gradients

surface with the 800 m outside experiment. Here we found occur over a very short distance, so that the mirage seems to
the problem with the HgCdTe detector mentioned above, be a real reflection to a 'hard' surface.

An essential point is, that the transmissometer-receiver has
Because in the first three campaigns we could measure with such a large field of view (5 mrad) that all refraction effects
only one detector at a time (midwave or longwave), we are integrated. This means that the measured transmission
frequently had to change the gain (and the phase!) of the value is of no direct significance for IRST's with an
Lock-In amplifier. Most of the times one detector was used in instantaneous field of view of circa 0.2 mrad. We can therefore
the receiver during between 3 and 6 hours, not simply use for t(Rd) in formula (1) the measured value of
In the fourth campaign (San Diego, August '97), the 'classic' t.
receiver (room 246) was provided with a midwave detector, In this case, transmission as measured with a calibrated imager
whereas the two receivers in room 146 had a midwave and such as done in the LAPTEX experiments at Crete [18] is
longwave detector. The diameter resp focal length of these two preferable and this value can directly be inserted in formula
receivers were 20 cm resp 50 cm. The 3 Lock-In amplifiers (1). The disadvantage is the increased uncertainty due to
each had a different signal handling, which has been taken into scintillation at long range.
account. During the campaign in Monterey some conditions occurred

with fog and rain, most of the time only present along part of
5. RESULTS the path. The mirage conditions occurred frequently, nearly
The general first impression of the results of the 4 every day.
transmission campaigns along the US West Coast is one of
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Mein. -

Fig. 6: Near IR picture of point source over Monterey Bay just above 'inversion' layer; 22 kin; 7 March '96.

Fig. 7: Same picture as figure 6, 10 minutes later; point source in layer; strong refraction effect.

Fig. 8: Mirage condition 27 March '96 over San Diego Bay.
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Fig. 13: Results of aerosol measurements in November '96 and August/September '97.
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Results of the second campaign in San Diego, in March/ produced locally ashore. The wind direction was indeed
April '96, are shown in figure 10. Again the subrefractive between East to the North.
conditions occurred, resulting in excessive transmission Around 13.30 the longwave transmission rapidly decreased to
values. While 'normal' transmission values for the local a few percent, which similar to the midwave transmission
meteorological conditions are of the order of 10-15% for decreased to about 7%. After that period we observe a rapid
longwave, we observe a sudden increase to nearly 40% on the increase of transmission to 25% midwave. Since no changes
27t' of March near 6 a.m. were observed in the extinction coefficients (figure 9.b) while
This phenomenon is illustrated by the image of the mirage in during a short period around 14.00 the wind direction changed
figure 8. The lower point source is the mirage, in this case just to North for about an hour, the observed variations must be
before being hidden behind the horizon. The angular due to local variation of aerosol and/or meteorological
separation between the real and mirage source is 0.87 mrad, properties along the transmission path.
which is typical for the 15 km range over the San Diego Bay. Refraction effects were observed on the 20"' around
A similar separation was reproduced in many other occasions. 13.30 GMT (= 05.30 local time). The increase was about a
Striking is the sharpness of the mirage point source, which can factor 5.
only be explained if the refraction effect is taking place in a Figure 12 shows results of the 4t1 campaign in
thin layer of cold air, behaving as a reflector. The midwave August/September '97 in San Diego. Each of the figures
transmission values are similar to those in the longwave band shows 3 plots: one of the upper level midwave channel and
(=10%). We have to realize here, that the 3.7-5.7 gtm band two of the lower level midwave and longwave channels.
contains a lot of water vapour absorption lines, causing Figure 12.a shows clearly that the lower midwave channel
saturation in the 4.8-5.7 gim wavelength region. In addition the transmission between 01.00 and 06.00 GMT (evening of 2 91h
CO2 band at 4.25 gm also causes saturation. Taking into of August) has a transmission of about 30%, while the higher
account only the spectral band 3.59-4.16 gm (see figure 1), the level has a transmission of 20%. The difference is probably
transmission value would be close to 30%, for a visibility of due to sub-refraction for the lower level transmissometer.
25 km. Later on that day (between 20.00 and 22.00) the midwave
Figure 10 shows also some periods with zero transmission due transmission at the higher elevation rises towards the midwave
to rain somewhere in the path (figure lO.b). Figure I0.c shows at the lower level, while the longwave level drops. This is
a gradual increase in midwave transmission between 3 and probably due to a thin haze layer over the water surface.
10 a.m. accompanied by a gradual change of visibility. The The average values of the transmission for this period were
particle size distributions as measured at the Imperial Beach below those of previous campaigns. We measured about 20%
Pier, could not explain this behaviour quantitatively; for midwave and 4% for longwave. The main reason for this
apparently the aerosol was not homogeneously distributed was the higher absolute humidity. With an air temperature of
along the path. 20'C and a relative humidity of 80%, the absolute humidity is
Figure 11 shows November '96 transmission data with the 14 g/m 3.
new midwave detector and filter. The time is given in GMT in From figure 1, midwave resp longwave transmissions taking
these plots, which is identical to local time + 8 hours in winter, into account only molecular absorption are 30% resp 4.6%.
On average, the midwave transmission value is 35% and for Looking more closely to the aerosol extinction, midwave resp
longwave again around 10%. These values correspond well longwave extinction coefficients are on the order of 0.03 resp
with the predictions from figures 1 and 3. Interesting is the 0.02, corresponding to aerosol transmissions of 0.64 resp 0.74.
result of the aerosol measurements; as shown in figure 13 the With these values, the total predicted transmission becomes
midwave/longwave extinction coefficients are about 19% resp 3.4%, which corresponds well with the measured
0.02/0.01 km-i respectively, which for a range of 15 km data.
corresponds to a transmission due only to aerosols of 0.75 resp Figure 12.b shows similar effects as figure 12.a. The higher
0.86. elevation transmission is significantly and most of the time

* Interesting again is the refraction effect in the morning on the larger than the lower level transmission except for a short time
14th and during the night of the 2 0 th. The midwave around 17.00, when due to refraction the lower level
transmission went up to values of 200%V Similar to figure 9.a, transmissions increase by about a factor 2.
the transmission values were fluctuating strongly with time. Figure 12.c shows the transmission plot for 2 September. The
One factor could be the tide, which changes the altitude of the only effect of significance is a strong reduction in transmission
beam with respect to the air layers. around 12.00 GMT (4 a.m.) due to aerosols. In figure 13.c,a
Interesting also is the aerosol effect on the 19 th. The aerosol strong increase in extinction occurs from 08.00 GMT which
measurements (figure 13.b) show a midwave extinction explains the observed decrease in transmission. The wind
coefficient of 0.1 km-1 corresponding to an aerosol direction was observed to change from East to North around
transmission of 0.22 over the 15 km path. The transmission 11.00 GMT. Apparently these Northerly winds carried the
data show transmission values (including molecular aerosols causing the drop in transmission. The extinction
extinction) of 0.30 and more until 7 a.m. Apparently the coefficient of 0.2 however predicts an aerosol transmission of
particle size measurements were not representative for those 5% which is a much stronger effect than measured from the
along the whole transmission path, the location being higher at transmissometry. It is apparent that the midwave transmissions
Imperial Beach than at other places. Another effect might be (both upper and lower level) are affected about 2x stronger
due to particles, produced in the surf zone or particles, than the longwave transmission.
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6. CONCLUSIONS 7. A.N. de Jong, Transmission experiments during EOPACE,
The four transmission measurement campaigns, carried out in November 1996 and August/September 1997, Preliminary
the framework of EOPACE along the US West Coast, have Results, TNO report FEL-97-A269, November1997.
provided an interesting data set for investigation of the 8. A.N. de Jong, Long Range Transmission Measurements
variability of atmospheric transmission behaviour due to over Sea Water, report PHL 1978-08.
instabilities and inhomogeneities in temperatures and their 9. C. Zeisse, Low Elevation Transmission Measurements at
profiles, humidity and aerosol size distribution. For normal EOPACE, Part I: Molecular and Aerosol effects, SPIE
conditions Lowtran 7 predicts the transmission reasonably Vol. 3125-11.
well. Refraction effects cause a strong deviation; one reason is 10. A.N. de Jong, Low Elevation Transmission Measurements
that during transmission measurements the detector receives at EOPACE, Part III Scintillation Effects, SPIE Vol.
the sum of all mirage intensities in its field of view, being 3125-13.
considerably larger than in operational IR sensors. 11. J.L. Forand, The L(W)WKD Marine Boundary Layer
It is noted that the measured transmission values should not be Model, Report DREV R-9618, March 1997, Unclassified.
used directly in IRST range performance formula due to the 12. D. Dion, On the analysis of atmospheric effects on EO
difference in Instantaneous Field of View of the sensors in the Marine Surface Layer, 2 nd NATO-IRIS
transmissometer receiver and the IRST sensor, conference, London, June 1996.
It has been found that aerosol and meteorological 13. S. Church, Atmospheric mirage and distortion modelling
measurements carried out only at the end of the measurement for IR target injection simulations, SPIE Vol. 2742,
path, does not provide sufficient data for use as input for the Orlando, April 1996.
propagation prediction models used to explain the observed 14. W.H. Lehn, Analysis of an infrared mirage sequence,
transmission phenomena. Even the buoy in the middle and the Applied Optics, Vol. 36, NO 21, July 1997.
sensor package on the boat do give a too local, insufficient set 15. A.T. Young, Sunset science, I The mock mirage, Applied

of input data. To fully predict the refraction effect, a very Optics, Vol. 36, NO 12, April 1997.
detailed profile in temperature is required. 16. W.D. Bruton, Unique temperature profiles for the
During the four campaigns, carried out in various seasons the atmosphere below an observer from sunset image, Applied
transmission behaviour was dominated by various phenomena Optics, Vol. 36, NO 27, September 1997.
and anomalies: strong refraction as well as haze conditions 17. M.E. Thomas, Astronomical refraction, Johns Hopkins
and high humidity. APL Technical Digest, Volume 17, N" 3 (1996).

18. A.N. de Jong, Point target extinction and scintillation as
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1. Summary under such conditions it is virtually
impossible to accurately estimate Cn2 using

During the Electro-Optical Propagation bulk methods. The sensitivity analysis also
Assessment in a Coastal Environment indicates whether fluctuations in temperature,
(EOPACE) experiment of August-September humidity or temperature-humidity correlation
1997, infrared transmission measurements dominate the determination of Cn2 under
were obtained along a 7 km path over San various Bowen ratio ranges.
Diego Bay. Simultaneous meteorological
measurements were obtained from a buoy
located at the midpoint of the transmission 2. Introduction
path. In this study transmission-derived
values of the refractive index structure Electro-optical (EO) imagery through the
parameter, C,2, are compared with bulk atmosphere near the ocean surface
model-derived estimates obtained from the experiences rapid intensity fluctuations due
mean buoy data. The bulk Cn2 estimates to atmospheric turbulence, known as
agreed very well with the transmission scintillation. Scintillation is closely related to
measurements in unstable conditions. The the refractive index structure parameter, Cn2.

bulk estimates were very poor in near-neutral In an operational environment it would be
conditions because of the great difficulty in useful to be able to evaluate and predict the
accurately measuring the small air-sea effects of scintillation on EO imagery by
temperature differences (AT) encountered, estimating Cn2 from routinely measured air-
upon which Cn2 is highly dependent. The sea parameters. Bulk models have been
bulk Cn2 estimates agreed less well with the developed to estimate near-surface
transmission measurements in stable atmospheric turbulence properties from mean
conditions than unstable conditions. A meteorological measurements. The relations
theoretical sensitivity and error analysis between these atmospheric turbulence
shows that the bulk Cn2 estimates become properties and Cn) have also been established,
extremely sensitive upon the measured value thereby allowing C,2 to be estimated from
of AT over a narrow Bowen ratio range and mean air-sea measurements. The purpose of

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance

Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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this study is to determine how accurately C'2  fluctuations and can be positive or negative,
can be estimated from routine meteorological while the third term represents humidity
measurements using bulk models under fluctuations and is always positive. For
various conditions. This study is base on optical and infrared wavelengths the first
data obtained during the EOPACE term in Eq. (2) generally dominates,
experiment of August-September 1997. Bulk however, when the air-sea temperature
Cn2  estimates computed from mean difference is small the last two humidity-
measurements obtained on a buoy are dependent terms can dominate.
compared with concurrent optical
transmission-derived C'2  measurements
along an over-water propagation path to 4. The Bulk Surface-Layer Model
determine how closely the two methods agree
under various air-sea conditions. In addition, Monin-Obukhov similarity (MOS) theory is
a theoretical error analysis of the bulk Cn2  used to relate the structure parameters CT2,
model is conducted. Cq2 and CTq in Eq. (2) to the mean properties

of the atmospheric surface layer. According
to MOS theory, the fluxes of momentum,

3. Theory sensible heat and latent heat are assumed to
be constant with height in the surface layer.

The structure parameter for a quantity y is In practice, the surface layer is regarded as
given by the region near the surface where the fluxes

vary by less than 10%, generally extending to

C [y(x)-y(x+r)]2 a height of roughly 20 to 200 m. All
y 2/3 , (1) dynamical properties in the surface layer are

assumed to depend only upon the height
above the surface, z, and upon certain scaling

whratere y) and two +ois r) areathed v s of parameters, which are defined in terms of the
parameter y at two points separated by a assumed-constant fluxes, as follows:

distance r along the mean wind direction and

the over-bar indicates an ensemble average.
The refractive-index structure parameter, C 2, u,= (-w'u')T12, (3a)

can be expressed according to the structure
parameters for temperature, CT2, humidity, w'T'
Cq2 and the temperature-humidity fluctuation T.- (3b)

U,

correlation, CTq, as follows (Andreas [1]):
w'q'

C=A 2 C2 + 2ABCq + B2 C 2  (2) q u (3c)

where the coefficients A and B are known where u*, T* and q* are the surface layer
functions of the wavelength (/I) and the mean scaling parameters for wind speed,
atmospheric pressure (P), temperature (T), temperature and humidity, respectively,
and specific humidity (q). The first term on defined in terms of the kinematic fluxes of
the right hand side of Eq. (2) represents momentum (-w'u'), sensible heat (-w'T'),
temperature fluctuations and is always
positive, the second term represents the and latent heat (-w'q'), respectively. When
correlation of temperature and humidity a dynamical property is properly scaled by
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these parameters, it can be expressed as a CTq = Tqz-213gTq (0 (6b)
universal function of ý, defined as:

c2 2 -2/3

Cq =q. z 9gq(•), (6c)
z zkg(T, + 0.61Tq,)~T =2- (4)
L Tu (4 where gT, gTq, and gq are dimensionless

functions of ý which must be determined

Here L is the Monin-Obukhov length scale, k empirically. Observations have not
is the von Karman constant (= 0.4) and g is conclusively demonstrated that these
the acceleration due to gravity. ý is often functions are different from each other and
referred to simply as the 'stability', and is MOS theory implies they should be similar
negative in unstable conditions, zero in [4]. Therefore, we have assumed that gT =
neutral conditions, and positive in stable gTq = gq - g. Measurements of g for highly
conditions. stable conditions (4 > -1) are rare and exhibit

much scatter. In this study we have used the
According to MOS theory, the surface layer function for gT given by Andreas [1]:
scaling parameters T,, q. and u, can be
expressed in terms of the mean surface layer r4.9(1 - 6.1ý)-2/3, • •0
properties by the expression: gT ( =4.9(1 + 2.242/3), ý >Ž0 (7)

x.= (Ax)k[ln(z / z,) - V', (5) Combining Eqs. (2), (5) and (6) results in:

where x represents wind speed (u), 2 2[ 2+2A2
temperature (7) or specific humidity (q) and C= g(ý)k [A=AT + 2ABATAq + B Aq
the symbol A denotes the mean air-sea z 23[ln(z / Zor)- Tg)]2

difference. The eV functions are the (8)
integrated dimensionless profile functions,
defined by Paulson [2]. We have made the Combining Eqs. (4) and (5) results in:
common assumption that Yr = if'q. The
parameters zou, ZoT and Zoq are known as the zg(AT + 0.6lTAq)[ln(z/zou) - V()12

'roughness lengths,' and were determined by T =
the bulk surfaced-layer model formulated by TAu 2 [ln(z/9Zo) -YT ())]
Fairall et al. [3]. The reader is referred to this (9)
paper for further details on the bulk model
employed in this study. We have assumed Cn2 can now be estimated from mean air-sea
that the scalar roughness lengths are equal measurements by solving Eqs. (7), (8) and (9)
(i.e. ZoT = Zoq). by an iterative process.

When the structure parameters for
temperature (CT2 ), the temperature-humidity 5. Experimental Setup
correlation (Crq) and humidity (Cq2) are The BOPACE experiment of August-
properly scaled according to MOS theory, September 1997 took place in San Diego

Bay. Infrared (IR) transmission measure-
ments were obtained by SPAWAR System

T= T T2z- 13gT(•), (6a) Center, San Diego (SSC-SD). The
transmission path was 7 km in length over
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San Diego Bay, with the IR source bulk estimates of C, 2 were then computed
(transmitter) located at the Naval from these mean values. The wavelength-
Amphibious Base and the IR receiver located dependent coefficients A and B in Eq. (8)
near the Bachelor Officers Quarters at the were computed for a wavelength of 3.8 [tm
Naval Submarine Base (see Figure 1). using the formulas presented by Andreas [1].
Meteorological data were obtained Since C, 2 is height dependent (Eq. 8), the
concurrently with the transmission data from bulk Cn2 estimates were corrected for tidal
an instrumented buoy deployed by the Naval sea level variations using tide data computed
Postgraduate School (NPS) at the mid-point by the model 'Tides and Currents for
of the transmission path. Windows 95' by Nautical Software,

Beaverton, OR.

B .,to 7. Infrared Transmission Measurements

JR Re A~e

SThe SSC-SD transmission measurements
jý.: -. were obtained from 23 August to 9

September 1997, using instruments and
procedures similar to those described by

kin Transmission Path IR Soince Zeisse et al. [5]. The transmitter at the

Amphibious Base was 6.2 m above mean seaSan Diego Bay evl(MLBlevel MSL) and the receiver at the

Submarine Base was 4.9 m above MSL.
Figure 1. EOPACE experimental setup, August- High-frequency mid-wave (3.5 to 4.1 gtm) IR
September 1997. transmission measurements were obtained

hourly over a 41 second interval with a

6. Buoy Meteorological Measurements sampling frequency of 200 Hz. The lock-in
time constant was 1 ms with a roll-off of 6

Tywas deployed in San Diego dB per octave (wait time 5 ms, equivalent
The NPS buoy wsdpoeinSnDgo noise bandwidth 250 Hz). The measured
Bay from 22 August to 8 September 1997. noise w as 250 the 1 evel
The following measurements were obtained dtco os a esta / eeoThe following beasuoy end s sered ataid 4(0.1% of the free space signal) as compared
heightn a e the sbur , aird tperdatue and 4to turbulent fluctuations between samples of
height above the surface, air temperature and about 50% of free space. C,2 values were
humidity at 3.1 m, atmosphenic pressure at obtained by applying the normalized variance
0.4 m, and sea temperature measured by a of the transmission data to the model
thermistor imbedded in the buoy hull 0.8 m
below the surface. Only data obtained at
night is included in this study, because it was
discovered that solar radiation could 8. Bulk versus Transmission C, 2
penetrate the radiation shield and heat the 8 Bk eu Tnion Ru
temperature sensor, especially at low solar Comparison Results
angles shortly after sunrise and before sunset. A scatter plot of the NPS bulk and SSC-SD
A fully enclosed, forced aspiration radiation transmission C,2 values is presented in Figure
shield could not be used on the buoy due to 2. A summary of the comparison statistics is
power constraints. The buoy measurements presented in Table 1 The data have been
were averaged over 10 minute intervals and
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separated into air-sea temperature difference The agreement between the bulk and
(AT) intervals, as measured on the NPS buoy. transmission C,2 values is very good for
The linear correlation coefficient between the unstable conditions (AT < -0.5 'C). For
two populations is presented in the second these conditions the percentage difference
column. The '% difference' is the average between the two methods is -16% and the
value of (Cn2(trans) - Cn2 bulk))/Cn2 (trans). The correlation coefficient is 0.93. The
'rms % difference' is the value of [(Cn2(trans) - agreement between the two methods is very
Cn2 (bulk)) 2] 1/2, where the brackets denote an poor for near-neutral conditions (-0.5 'C <
average, divided by the mean value of AT < 0.5 °C), exhibiting a very large degree
Cn2 (trans). of scatter (rms % difference of 358%), with

the bulk Cn2 estimates being much lower than
Table 1. Bulk versus transmission C, the transmission measurements in most cases.
comparison statistics. In weakly stable conditions (0.5 'C < AT <

ATRange Corr % rns % 1.5 'Q, the comparison between the two
Coeff Diff Diff

AT< -0.5 0C 0.93 -16 35 methods exhibits much more scatter than for

-0.5 0C <AT< 0.5 OC -0.05 33 358 unstable cases (rms % difference of 86% as

0.5 OC<AT< 1.5 OC -0.02 -45 86 compared to a rms % difference of 35% for

1.5 OC <AT 0.28 -293 228 unstable conditions). For strongly stable
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of transmission log(C,2) measurements versus bulk log(C,2) estimates separated
into air-sea temperature difference (AT) intervals: AT< -0.5 'C indicated by o's; -0.5 'C < AT< 0.5 'C
indicated by x's; 0.5 'C < AT< 1.5 'C indicated by +'s; AT> 1.5 'C indicated by ,'s. Data points within
the Bowen ratio (Bo) interval -0.1 < Bo < -0.015 indicated by squares.
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conditions (AT> 1.5 'C) the transmission C,2 wavelength of 3.8 tm, and are plotted versus
measurements are systematically much lower Bo for different values of ý in Figs. 3 and 4,
than the bulk estimates, by 293% on average, respectively. Over a narrow Bowen ratio
It is possible that the optical transmission range (roughly -0.1 < Bo <-0.015) the bulk
data were 'saturated' for these very stable C,2 estimates become extremely sensitive
conditions, thereby causing the transmission upon the measured values of both AT and Aq,
values to be much lower than the bulk making it virtually impossible to accurately
estimates. estimate C"2 by the bulk model in this Bo

range. These small negative values of Bo

,2 generally only occur under near-neutral
9. Bulk C, Model Sensitivity and Error conditions (small T. and, therefore, AT
Analysis values) and when the sensible and latent heat

fluxes have opposite signs. In Figure 2 those
A theoretical sensitivity and error analysis data points with a Bowen ratio within the
was conducted for the bulk C)2 model used in range -0.1 < Bo < -0.015 are indicated by a
this study, using methods similar to those of square. It can be seen that all these data
Andreas [1]. The sensitivity coefficient for points occurred in near-neutral conditions
Cn2 upon a parameter x, Sx, can be defined as: (indicated by x's within squares) and that

these bulk C)2 estimates exhibited very large
x VOCn2 + 2 1 (0 differences from the transmission C,2

C2 LaX a, xx measurements, in agreement with the large
n ~ predicted errors in the bulk C, 2 estimates

A large value of Sx indicates that the bulk Cn2 within this Bo range.

estimates are highly sensitive to the measured From Figs. 3 and 4 it can be seen that,
value of x, while a small value of Sx indicates outside of the range -0.1 <Bo <-0.015, for a
that the bulk C,2 estimates are virtually given value of Bo the absolute value of the

independent of x. The relative error in the sensitivity coefficients Slt and SAq are

bulk C,2 estimates is given by multiplying SX smallest for unstable conditions, larger for

by the assumed relative error in the stable conditionsa large r nur

measurement of x: stable conditions and largest for neutral
conditions. Therefore, for a given
measurement accuracy the relative error in

3C. = (11) bulk C,2 estimates will tend to be smallest for

nC x unstable conditions and largest for neutral
conditions. This is in agreement with the

The C,2 sensitivity coefficients for the air-sea bulk versus transmission C,2 comparisons,
temperature difference, SAT, and the air-sea with less scatter exhibited in unstable
humidity difference, SAq, are highly conditions (rms % difference of 35%) than in
dependent upon the Bowen ratio. The stable conditions (rms % difference of 86%)
Bowen ratio, Bo, is the ratio of the sensible or near-neutral conditions. In near-neutral
heat flux over the latent heat flux, or Bo = conditions the relative errors in C,2 will tend
cpT./L•q., where cp is the specific heat of air to be very large on average because it is
at constant pressure and L, is the latent heat difficult to accurately measure the small IA71
of vaporization. SAT and SAq were computed values encountered under such conditions,
for representative atmospheric conditions leading to large relative errors in AT. This is
encountered during the experiment and for a reflected in the extremely large scatter in the
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Figure 3. C'2 sensitivity coefficient for the air-sea temperature difference, SAT, plotted versus
the Bowen ratio. Unstable conditions (ý = -1) indicated by dashed line, neutral conditions
(4= 0) indicated by solid line and stable conditions (4 = 1) indicated by dotted line.
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Figure 4. C'2 sensitivity coefficient for the air-sea humidity difference, S~q, plotted versus the
Bowen ratio. Unstable conditions (4 = -1) indicated by dashed line, neutral conditions (4 0)
indicated by solid line and stable conditions (4= 1) indicated by dotted line.
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bulk versus transmission C,2 comparison for Under neutral and stable stratification the use
near-neutral conditions (rms % difference of of bulk methods to estimate Cn2 was less
358%). successful. The poor accuracy observed in

bulk Cn2 estimates in near-neutral conditions
The sensitivity coefficients SAT and SAq is due to three reasons:
presented in Figs. 3 and 4 provide insight into
the relative importance of temperature and 1) The bulk Cn estimates are most sensitive
humidity fluctuations in determining the to the measured values of AT and Aq in
resulting value of C'2. For Bo values less neutral conditions.
than -0.1 and greater than 0.1, SAT is much
greater than SAq, therefore temperature 2) The relative uncertainty in AT
fluctuations, represented by the CT2 term in measurements, which usually dominate
Eq. (2), will dominate the resulting value of the bulk C'2 estimates, will tend to be
C,,2. Within the range -0.01 < Bo < 0.01, SAq largest in near-neutral conditions, when
is greater than SAT, therefore humidity the values of All are smallest.
fluctuations (Cq2) will dominate C,2. Within
the range 0.01 < Bo < 0.1, SAT and SAq have 3) Over a narrow Bowen ratio range (-0.1 <
similar magnitudes and are of the same sign, Bo < -0.015) which generally occurs
therefore the CTq term in Eq. (2) will only in near-neutral conditions, the bulk
dominate or be comparable in magnitude to C'2 values become extremely sensitive
CT2 and Cq2 . Within the range -0.1 < Bo < upon the measured values of AT and Aq,
-0.01, SAT and SAq become very large and making it impossible to accurately
have opposite signs and it is impossible to estimate C,2.
accurately determine Cn2 or whether humidity
or temperature fluctuations dominate. There are several probable reasons for the

poor accuracy observed in bulk Cn2 estimates
in stable conditions:

10. Conclusions
1) The bulk C,2 estimates are more

This study has demonstrated that C,,2 can be sensitive to the measured values of AT
accurately estimated in unstable conditions and Aq in stable conditions than unstable
from routinely obtained meteorological conditions.
measurements using bulk surface-layer
models. The bulk Cn2 estimates were most 2) The dimensionless structure function
accurate in unstable conditions because: parameter, g(ý), upon which C)2 is

directly related, is poorly known in
1) The bulk C, 2 estimates are the least stable conditions and the function in use

sensitive to the measured values of AT may be greatly in error.
and Aq in unstable conditions.

3) In very stable conditions turbulence is
2) The dimensionless structure function suppressed by the atmospheric

parameter, g(4), upon which C'2 is stratification, which can allow the
directly related, is better known in atmosphere to become de-coupled from
unstable conditions than in stable the surface, thereby invalidating MOS
conditions. theory and the bulk C,2 model used in

this study.
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SUMMARY 1. INTRODUCTION
The US Navy effort to measure and model air mass As tropospheric air is transported over the planetary
influences upon atmospheric optical and infrared boundary layer, it often remains in contact with the
transmission is reviewed. Two decades ago, air mass surface of the earth for a sufficient time to acquire
analysis experiments were initiated to supplement the meteorological properties, such as temperature,
development of real-time aerosol assessment models for moisture, and aerosol content, that typifies the
open ocean environments. Air mass histories were underlying surface. In this way, a body of air is
determined from air trajectories, satellite derived cloud modified and becomes characterized as a distinct air
motion vectors, atmospheric radon gas concentrations, mass. The precise location over which the air mass
measurements of condensation nuclei (CN), and model frequents can have unique attributes that identify the
iteration procedures. Subsequently, a unique air mass area as a specific air mass source region; for instance, a
parameter concept was incorporated into the Navy rough sea surface may generate large salt particles and
Aerosol Model. Recently, the US Navy has expanded an industrial complex may produce small combustion
its program of electrooptical propagation to include nuclei. In general, for characterizing the moisture
coastal and near-surface aerosol environments, which content and aerosol size distribution, air masses are
are often frequented by diverse air mass changes. distinguished as continental and maritime source
Additional air mass characterization teclmiques have regions. Although additional classifications of air mass
recently been developed based on the foundation source regions that incorporate thermal properties and
established earlier. Future plans and recommendations atmospheric stability are possible (Ref 1), the
are outlined. continental and maritime air mass designations are the

most widely adopted in applications involving
LIST OF SYMBOLS atmospheric optical and infrared transmission.
P Air mass parameter (dimensionless)
Rn Atmospheric radon concentration (pCi/m3). Aerosols generated over the continents and suspended
Rni Radon count for id' trajectory at terminus, in the atmosphere may be broadly classified into two
Rno Initial radon count before arrival at terminus, categories; silicate aerosols (r > 0.5 tim), which are
A t Time between trajectory observations, produced by natural erosion and dispersed by the wind,
Cj Radon accumulation rate forj ' location, and condensation aerosols (r < 0.5 .tm), which are
fl Disintegration constant (fl = 0.6931). produced by other natural and anthropogenic processes
tpk Time between kth occurrence of it" trajectory at (Ref 2, 3). Condensation aerosols were first measured

jth location and arrival at terminus, in the atmosphere by Aitken (Ref 4) and are often
T Radon half-life (T= 3.83 days). referred to as Aitken or condensation nuclei. The
Lo. Occurrences of ith trajectory at jth location. typical Aitken counter will draw air into a small
n(r) Radius-number distribution (cm 3 9m-). chamber and saturate it by contact with water or wet
N Cumulative size distribution (particles cm3). blotting paper, and then force it to undergo a nearly
r Aerosol particle radius. adiabatic expansion that rapidly cools the chamber and
k Visibility scaling ratio. produces considerable supersaturation. This causes
f Aerosol growth factor (depends on humidity). droplets to grow on the microscopic nuclei to an
Ai Amplitude i of the NAM. appreciable drop size that can be detected and counted
ri Modal radius i of the NAM. by a variety of methods (Ref 2). These nuclei, which
a CN parameter regression constant (0.0855677) often numnber in the several tens of thousands per cm3 in

Yext Aerosol extinction coefficient city air, originate primarily at the earth's surface and

2 Wavelength are transported aloft by convection currents. The

m Complex index of refraction typically large number densities and small particle sizes

Qext Mie efficiency factor of condensation nuclei principally impact upon the

b Regression constant (b = 5.2928) short wavelength region (< 1 .tm ) of the electrooptical
c Regression constant (c = 0.3185) (EO) spectrum.
d Regression constant (d= 0.5395)

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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Marine aerosols are comprised of larger size sea spray regimes, CEWCOM-78 included a study of air mass
particles that are produced by bursting bubbles at the histories.
sea surface. They are predominately sodium chloride
and are injected into tlhe atmosphere from the breaking 2.1 Cloud Motion Vectors
of air bubbles in the sea foam and spray (Ref 5). In The motions of low clouds as observed in film loops
general, air engulfed and trapped under a breaking constructed from photographs by the geo-stationary
wave rises to the sea surface in bubbles, which measure environmental satellite (GOES) were used to derive
approximately 500 ýtm in diameter, where upon the provisional histories of low-level winds for data sparse
bubbles burst and eject water jet drops and bubble caps. regions in the vicinity of SNI during CEWCOM-78
This gives rise to a bimodal particle size distribution (Ref 15,16).
(Ref 3), in which the jet drops form the super-micron
mode and the. bubble caps form the sub-micron mode. The GOES photo in Fig. 1 illustrates an example of an
The bimodal generation mechanisms, which are interesting and fairly common weather phenomenon off
strongly dependent upon wind speed (Ref 6,7), have the southern California coast. A well-defined "Catalina
been incorporated into tie Navy Aerosol Model (Ref eddy" became established in the southern California
8,9,10,11,12) along with a background continental bight in the wake of a "Santa Ana" (offshore flow)
aerosol mode, to represent marine aerosol size condition during the CEWCOM-78 period. The marine
distributions as a tri-modal superimposition. Although stratus cloud formations are suggestive of a cyclonic
relatively few in number, the larger size marine circulation pattern in the vicinity of SNI. The suspected
aerosols play an important role in the attenuation of flow pattern was confirmed by analysis (Ref 15) of
infrared wavelengths. GOES film loops and is diagramed in Fig. 2 along with

other air mass movements derived by tracking cloud
Taking into consideration the diverse influences of features at that time.
aerosol source regions and corresponding particle
concentrations, tie chemical compositions, and the
meteorological factors driving the transport
mechanisms, permits the bulk resolution of the aerosol
size distribution and the ensuing optical properties. The
purpose of this paper is to review in brief outline past
and present efforts to characterize the air mass
component affecting EO propagation in the marine
coastal atmosphere.

2. AIR MASS ANALYSIS
In a concerted effort to determine the effects of a
marine atmosphere on EO propagation, the U.S. Navy
established a Marine Environment Test Range on the
northwestern end of San Nicolas Island (SNI),
California. Simultaneous meteorological and optical
transmission mneasurements were initiated in May 1978
under the Cooperative Experiment of West Coast
Oceanography and Meteorology (CEWOM-78),
sponsored by the U.S. Navy's Electro Optical
Meteorology (EOMET), and Optical Signatures
Programs (OSP).

One of the major objectives of the EOMET program
was to characterize, for a variety of atmospheric
conditions, the marine boundary layer meteorological
parameters that influence EO propagation (Ref 13). An
approach initiated (Ref 8,9) in this endeavor was to Figure 1. GOES Satellite Imagery at 1845 GMT (1045
develop a model representative of the atmospheric PST) on May 14, 1978, showing a well defined
aerosol size \distribution based upon measurable "Catalina eddy" circulation engulfing SNI and vicinity
meteorological yariables. Since the particle size in a layer of marine stratus clouds.
distribution and aerosol refractive index are required in
Mie computations (Ref 14) of extinction, and because
they are distinguishable between different air mass
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in one hour increments from SNI for periods up to 24-
DISIATO .... ' hours. The trajectory analysis coinciding with the time
O'S °"'°Uor frame of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 revealed a southwesterly

.. "pattern (Ref 15), suggesting innocuous marine air mass
predominance at SNI.

In an effort to improve the trajectory methodology, the
t.,. \.-4--25=:.•.*) • procedure was computer automated (Ref 18) to provide

analyses of the same data for 24-hour duration periods.
The computerized trajectories also detected a

SMAY His southwesterly flow arriving at SNI, and this too was/,SIA - 345SZ"------ 0,5- ,41 PIT identified as a maritime influence (Ref 19).
AFTERNOON MARINE
LA ER FLOW
MORNING MARINELAYER FLOWoEiV ED TRAJECTORY •However, fiurthler examination of tie air trajectories for
-OUTNE OF CLEAR &REA .duration up to 5 days (Ref 20), show air parcels caught

in a spiral path before terminating at SNI. This is
consistent with a cyclonic eddy circulation

Figure 2. Marine layer flow patterns derived from accompanied with a continental mainland air mass
GOES film loops for the period 1515-2345 GMT influence. Hence, short duration trajectories can be
(0715-1545 PST) during May 14, 1978. The air mass deceiving as to the air mass origin or recent history. In
history at SNI is influenced by cyclonic circulation. marine coastal areas or in regions near landmasses that

provide a source of continental aerosols, the selection
of the proper air mass influence is an important factor

Catalina marine layer eddies span about 200 km and are for EO model assessment.
formed in response to larger scale synoptic events (Ref
15). They typically result in the rapid spread of stratus 2.3 Atmospheric Radon
cloud cover accompanied by a deepening marine layer. Atmospheric radon 222 is a product of the uranium 238
The cloud spiral depicted in Fig. 1 is a classic feature of decay series. It is an inert radioactive gas (half-life 3.82
the Catalina eddy. The synoptic conditions leading to days) produced by the decay of radium 236 (half-life
this eddy circulation consisted of an advancing cold 1622 years) which is found in various quantities in the
front and retreating high-pressure system that spawned soils and rocks of the earth's crust. Most of the rare gas
a southwesterly flow in the marine surface layer. emanates from continental areas, with less than 2%
During this episode the southwest wind direction originating in the oceans (Ref 21). After formation in
observed at SNI would have indicated a strictly marine the ground, radon diffuses into the atmosphere where
air mass condition. However, the cloud motion vectors its short lived daughter products become attached to
of Fig. 2 and other indices of aerosol concentration aerosol particles that are transported with the prevailing
implied a recent overland air mass history. winds. The majority of the radon burden collected by

an air mass depends upon its duration over land regions
Cloud motion vectors of low-level clouds are useful air and the radon emissions rate from those regions;
mass tracers in coastal areas, especially in data void radioactive decay, diffusion, and turbulent mixing (Ref
regions, but some caveats are in order. The air parcel 22) govern the removal processes. Because radon is
paths derived by cloud vectors are usually of short produced mainly on landmasses and has a reasonably
duration, perhaps less than 12-hours, and will vary long half-life, it has been widely used as an air mass
depending upon the life span of the distinctive cloud tracer (Ref 18,23,24,25,26) over oceanic areas.
trait being tracked. The winds at cloud levels are
generally unknown and may not accurately represent Since radon exhalation depends upon the variable
near-surface conditions (Ref 16). Also, the method can conditions of soil moisture, atmospheric pressure,
only be applied when a sufficient amount of the cloud crustal radium deposits, and the strength of the radium
element is discernable. Since low-level clouds are not source, relative changes in radon concentrations are
always present, this technique has limited application more meaningful as an air mass tracer than absolute
and other procedures lnustbe investigated, concentrations. Radon levels of a few pCi/m3 are

typical over oceanic air, while concentrations of several
2.2 Air Trajectories tens of pCi/m 3 are found over land. A relative increase
During the CEWCOM-78 period, surface wind data for in radon concentration over the ocean, for example,
southern California and off shore island stations were may indicate that the air has a recent overland history;
plotted on local area synoptic charts and used to thus, monitoring radon fluctuations can provide a
construct streamlines (Ref 17). Trajectories were means to determine whether a given location is
computed from the streamline charts in conjunction experiencing an intrusion of continental or maritime air.
with isotach analyses, and hand constructed backward
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Radon levels measured at SNI and around the offshore where Rni is the radon concentration measured at the
vicinity during CEWCOM-78 show a large variability terminus of the ith trajectory, Rno is the initial
in the air mass behavior (Ref 26). The radon background radon level, and Cj is the effective radon
concentration time coincident with the Catalina eddy accumulation rate for the jP grid area traversed. It is
ranged from 27 to 41 pCi/in 3 dropping to less than 2 assumed that the rate at which an air parcel accumulates
pCi/nm3 as the eddy dissipated. This suggests that SNI radon is equal to the radon exhalation rate of the
experienced an influx of continental aerosols during underlying surface, and that the time, At, an air parcel
this period. dwells in a grid area is one hour. The exponential term

takes into consideration the time decay factor where ,8
Subsequent comparisons between air trajectories and is the disintegration constant, T is the radon half life,
radon measurements at SNM, categorized trajectories and t is the time between the kth occurrence of the ith

into low (<10 pCi/m3), medium (Ž10, <30 pCi/m 3), and trajectory at thef location, and arrival to the terminus.

high (Ž30 pCi/m3) radon levels (Ref 18,27,28).

The effective radon indices or radon accumulation
In order to quantify air mass effects on EO propagation rates, which are the constant Cj 's in Eq. (2), were
an air mass factor (Ref 8,9,10,11) is introduced as an derived using a total of 256 48-hour duration
input parameter to the Navy Aerosol Model (NAM). trajectories terminating at SNI simultaneous with radon
The air mass parameter (P) is determined from Eq. (1) observations. A 15-grid domain centered on SNI and
and is indexed to the atmospheric radon concentration extending throughout southern California was used for
(Rn) measured at the surface. this investigation. The derived indices illustrated a very

Rn general tendency for higher accumulation rates over or

P + (1) near land as opposed to over the open sea. The method
4 of least squares was used to solve Eq. (2). The results

showed excellent agreement between the measured
radon and the radon predicted by Eq. (2) using the

Equation (1) uses absolute radon values because it was previously determined indices and trajectory
information. A correlation coefficient of 0.82 betweenspecifically, for San Nicolas Island. Ti e factor of four the observed and predicted radon levels revealed noin Eq (i) should be adjusted for applications to other systematic deviations from the linear assumptions.

geographical regions in which the background radon
emission is significantly dissimilar to SNI. Although this approach produced favorable results forUnfortunately, to determine the appropriate empirical SNI and could be adapted to other locations, theirUnfatorrunavaritous geogr teaphicalrlo ratin requires l remains several issues that should be further studiedfacto r fo r v ariou s g eog raph iical location s req u ires tin ( e 6 2 , 3 .S m f t e i d c s s o i h r t s o
extensive knowledge of global radon variability, so it is (Ref 16,20,33). Some of the indices show high rates of
unlikely that Equation (1) will have broad utilization, accumulation over tihe southern California bight that are
In addition, other constraints such as the high cost, physically unrealistic, suggesting that other factors such
maintenance, and inadequate commercial availability of as vertical and horizontal mixing, and trajectories of

radon instrumentation have encouraged investigators to greater duration must be incorporated. Nevertheless,
explore alternate methods for determining the air mass tile trajectory radon parameterization scheme provides

parameter. an objective means by which trajectory information
may be utilized in lieu of radon. The radon estimate

2.4 Trajectory Radon Parameterization obtained from Eq. (2) can be substituted into Eq. (1) to

Air mass paranieterization techniques (Ref 29,30,31,32) determine the air mass parameter input for the NAM.
using a combination of trajectory and radon information
have been developed for SNI. The procedures estimate 2.5 Condensation Nucleiradn a th su ofan nital ackroud lvel an as Measurements of condensation nuclei (CN) during thle

radn a th sm o ininiia bakgrundleelandas CEWCOM-78 (Ref 34) show a strong similarity with
an accumulation of the changing radon exhalation rates CeWCim- (ref 3)sho w a ron similaywt
of the surface along a trajectory path. The radon thae time series hristory of radon (Ref 20). CN levels
emission rates are derived for specific grid areas near peaked at 6209 particles per cm3 during the Catalina
SNI using the prior trajectory and radon information, eddy and dropped to 333 particles per cm3 thereafter.
The approach is formulated by a system of m linear Prior to the eddy, the CN concentration was about 1500
equations, one equation for each trajectory and particles per cm3. Since CN are a direct measure of the

simultaneous radon measurement, and n+l variables: atmospheric aerosol load, it is apparent that the eddy
circulation pattern transported continental aerosols to
SNI. Unlike radon, which only provides a relative

n L,, Ff- -] indication of air mass change, the CN measurement is
Rn At C -'exp (2 absolute. One does not have to guess or provide an

Rni +Ati C I ( estimate of the atmospheric aerosol content when a
idirect and absolute measure, like CN, is available.
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The size distribution for the NAM kernel is given by determined from Eq. (4), they are elaborate and some
simplification is in order. The cumulative number
density or equivalent CN concentration of Eq. (5) can

[- 3 [ (•_•_]2] be calculated for a range of P, and then a regression
N k r- relationship can be established for P as a function of N.

n(r) =_dr -A. exp - In r (3) This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3 and is expressed in

L j= f r, Eq. (6) as a single term regression equation, where a is
the CN air mass parameter regression constant.

where the A, amplitude is scaled to the air mass
parameter expressed in Eq. (4). P = ax/N (6)

A, = 2000P 2  (4)

It has been demonstrated (Ref 33,35,36,37) that the CONDENSATION NUCLEI AIR MASS PARAMETER
NAM distribution of Eq. (3) can be integrated to P-0.08556774N

provide a calculated aerosol number density, which can • THEORETICAL AIR MASS PARAMETER
be equated to a measured CN count, thereby allowing REGRESSION CURVE

for a direct solution of the A1 amplitude. The air mass
parameter, P, is then determined from Eq. (4). The I l,-

integrated number density, N, is computed for specific
limits of integration that correspond to the size range i
measured by CN instrumentation.

rbR
N= f n(r)dr (5)

ra 10°

102 i03 10' 100

CONDENSATION NUCLEI COUNT(ncm-3)

In practice (Ref 12,33,36,37,38), the lower integration
limit, r,, in Eq. (5) is set to 0.001 gin while the upper Figure 3. Air mass parameter plotted against the

limit, rb, is fixed at 5 m. It is important to c ea theoretical CN count calculated from Eq. (5) for the

CN monitor such that ra < r, where r, is the modal maximum wind speed (20 msec') and for P = Ito 20.

radius for the Al amplitude (r, = 0.03 ptm), so that the
integration of Eq. (5) will incorporate A,. Conversely, Since n(r) is dependent upon relative humidity through
if r. is too small this procedure may break down due to the aerosol growth factor, f in Eq. (3), and since n(r)
the presence of another mode of higher number density also depends upon the wind speed through theA 2 andA3
(small size) aerosols (Ref 39). In this case, the CN amplitudes, the computed N might also be expected to
monitor will detect the higher number density in show similar dependence. Notwithstanding, it has been
addition to the contribution from the A, term, and established (Ref 36,37) that no dependence on relative
should not be equated to Eq. (5). humidity exists because the NAM is normalized to the

Likewise, tie upper integration limit, rb, must satisfy growth factor. The size distribution shifts towards
Likewoisetheupperintegrationlit rb, mpust stse A larger particle sizes as the humidity increases. This
tle condition rb > rn in order to capture thye A enhances the number density of larger size particles
amplitude. There is no ill consequence caused by a while reducing the number of smaller size particles,
very large upper limit. Ideally, the choc of ra and rb such that the total aerosol count remains constant or
need only bridge across r by some small amnount, Ar, nearly so. In effect, introducing relative humidity
such that ra = r- Ar and rb = r] + Ar. However, only results in growth of the larger size particles at the
manually operated CN monitors are available for
measurements over narrow size ranges. The apparent
advantage of an aerosol measurement over a restricted The calculated CN was found to be strongly dependent
particle size range is the exclusion of contributions on the air mass parameter and only slightly dependent
from the A2 and A 3 wind speed driven amplitudes, on the wind speed (Ref 36,37). These results occur
Although this may seem to be quite important, in because the A2 andA 3 wind speed driven amplitudes are
actuality the impact is very limited and inconsequential, associated with far fewer particles than the AI air mass

driven amplitude. Because the A2 and A 3 amplitudes
Although analytical and numerical solutions have been increase the production of larger size aerosol particles
developed for A, (Ref 33,36,37), which pennit P to be
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with increasing wind speed, the computed CN count is LOWTRAN 6 MODEL

greater during high wind speed events. The A1
amplitude through the air mass parameter modifies the
significance of this wind speed effect, by virtue of its .12-

dominance in CN over the other amplitudes. The
difference in CN between the highest and lowest wind Z .0
speeds supported by the NAM is 42% for P = 1 and 0
10% for P = 2. No significant differences are observed .06

for P > 2. The calculated CN concentration for P = 1 - .

is 194 particles per cm 3 for the highest wind speed, and >
137 particles per cm3 for the lowest wind speed. CN 0j
levels less than 200 particles per cm 3 are rare, and the -

percent measurement error at these levels will be large. 0-

Although the CN air mass parameter as expressed in 09-. - -1. 050-1.050 Ap.
Eq. (6) is simple and easy to use, provides a direct and -.. "7

absolute measure of the air mass property, has no -. 12 x - 8- 3--1. 0 A.

dependence on the relative humidity, and no practical ____I I I I _ _I

dependence on wind speed, it has some imperfections. 1 2 3 4 5 a 7 0 0 10

While the CN teclmique has undergone limited but AIR MASS PARAMETER
favorable evaluations (Ref 12,38) on shipboard, the
issue of instrument maintenance and its sensitivity to
detection of smoke aerosol contaminants has been
raised.

2.6 Model Iteration Techniques Figure 4. LOWTRAN 6 atmospheric transmission

Measurements of aerosol extinction or transmission model mean deviation computed for air mass parameter

also afford an opportunity to determine the air mass P = 1 to 10. The mean deviation is computed as the

parameter. The assumption is that the air mass average of the differences between the model calculated

parameter is the only unknown of the model-input and broad band transmission and observations.

output variables. T1he methodology requires several
calculations, preferably at two or more wavelengths
with an atmospheric transmission model such as bias means that the model calculated transmission is

LOWTRAN (Ref 40), to reiterate over all air mass greater than the measured transmission The 3.73-3.90

parameter possibilities. The model calculated results jim band crosses the zero bias line (mean deviation)
for each air mass parameter are compared to the near P = 4.5, while the 1.060-1.069 ýtm intersects near
measurement(s) for the optimum fitting. P = 6.5, and the 8.33-11.90 j.m at about P = 7.5.

Ideally, all of these curves should intersect at one point
Simultaneous multiple wavelength measurements of on the zero deviation line and this point would
atmospheric transmission and meteorological input correspond to the optimumn air mass parameter.
parameters during the EOMET and OSP experiments
were used as a database to test this concept (Ref 41). The varied result in Fig. 4 proves that it is hazardous to
The mean deviation, which is a measure of the model extract the air mass parameter by this method. It is
bias, is plotted against the air mass parameter in Fig. 4 likely that the model, measurements, or meteorological
for each of five different wavelengths. representativeness along the 4.06 km transmission path

are in question. The equal weighting that the visibility
The 0.51-0.61 ptm visibility band in Fig. 4 shows no scaling parameter applies to each of the NAM
deviation because it was used as the scaling factor, k., amplitudes must also be questioned, and may be
in Eq. (3). The visibility-scaling factor is the ratio of physically unrealistic. In addition, the expectation that
tile observed to the calculated aerosol extinction for this the optimum air mass parameter will fall on the zero
band. In effect, the model calculated extinction at 0.51- deviation line may not be valid. A more realistic

0.61 jtm is adjusted to the observed value so no expectation is that all of the transmission curves (not
deviation is expected. the mean deviation) will intersect at a common point.

Variations of the basic model iteration teclmique have
The other wavelength bands are negatively biased for met with more favorable results by other investigators

low values of the air mass parameter and positively (Ref 42,43), but in these instances no more than two

biased for hilgher values, except for the 10.54-10.77 p.m wavelengths were employed with satellite remote

band that always remains negatively biased. A positive sensing, and the application is limited to clear skies.
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2.7 Visibility Air Mass Parameter NAVY AEROSOL MODEL EXTINCTION SENSITIVITY
The air mass parameter, P, can be calculated from Mie 10

theory using the NAM size distribution given by Eq. (3) WIND SPEED: 10 m/,

and a measurement of the visual extinction coefficient = RELATIVE HUMIDITY: 80%

(Ref 11,44,45). The aerosol extinction coefficient, rt,
is formulated from Mie theory as a 100 P-10

S°w 10"1 P-I

o .

Z
0

In ~ ir thi (Aoch all m)nte inE.(7) are (7)sumedP

0 W~

102

where A is the wavelength, m is the complex refractive 10.111 0
index and Qext is extinction efficiency factor (Ref 46). WAVELENGTH (P-t)

In tis approach, all quantities in Eq. (7) are assumed Figure 5. Aerosol model extinction coefficients versus
known and one solves for the air mass parameter. wavelength for air mass parameters 1, 5, 10, 20 & 30.

The wind speed and relative humidity are held constant
This procedure is similar to the visibility scaling at 10 msec and 80%, respectively.

parameter, except it is more plausible because it exerts

weighting only on the first amplitude. The difficulty
with this approach is that the visibility air mass Short path length optical instruments used during the
parameter will be dependent upon the wind speed and EOPACE program measure the aerosol extinction at
relative humidity through n(r) in Eq. (3). It is the wavelengths in tie 0.55 ýLtm, 3.5 itm, and the 10.59 •tm
integral of n(r) in Eq. (5) that can be taken as regions. Fig. 6 illustrates the variation in extinction at
independent of the NAM parameters. Additionally, any these wavelengths for the air mass parameter under the
adjustment to or determination of a NAM amplitude same relative humidity and wind speed constraints as in
based upon extinction measurements will conceal
potential errors in the amplitude parameterizations. For Fig. 5. The results in Fig. 6 illustrate that an increase of
example, determining the A, amplitude via extinction approximately 1-20 in the air mass parameter will
could compensate for a deficiency in A3 that might have increase the extinction by an order of magnitude at 0.55
been detected if the A, parameter was independent. tm. The air mass parameter has little impact on the
Different mechanisms that are, in essence, independent model-computed extinction at 3.5 jtm and some
of each other, generate the three modes of tie NAM. influence on the 10.59 ýim extinction.

Making adjustments to one mode to force the computed
extinction to match the measurement, obscures any
potential difficulties with the other modes, and makes NAVY AEROSOL MODEL

the model evaluation process more complicated. The
visibility air mass parameter is appealing, however, and WIND SPEED: 10 mis A0

variations on the basic technique have been evaluated R

favorably (Ref 38,47,48,49). Z 0.55

LU

3. NAM SENSITIVITY TO AIR MASS INDEX
U

The sensitivity of the NAM to the air mass parameter Z
has been investigated with a QUICK BASIC adaptation F
(Ref 50) of the original model (Ref 9), which does not F 10.1

include the relative humidity parameterization (Ref 51). 1

The adapted model accepts CN as input for the air mass 0
parameter as expressed in Eq. (6). The variation of the
model calculated extinction versus the range of °"1 0o 2 , 6 8 1o 1 2 14 16 18 20

wavelengths supported by the NAM, is shown in Fig. 5 AIR MASS PARAMETER

for a series of air mass parameters. In thiis example, the Figure 6. Aerosol model extinction coefficients versus
relative humidity and wind speed are held constant at
80% and 10 msec", respectively. The characteristic air mass parameter for the selected wavelengths of 0.55

curves show that the shortest wavelengths are most j.m, 3.5 Wm, and the 10.59 r-m. The wind speed and

impacted by the air mass parameter. relative humidity are held constant at 10 msec] and
80%, respectively.
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In reference to Fig 5, the majority of the extinction 4. AIR MASS PARAMETER COMPARISON
contribution occurs near the visible wavelength, as The measurements of radon and CN during the
would be predicted by Mie theory (Ref 46), and this CEWCOM-78 experiment have been reexamined with
justifies the interest in a visibility based air mass index, the intention of indexing radon to CN. The CEWCOM-

78 period exhibited the large variability in air mass
The results in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 will be modified for conditions that are required in order to perform a good
different cases of wind speed and relative humidity. comparison. Since radon gas concentrations depend
Fig. 7 shows a family of relative humidity curves for upon the geographically varying crustal radium
0.55 ýtn extinction sensitivity to air mass parameter. A deposits, and despite the fact that CN concentrations are
similar example is provided in Fig. 8 for the 10.59 ptm intrinsic to the air mass, any empirical relationship
case. derived will most likely be valid only for SNI and

vicinity.

NAVY AEROSOL MODEL The scatter plot in Fig. 9 shows the CN count plotted as
o.551ým a function of the radon level. The data scatter is fitted

WIND SPEED: 10 mls RH to a combined exponential and power law relation given
E ,0% in Eq. (8).

S101
Z 90%
2 80%

70% , nd0 0 N exp (b+ cRnd 8,60% = (8)
U 50%
z
0
F

F

0 Rn is the radon concentration level and N is the CN
W count and b, c, and d are regression constants.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

AIR MASS PARAMETER SCEWCOM-78

SAN NICOLAS ISLAND, CA

Figure 7. Aerosol model extinction coefficients at 0.55
ý.im versus air mass parameter for different relative ; - CN (N)°, RADON (R)

E N=EXPa ,b'R'c)humidity conditions ranging from 50-99%. 10-
z * *
o*M
0

NAVY AEROSOL MODEL z 0 ,

SWlNDOSPEEOD:10r/s RH * : :
E *

0

UU

LU 190% 10y" 100 101 lop
0 104

00% ATMOSPHERIC RADON CONCENTRATION (pCim-3)
0 0
UF 70%
z 60%

500 Figure 9. Scatter plot of simultaneous measurements of
O CN and radon during CEWCOM-78. Regression curve
(0 10 is superimposed on the data scatter.

S10•"•

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 The original radon air mass parameter, as computed in
AIR MASS PARAMETER Eq. (1), can be calculated from this data and compared

to the CN air mass parameter established in Eq. (6).
Figure 8. Aerosol model extinction coefficients at The results are provided in the scatter plot of Fig. 10
10.59 lum versus air mass parameter for different along with a reference line. The radon air mass
relative humidity conditions ranging from 50-99%. parameter has a tendency to over estimate the CN,

except during clean air episodes in which it is found to
underestimate the CN.
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AIR MASS PARAMETER COMPARISON concentration, trajectory radon parameterization,
ORIGINAL Rn vCN condensation nuclei concentration, model iteration

technique, and the visibility method. Each approach
WW has its own unique set of advantages and disadvantages.
LU 1 Not explicitly discussed were the nephelometer system

and the satellite aerosol optical depth retrieval
procedure. Several of these methods are currently
being evaluated in the EOPACE program.

4

Q 3 C- The NAM has incorporated a unique air mass
"W •0 0parameter. Sensitivity studies of the NAM extinction to

a the air mass parameter show that the shorter
R .wavelengths are influenced most by variations in the air

_ 2 " mass parameter.
1 00 2 3 4 6 6 7 9 9 101

CN AIR MASS PARAMETER All of the NAM input variables, such as visibility, wind

speed, and relative humidity, are clearly defined
quantities except the air mass parameter. The various

Figure 10. Scatter plot of original radon air mass air mass parameter options that have been studied are
parameter computed from Eq. (1) compared to the CN indications of how complex it is to characterize an air
air mass parameter of Eq. (6). The reference line is the mass for its optical properties. The criteria for
locus of points at which both parameters are identical. establishing an air mass parameter must include a

definition of P that is consistent with the independent
aerosol mode it is to represent. Thus it is higlly

If Eq. (8) is used to convert radon to an equivalent CN desirable that P be a model independent parameter, i.e.
count, then the CN air mass parameter or Eq. (6) can be independent of wind speed, relative humidity, and Mie
applied to the converted radon data. This results in a theory calculations. A standard or reference for P must
derived radon air mass parameter shown in the Fig. II be established for calibration purposes. The air mass
comparison, parameter should be a universal index and, therefore,

not limited to specific geographical areas or weather
AIR MASS PARAMETER COMPARISON scenarios. It should be easy to measure and apply. Any

DERIVED Rn vs CN equipment or instrumentation used to assess the air
mass parameter should be easy to maintain.

10i1 As the analysis of EOPACE data proceeds, it may be
0. concluded that one type of measurement would best
S define or provide an absolute measure or calibration of

It .the air mass parameter, while another type of
" instrument may provide a more desirable operational

capability. In this case, the operational instrunent
Swould be calibrated to the standard instrument, in a
J ",similar way that radon has been calibrated to CN.

lo0 2 3 4 . 7 8.9 10 A narrow band size distribution integration spaning
CNAIR MASS PARAMETER equally across the AI amplitude is the only direct and

independent assessment of the air mass parameter. This
type of measurement is not available. The next bestFigure 11. Scatter plot of derived radon air mass substitute is the CN count, which could be used as the

parameter computed by substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6). standard measurement, but it remains to be determined

Comparison is made to the CN air mass parameter. The whether CN will be a viable operational measure of the

reference line is the locus of points at which both air as parameter.

parameters are identical.

It is noteworthy that the concept of an input parameter,
5. as applied to the air mass parameter, has evolved away

.CONCLUSIONS from the original premise or objective. Specifically,
Various methods for air mass analysis for EO that input parameters for aerosol extinction models are
propagation assessment have been discussed. They derived from basic meteorological variables. Virtually
include: cloud motion vectors derived from satellite all of the air mass characterization techniques discussed
film loops, air mass trajectories, atmospheric radon here cannot be classified as a basic meteorological
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variable, with the possible exception of air trajectories, Conference on Aerospace and Aeronautical
which are constructed from measurements of wind Meteorology, American Meteorology Society,
speed and direction. In the future, a movement away Omahla, NB, 1993, pp. 194-198.
from real-time assessment models will be replaced with 11. Gatlunan, S.G. and K.L. Davidson, "The Navy
dynamic aerosol models that will forecast the modal Oceanic Vertical Aerosol Model", NRaD
amplitudes from wind fields, with procedures not unlike Technical Report No. 1634, Naval Command,
air trajectory analysis. Control and Ocean Surveillance Center, RDT&E

Division, San Diego, CA, 1993, pp. 107.
12. Gaflunan, S.G., "Assessment of NAM, the Navy
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PAPER No. 17

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. de Leeuw

COMMENT/QUESTION:

The most important influence on the extinction in coastal areas is often the anthropogenic aerosol e.g., in the
North Sea and Mediterranean. Is a natural tracer like Radon useful in this respect or would visibility be
better? Could you give a recommendation of what to use?

Dr. Smith (CMAS, UK) used a volatility system to determine several anthropogenic contributions for the
chemical composition. Do you expect this a promising road for future applications?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER'S REPLY:

Radon has been used as an effective air mass tracer in the North Sea and over the Mediterranean area as well.
It has a half-life of about 3.8 days. The relative changes in Radon concentration are more useful than the
absolute Radon levels because Radon will vary with crustal radium deposits, which vary from location to
location. Measurements of visibility would be better because it is not a relative measurement like Radon. It
depends upon your application. If you want to know where the air mass came from then air trajectories
would be best. If you want a general idea as to whether the air mass has a recent history over the sea or land,
then Radon would suffice. If you want more quantitative information, then you must consider visibility and
condensation nuclei. No one measurement of an air mass property can provide all the information required to
fully characterize the air mass. If you have air trajectory information you may know something about the
recent history or origin of the air mass, but you have little direct knowledge about the aerosol content. You
would infer the aerosol content from the trajectory history. If you had condensation nuclei measurements you
would have direct information about the aerosol content and infer the air mass history. The various methods
of air mass analysis complement each other. If you must make a choice of one method over the others, then
the specific application intended will dictate that choice.

Yes, sensitivity studies of the Navy Aerosol Model extinction to the air mass parameter reveal that the shorter
wavelengths are most sensitive. The visual extinction coefficient responds to changes in the air mass
parameter, which has been shown to be related to the condensation nuclei concentration, and should provide
information about anthropogenic aerosols.
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SUMMARY Data from the two overlapping data sets plus
prior studies reveals complex circulation

Electrooptical propagation assessments and air patterns whereby aerosols are transported from
pollution studies both share a need to detect and urban areas out to sea on diurnal land breezes
measure the nature of aerosols. To forecast and only to return on the same or subsequent days to
model the effects of these aerosols requires the different locations on the mainland. Although
ability to trace particles to their origins, and to the mixed layer is generally assumed to exhibit
recognize and understand the processes whereby uniform conditions, evidence is available which
they're transported from source to impacted show sharp wind shears within this region such
area. Since the transport may take place in the that pollutants at the surface are sometimes
vertical as well as hundreds of miles in the transported in an opposite direction than at
horizontal, a detailed 3-dimensional view of altitudes of only about 500 meters. A
transport mechanisms including vertical description of, and evidence for the complex
sampling over short time intervals is necessary. transport processes observed are discussed.
Two complimentary studies in coastal Southern
California during summer 1997 contributed an 1. INTRODUCTION
unprecedented amount of data to better
understand the process of aerosol transport. Prediction and assessment of electrooptical
During the EOPACE Intensive Operation Period system performance as well as air quality both
(IOP) during August 1997, aerosol and share a heavy dependence on the presence of
atmospheric properties were measured by Navy aerosols. Their type, chemistry, size
participants at the coast on islands, at sea on distribution and origins are critical in
ships, in the air by both instrumented aircraft determining impacts on both the military and
and various sounding techniques as well as by general public. This paper will focus mainly on
satellite. Simultaneously, the multi-agency the issue of determining aerosol origins, and on
Southern California Ozone Study (SCOS- the meteorological complexity that is
97)/North American Research Strategy for responsible for making source detection a non-
Tropospheric Ozone (NARSTO) also conducted trivial problem.
an intensive monitoring period extending from
north of Point Conception to south of the 2. LARGE SCALE TRANSPORT
Mexican border, and from west of San Nicolas MECHANISMS
Island to the Mojave Desert. During this study,
a total of 6 aircraft, 26 radar-wind profilers, 11 It is well known that marine aerosols generated
radiosonde sites, 6 ozonesonde sites, lidars and by wave action and bubble-burst [1] over ocean
about 150 surface observation sites monitored areas cover a large portion of the global
ozone, precursors, aerosols, tracers, and a wide atmosphere. Even though generated at sea or
range of meteorological parameters. along coastlines, salt particles injected into the

air from plumes [2] and through vertical mixing,

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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extend the particles through a deep layer where On the other hand, an examination of water
they serve as condensation nuclei. The larger vapor satellite imagery (figure 3) reveals an
particles settle out through gravitational forces, intergobal and sometimes cross-hemispheric
impact on surfaces, and precipitation, and their continuity of flow patterns at levels above
numbers are generally a maximum on the 15,000 feet (> 5,000 meters) that is not revealed
windward sides of coastlines. Horizontal winds by simple examination of the few upper air
also transport these particles of marine origin stations that do exist. It is obvious that for
hundreds to sometimes thousands of miles aerosols that reach vertically well into the
inland, but their numbers are considerably atmosphere, the impact of these upper winds
reduced with increasing distance from the coast also need to be taken into account.
as well as vertical extent, and where
precipitation systems are active. 3. SOURCE ATTRIBUTION

TECHNIQUES
Soil and dust particles from arid lands also are
transported by the atmosphere, not only to other A number of methods are available to infer the
regions over land, but also over ocean areas. In source regions of aerosols. In all of these, a
particular, dust and sand from the African measurement of the gas or particulate of
Sahara is frequently mixed through a deep layer interest, or at least a surrogate indicator, is
of the atmosphere and transported westward necessary as ground truth for the more indirect
across the Atlantic Ocean by the Trade Winds techniques; or as direct evidence of the
where the material is deposited through the displaced aerosol or pollutant.
Caribbean area and continental U. S. [3, 4].
Depending on the season and synoptic weather Examples of direct techniques would be
pattern, the dust offshore may also be sampling of ozone, nitrogen oxides, large or fine
incorporated into vortices and frontal systems particles, radon, condensation nuclei and
with transport to Europe, as is suggested may be hydrocarbons using chemical or lidar-based
the case in figure 1. systems and particle counters. Examples of

indirect methods would include air trajectory
Other sources of aerosol include material studies, satellite remote sensing techniques,
injected into the atmosphere during volcanic nephelometers, and standard airfield visibility
eruptions, combustion particles from wildfires observations.
(figure 2), and various types of anthropogenic
sources of air pollution [5]. Among the indirect techniques, Wash &

Davidson et al [6] at the U. S. Naval
It is obvious that as aerosols travel higher into Postgraduate School in Monterey have
the atmosphere, their subsequent paths become demonstrated the ability of using multi-spectral
more variable and complex. satellite data to detect seaward plumes of

continental aerosols revealed as anomalies in the
In general, most studies on aerosol transport optical depth. Additional indirect techniques
tend to depict transport as if it occurred all at are discussed in reference [7]; also, Littfin and
one level. Some of this assumed simplicity is Goroch [8] have demonstrated use of
due to the relatively dense network of surface nephelometers as another promising tool for
wind observations (where we perceive the detecting time changes of aerosol conditions by
effects of aerosols) and the general paucity of obtaining an integrated measurement of
wind observations aloft. The fact that air backscatter.
pollution in general is a low-level phenomenon,
make trajectories based on surface wind data Among the older techniques which are gaining
especially useful. renewed interest with the adoption of new air

pollution standards in the U. S., analysis of
visibility data permits tracking of low-visibility
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air due to aerosols transported from one region wind forecast is shown in (figure 4). Of
to another. Rosenthal [9] demonstrated in 1967 particular interest is how the local changes in
how even widely-available airfield visibility wind in coastal regions result in the transport (of
reports can be analyzed over airport-dense areas aerosols) from land to sea, and then back to
like southern California to map the diurnal land, over widely differing paths and locations,
movement of smog during pollution-prone all emanating from a single point. Two
periods when temperature and humidity important mechanisms are demonstrated from
conditions precluded confusion between fog and this simple example. One is the role of coastal
pollution. eddies in the lower atmosphere, and the second

is the regular diurnal turning of the wind near
Of all the indirect techniques used in tracking shorelines in response to land/seabreeze
aerosols and pollutants, the one that is best tied regimes.
to the underlying meteorological causes that
result in the transport is the use of air 4. LOCAL WIND CIRCULATIONS AND
trajectories. METEOROLOGICAL COMPLEXITIES

Individual trajectories can be constructed from It is readily evident that individual clouds,
successive positions of detected tracers at smoke and pollutants tend to be carried with the
known locations in time [10]. Air trajectories wind at that level [12]. So it should be no
can also be constructed, either forward or surprise that varying, but recurring wind
backward in time, based on a sufficient number features would be prime mechanisms in
of wind reports. Backward trajectories are most transporting aerosols to regions different from
useful in tracing the possible "sources" or what might otherwise be expected from
beginning points for a parcel of air that ends up consideration of such simplistic features as the
at a known location. Forward trajectories are prevailing wind.
most useful in determining where a parcel will
(or would have) moved to if the assumed Along the coast of Southern California, the
forecasts of wind direction and speed were combination of large scale (synoptic) forcing
correct. plus topographic mountain barriers along the

coastline result in mesoscale eddies over the
During the multi-agency Southern California adjacent offshore waters (figure 5). Usually
Ozone Study (SCOS-97)/North American termed the "Catalina Eddy" due to their
Research Strategy for Trosposheric Ozone proximity to Catalina Island, [13, 14] these
(NARSTO), a forecast team was set up to features result in low level southeasterly flow
predict when various pre-determined pollution over coastal regions contrary to the usually
transport scenarios would occur, and thus serve assumed prevailing northwesterly winds. The
as a basis for mobilizing federal, state and local result is that smoggy aerosols from the Los
agencies to support a high intensive operating Angeles Basin are transported northwestward
period. As part of this forecast effort, (both due to overland and over water routes) to
algorithms developed to construct moving point- adjacent basins in different counties where their
to-point trajectories emanating from a single origin is a surprise to some.
location, in one-hour time steps, using the
predicted (one-hour) wind field produced by the Lea et al [15, 16, 17, 18] described how
Navy's Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale southeast winds along the coast form a principal
Prediction System (COAMPS) developed by the route for smog transport to areas north and west
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), Monterey, of Los Angeles. Southeast winds are not limited
California [11] to coastal eddies; they are typical pre-frontal

winds during the cool season (and inspite of the
An example of these trajectories, plotted at the lower sun angle which limits photochemical
validation time for a COAMPS 36-hour surface formation of ozone, are still effective in
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transporting aerosols), and also following Santa Even though trajectory analyses at the surface
Ana (offshore wind) conditions [18, 19, 20, 21, can be used successfully to reveal aerosol
22]. transport, a much clearer picture is obtainable

when upper air (and/or higher terrain)
Importantly, the southeast flow may not always measurements are also available. In some cases,
be in evidence at the surface itself. Sometimes, they may be essential to reveal the true 3-
within a deep southeast, transport current, a very dimensional structure of aerosol transport.
shallow westerly sea breeze may develop at
ground-level within the polluted air mass 5. DIURNAL VARIATIONS
making the source of the pollution more difficult
to identify. Under these conditions however, the While diurnal variations of the wind are
southeast wind responsible for the transport is common, these cyclic reversals under otherwise
almost always in evidence at all levels of about persistent weather conditions are most
1,000 to 2,000 feet or above. Thus, upper air noteworthy along coastlines where the wind
winds, or measurements made on higher terrain switches back and forth between onshore and
are important clues to where the transport is offshore, depending on the time of day. During
actually coming from. the afternoon sea breezes, marine aerosols make

their way landward. At night and early
An excellent example of transport under this morning, offshore breezes bring continental
situation was developed using data compiled aerosols out to sea. In shifting from one regime
during SCOS-97. Figures 6a through 6c are to the other, there is often a period of along-
surface wind analyses selected at 12-hour shore winds which are effective in transporting
intervals from a series of 6-hourly charts, during polluted urban aerosols from one locality to
a smoggy episode. At Point Mugu and adjacent another. This diurnal sloshing about of dirty
Laguna Peak (1500 ft elevation) at the coast, the continental air was described by Rosenthal [9]
3 analyses indicate southwest winds at OOZ on 6 during a smoggy heat wave in October 1965.
August 1997, light southerlies at 12Z, and Airfield visibility observations from throughout
westerly winds at OOZ on 7 August. On Laguna southern California were analyzed each hour
Peak, under generally hazy conditions, with contours of visibility values (in miles)
measurements of ozone continued to increase interpolated both forward and backwards in time
during the day reaching a peak value of about for consistency. The high temperatures that
142 parts per billion at about 03Z on 7 August prevailed during the period precluded fog as a
(figure 7). Surface winds were difficult to use complicating factor in ascribing low visibility
to explain the source region. At this time, winds air to smoggy aerosols from land areas. Figures
at the surface were northwest at 3 knots as 9a through 9d show the successive location of
measured at the airfield. However, examination the smoggy air at 0800, 1400, 1700 and 0200 the
of the winds measured on Laguna Peak near the following day, local time. At night, under the
ozone monitor revealed a steady period of influence of land breezes, the smoggy aerosols
southeast winds during the late afternoon and are displaced largely towards the coast and out
evening from about 18Z on the 6th to about 5Z to sea. In mid-morning, as the winds veer, the
on August 7th (figure 8). At the same time that continental aerosols are transported in part, up
the surface winds were northwest at 3 knots, the the coast to Ventura County. Afternoon sea
winds on Laguna Peak were southeast at 10 kts. breezes bring this transported portion in to
This was a clear example of aerosol and smog inland valleys, while the bulk of the dirty air
transport riding on a current of air blowing at over the sea is returned to progressively further
low levels from the Los Angeles Basin, but not inland areas. At night, the cycle resumes. In
extending down to the surface itself where a this manner, electrooptical systems operating in
shallow sea breeze prevailed. Similar episodes a littoral environment will be influenced by an
were documented over 30 years ago by Lea [19]. alternating mix of air mass factors and IR

extinction [7, 20].
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Figure 9e shows the approximate maximum
seaward extent of the smoggy air during this Field data collection programs which martial the
episode. Figure 10 shows a period of transport needed resources to accomplish such
"down" the coast to San Diego during a period undertakings are infrequent. In 1978 the Navy's
of northerly winds during this episode. Cooperative Experiment for West Coast

Oceanography and Meteorology (CEWCOM)
6. AEROSOLS IN THE INVERSION directed by Naval Oceans System Center under

LAYER the sponsorship of Naval Air Systems Command
resulted in a large amount of valuable data [23].

While the horizontal winds are primarily In summer 1997, two additional significant and
responsible for aerosol transport over long independent efforts occurred simultaneously,
distances, several mechanisms are also and the synergistic benefits of the data
underway which facilitate displacing the collection efforts provides an unprecedented
aerosols from one horizontal current to another. opportunity for examining the role of transport.
One of these mechanisms involves aerosols One effort was the Electro-optical Propagation
being vented up the heated slopes of mountains Assessment in Coastal Environments
in the daytime from where it may be re-directed (EOPACE) managed by the Propagation
seaward by the returning arm of the sea breeze Division, SPAWAR Systems Center, San Diego
aloft. under the sponsorship of the Office of Naval

Research (ONR) [24, 25]. The other program,
Another mechanism results in continental in which the Navy was an active participant
aerosols being injected into the inversion layer under the sponsorship of the Chief of Naval
when radiational cooling within a clear polluted Operations (N457) was the Southern California
layer results in formation of a shallow inversion. Ozone Study (SCOS-97) and the North
Increased intrusion of marine air results in a American Research Strategy for Tropospheric
deeper and deeper mixed layer while the new Ozone (NARSTO). Under EOPACE and
polluted air aloft remains in the strengthened SCOS-97, both programs completely
inversion from where it is transported by winds characterized the volume in which transport
at that level. Smoggy air transported in this takes place with a multitude of surface, upper
manner may come back to the surface when it air (rawinsonde), aircraft, lidar, nephleometer,
intersects higher terrain, or when mixed condensation nuclei, ship, satellite and networks
downward by fumigation. of monitoring stations. Under SCOS alone,

managed by the State of California Air
7. COINCIDENT WIND AND AEROSOL Resources Board (CARB), a total of 26 radar

MEASUREMENT profilers, 6 aircraft, 14 radiosonde stations, 6
ozonesonde stations, lidars, about 250 surface

Virtually every method employed for detecting stations and various analytic tools were
and tracking aerosol transport requires a detailed employed from north of Point Conception in
description of the local wind field in time, California to south of the Mexican border, and
whether that be in 2 or 3 dimensions. Such from the open sea east to the deserts. Since
coincident measurements of wind and pollutants aerosol transport obeys no political or
are typically maintained over relatively small jurisdictional boundaries, the large domain
spatial domains as part of air pollution ensures that adequate data is available to detect
monitoring networks established in local and understand the transport that occurred
districts. Since transport involves wind during several differing episodes. The
circulations that transgress both the meso and following paper by Helvey [26], will discuss
synoptic scale, accurate understanding of the transport of air mass characteristics during
significance of transport requires coincident CEWCOM, using trajectory analysis.
measurements of winds and pollutants over a
much larger domain.
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8. CONCLUSIONS Transport of Saharan Dust", J. Atmos, Sci., vol
45

Meteorological features and complexities
transport pollution and continental aerosols far 4. Karyampudi, V. Mohan and Toby N.
out to sea, and the resulting changes in air mass Carlson, "Analysis and Numerical Simulations
parameters can significantly impact electro- of the Saharan Air Layer and Its Effect on
optical system performance in the littoral zone. Easterly Wave Disturbances", Journal
Aerosol transport is both episodic (synoptic and Atmospheric Sciences, vol. 45 No. 21, 1988
mesoscale events), and diurnal in nature, with
long-shore transport occurring in addition to 5. Limaye Sanjay, Patrick M. Fry and Steven
reversals between offshore and onshore A. Ackerman, "PC-Mcldas in Satellite
components. Accurate observation, assessment Monitoring of Oil-Fires in Kuwait Expedition
and prediction of aerosol transport requires a (Smoke)", Space & Science & Engineering
coincident set of wind and particulate / Center, 6th conference on Satellite Meteorology
precursor / aerosol data. Importantly, winds just and Oceanography Jan 5-10, 1992
above the surface may be substantially different
than at the surface itself which can be critical in 6. Wash, C., G. deLeeun, M. Jordan and K.
tracing the origins of aerosols. Field Davidson, "Satellite and Ship Based Lidar
measurement programs like CEWCOM, Measurements of Optical Depth During
EOPACE and SCOS-97, which derived 3- EOPACE", Proceedings the 1997 Battlespace
dimensional characterizations of the lower Atmospheric Conference, 2-4 Dec 1997
atmosphere may provide the data needed for
accurate trajectory and modeling studies, and 7. Battlino, Terry, "Air Mass Characterization
together with remote sensing data may permit a For EO Propagation Assessment", NATO
full understanding of the transport problem. AGARD/RTA Sensor & Electronics

Technology Panel Meeting, Naples, Italy March
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Figure 1. GOES 8 visual satellite image showing
widespread African dust cloud offhsore
ready to be entrained into frontal systems
moving towards Europe. (Image provided by
courtesy of Doug Westphal, NRL, 25 Feb
98)
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Figure 2. Combustion particles from wildfires blown
out to sea
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1997 Laguna Peak Ozone
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Figure 9d. Same as figure 9a except at 02 PST,
20 October 1965.
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Figure 9e. Same as figure 9a except at 1300 PST,
28 October 1965.
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Figure 10. Transport to San Diego in northerly flow.
Isochrones of 10-mile visibility, 11-15
PST, 20 October 1965. Overlapping
portion of 15 PST isochrone is dashed for
improved demarcation. Regions in which
reported visibilities are 10 miles or less are
indicated by bold stippling at 11 PST and
by cross-hatching at 15 PST. Regions in
which reported visibilities are 3 miles or
less are indicated by fine stippling at 11
PST and by overlapped cross-ha~tching at
15 PST. Arrow indicates suggested
direction of movement of 3-mile visibility
air.
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Air Trajectories and Air Mass Characteristics in the
Southern California Coastal Region

Roger A. Helvey
Terry E. Battalino

Geophysics Branch (Code 521400E)
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division

Point Mugu, California 93042-5001 USA

1. SUUMMARY particulates of interest. However, the association is indirect, and
In this paper certain techniques are described which support radon measurement instrumentation for this application is not
analysis and prediction of meteorological conditions in the widely available and can be somewhat troublesome to operate
natural environment affecting electrooptical propagation. The reliably. Condensation nuclei (CN) concentration has been
techniques, utilizing computed air trajectories, have been under investigation as a possible replacement because it is
initially applied by us to data from the CEWCOM program [1] directly related to the aerosol content of the air. An example of
conducted from 1978 to 1980 at San Nicolas Island, and will be both types of data obtained concurrently is given in Figure 1,
exercised in subsequent work with additional data sets from from measurements at the sea level site at the northwest tip of
several more recent electrooptical and air pollution measurement San Nicolas Island during 7 to 25 May, 1978. Radon was also
programs. Evidence for effects of transport and related weather measured from the research ship Acania, which was in the
factors on aerosol variations and electrooptical extinction southern California coastal region most of the period, even if not
computed from the Navy Aerosol Model (NAM) is presented. always in close proximity to the Island site. The radon and CN

2. INTRODUCTION 7 81 9 10 11 12113 14!15:16.17 18 19 20 21122 23:24 25

The contribution of aerosols to extinction of electrooptical 1000o I
energy has been expressed in terms of several parameters in the -? 1'"
Navy Aerosol Model[l]. The smaller particles, denoted "Al" in E_ I , .
the NAM, produced largely by anthropogenic sources especially z 100
important in populated and industrial areas, are very persistent 0 10 [ : .• _ I .
once introduced into the atmosphere. Hence concentrations 0,, d ,,
accumulated in these areas can be transported downwind for 1 i , I . , NSi
considerable distances over periods of several days, as opposed . I i i " SHIF

to larger aerosol components which are more dependent on local Figure 1. Condensation nuclei (CN, upper points) and radon
factors and conditions for shorter time scales. Computed air (lower) measured at northwest tip of San Nicolas Island, for 7 to
trajectories, using a Lagrangian technique based on wind 25 May 1978. Also plotted is radon observed from a research
analyses from observations or numerical models provide a vessel which was near the Island much of this period.. The three
means of tracing atmospheric contaminants forward and sets of data vary in concert, all reflecting basically the same
backward in time once they have been observed, but prediction changes in air mass history.
of visibility variations additionally depends upon adequate
specification of particulate production in source locations, and vary in a similar manner. This is demonstrated more clearly in
the spatial distribution of the contaminants at an initial time. Figure 2, where both have been converted into an equivalent Air
The methods described here may be useful for both of these Mass Parameter (AMP), using established relationships [2,3].
problems. The AMP governs the level of the Al aerosol component and

resulting extinction predicted by the Navy Aerosol Model. For
An intermediate-sized component, denoted "A2" in the NAM, reference, on the right side of the graph is an extinction scale,
originates from wind action on the sea, and although somewhat determined by holding NAM input parameters which control
less persistent than the Al mode aerosols still requires other aerosol size modes, to specified values (instantaneous and
specification of wind conditions for a substantial period mean wind speeds of 5 m/s, relative humidity 80%).
preceding the desired electrooptical propagation assessment. In 207 8, 911011 112 1314 15 1617 18 1920,21122 2324ý2 1.19
the NAM this is provided in the form of 24-hour mean winds c 18 IN= I 97
observed at the location of interest. An alternative approach will 16 1 I 1 -.78 'E
be suggested which should constitute a more realistic basis for 2 14 I ; .i60
calculation of the A2 aerosol, especially in coastal areas. c <12 I 45 '"

C0-10 -33 I

3. MEASURED INDICATORS < 6 1 : 422x

Radon, a radioactive gas emitted from the soil has been found to 4.. .' 4 ..1u
be a useful indicator for estimation of the Al aerosol < 2 I 6
component. This is due to two essential considerations: it
originates almost entirely over land areas as do the relatively Figure 2. Air Mass Parameter (AMP) computed from CN and
small Al mode aerosols, and it together with its daughter radon measurements, 7 to 25 May 1978. AMP scale is at left.
products has an intrinsic half-life (3.8 days) which roughly Extinction coefficient scale at right is for corresponding Al
approximates the longevity in the lower atmosphere of the small magnitude from the Navy Aerosol Model, with instantaneous and

mean speeds of 5 m/s and relative humidity 80%.

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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4. TRAJECTORY APPLICATIONS Figure 3 shows wind observations and gridded wind vectors
In-situ measurements such as those described above are obtained by interpolation over coastal southern California, for

necessarily diagnostic in that they can only represent conditions 1200 PST 14 May 1978. Wind speeds are contoured at 1-knot
for a limited region of time and space around the point of intervals. A backstreak line emanating from the site at the
observation. Over wider areas, and for conditions at a future northwest tip of San Nicolas Island has been constructed using
time, in addition to the predicted wind field and mixing depth it an hourly sequence of such data, by computing back-trajectories
will be necessary to have knowledge of the location and strength for each of the parcels separated by one hour along the line (in
of aerosol sources over an extended region, and the distribution terms of their individual arrival times at the Island). The times

of aerosol concentrations at an initial time. Remote sensing indicated are progressively later with distance upstream of the
from satellites is one possible way information on the spatial Island. Values of condensation nuclei concentration are plotted

distribution can be obtained. Another is by construction of air alongside the hourly points, under the assumption that those
trajectories to estimate spatial variations of relatively persist to reach the Island as observed subsequently. It can be
conservative properties of an air parcel, such as Al aerosol or noted that values first increase, then decrease with distance
related long-lived indicators in either an upstream or northwest along the line. This strongly suggests a real spatial
downstream direction with respect to one or more measurement variation, with the highest values over the Santa Barbara
sites. (These sites can themselves be moving, as in the case of Channel (6025 particles per cubic cm) at 1200 PST, and much
ships). If the aerosol sources and initial spatial concentration are cleaner air over the ocean to the northwest. Although the
known, then construction of forward trajectories from observed backstreaks for a single site will generally be insufficient for a
winds or numerical model fields furnishes a basis for prediction two-dimensional spatial interpretation, consideration of
of future spatial patterns and concentrations at points of interest, trajectories and backstreaks for earlier times do permit such a

construction in this case because of special meteorological
4.1 Streaklines conditions.

Atmospheric trajectories are the track of an air parcel in a
forward or backward sense, from a specified fixed point. A During 13-14 May 1978 the southern California bight was
single parcel of air is represented, at different positions in time. occupied by a cyclonic (counter-clockwise) wind pattern in the
Streaklines are a related but different kind of track; they show marine layer known locally as a "Catalina Eddy". On the 13th
the positions of different parcels of air at some specified time; winds at San Nicolas Island were from the southwest, around the
these parcels are related in that they have passed over the base of this eddy pattern, during which titnl CN concentrations
reference site at some past time (a forward-streak, or plume), or from 1600 to 3800 particles per cm were measured.
will pass over the site at some future time (a backward streak). Subsequently this air proceeded northward just off the coast near
This characteristic suggests the use of streaks as an aid in Los Angeles, then turned west and southward to reach the Island
analysis of air mass properties which change slowly during the late on the 14th with CN concentrations over 6000 particles per
movement of an air parcel, since the time series data at a cubic cm, an increase of about 4000. Figure 4 compares CN
particular site can be extrapolated forward or backward spatially concentrations before and after this increase took place.
along such lines. Ordinarily this change would invalidate the use of values along

the backstreak line for spatial analysis, but the earlier pass by the
Island established the amount of change, which could then be

"', -,W ;1200 PST 14 May 1978,

"X •, N , . x . i:,:.:," .. , ,...........

\ , l\\\ 3 8 l•• F•vsouthern , 7 4/1ts
\\;\\,-2P .....1 ,.............. 6- Time airparcels A 14/19

,i t Calif.ornia. , I finally arrive at 14/17
, ,,,,, ,, ,. ', . . ', - , ' , J San Nicolas Is.' I ! : .I.',, ..... -. I,,¢o I t -...

u CN increase
1 next,•, "'\\i1t ]i•,•Ange~les 1 0 /a dd•

"\.PACIFIC\'\•\\ \ ' '16Pfl, ', ' '1 _

"OCEN" \ \ SanNiasI"i "t If 1

0 CE, N, V' 14P 0
--,<,aN icolasIs .1., 14/16 ,

.. 13/15 107
02 14/20

U 14/14~ .3/4/

14/00"13/22 Time air arcels 14/21,

Figure 3. Wind observations and analyzed wind vectors, with first pass .
hourly backstreak positions from 1200 PST 14 May 1978. Dotted San I c IsI
lines are isotachs at 1-knot intervals. Hour is indicated to left of
backstreak positions and CN concentration on subsequent arrival
at terminus (San Nicolas Island) given on the right. Parcel Figure 4. Condensation nuclei (CN) increase in eddy circulation
positions are based on air trajectory calculations using a off southern California coast, 13-14 May 1978. The concentration
sequence of this and previous hourly gridded wind fields. For increased by approximately 4000 particles per cc during the
properties of the air parcel which are conserved during this period, as indicated by trajectory analysis showing values around
period, the measured values upon arrival at San Nicolas Island 1500 to 3800 when the air initially passes over or near San
can be extrapolated along the backstreak line to provide an Nicolas Island on the 13th, rising to 6200 on subsequent arrival at

estimate of the spatial distribution of the observed parameter. the Island measurement site on the 14th.
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considered in the analysis. A probable reconstruction of the 4.2 Back-Trajectory Tomography
spatial pattern is shown in Figures 5a and 5b, at 0600 and 1800 We have previously described an inverse technique [4,5]
PST 14 May 1978 respectively. The reason for the increase in whereby a rough estimate of the average distribution and
concentration is strongly suggested by a temporary period of strength of sources of the Al component aerosols may be
winds from the east, presumably carrying air pollution offshore possible. This technique, which we shall refer to as back-
from the Los Angeles area around 0600 PST. At this time, trajectory tomography (BTT), requires radon or CN data
winds (not shown) were similarly easterly atop Laguna Peak at measured at one or more sites over a fairly lengthy period, and
1500 feet altitude near Point Mugu, so that mixing down of construction of a large number of back-trajectories terminating
polluted air aloft may also have contributed to the region of high at the measurement site (not necessarily stationary). The
concentrations shown. The heavy lines are isopleths which underlying concept is similar to a mathematical-statistical
outline the probable region of highest concentrations indicated technique employed in medicine (computerized axial
by values along the backstreak line, an area about 20km across, tomography), oceanography, solar atmospheric dynamics,
which enveloped the Island at 1800 PST before being replaced seismology and other fields, where analysis of data obtained
by much cleaner air from the northwest a few hours later (as outside the region of interest is used to infer the distribution of
seen in Figure 3). properties inside the region. In these applications the

attenuation or refraction of some form of electromagnetic,
•s..i iv = - - - -"/ '85 06P -' - acoustic, seismic or other energy propagating through the

/I\ \, . L., subject volume is analyzed. For our purpose, the region, of
\/ -jtrr. '-.interest is traversed by air trajectories, which carry information

er. . /.'. in the form of accumulated concentrations of a tracer constituent

. southern such as radon or CN to an exterior measurement site. The BTT5 f ...... technique yields coeffiinswhcr taken to bean estimate
-3. - -Ca.ifbn" of the average rate of release of radon or small-particle loading

of a parcel of air, presumably determined by properties specific

6PI N- " \ , to the locations traversed. In the case of CN, this would include

P--A ,"I/ \Las anthropogenic sources of air'pollution arising from activities

OCEANI! 6 /such as combustion of fuels or use of volatile materials in urban
5n?- \ -,; , nges , areas. For civilian air pollution applications, compilation of an

- --- I emission inventory of all important sources in a region would be

> \ r t , "2 - '• /a standard procedure in preparation of a control strategy; for
", , /• , • obvious reasons this is not likely to be practical for operational

military electrooptical applications.

"____San Nicolas Is\ " Radon rather than CN was employed as an air mass tracer for

"------ ----- this application of the BTI, since it was measured throughout
"\a. " $" "," ,' / /->" l the CEWCOM himode periods which provided the source of

-, C - /wind data for this study, whereas CN was gathered for a much
more limited period of time. A number of improvements were

i ,,;780514/180OPST "" •" made in the BTT procedure since earlier applications to this data
" \N. -. set. A somewhat larger domain was used, and trajectories

, ,- followed back for 72 hours if possible, instead of the 48 hours
•\.\\•\-.'southern t previously employed. By interpolation from irregularly timed

\ C ona - measurements to regular hourly intervals, an increase from 273
S" lifitoJni_,.- to almost 400 essentially concurrent radon observations and
-I /' trajectories was obtained from the five CEWCOM data

.. . ., collection periods in 1978, 1979 and 1980. Singular Value
\. r•2202 / Decomposition, a more robust method than the Normal Equation

"PACIFIC approach, was applied for solution of the simultaneous equations
OCEAN% n q representing the radon versus trajectory relationship. Finally,

j'",• .. the BTT was modified to permit designation of arbitrarily-
- shaped zones rather than rectangular cells for the determination

of best-fit coefficients. The assigned source areas can thus be
2! laid out according to geographical regions likely to possessi/, •_•__..,\/. \! similar meteorological characteristics, in an attempt to improve

1 -' r• •the efficiency and reliability of the solution.

Figur5•.. Figure 6 displays zones used for the present analysis, defined in
\\\\\ \\--. ' terms of an underlying, higher resolution grid pattern.

Computed coefficients in the basis equation are shown. Highest
Figure 5. Condensation nuclei and gridded winds at 0600 and coefficient values are generally over the mainland, as would be
1800 PST on 14 May 1978 are shown. The CN contours are expected due to radon emission from the soil. The irregular and
implied by backstreak analysis of parcel CN values at upstream sometimes large values along the periphery may occur because
locations from the San Nicolas Island site. An area of large CN trajectories were not constructed beyond the map boundaries (or
values developed in air which had previously passed over and 72 hours maximum, whichever came first). The computations
near the Island from the southwest. This increase appeared to will also be affected to the extent that winds vary with height, by
result from offshore flow of polluted air from the Los Angeles
urban complex on the morning of the 14th, eventually reaching unresolved wind features and turbulent diffusion of properties so
the Island later that afternoon, that computed surface-based trajectories are not fully

representative of radon or aerosol transport.
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Figure 6. Radon effective source coefficients computed from I I I i I i

Back-Trajectory Tomography for CEWCOM periods. Coefficients 2 3 4 5 6 8 3 18 II 1 2 13 14I

apply to zones defined in terms of an underlying, higher EasdDy
resolution grid pattern (identified by letters in cells). Highest Figure 8. Extinction coefficient at 0.55 microns computed from
values are generally over the mainland, as would be expected the Navy Aerosol Model, for three different methods of obtaining
due to radon exhalation from the soil. 24-hour mean speeds required for the A2 aerosol component.

Wind data for 8-23 May 1978 were used. Instantaneous speed
was fixed at 5 m/s and relative humidly at 80%/. The solid line

Application of the BTT coefficients to the individual trajectories represents the conventional approach, computing mean speeds
gives results presented in Figure 7, showing the sequence of for winds observed at San Nicolas Island for preceding 24-hour
observed radon concentrations at the Island (plotted as small periods. The dashed line is 24-hour mean speed along the air
circles) and corresponding computed values. The agreement is parcel back-trajectories. The dotted line shows extinction using
generally good. This suggests but does not prove the potential mean speeds from the recommended procedure, based on the
value of the BTT; testing of the coefficients on an independentovrarprtoofhe2-urbctajtrywns
data set will be required. The correlation coefficient between
observed and computed radon is 0.82, confirming the ability of The aerosol size for this component is larger than the Al and
the technique to explain a large portion of the variability in therefore less persistent, but assessment still requires wind datameasured radon for this data set. for a substantial period of time, which in the NAM is taken to be

_______________________________________ 24 hours. The standard approach is to compute mean wind
Period 1 Period 2 Perlod 3 Period 4 Period53 speed atthe measurement site. But the geeainof A27005111.91 70111i•-15 700490.01-0Rl 000f117.94 000'799.00-atgen raio'= ! aerosols occurs along the moving parcel; therefore it would

'aI seem more realistic to compute the mean speeds accordingly, for
Sml ice:aemaise auseach 24-hour period up to arrival of the parcel at the

IDneare computed flrornBack-Trajectory Thoographsy * .m easurem ent site (or any location for which an extinction
70. ,jprediction is needed). In Figure 8 we show the effect of different

E a . 0l'•. methods of computing 24-hour mean speed on extinction at 0.55

0+ 5

a.microns using the NAM. This is the wavelength most likely toz'• '. I• •1.have the greatest sensitivity to the A2 aerosol. To isolate the
.,e ~ . * mean wind effect, other input parameters were held constant-(relative humidity = 80%, instantaneous winds -

5 m/s, Air

F° ". ,. .

" "S• L rMass Parameter = 3). The solid line represents results from the
20 " 0¢ t![.I/I'' ' •l[ ,•,•ll I, conventional method using mean speed computed for the site at: . San Nicolas Island. The dashed line is computed for air parcels

I arriving at the site, using speeds computed along the parcel 24-
I• '[ ' rl t I•N• •I " II hour upstream trajectory. Since many of the trajectories are over

_________________________________________ land during that period, however, the appropriate values are
Figue 7 Raon a Sa Niola Islnd urig Peiod 1- ofshown by the dotted line, where parcel mean speeds are adjusted

CEW COM program. Data are plotted sequentially but because t elc vrae ec temcaimfrA eooof missing hourly points are not on a strictly chronological scale, generation represented in the NAM is limited to overwater
Observed values are shown as small circular symbols; the line conditions). Large differences in computed extinction are
connects points computed using Back-Trajectory Tomography evident, especially around 8 May.
coefficients and the appropriate air parcel history from individual
trajectories.

5. CONCLUSIONS
4.3 Parcel Mean Wind Speed Techniques for using computed air trajectories to support
The possible utility of trajectory-based techniques has been analysis and prediction of Al and A2 aerosol components used
discussed above for the Al aerosol component. Another in the Navy Aerosol Model have been presented which are
application is in improvement of wind speed required for consistent with the relative persistence of these components. The
estimation of the A2 component in the Navy Aerosol Model. BTT may be potentially useful, when sufficient data can be

-- =--- -- - ---- -- 4
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compiled, to derive a rough estimate of average source strength
and distribution, subject to factors affecting representativeness
of the computed trajectories. Back- and forward-streak analysis
can be used in extrapolation of data, especially valuable in data-
sparse regions for estimating spatial patterns in aerosol
distribution. Computed air trajectories provide a basis for
prediction of aerosol variations by estimating displacement and
evolution 6f spatial aerosol patterns. Finally, a more appropriate
assessment of mean wind speeds for estimation of the A2 mode
aerosol can be obtained by the use of trajectory analysis.
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PAPER No.: 19

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: J. O'Connor

To what extent does the half-life of Radon lead to problems in computing back-trajectory paths since these
will in some cases leave the map area for which data and meteorological measurements exist? Could this
explain discrepancies between CN and Radon based measurements?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER'S REPLY:

Although I neglected to mention it, we did correct for Radon decay (half-life = 3.8 days) in computing the
coefficients representing effective Radon sources from the tomographic technique. The trajectories were
computed back 72 hours or to the edge of the analysis domain; for Radon, CN or some other slowly-
changing property of an air mass, the trajectories should really be determined for a longer period and distance
back. In any event, Radon and CN accumulate as a result of completely different physical mechanisms so will
not always vary in the same manner.
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PAPER No. 19

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. de Leeuw

COMMENT/QUESTION:

In the back streak analysis CN are used as passive or inert traces. However, CN are formed through a
number of chemical and physical processes involving S02, N08, etc., produced by e.g., combustion processes,
which render CN not a good tracer in the first hours, especially since e.g;, S02 is removed only slowly (some
% per hour).

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

Streak analysis is a method for extrapolating measurements of some air mass property made at a point, into
the special domain upstream and downstream. The simplest possible circumstance is that the property is
strictly conserved, so that the local change is entirely due to advection (the so-called individual change within
the traveling air parcels is zero). Of course, there are many complications that can cause departures from this
ideal in the real atmosphere. If the individual change due to chemical or other processes is substantial then
such effects should be included. Nevertheless, even if they are ignored, the application of streak analysis still
furnishes information on the probable spatial distribution of the measured property and related parameters (at
least the spatial pattern may be inferred even if not the actual amplitudes, as long as the individual changes do
not greatly exceed the advection.).
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Navy Aerosol Model and the Navy Oceanic Vertical
SUMMARY Aerosol Model (NAM & NOVAM, respectively) air mass
A technique has been developed by which satellite parameter for coastal applications is essential. When
upwelling radiance measurements, MODTRAN, and the using NAMINOVAM for calculating extinction
NOVAM (Navy Oceanic Vertical Aerosol Model) coefficients and optical depths in the marine boundary
aerosol model can be used to infer surface boundary layer layer (MBL), the AMP is the most critical input
extinction coefficients as a function of wavelength. This parameter and is, of course, the most difficult to obtain.
technique utilizes: 1) satellite upwelling radiance Several techmiques are being evaluated or utilized to
measurements for determining the total aerosol optical obtain this parameter including air mass trajectory
depth for a specific geographic location and time, 2) analysis, radon, condensation nuclei, and multiple
MODTRAN to calculate the optical depth associated with wavelength nephelometer measurements. All of these
tropospheric aerosol scatter above the boundary layer teclmiques are in-situ measurements for a given
(assuming that no aerosols are being entrained into the geographic location. When considering the complexity
troposphere from other sources), and 3) NOVAM for and variability of the air mass characteristics within a
modeling the optical depth of the marine boundary layer coastal environment, an alternate remote sensing
(determined by subtracting the MODTRAN aerosol technique for determining the AMP must be determined
tropospheric optical depth from the satellite derived total for NAM/NOVAM to be applicable for coastal
optical depth) as a function of air mass parameter (AMP). application. This paper presents an alternative approach
By adjusting the air mass parameter in NOVAM so that for determining the surface AMP from satellite upwelling
the calculated optical depth matches that required for the radiance measurements, MODTRAN, and the NOVAM
marine boundary layer, the air mass parameter for the aerosol model. In this paper two case studies (5 & 7
marine boundary layer can be inferred from remote April 1996) are presented for the evaluation of this
satellite radiance measurements. Initial results using the teclmique for remotely inferring surface boundary layer
EOPACE (Electrooptical Propagation Assessment in
Coastal Environments), (Refs 1 & 2), database appear
promising for inferring surface boundary layer extinction
coefficients as a function of wavelength from remote . Opt1 a,. A epE (

satellite radiance measurements. It also shows promise

for the initial development of a coastal aerosol model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol extinction, refraction, turbulence
and infrared sea and terrain background models in
MODTRAN are presently inadequate for representing
infrared (IR) propagation close to the ocean surface and
in coastal environments. This requires accurate models
to be developed and incorporated into MODTRAN for
determining the predicted performance of electrooptical
(EO) systems used for detecting low-altitude targets.

Not much is known concerning the coastal air mass Figure 1. Aerosol optical depth in the marine
characteristics required for advanced aerosol modeling, atmospheric boundary layer off the coast of southern
Since the diverse air mass transitions that frequent coastal California inferred from visible and near infrared data
environments may have profound effects on the aerosol provided by the NOAA AVHRR satellite.
properties and EO propagation, a good assessment of the

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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extinction coefficicnts as a function of wavelcngth. The defined total optical dcpth (ODs&) is that dctcnnined
Initial results appear promising. using satellite radiomctric measurements (Rcfs 3 & 4).

Utilizing MODTRAN and the tropospheric aerosol
2. PROCEDURE model, the optical depth associated with the tropospheric
Figure 1 is a NOAA-14 AVHRR satellite image of scatter above the boundary layer can be calculated
upwelling radiance showing the complexity of the aerosol (ODMODTRAN) using equations (1) and (2). This assumes
optical depth structure in the southern California coastal that no aerosols are being entrained into the troposphere
zone, stretching from San Diego in the lower right hand from other sources and that no clouds are present. The
comer through tie Los Angeles basin to Santa Barbara in difference between these two optical depths is that
the upper left hand comer. Land regions, including the required in the marine boundary layer (ODvmL). The
islands off the California coast, are blacked out. relationship is expressed as

The gray shading superimposed on the water of the ODmL = OD- -ODmoDMN (3)
California bight represents the different coastal aerosol Sat
optical depths given by Utilizing NOVAM, time optical depth of the marine

L boundary layer can be modeled as a function of air mass
OD2 (L)= J/)p(x, 2)dx (1) parameter using equations (1) and (2). The mathematical

expression showing the AMP functional relationship is

where the extinction coefficient 8Jp(x, A) is calculated given by

from Mie theory using exp I *[log r ]2,

dN, ep1[gf2
,ip(xA)=Konr2O,(r,2)dN(,X)) d=2A i1,2,3 (4)

dN(x) where
QP(r, A) is the mean scatter efficiency and - is

the aerosol size distribution. d4. 2000* AMP 2

A2 Max[5.866(wa, - 2.2),0.5]
Considering this complexity, no single coastal aerosol 3 0(0.06wi-2.8)
model can be developed that will be representative of A 1
this coastal environment. Therefore, in order to utilize
existing aerosol models for predicting the performance of and C, = 0.03, 0.24, and 2.0 respectively. f is the
EO systems within a coastal region, it needs to be humidity scaling factor.
determined if the air mass parameter for various coastal
locations can be derived from remotely sensed satellite
imagery. The magnitude of the Ai component of the three log

normal NOVAM aerosol size distribution is proportional

An initial approach for determining the surface air mass to the square of the AMP. By adjusting the AMP in
parameter from satellite upwelling radiance equation (4) so that the calculated optical depth using the
measurements, MODTRAN, and NOVAM is shown in NOVAM distribution and equations (1) and (2)
Figure 2.

Aerosol Optical:Depths Defined

ODM00TRAN

S [ ...... . .. ..

! o ,. ................ .... ....
........iii• iiiiiiiiiii ...............

-, JPfikNo

0•DMOL t ODN0

ODMBL O tFigure 3. AMP iteration procedure for inferring MBL

Figure 2. Aerosol optical depths defined, optical depths.
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(ODNovAm ) matches that required for the marine geographic locations for 5 April 1996, 1814 through 2159
GMT, and 7 April 1996, 1714 GMT, have been analyzed

boundary optical depth (OD•,iL) of equation (3), it from tie EOPACE database. The NOAA-14 AVHRR

appears that the AMP for the MBL can be inferred from satellite images, calibrated for optical depth, for these two
remote satellite radiance measurements. Figure 3 periods are shown in Figures 4 & 5, respectively. The
summarizes the AMP iteration procedure for inferring the gray shading that is superimposed on the water of the
MBL ADP from remote satellite observations. California bight represents the inferred aerosol optical

depth (equations 1 and 2) and are given by the shading
Following the iteration procedure of Figure 3, the code inset on the left side of the figures. The inferred
required marine boundary layer optical depth (OD~ffL) aerosol optical depths were derived from radiometric
is determined by subtracting the MODTRAN optical measurements according to the Durkee retrieval

depth (ODNOvAM) from the satellite optical depth technique (Refs 3, 4, & 5). This technique depends on
three assumptions: 1) that the boundary layer is well

(ODsat). NOVAM is then exercised as a function of mixed, 2) that optical depth is completely determined by
AMP. When the OD,,, determined from satellite and aerosol extinction, and 3) that the amount of water vapor

MODTRAN calculations does not match that calculated in the boundary layer is known by other techniques. The
using NOVAM, the AMP in NOVAM is iterated until the optical depths do not include the effects of molecular
ODNOvAm does match the MBL value. This AMP is absorption, but they do include aerosol scattering in the

then the input parameter for the dynamic aerosol model troposphere and the marine atmospheric boundary layer.

that can be used to predict the performance of EO It is also assumed that the aerosols in the marine

systems in that geographic area corresponding to the boundary layer provide the major contribution to these

satellite overpass, data. The solid shading near and seaward of the channel
islands in Figure 5 is the result of clouds and should not

3. ANALYSIS be interpreted as optical depth.

Seven different data points, corresponding to different

512205 UTC At9
Satalliito-Darived
optical Depth

Figure 4. Aerosol optical depth inferred ltrom visible and near infraed data provided b5€ lh NOAA AVHRR
satellite for 5 April 1996.

Superimposed on the satellite image is the Pt. Sur ship probes (Ref 6) executed vertical spiral patterns near the
track showing where surface meteorological data was Pt. Sur for meteorological and aerosol profile
taken. During each of the data periods, a twin engine information. Spiral locations for the 5 April data period
Piper Navajo aircraft carrying aerosol spectrometer are given by the large numerals in Figure 4. Aircraft
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spirals on 7 April were in the vicinity of the Pt. Sur and existed for both these data periods.
are not shown on the figure. A shallow surface layer

~7/2143 VTC Apr 96

S. .. •.Satte111t f -Drived
, ... .•Optical Depth

S174-7 GMT~ ,. l,

Figure 5. Aerosol optical depth inferred from visible and near infrared data provided by the NOAA AVHRR

satellite for 7 April 1996.

Table 1 summarizes the derived ODsat, the ODMoDTRAN, appear promising. These results also show promise for
the corresponding optical depth required for the boundary the initial development of a coastal aerosol model.

layer ( ODfIBL ), and the value of tie AMP required to 5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
match the OD NOVAN with that required for the boundary We thank the participants of EOPACE for their efforts in

layer, e.g., for 5 April 96, 1814 GMT, the required AMP making this analysis possible. This work was supported

to satisfy the required ODAfL = 0.106 is between 5 and by the Office of Naval Research.

6 (NOVAM calculated ODs are 0.097 and 0.115,
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exceeded the tropospheric optical depths and the AMPs
determined from NOVAM provided ODs that satisfied 1. K. M. Littfin and. D. R. Jensen, "An overview of
the required optical depth of the boundary layer and were EOPACE (Electrooptical Propagation Assessment in
within the range of to 10. Coastal Environments), including in situ and remote

sensing techniques." Paper 10 in Proceedings CP-582 of

These AMIPs, inferred from satellite imagery for a given the AGARD SPP Symposium on "Remote Sensing: A
time and geographic location, can now be used in valuable Surce of Information," Toulouse, France;, 22-25
NOVAM and the propagation codes to infer the surface April, 1996.

boundary layer extinction coefficients as a function of
wavelength. 2. C. R. Zeisse, D. R. Jensen, and K.M. Littfin,

"EOPACE (Electrooptical Propagation Assessment in
4. CONCLUSIONS Coastal Environments) overview and initial
A technique has been developed by which satellite accomplishments," Proceedings of the 1996 Battlespace
upwelling radiance measurements, MODTRAN, and the Atmospherics Conference, NRaD TD 2938, pg 203,
NOVAM aerosol model can be used for inferring surface December 1996.
boundary layer extinction coefficients as a function of
wavelength. Initial results using the EOPACE database
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Date! Satellite MODTRAN MBL NOVAM MBL OPTICAL DEPTH
Time OD OD OD
(GMT)

AMP

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10
5 Apr 96

1814 0.18 0.074 0.106 0.097 0.115 6

1907 0.15 0.075 0.075 0.064 0.082 i

2048 0.21 0.072 0.138 1 0.130

2117 0.20 0.073 0.127 0.122 0.131

2137 0.17 0.073 0.097 0.075 0.110

2159 0.16 0.063 0.097 0.072 0.108

7 Apr 96
1747 0.13 0.073 0.058 0.056 0.088

Table 1. AMP characterization summary.
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PAPER No: 20

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: C. Philbrick

The data points which you showed correspond to relatively low values of optical depth (extinction). What is
the dynamic range of the technique? Are there any difficulties at higher extinction values?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The satellite technique is limited to cloud-free conditions and optical depths of less than approximately 0.4.
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PAPER No. 20

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Clement

In order to find an AMP set which is coherent with the satellite OD data, you are using an iterative procedure
(the "loop"). Is this procedure mathematically well-behaved? Did you encounter convergence problems?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The procedure involves iterating the AMP, an input to NOVAM, until the NOVAM optical depth agrees with
that required for the marine boundary layer inferred from satellite radiance measurements and MODTRAN
tropospheric aerosol scattering. Mathematically iterating the AMP in NOVAM to find a range of optical
depths is no problem. Convergence of the NOVAM optical depth to that required for the boundary layer is
critically dependent upon having the proper meteorological input parameters. Specifically, when the visibility
is not known, MODTRAN assumes a default visibility and this creates convergence problems. Having the
proper input parameters for NOVAMiMODTRAN is critical for this iteration procedure.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: B. Rosier

Are the airplanes or in-situ measurements simultaneous with the NOAA-14 measurement? If not, what is the
time difference between the two data sets?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

On 5 April 1996, support aircraft and in-situ measurements were made during a four hour time period prior
to the NOAA-14 satellite overpass (1814 - 2159 GMT). The overpass was at 2205 GMT. The last data
point for the 5 April (2159 GMT) occurred just 6 minutes prior to the overpass. The one data point for 7
April 1996 was at 1747 GMT, four hours prior to the overpass. In order for this technique to be valid you
have to assume that only small changes in the air mass characteristics Will result over a four to six hour
period.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. Anderson
Was there any input from the spiraling aircraft data employed in the MODTRAN optical depth calculation -

or did you use a "default" MODTRAN model atmosphere for this segment of your calculation?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The default MODTRAN atmosphere and tropospheric aerosol scattering models were used to calculate the
optical depth above the height where the aircraft stopped making measurements. The only inputs that were
used for the MODTRAN optical depth calculations were surface visibility. No aircraft data was used.
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PAPER No: 20

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. de Leeuw

Lidar measurements during EOPACE show that most of the AOD is due to aerosol above the MBL, and that
in the MBL the aerosol concentrations are very low. This has also been observed during TARFOX off the
U.S. East coast. Yet the general consensus is that most of the aerosol is in the BL. From the available
databases, is there information available on the occurrence of aerosol above the MBL, rather than in the
MBL?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

This technique assumes, for the present, that no aerosols are being entrained into the troposphere from either
the boundary layer or horizontal transport from other sources. This must be addressed in the future but is not
accounted for in this paper. One problem we are encountering here is the term "marine boundary layer". As
per the classical definition, the depth of the boundary layer for 5 April 1996 was approximately 100-200 m.
Aircraft and lidar measurements both showed significant aerosol structure above this level. The calculations
for the MODTRAN optical depths were made for heights greater than 600 meters, the height where the
aircraft spirals ended. For this paper, most of the aerosol structure is assumed to be contained within this 600
m layer, not the actual marine boundary layer. Also, it is understood that the aerosols within this 600 m layer
are not uniformly distributed. The calculated NOVAM optical depth is an integrated optical depth over the
600 m layer and does not assume any vertical aerosol profile. The vertical variability and entrainment of
aerosols, both within the boundary layer and troposphere, must be considered at some point.
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ANALYSIS OF THREE METHODS OF CHARACTERIZING AN AIR MASS

Kathleen Littfin
Stuart Gathman
Douglas Jensen

Carl Zeisse
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center San Diego

Propagation Division Code D883
49170 Propagation Path

San Diego, CA 92152-7385

Summary (heavily continental in origin). NAM is included
The origin of an air mass is an important factor in the present version of MODTRAN 4.
in predicting performance of electrooptical
systems. The aerosol content varies significantly Characterizing an air mass is essential to
depending upon whether the air mass is accurately predicting EO systems behavior, but
anthropogenic or natural, marine or continental, AMP is a difficult parameter to measure. The
rural or urban. Most areas of military interest aerosol extinction can vary significantly
today are in coastal environments, where there depending on whether the origin of the air mass
can be a wide variety and rapid changes of is marine or continental, anthropogenic or
atmospheric conditions. Atmospheric models natural, rural or urban.
need a reliable and easily obtainable indication of
air mass characteristics in order to accurately Figure 1 shows the aerosol size distribution
predict aerosol extinction and detection ranges. equations for NAM. The A1, A2, and A3
This paper compares three methods of coefficients of the three lognormal distributions
determining the gross characteristics of small depend directly on air mass, 24-hour average
background aerosol in an air mass: radon wind speed, and current wind speed,
concentration, condensation nuclei respectively, as described by Gathman (Ref 1 &
concentration, and scattering from aerosol. 2). The A1 coefficient of the largest lognormal
These measurements, along with a full function represents the smallest particles, the
complement of meteorological and aerosol data, background aerosols that are usually advected to
were obtained during two EOPACE the area rather than being locally generated.
(Electrooptical Propagation Assessment in This largest component is a function of the air
Coastal Environments) experiments conducted mass; in fact, the A, coefficient is proportional
in San Diego, California in November 1996 and to the square of the AMP, as shown in figure 1.
August/September 1997. The air mass parameter has the most significant

effect on the aerosol extinction in the shorter
1. Introduction wavelengths.
When trying to predict the behavior of
electrooptical (EO) systems, a major unknown is 2. The Radon Method
aerosol extinction. In determining aerosol A traditional and reliable method of determining
extinction, a primary unknown is the the AMP is to measure the beta radioactivity of
composition of the air mass through which the radon daughter products (Ref 3 & 4). This
electrooptical system is sensing. In the Navy method has the advantage that its measurements
Aerosol Model (NAM), Gathman (Ref 1) are not affected by local contaminants such as
introduced a quantity called the air mass smoke, smog, or exhaust. It is not dependent on
parameter (AMP) which quantifies the amount the aerosol or on visibility itself but is actually a
of small aerosol in an air mass as a number tracer reflecting how long an air mass has been
between 1 (entirely marine in origin) and 10 at sea, since various natural processes clear out

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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Marine Aerosol dN exp{-l[log(r / Cf)] 2

Size Distribution dr f

dN/dr SizeDi/t-ibution (i=1,2,3)
where r =radius

- NAM'NOVAM f = particle swelling factor
M/ / -• (based on RHJ

2 / \ A2 = max[(5.866 * avg wind - 2.2),0.5]
"\ N-" A3 = 10(°. 66 (instantaneous wind) - 2.8)

I Ci = 0.03, 0.24, 2.0, respectively/ /k3
"11........; ,• •/l•---'"•¢r.:.'

o.001 03 16 .1000
Aezosol Radtius (microns)

Figure 1. Note that the A1 component (the largest curve) is dependent of the square of the
air mass parameter. The AMP has a significant effect on the aerosol size distribution.

small aerosol over time. Radon, which is radius, and dN/dr is the aerosol size distribution.
produced over land, but not over water, is in a The integral is dependent on the relative
much higher concentration when the air mass humidity and the aeosol size distribution as
has just traveled over land. shown in figure 1.

Radon devices used to test communities for the The NAM model extinction can be evaluated at
presence of radon are not sensitive enough; the the three measured nephelometer wavelengths:
sensors we use are three orders of magnitude blue (450 nm), green (550 nm), and red (700
more sensitive than those devices. nm). From that, the AMP needed to satisfy the
Instrumentation used to measure radon is not model is calculated (Ref 5).
readily available for shipboard or aircraft use,
and is no longer commercially available. 4. The Condensation Nuclei Method
Although measuring radon may be an accurate Battalino (Ref 7) developed another method of
method for tracing an air mass, a more practical determining AMP by using condensation nuclei
and readily available method has been sought. (CN) measurements. CN monitors measure

submicron sized particles present in a specific
3. The Nephelometer Method volume of air. They count the total number of
In a method recently developed, Goroch (Ref 5) particles; there is no size distinction.
calculates the AMP by using scattering
measurements from a three wavelength In the CN method of determining the AMP,
integrating nephelometer and the aerosol size Battalino also uses the Navy Aerosol Model.
distribution equations of the Navy Aerosol The CN method equates the measured CN count
Model. In the nephelometer method (Ref 6), the to the CN count obtained by integration of the
extinction at wavelength X, resulting from the NAM size distribution spectrum over radius
presence of the aerosol distribution in an air limits specified by the particle size measurement
parcel is proportional to the Mie scattering range of the CN monitor. This leads to
efficiency integrated over the particle determination of the A1 coefficient, which is
concentration: proportional to the square of the AMP.

U(m, ) f )zr(m, mr, A J)-dr (1) Battalino developed a table with fixed ranges of

where Q is the Mie scattering efficiency, m is CN particles per cubic meter corresponding to
the complex index of refraction, r is the particle the 1 - 10 range of the AMP in the NAM. This
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method is independent of relative humidity and In the Aug/Sept 1997 experiment, radon and CN
almost completely independent of wind speed. monitors were co-located at the receiver end of
CN is an intrinsic property of the air mass, but two infrared transmission paths (labeled "IR
since the measurement depends directly on the receiver" in figure 2) at the Naval Submarine
number of particles present in the sample, Base San Diego. A nephelometer and CN
contamination of the sample by smoke or monitor were located on an instrumented boat,
exhaust from local sources is a problem. In which traveled along both the 7 km and 15 km
order to obtain accurate background aerosol transmission paths. A third CN monitor was
information, it is important to locate the CN located at the Naval Amphibious Base (marked
monitor away from particle-producing sources IR Source in figure 2). All three platforms were
such as generators, smokestacks, or car exhaust. instrumented with meteorological and aerosol

equipment. Instrumented buoys were located at
5. Comparison of Measurements the midpoints of both paths.
Characterization of the coastal air mass is one of AMPs were calculated using each of the three
the major objectives of the international effort methods: radon, nephelometer, and CN. Figure
called Electrooptical Propagation Assessment in 3 shows three time series graphs. The vertical
Coastal Environments (EOPACE) (Ref 8). axis is the AMP and the horizontal axis is the
Several intensive operational periods were Julian Day of the experiment. All three graphs
conducted in the San Diego Bay in 1996 and show the radon AMP from the Naval Submarine
1997. Figure 2 shows the location of those
experiments.

S5

Figure 2. The San Diego Bay. The transmission paths set up during the November 1996 and
Aug/Sept 1997 EOPACE experiments were instrumented at each end, and at midpoint buoys.
The ends marked "IR Receiver" and "IR Source" show the locations of meteorological equipment
at the Naval Submarine Base and Naval Amphibious Base, respectively. An instrumented boat
also traveled along both paths, and midpoint buoys were also equipped with meteorological
sensors.
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AMP (with CN at NSB)
31 Aug - 04 Sep 1997 San Diego, CA
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Figure 3. Three time series graphs of 5 days. All three graphs show the radon
AMP from the Naval Submarine Base (circle) and the nephelometer AMP from
the boat (line). The top graph shows the CN AMP (triangle) from the Sub Base
and the middle graph shows the CN AMP from the boat. Contamination from
generators and boat exhaust can be seen in the boat graph. This was
anticipated, and a relative wind monitor was located on board to assure we
used only those readings made when the relative wind was within plus or minus
300 of blowing exhaust directly behind the boat, away from our sensors on the
bow.
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Base and the nephelometer AMP from the boat. None of the methods can be called "truth" since
The only difference in the graphs is the CN AMP is not a directly measurable parameter.
AMP. The top graph shows the CN at the Sub Since there is no absolute AMP measurement,
Base and the middle graph shows the CN from we will consider an average of all three methods
the boat. The readings from the boat were at a given time to be our best estimate of the
contaminated by generators located on the boat, true air mass parameter. To assure not weighing
and by the boat exhaust itself. We therefore one method more heavily than another, we used
used a relative wind monitor on board to assure only those times where we had readings for all
that we only used readings made when the three methods. Figure 4 shows the best estimate
relative wind was within plus or minus 30' of for the 11 day period from August 25 - Sept 4,
blowing exhaust directly behind the boat, 1997. The graph is a frequency distribution; the
avoiding our sensors located on the bow. horizontal axis is the unitless air mass parameter.

The lower values indicate a marine air mass, and
The bottom graph in figure 3 shows this purged the higher numbers indicate more continental
CN AMP data from the boat. Even with this influence. The vertical axis is the number of
precaution, the CN values are still higher than observations of a particular AMP during the
those at the Sub Base where there was less period. As would be expected in a coastal
contamination. The nephelometer was not as environment with a predominately onshore flow,
affected by this problem, as can be seen by its the AMP was generally marine in nature, with
closer agreement to radon measurements, which some continental influence. The average AMP
are independent of exhaust. for the 11 day period was 2.5 with a standard

deviation of 0.89.

Instantaneous Average
3 AMP Methods 8/25-9/4, 1997

(/ 120
0 Mean 2.5

100 Std Dev .89

60 80CO
.M
o 60

.0 20
E

z 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Air Mass Parameter

Figure 4. Frequency distribution showing the best estimate of the AMP for an 11-day
period from August 25 - September 5, 1997. Since no one method is known to be any
better than the others are, we used an average of all three AMP methods for our best
estimate. The low numbers of AMP indicate a marine air mass and the higher numbers
indicate more continental influence. As would be expected in a coastal environment
with a mostly onshore flow, the AMP for this period was generally marine in nature, with
some continental influence.
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We then calculated how far each method from other craft in the bay, or the fact that CN
differed from our best estimate at each point, measures very small aerosol (down to 3 nm) and
Figure 5 shows the distribution about the therefore sees more particles than the other
instantaneous average for CN AMPs for the methods. Figures 6 and 7 show the distributions
three CN monitors located at the Naval about instantaneous averages for the radon
Submarine Base, the Amphibious Base, and the AMP and nephelometer AMP, respectively. The
boat. There is a large spread, even though the nephelometer method was closest to the best
boat data was purged as previously described. estimate.
The large spread for CN could be due to exhaust

Condensation Nuclei AMP
Distribution About Instantaneous Avg

60

50

0 A

o30
0 20.

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Difference from Instantaneous Average

- CN Boat --- CN Amphib -.- CN Sub Base

Figure 5. The differences between the instantaneous average and AMP for each
of the three CN monitors.

Radon AMP
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Ficure 6. The difference between the instantaneous averaae and the radon AMP.
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Nephelometer AMP
Distribution About Instantaneous Avg
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Figure 7. The difference between the instantaneous average and the
nephelometer AMP.

The primary question, of course, is how does deviation above and below the mean. Figure 8
this affect aerosol extinction? This can be shows that for infrared wavelengths, there is
answered by using the Navy Aerosol Model to virtually no change in the extinction, with little
calculate extinction at four wavelengths: 0.55pu, change in extinction in the visible. All three
1.06A, 3.5p, and 10. 6p. Meteorological values methods give a reasonable estimate of the air
from August 30 were typical for the period, and mass parameter, but it appears the best method
values were used from that day: wind speed of would be the nephelometer. Scattering is an
4.1 m/s, relative humidity of 85%, air intrinsic property of the aerosol itself, and
temperature of 21'C, and visibility of 25 km. nephelometers are readily available instruments.
Extinction was calculated using our AMP mean Radon monitors are scarce and CN monitors are
of 2.5, then recalculated using one standard highly affected by local contaminants.

Extinction Prediction Errors
Avg all methods: mean AMP +- 1 std dev

0.1

" 0.08

S0.06
C
O) 0.04

3 0.02

0
0.55 1.06 3.5 10.6

Wavelength (microns)

Figure 8. Extinction prediction errors for the mean AMP and plus
or minus one standard deviation. For infrared wavelengths, there
is virtually no change in extinction, and very little change in the
visible.
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Figure 9 shows a scatter diagram of the three sensitivity are scarce and no longer
methods used in another EOPACE experiment commercially available, and CN monitors are
in November 1996. The radon monitor, CN highly affected by local contaminants.
monitor and nephelometer were co-located at
the Naval Submarine Base in San Diego. The An air mass parameter gives quick, valid
nephelometer and radon methods show a high information on whether an air mass is marine or
correlation, while the CN again shows more continental in origin, and that aids researchers in
spread. determining aerosol extinction. Real-time

models depend upon speed and a valid
6. Conclusion approximation may prove more useful than an
While all three methods give a reasonable exact answer, which takes hours of computing
estimate of the air mass parameter, for this time.
particular data and location the nephelometer
method proves to be the most reliable.
Scattering is an intrinsic property of the aerosol Acknowledgements
itself, and nephelometers are readily available This work was sponsored by the United States
instruments. Radon monitors with the required Office of Naval Research, ONR-322.

Co-located Instruments
Sub Base; Nov 15-16, 1996
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Figure 9. Correlation of the nephelometer AMP & CN AMP and nephelometer AMP &
Radon AMP where all three instruments were co-located at the Naval Submarine Base San
Diego.
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DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Dion

You showed how variable the CN count could be, especially on board ship. Have you assessed contamination
by ship of nephelometer measurements, for instance, correlation between readings and ship motion/speed?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

Having only one nephelometer during these experiments, we could not do a concurrent comparison as we
could with CN. However, our data shows the nephelometer measurements were not as sensitive to the ship
contamination as were the CN measurements. This is probably due to the fact that CN monitors count
smaller particles (as low as 3 nanometers), which do not actually affect extinction at the visible wavelengths
of the nephelometer.
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PAPER No. 21

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. de Leeuw

The nephelometer seems a good instrument, but:

Why is the nephelometer not sensitive to locally produced contaminants?

The AMP is determined from the nephelometer data using NAM. Can the AMP then still be considered as an
independent parameter that can be used in NAM?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

Any contaminant that are large enough to affect the scattering at visible wavelengths will show up in the
nephelometer readings. But this instrument is relatively insensitive to the smallest aerosol. It is our
hypothesis that the exhaust from the boat has a wide particle size distribution and that while the CN measures
all of these particles, the nephelometer only measures the larger, more significant particles.

We are assuming that NAM describes the aerosol size distribution. We then need three independent
observations to determine the 3 amplitudes. In this case, the three independent observations are
nephelometer scattering AMP, average winds, and instantaneous wind speed. The nephelometer we used
produces three scattering values at three visible wavelengths. Even one of these values, along with the two
wind parameters, would be sufficient to determine the unknowns of NAM. However, we are using some of
the additional data available from this instrument to decrease the error in the determination of Al. Our
method does not use nephelometer readings to determine A2 or A3, but relies on the supporting data
including wind statistics.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: C. Wash

Can you explain the diurnal variation of the AMP in your 31 August - 4 September time series?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

The diurnal variation of the AMP is the usual case in the southern California coastal area. There is a pattern
of diurnal shift of wind direction from onshore to offshore almost every evening. So the air mass will be
primarily marine during the day and continental at night.
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Summary significantly reduces the sensor vulnerability), the
Aerosol scattering measurements were conducted effects of the environment can be significant and
aboard a small boat during EOPACE IOP-7 from 25 lead to the choice of other options.
August 1997 to 4 September 1997. Measurements
were taken with a three wavelength integrating Aerosol scattering information is often extended to
nephelometer, providing total scattering (from 70 to several wavelengths corresponding to the
1700 scattering angle) and backscattering (from 900 wavelengths of the sensors of interest. The
to 1700 scattering angle) at three wavelengths: blue wavelength dependence of the scattering and the
(450 nm), green (550 rum), and red (700 nm) size distribution of the aerosols are related, although
(Anderson et al, 1996). The measurements were in general, not uniquely. Various measures of the
obtained two meters from the surface at the bow of relation have been used from the very simplest such
the boat transiting the IOP-7 propagation path. A as the Angstrom coefficient (the power law
preliminary analysis of the scattering relates the dependence of the scattering on wavelength) to
scattering to characteristics of the size distribution various modes of an assumed size distribution. A
(Smimov et al, 1995) and the degree of continental particularly successful method has been the
versus maritime influence of the mesoscale modeling of the distribution as a combination of
atmospheric environment. The Angstrom simpler distributions (Whitby, 1973), with
coefficient was observed to vary from 1.3 to 2, coefficients relating to instantaneous wind, average
corresponding to a relatively broad size distribution, wind speed, and empirical air mass characteristics as
The Angstrom parameter is compared to that described by Gathman in the Navy Aerosol Model
calculated from observed size distributions (NAM) (Gathman, 1983, Gathman and Davidson,.
simultaneously measured aboard the boat. The 1993). This parameterization has been directly
nephelometer data are analyzed with empirical related to parameters related to Navy tactical
orthogonal functions to evaluate the independence decision aids (Goroch, 1997).
of the six data channels, and to determine the utility
and sufficiency of the several selected channels. This work examines the nephelometer

measurements as part of comprehensive
1. Introduction measurements of coastal aerosol characteristics.
Aerosol scattering is the dominant extinction The work described here analyzes the nephelometer
mechanism in the visible wavelengths, and as such data in the context of the local meteorology, and
is critical to the analysis and prediction of points out information available in the
atmospheric effects on electrooptical (EO) sensor measurements conducted.
systems. The applications of these systems are
manifold in the military context, from surveillance 2. Measurements
systems required for ship safety and target This program measured detailed environmental and
identification to automated target detection and aerosol conditions in the coastal region near the
tracking subsystems of a weapon. These systems shore of San Diego. The TSI three wavelength
are a component of the naval commander's suite of integrating nephelometer (Anderson et al., 1996)
sensors, including acoustic and electromagnetic was mounted below the deck of an 11 meter boat,
systems. While the EO systems often have with a 3 meter plastic sampling tube extending to
significant advantages (being a passive sensor the life line at the bow. The sampling intake was

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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located approximately 2 meters above the average It has been proposed that large particles (>1 micron
water line. Nephelometer data included total diameter) can dominate the nephelometer
(integrated from 7' to 1700 scattering angle) and measurements. Since most of the large particle
backward (integrated from 90' to 170' scattering scattering contribution is in the forward direction,
angle) collected at 450 (blue), 550 (green), and 700 the ratio of total scattering to backscattering
(red) nm wavelengths. The measurements were provides some information on the potential for such
collected using the standard TSI data collection contamination.
software. Meteorological measurements were
collected on the bridge, approximately 3.5 meters 4. Variation of nephelometer observations
above the surface. The met data were averaged over The preliminary analysis of the EOPACE IOP-7
1 minute intervals and saved on a laptop computer. nephelometer data has been conducted for the first 5

days of the experiment. The data sets were selected
3. Analysis from the periods during which the boat was on the
The nephelometer data were analyzed using several IOP-7 propagation path, offshore from the Coronado
techniques. The change of the size distribution can strand. The scattering coefficients for two days, 26
be described with the Angstrom parameter, which and 27 August, 1997 were found to demonstrate an
relates to the power law dependence of the interesting contrast in observations. Both days were
scattering coefficient on wavelength, characterized by negligible wind and calm seas.

"-a Meteorological observations reported elsewhere
show the two days to be quite similar in terms of

" 1 = stability and mesoscale features.

where a is the scattering coefficient, X is The nephelometer total and backward scattering
wavelength, subscripts 0 and 1 correspond to cross sections are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Both
different wavelengths, and a is the Angstrom runs were conducted at approximately the same time
coefficient (Trakhovsky and Shettle, 1987). In the of day, from 0500 to 0700 local. The scattering
case of a Junge power law particle size distribution, increases during this interval for both days. Each
the Angstrom coefficient can easily be shown to be day has a maximum toward the end of the day. The
the Junge coefficient minus one, This parameter is scattering on the 27h however is significantly
commonly related to atmospheric turbidity, since as greater than that on the 26fl. An examination of the
the coefficient increases, the ratio of large to small two figures also shows there are differences in the
particles decreases. relationships both between the scattering and

backscattering, and among the different colors.
With scattering measurements at three wavelengths,
three Angstrom coefficients can be obtained for The most evident feature of both days is the large
each pair of wavelengths. The similarity of these peak occurring toward the end of the data collection
pairs indicates how closely the particle distribution event. Figures 3 and 4 show the scattering and the
adheres to the power law distribution. ship track, with several locations identified on both

the ship track and the backscatter plots. On both
A combination of log normal distributions provides days, the ship changed from an outbound to an
a somewhat more realistic assessment of the size inbound track at the same time as the scattering
distribution (Fitzgerald, 1991; Pruppacher and Klett, showed an anomalous peak. It is expected that this
1980). The Navy Aerosol Model (NAM), has been peak corresponds to local contamination when the
successfully used to describe marine aerosols as a vessel is either stopped or changing course.
combinination of log normal distributions
(Gathman, 1983; Gathman and Davidson, 1993). The air mass parameter (AMP) was retrieved using
The coefficient of the smallest radius aerosol mode the procedure described earlier (Goroch, 1997). The
is physically related to the maritime or continental air mass parameter is shown in figures 5 and 6 for
characteristic of the air mass, and is generally retrieval techniques using each of three pairs of total
termed the air mass parameter (AMP). scattering values, and from the combination of all
Nephelometer measurements have been used to three values. The AMP is consistently greater on
retrieve the air mass parameter (Goroch, 1997; the 27th than on the 261h , consistent with the
Littfin and Goroch, 1997). observed increased scattering. Since the AMP

retrieval artificially removes the large mode aerosol,
this may indicate a problem with the scaling of the
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Figure 1. Nephelometer total and backward scattering cross sections during 26 Aug 98 ship event. Note the
backscattering cross section scale is on the right.
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Figure 2. Nephelometer total and backward scattering cross sections during 27 Aug 98 ship event
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Figure 3. Ship track during 26 Aug 98 event. Ship locations are correlated to nephelometer observations above.
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Figure 4. Ship track during 27 Aug 98 event. Ship locations are again correlated to the nephelometer
observations.
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Figure 5. Air mass parameter retrieval using pairs of channels and all channels in least
squares retrieval.
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Figure 6. Air mass parameter retrieval for 27 Aug 98.
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Figure 7. Angstrom coefficients calculated from pairs of scattering observations
on 26 Aug 98.
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Figure 8. Angstrom coefficients calculated from pairs of nepherometer
measurements on 27 Aug 97.

large aerosol component at very low wind speed. the wind speeds were quite low, and temperature
This conjecture must await analysis and comparison and humidity were similar. The scattering was
to detailed aerosol spectra. related to the air mass parameter and the coefficient

corresponding to the smallest particle mode was
Angstrom coefficients were calculated from the retrieved. Although the AMPs were low, consistent

three pairs of scattering values (figures 7 and 8). with a clear marine air mass, the differences
The Angstrom coefficients were similar to values between the two days were significant. The
expected in clean marine regions (Smimnov et al., differences in the AMP were consistent with the
1995). The values on the second day were differences in the Angstrom parameter. The
somewhat larger than the first, consistent with the Angstrom parameter was similar to the value
increasing relative concentration of larger particles. expected from a strongly maritime environment.

5. Conclusions Acknowledgments
Aerosol scattering measurements were conducted The support of the Space and Naval Warfare
off the Southern California coast during August Command (PMW-185) and the U.S. Navy Office of
1997. Comparison of two subsequent days indicates Naval Research is gratefully acknowledged.
a moderate change in aerosol conditions although
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DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. de Leeuw

Has the ANP also been retrieved from the nephelometer data for higher AMPs? And is the error then still
<1?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

In this experiment, the AMPs were all rather low. But if you refer to my reference number 6 from the SPIE
1997 Conference proceedings, you will see comparisons of AMPs as high as 9, which indicates a strong
continental influence. The agreement in the November 1996 experiment shown indicates agreement within
plus or minus 2 AMP units. While not quite as good as the plus or minus one for marine AMPs, it is certainly
good enough agreement to use accurately for IR predictions using the Navy Aerosol Model.
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SUMMARY The EOPACE program focuses on the characterization
Coastal Marine Atmospheric Boundary Layer (MABL) of aerosol and boundary layer properties in the coastal
aerosol optical depth is estimated from satellite data zone and the determination if air mass parameters in
and compared with ship-based aerosol and lidar various coastal locations can be derived, to a practical
backscatter measurements, aircraft-measured aerosol, degree, from satellite imagery. In support of this
and rawinsonde data during the EO Propagation project, several IOPs have been conducted. The
Assessment in Coastal Environments (EOPACE) combination of satellite data with several in situ
Intense Observing Period (IOP) during April 1996. In surface and aircraft data sets offers an excellent
the examined cases, satellite retrievals of aerosol opportunity to monitor significant optical depth and
optical depth and the ship and aircraft measurements aerosol changes and in the coastal zone. In addition,
were in good qualitative agreement. The ratio of quantitative comparisons can be made. The objective
visible and rear-infrared NOAA AVHRR channels of this paper is to evaluate satellite-derived aerosol
successfully depicted regions of maritime aerosol optical depths estimates using aircraft and ship-based
during the beginning and later parts of the IOP and the aerosol measurements, a ship-based lidar and
period of continental aerosol associated with the strong rawinsonde profiles of the MABL. Results from the
offshore flow of the Santa Ana event. April 1996 experiment will be presented in this paper

with additional results from the March 1997

1. INTRODUCTION experiment expected to be available at the conference.

Knowledge of the coastal MABL for the entire
battlespace is critical for modern Navy operations. To 2. SATELLITE OPTICAL DEPTH RETRIEVALS
support modem weapon and sensor systems, Radiative transfer theory provides the basis for
quantitative assessment of a number of MABL methods used to characterize aerosol properties from
properties are needed. They include: optical depth, satellite remote measurements. In a cloud-free, marine
boundary layer depth, sea surface temperature, and environment, the shortwave, solar radiation measured
surface layer temperature and moisture. These needs by a satellite radiometer is primarily the result of
are even more critical in the coastal zone with the scattering by both molecular constituents of the
sparse surface observations away from the coast and atmosphere (Rayleigh scattering) and larger suspended
the high temporal and spatial variability of littoral aerosol (Mie scattering). Corrections to solar irradiance
circulation systems. Satellite remote sensing is the of less than 5% for ozone absorption are applied and
only data source that can measure MABL properties in aerosols are assumed to be non-absorbing. In the
the coastal zone with the needed high spatial absence of sun glint, reflectance from the ocean surface
resolution. However, many of the uses of satellite data is also small and contributions to the satellite-measured
are qualitative. Quantitative satellite remote sensing radiance due to surface foam and subsurface reflection
methods need to be tested to provide these needed are accounted by empirical measurements.
littoral data.

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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For atmospheres with small optical depths such as the in the region. Polar orbiting NOAA satellite data was
clear, marine atmosphere, contributions by multiple received and processed at NPS for the period. This
scattering can be neglected. After accounting for IOP was of particular interest in that significant
Rayleigh scatter, the satellite-measured radiance can be changes in MABL properties and aerosols occurred
related to optical depth, as illustrated in Equation 1. during the measurement period.

La = 4_ Po( 4. RESULTS
0 t (After leaving port on 2 April, the RNV Point Sur moved

where L. is the measured radiance at the satellite due southward along the coast on 3 April. During this day,
to aerosol scattering at a given wavelength, Coo is the low and mid tropospheric flow was from the northwest

single scattering albedo, F0 is the incoming solar and maritime aerosols spectra dominated the MABL.

radiance at the top of the atmosphere, P is the The MABL was very deep with a thickness of

scattering phase function, y, is the scattering angle, 8a approximately 1100 m. NOAA satellite pass (not

is aerosol optical depth, and it is the cosine of the shown) from 2227 GMT 3 April showed clear

satellite zenith angle (Ref. 1). conditions along the coast. The retrieved optical depth
in this region was .25 associated with the larger-size

Durkee et al (Ref. 1) and Rouault and Durkee (Ref. 2) marine aerosol size distribution and deep MABL. The

proposed a method of parameterizing the scattering S12 ratio for this area shows small values ranging

phase function, P, based on the ratio of the aerosol between 1.7 and 1.9. These values indicate the larger,

radiance measured in channel 1 (visible) and channel 2 maritime aerosols dominate the MABL. This is

(near-IR) of the NOAA AVHRR satellite sensor. consistent with ship-based data and air trajectories for

Other recent multi-channel aerosol estimates have been this day.

presented by Veefkind, et al (Ref. 3). Because the
scattering efficiency of an aerosol distribution is Significant changes occurred in the low-level flow
wavelength dependent, scattering for a specific aerosol during the next 24 hours. Strong offshore northeasterly
population peaks when the radius of the aerosol is flow developed as illustrated in the 1000 mb streamline
nearly equal to the radiation wavelength, analysis for 0000 GMT 5 April in Figure 1. Doppler
Subsequently, radiance counts measured by the wind profilers in the region also show the development
AVHRR visible and near-IR channels will change with of a Santa Ana wind regime. The profiler at the
aerosol size distribution changes such that the ratio of Ontario airport measured NE winds in excess of 30
channel radiances will be larger for smaller size knots during the afternoon of 4 April while the coastal
particle distributions and smaller for larger size profiler at Los Angeles (LAX) airport measured north
particle distributions. Durkee et al (Ref. 1) called the and NE winds of 10-20 knots above 700 m.
ratio of the channel aerosol radiances the particle size
parameter, S12. Since S12 varies pixel by pixel over
the entire image, the scattering phase functions can be
parameterized pixel-by-pixel allowing variations in
aerosol distributions to be properly factored into the

optical depth retrieval. In addition, the S12 permits
characterization of the aerosol size properties for the
clear air in the image.

3. EOPACE IOP ... .... ....
This paper will report on the EOPACE IOP that was
conducted from 2-12 April 1996 off the Southern
California coast. During this IOP the RNV Point Sur . . ...
traversed the coastal zone with a vertical pointing 1.06
micrometer LIDAR (provided by TNO), frequent 9o0,05/0000vooo 1000 Ma

rawinsonde temperature and moisture measurements Fig. 1. 1000 mb streamlines for 0000 GMT 5 April 1996.
(provided by NPS) and surface layer aerosol Wind flow in the coastal region of the Southern California
measurements. In addition, an instrumented aircraft bight is offshore, bringing continental aerosols over the

measured aerosols and basic meteorological parameters water.
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4 April 1996, Rawinsonde: 1906 UTC, Aircratt 1853 UTC
1500 ....-
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Fig. 2. Rawinsonde for 1906 GMT and aircraft aerosol extinction data for 1853 GMT 4 April 1996. Rawinsonde was
launched from the R/V Pt. Sur and the aircraft concurrently flew a spiral vertical profile over the Pt. Sur. Plotted from left to
right is rawinsonde measured potential temperature (C), relative humidity (%), winds (kts), and aircraft measured aerosol
extinction at 0.55 microns.

Associated with this flow, an elevated layer of estimated over the entire Southern California coastal
continental aerosols was observed by ship, aircraft and area. Values range from .17 to .38. There is a distinct
satellite sensors. Figure 2 presents an aircraft profile plume of aerosols leaving the coast between Los
at 1853 GMT 4 April showing a distinct layer of Angeles and San Diego. The S12 ratio from this pass
aerosol extinction at 600-800 meters. Rawinsonde indicates a much higher ratio than 24 hours earlier.
temperature, moisture, and wind data, collocated with Values range from 2.9 to 3.1 indicating small aerosol
the aircraft extinction data, are also included in this sizes, typical of continental sources, are dominating the
figure. These winds show NE winds in this layer of 15 region. This is consistent with the lidar and aircraft
to 20 knots. Figure 3 presents a timesection. of data discussed earlier.
backscatter from the TNO mini lidar aboard the RNV
Point Sur. The emitter is a 60 mJoule Nd/YAG laser On April 5 the RIV Point Sur moved southeastward
and lidar returns are averaged over 10 minute periods, toward the plume observed by the NOAA satellite on 4
Data from 4 April shows strong backscatter return in a April. Subsidence associated with the offshore flow
layer from 400 to 700 m. The layer of strong was quite intense this day and the MABL depths were
backscatter is in agreement with the high extinction very shallow, less than 100 m. Aircraft profiles and
values from the aircraft. ship-based lidar (Fig. 3) continue to show aerosols in

the lowest 1000 km. The aircraft data does not show a
The NOAA satellite data from 2216 GMT 4 April is distinct layer of elevated extinction, but small values of
presented in Figure 4. High values of optical depth are aerosol extinction are present throughout the lowest
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Fig. 3. Backscatter from the TNO mini lidar aboard the RN Point Suir for 00 GMT 3 April -00 GMT 8 April
1996. The emitter is a 60 mJoule Nd/YAG laser and returns are averaged over 10 main periods.

Fig. 4. Optical depth estimated from NOAA AVHRR data for 2216 GMT 4
April 1996. The RN Point Stir ship track is indicated by the blue line.
Rawinsonde launch locations are denoted by the red dots.
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1 km. Satellite data for 2205 GMT 5 April (not At this time, quantitative data from the lidar of aerosol
shown) indicated lower values of optical depth (.15 to extinction are not available. Therefore, a more
.25) but the remnant of the plume is still detectable. quantitative assessment of satellite versus in situ data is

not available. This will be a major priority in future
The ship steamed though the plume location between studies with this and other IOP data sets.
15 and 24 GMT 5 April. The stronger lidar
backscatter values at that time (Fig. 3) are consistent The new generation of geostationary satellite, GOES-9,
with the satellite data. The S12 ratio continues to be was operating over the West Coast at this time. The
high indicating smaller, continental aerosols over the higher radiometric resolution from GOES-9 sensors
coastal zone. In addition, Doppler wind profilers in provide the opportunity to retrieve aerosol depth.
the region also show the strengthening of this Santa GOES-9 data from this period will be used to add to
Ana regime. The profiler at Ontario airport showed the temporal resolution of the satellite data for this
NE winds between 25 and 40 knots in the lowest 500 period. In particular, GOES data should be able to
m during the afternoon of the 5 April while the coastal monitor the development of the aerosol plume on 4
profiler at LAX airport showed N wind of 20 knots April.
below 700 m.
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aerosol early in the day, but the significant decrease in Davidson, NPS, Michael H. Smith and Martin K. Hill,aersoleary i th da, bt he ignficnt ecrasein Centre for Marine Atmospheric Sciences, Universit of
backscatter at the end of the day is consistent with the C ty

Sunderland, Sunderland, United Kingdom, andreturn of Westerly flow and a marine air mass. Kathleen Littfin, SPAWAR Systems Center, San
On 7-8 April, the Point Sur traversed around San Diego, CA, for sharing data and their expertise.
Clemente and Santa Catalina Islands and then returned EOPACE coordination and direction is provided by Dr.

ClernenteRandeSantafCatalinaPIslandssandsthentreturne
near the coast, south of Long Beach, on its way to San D. R. Jensen for the SPAWAR Systems Center, San

Diego. During this period the offshore flow ceased, the Diego, CA.

MABL deepened to 300 m, with NW low-level winds.
This was accompanied by more low-level cloudiness in 7. REFERENCES
the MABL. In the clear areas, optical depth values 1. Durkee, P. A., F. Pfeil, E. Frost, and R. Shema,
decreased to .10 to .15 and the S12 ratio decreased 1991. Global analysis of aerosol particle
indicating the return of maritime aerosols in the characteristics. Atmos. Env., 25A, 2457-2471.
MABL. This was confinned by in situ measurements
aboard the R/V Point Sur. 2. Rouault, M. and P. A. • Durkee, 1992.

Characterization of aerosols from satellite remote

5. CONCLUSIONS sensing. In Nucleation and Atmospheric Aerosols,

During this IOP satellite retrievals of aerosol optical 357-360, N. Fukuta and P. E. Wagoner (Eds), A.

depth and the ship and aircraft measurements were in Deepak Publishing.

good qualitative agreement. The NOAA satellite S12 3 Veefkind, J. P., G. de Leeuw, and P. A. Durkee,
ratio successfully depicted regions of maritime aerosol 1997. American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting,
during the beginning and later parts of the IOP and the December 1997, San Francisco, CA.
period of continental aerosol associated with the strong
offshore flow of the Santa Ana event.
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SUMMARY were measured both ashore and on a ship to assess the influ-
The aerosol production in the surf zone, as determined from ence of the surf on the aerosol concentrations close to the
measurements, at two sites along the California coast is pre- shoreline indicated that the surf was unimportant2 .
sented. The data used were collected during three EOPACE However, during the ONR (Office of Naval Research) aerosol
(Electro-Optical Propagation Assessment in Coastal Envi- workshop in Monterey, in May 1994, a simple calculation by
ronments) measurement campaigns in 1996 and 1997. Particle Monahan (UCONN), showed the possible impact of the aero-
counters were deployed at both the end and the base of two sol produced in the surf zone3. This calculation was based on
piers which extended into the ocean, beyond the surf zone. aerosol production by a whitecap, and a realistic assumption
For winds from the sea, a clear increase in aerosol concentra- as regards the equivalent whitecap coverage of the surf zone
tion was measured, between the particle counters at the end and its horizontal extent. The importance of this (then hypo-
and the base of the piers. Aerosol concentrations were meas- thetical) effect was recognised and included as an applied re-
ured at the base of the piers at three heights, which allowed search topic into EOPACE (Electro-Optical Propagation As-
for the estimation of the aerosol production in the surf zone. sessment in Coastal Environment), the work programme of
Taking into account the different whitecap ratios, the surf which was formulated in the following year4. EOPACE
zone aerosol source function derived from the data compares started in October 1995. Three Surf experiments (Surf-i, 2
well with previously reported open-ocean source functions, in and 3) were conducted as part of EOPACE to determine the
agreement with the common bubble (film and jet drops) ori- production of aerosol over the surf, in a variety of environ-
gin. Wind speeds measured during the experiments were up to mental conditions at coastal sites in California: La Jolla, near
about 9 mis; therefore, the source function presented here ap- San Diego, in January/February 1996 (Surf-I) and in March
plies to the bubble part of the source spectrum only. Infra-red 1997 (Surf-3), and in Moss Landing, Monterey Bay (March
extinction coefficients were computed from the aerosol con- 1996, Surf-2). The final goal of these experiments was to pro-
centrations, using a Mie scattering code. Extinction values vide an assessment of the effect of the surf on electro-optical
may be up to two orders of magnitude larger than in the un- propagation in a coastal environment. It was a common effort
perturbed oceanic air mass; the vertical gradients in extinction of several research groups from the USA, the UK and The
are also much stronger than those reported for open-ocean Netherlands involving measurements of aerosols, bubbles and
conditions. A simple aerosol dispersion model, using ob- meteorological parameters including turbulence and visibility,
served surf zone aerosol production rates, predicts that air as well as laser visualisation of the aerosol plumes over the

4masses up to several km from the surf zone may be signifi- surf and spectral transmission measurements4.
cantly affected by the surf-produced aerosol. For winds from
land, this proves the importance of the surf zone in assessing In this paper, results are presented from the analysis of data
the performance of electro-optical systems in coastal areas. collected by TNO Physics and Electronics Laboratory (TNO-

FEL) and the University of Sunderland (CMAS) in the three
1. INTRODUCTION EOPACE Surf experiments, extending the work presented by
Aerosols in the marine atmospheric boundary layer and their de Leeuw et al.s. Other results were presented by Gathman &
effects on a variety of processes have been investigated in the Smith6 .
past decades by various research groups. One of the effects of The present analysis shows that, over the surf, the aerosol
the maritime aerosol that has attracted attention was their in- concentrations may increase by up to two orders of magni-
fluence on the propagation of electro-magnetic radiation at tude, depending on the height above sea level and aerosol
wavelengths in the atmospheric transmission windows in the size. The largest increase is observed for aerosols with di-
IR 1, both for military applications and, more recently, also for ameters of about 10 ýtm (the-largest aerosol in the present,
climate. Until the 1990's, the open ocean was considered corrected data set).
most important. However, many experiments were conducted The vertical aerosol concentration gradients observed during
with the instrumentation ashore. The effect of the nearby surf the surf experiments provided the necessary data to measure
zone was considered negligible. Experiments where aerosols the aerosol production in the surf zone. A clear dependence

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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on wind speed was observed, with higher fluxes observed at 2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
higher wind speeds, probably resulting from more efficient
upward turbulent transport. Taking into account the different
whitecap area between the surf zone and the open ocean, the
aerosol source function derived here agrees well with previ- The measurements were performed at the piers of the Scripps

ously reported source functions for open-ocean conditions, Institute of Oceanography (SIO), La Jolla, San Diego (Surf-i

for aerosol sizes up to about 10 gim, in agreement with the and Surf-3) and Moss Landing, Monterey (Surf-2). At both

common origin, i.e., breaking waves. The present data set locations, sea breeze conditions govern the wind pattern:

does not cover the spume domain, as the wind speeds did not winds from land during the night and early morning, light

exceed 9 m/s. winds from sea during the afternoon. Aerosol probes were in-

The infrared (IR) extinction coefficients calculated from the stalled at both ends of the piers to exploit these conditions.

aerosol size distributions similarly show an increase of up to For winds from sea, data from one of three particle counters

two orders of magnitude over the surf zone. Extinction gradi- at the end of the piers provided background size distribution

ents are presented and compared with results for open-ocean in the well-mixed air mass before it entered the surf zone. At

conditions. Estimates of the effect of the increased extinction the base of the piers, three particle counters measured the in-

on transmission across the surf are presented for on-shore crease in aerosol concentration due to production in the surf
winds. For off-shore winds, an extensive study, involving ad- zone, at different heights above sea level. The production inwind. Fr of-sorewins, n exensve tud, ivolingad- the surf zone can be estimated from the vertical gradient
vection of the surf-produced aerosol and size-dependent dis- the sfna e esimterom thevertical gae
persion and deposition, is necessary for the assessment of the measured by the three counters. Standard meteorological pa-
surf effect on the performance of EO systems, along lines of reters (emperatureihum prss wn speed andi
sight that intersect the surf zone. Estimates of the horizontal rection) were recorded at various positions on the piers. Table
extent of the surf produced aerosol in off-shore winds are de- 1 lists the most important instruments and their locations.
rived with a simple dispersion model. In future work, a more
comprehensive model will be applied to this problem.

Instrument Type Position Average height Parameter measured
above mean sea
surface

PMS1 ASAS-300A and Base of Pier 12 m (Surf-1,3) Aerosol size distribution
CSAS-100-HV 7 m (Surf-2) 0.16-32 .gm

PMS2 CSASP-200 Base of Pier 15 m (Surf-1,3) Aerosol size distribution
11.2 m (Surf-2) 0.2-20 pm

PMS3 CSASP-100-HV Base of Pier 7 m (Surf-1,3) Aerosol size distribution
5 m (Surf-2) 0.5-47 pm

PMS4 FSSP-100 End of Pier 11 m (Surf-1,3) Aerosol size distribution
6 m (Surf-2) 0.5-47 p.m

Rotorod Variable 1-9 m (Surf-1,3) Aerosol size distribution
1-6 m (Surf-2) D>13 plm

BMS Variable -0.36 m Bubble size distribution
D>30 p.m

Sonic anemometer Solent research type various various Wind speed and direction (20 Hz) &
turbulence;
Turbulence profiles & wave effects on
air flow

Cup anemometer Thies Base of Pier 12.5 m (Surf-1,3) Wind speed
11.5 m (Surf-2)

Wind vane Thies Base of Pier 12.8 m (Surf-l,3) Wind direction
11.5 m (Surf-2)

Rotronic MP440 Base of Pier 12 m (Surf-1,3) Air temperature & RH
7 m (Surf-2)

Rotronic MP440 Base of Pier 13.2 m (Surf-l,3) Air temperature & RH
11.2 m (Surf-2)

Nephelometer Base of Pier 12 m (Surf-i,3) Aerosol scattering
7 m (Surf-2)

Pyranometer Kipp Base of Pier 12 m (Surf-l,3) Irradiation
6.6 m (Surf-2)

Rain detector Base of Pier Rain occurrence
Barometer Honeywell 142PC30A Base of Pier 11 m Atmospheric pressure

Table 1. Instrumentation used during the Surf experiments. Aerosol sizes refer to the diameters measured.
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pier base measured similar aerosol concentrations (as ex-
pected) and the surf generation was visible as an enhancement

2.2 Particle counter (inter)calibration of the concentrations measured with pms4.
All particle counters were size calibrated with particles with No clear dependence of the aerosol concentration on mete-
well-defined diameters. To remove any remaining differences orological parameters other than wind direction and wind
among the instruments, a instrument comparison test was speed are apparent from figure 1. It is expected that signifi-
performed prior to the Surf-1 and Surf-3 experiments. During cant wave height and wave period are key elements in the
the test, all particle counters were operated for several days at aerosol production, but no clear correlation has been found.
the same location. The size distributions measured during this Although variations in these parameters were relatively small
period were averaged to obtain a common mean, and inter- during the experiments, significant variations in the width and
instrument correction curves were defined as the deviation of activity in the wave breaking zone were observed. The text in
each instrument from this common mean. These correction the middle panel in figure 1 gives a rough indication of the
curves were applied to the data of the subsequent experi- rigour or activity in the surf zone. The first two days of the
ments. Surf-1 experiment a 'normal' surf zone was observed of about
Unfortunately, there was no such instrument comparison pe- 100 m wide. During day 26 the surf zone gradually narrowed
riod prior to the Surf-2 experiment. Instead, correction curves and whitecapping decreased, but, due to a simultaneous in-
were obtained from the Surf-2 data directly. It was assumed crease in wind speed and concurrent enhanced transport, this
that the data from the counters at the base of Moss Landing is not readily visible in the aerosol concentrations at the pier's
represent the true size distributions (these counters had been base.
calibrated at the laboratory with aerosol of known size distri-
butions). The difference between the data from pms4 (at the The aerosol gradients, as derived from the data presented in
end of the pier) and pmsl (at the pier base, at comparable figure 1, show a peculiar feature. The concentrations are
height) is then equal to the pms4 instrument correction minus highest at the lowest sampling point of about 7 m above sea
the surf effect for onshore winds, while for winds from land level (pms3), and then decrease with height. However, in on-
this difference equals the instrument correction plus the surf shore winds, the concentrations at 12 m were often observed
effect. Hence, the instrument correction factor for pms4 can to be somewhat lower than at 15 m. The particle counters at
be obtained from the average difference between pmsl and 12 m were mounted above the deck of the pier (pmsl).
pms4, for both onshore and offshore winds. Correction curves In contrast, the more detailed profiles of giant particles
for pms4 that were obtained in this way showed a smooth de- (D> 3 gm), measured with the Rotorod rotating impaction
pendence on aerosol size. samplers, do not show a decrease in aerosol concentration

near the pier deck. The Rotorod samples were taken at height
3. AEROSOL CONCENTRATIONS intervals of I m, requiring about 20 minutes for a complete
Figure 1 presents part of the data set, showing clearly the ef- profile. It is noted that the Rotorod profiles were measured at
fect of the surf zone on the aerosol concentrations. The lower some distance from the Pier (upwind), whereas the data pre-
part in figure 1 shows concentrations of particles with a di- sented in figure 1 for the 12 m level were measured with
ameter of 5 pm, during the first four days of the Surf-1 ex- pmsl mounted at about 1.5 m above the pier deck on a
periment (January 24 through 27, 1996). These concentrations wooden box, near the railing.
are relative to the concentrations measured by the particle It is presumed that heating of the Pier deck by solar radiation
counter at the pier end which, for westerly (onshore) winds, resulted in the observed reduction in relative humidities,
represent the background aerosol. Also presented in figure 1 which in turn induced a shift in the particle size distribution
are meteorological parameters such as air temperature, rela- to smaller diameters. Hence, the observed concentrations will
tive humidity, wind speed, wind direction and wave height have been smaller, thus causing the dip in the concentration
and period, profile at 12 m. This view is supported by the observation that

during offshore winds the concentrations showed the ex-
Wind speed was generally low, usually less than 2 m/s with pected decrease with height (cf. figure 1, usually between 8
occasional short periods of higher wind speeds of up to 4 m/s. p.m. and 11 a.m.). The kink Was observed only during the af-
These wind speeds are still too small to cause significant pro- ternoon, when the Pier deck was warm. Indeed, the humidity
duction of sea spray aerosol over the open ocean. The wind and temperature sensors mounted close to the box at heights
direction followed the general sea breeze pattern, with off- of 12 and 13.2 m above sea level, showed significant differ-
shore winds (easterly wind directions) during the night and ences (in fact the relatively low humidities and high tem-
morning, quite suddenly changing to onshore flow late in the peratures near the box were the reason for having a second
morning and back to offshore before sunset. Relative humid- sensor somewhat further away from the pier surface).
ity varied between 70% and 100%, while air temperatures
were between 8 *C and 17 °C. Significant wave height varied 4. SURF ZONE AEROSOL SOURCE FUNCTION
between 0.5 and 1.5 mn, and the wave period slowly decreased The data presented in the previous section can be used to es-
from 11 s in the first few days, to 5 s around day 28 (after timate the aerosol production in the surf zone. Combining the
which it increased to more than 15 S). data from the three surf experiments, wind speeds up to about
As expected, an obvious correlation is observed between the 9 m/s are covered.
aerosol concentration and wind direction. During westerly An example of the effect of the surf on the aerosol size distri-
winds, a strong increase in aerosol content with respect to the butions is presented in figure 2, showing aerosol size distri-
background was observed. The concentrations varied signifi- butions measured simultaneously with all four aerosol count-
cantly among the three probes, the highest concentrations ers in on-shore wind. The difference between the data from
measured by pms3 which was situated closest to the sea sur- pms4 (representing the background concentration) and the
face. When the wind was from land, the three probes at the data from the counters downwind from the surf can be
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Figure 1. Relative aerosol concentrations (diameter 5 pm) and relevant meteorological parameters during the first four days of the
Surf-I experiment. The bottom panel shows aerosol concentrations (in 10log format) at the base of the Scripps Pier relative to
those from the particle counter at the end of the Pier (pms4): l'log(pmsl,2,3) - 1l1og(pms4). For onshore winds (westerly
winds, during the afternoons), pms4 measured the aerosol concentration in the well-mixed air mass before it enters the surf
zone. The upper panels show the various meteorological and wave parameters measured during the campaign. Parameters
plotted on the left hand side axes are plotted as solid lines, those on the right hand side axes are plotted as dotted lines. There is
a strong correlation of aerosol concentration with wind direction. During winds from sea, aerosol concentration may be up to
100 times higher than in the air mass unaffected by the surf zone. In the middle panel (showing tide, or distance to the water
line) the rigour of the surf is indicated. The declining activity in the surf zone on day 26 cannot be readily correlated with a de-
crease in aerosol concentrations at the pier's base, due to a simultaneous increase in wind speed.

attributed entirely to generation in the surf zone. The surf ef- speeds up to 2 m/s. The data clearly show the variation of the
fect on the aerosol content is largest for large diameters, as aerosol concentration with height, with gradients increasing
can be seen in figure 2. with particle size. The concentrations near 12 m are not
To obtain an estimate of the overall production in the surf, the shown, for reasons discussed above. The results in figure 3
surf contributions to the aerosol concentrations were averaged suggest that at the base of the pier the surf-produced aerosol
for all periods of on-shore winds during three surf experi- extends to heights of about 30 m. This height compares well
ments. The results for the Surf-1 and Surf-3 experiments are with lidar observations of the surf-produced aerosol plumes
shown in figure 3, for diameters of 1, 5 and 10 pLm and wind (R. Philbrick, unpublished results). It should be stressed that
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mic, which is expected for an equilibrium situation7 . Obvi-
' I 'ously, close to the source there will be no equilibrium be-

4 - PMS3 (6 m) tween production and removal. However, the limited data that
PMS 1 (12 in) are presently available do not allow for a more sophisticated

3 ..... PMS2 (15 m) approach.

2 The horizontal aerosol flux downwind from the surf zone
dF/dD is given by the expression

0 d" Zmax(dNz, dN D'd( .D ) u (z,-D) g (D) d z

f -..

- -2 where dN/dD is the aerosol concentration as a function of
height z and aerosol diameter D, dN/dDbg the concentration in
the well-mixed air before it enters the surf zone, u the wind

-4 speed at the base of the pier and L the width of the wave
breaking zone. The background concentration, for onshore

-5 I I winds, is measured with the particle counter at the pier's end,
-1 0 1 2 pms4. dN/dD(zZ) is obtained by fitting a logarithmic profile

log( Diameter) to the data measured at the base of the pier, as explained
above. The aerosol numbers are integrated between sea level

Figure 2. Typical aerosol size distribution (cmp3/tm) meas- and the height at which the concentrations have returned to
ured during onshore winds. The surf-produced aerosol the background value (Z,,ax). In figure 3 the area over which
causes higher concentrations at pmsl-3. This effect is larger the 1 pm particles are integrated is indicated by the shaded
for larger diameters. area. The horizontal flux over the beach near the base of the

pier is obtained by multiplying the aerosol number by the
wind speed u. The additional assumption is made that this

I 1 flux is due completely to production in the surf zone, and,
therefore, that the vertically integrated horizontal flux over

M 1.0 mu the beach equals the vertical flux integrated over the whole
" 5.0 mu surf zone. Thus, particle deposition between the surf zone and
A 10.0 mu the pier base is ignored. A division by the width of the surf

e 2 - zone L normalises the surface flux to a value independent of

"" L (units m 2
slPm').

E Figure 4 shows the aerosol number and volume fluxes, ob-
SII tained from data from the Surf-1 and Surf-3 experiments at

wind speeds up to about 9 m/s. The aerosol sizes represent the
size upon formation derived from the relation between r8o
(radius at 80% humidity) and ro (radius upon formation),
2r8o = ro(Ref. 8). The humidity during the Surf experiments
was never significantly different from 80% during onshore

.. .. .winds.
Background Figure 4 shows that the surface flux of particles of 0.8 pm in

diameter increases by about a factor of 10 between the lowest
SIand the highest wind speeds. For larger particles the wind

5 10 15 20 speed effect appears to be smaller. Since the suspension is
Height above sea (m) more efficient at higher wind speeds, i.e. larger particles re-

main airborne longer 9, this finding suggests that fewer larger

Figure 3. Average increase in aerosol concentrations, for wind particles would be produced at higher winds. This suggestion

speeds up to 2 m/s during the Surf-1 and Surf-3 experi- seems unlikely and hence the observed wind speed effect on
ments. Shown are averages of concentrations at two heights the surface flux of the largest particles is probably an artefact

at the base of the Scripps pier, relative to the background which may be caused by the statistics in the measurements of

concentration. Aerosol concentration increases sharply to- the largest particles. Wave height (and, hence, surf activity) is

wards sea level, with gradients increasing with particle assumed independent of wind speed, which is a reasonable
size.. The shaded area corresponds with the number of 1 pm assumption for the relatively low wind speeds encountered
particles generated in the surf zone. Data shown are from during the experiments and the sea-breeze conditions at La
pms2 (7 m height) and pms3 (15 m height). Jolla.

The volume flux shows a clear maximum at a diameter of just
over 10 pim. This finding is consistent with the bubble origin

figure 3 shows the enhancement of the aerosol concentrations of the aerosol since the peak concentration of jet drops is ex-
downwind from the surf zone. pected near 10 pm'0 . The data in figure 4 (top) do not show a
Data like those in figure 3 are used to estimate the total num- clear wind speed dependence of the position of this
ber of aerosol produced by the surf, as a function of aerosol
size. It is assumed that the aerosol height profile is logarith-
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I O'Muircheartaigh" give an empirical relation between the
-9 open-ocean whitecap coverage and wind speed

Aerosol volume
A(W)= 3.84.10-

6 U13.4 1

10

-10 with A(W) the fraction of sea surface covered by whitecaps,
a and U10 the wind speed at 10 m height. According to this re-
2 lation, the whitecap coverage at 20 m/s wind speed is about

10%. For a proper comparison between the open-ocean and
surf aerosol source functions, the source function found in

2 this study is divided by a factor of 10. The results are shown

"2 in figure 5, together with the aerosol source function obtained
"from the Surf-2 (Monterey) data. For the Surf-2 experiment, aS• 2-4 m/s

-12 surf width of 30 m was assumed. Error bars for the Surf-2
->6 m/s source function are larger, due to the smaller data set.

The two surf source functions obtained in the present study
,, I I compare well with the open-ocean source of Miller13 . TheO 1 2 bubble part of the Monahan et al.Y4 source function also

agrees well with the Surf-1,2,3 source functions. The sharp
increase in the source function of Monahan et al.1 4 near a di-
ameter of 20 pm is due to spume drops. The fluxes predicted

Aerosol number by the source function of Smith et al.1S, also shown in figure
7 5, are too low in the size range considered here.

Recent studies by Petelski & Chomka16 and Chomka & Petel-
ski17 provide a comparison with aerosol production in the surf
zone at a location on the Baltic coast; their fluxes (several

26

i-9

0 02- m/s

s • Miller

". >6 /. .. Monahan et al.
. ....... Smith et al.

4 -10 0 Surf-1+3

A Surf-2
0 1 2

log(Diameter) (mu)

Figure 4. Aerosol fluxes dF/dD(D) from Surf-I and Surf-3 i

data. Top: aerosol volume (m31m2ls/pm); bottom: aerosol 2 -1
number (/m2/s/pm) produced in the surf zone. The data have
been arranged as a function of wind speed. The diameter
refers to the diameter upon production.

maximum, in accordance with the assumed bubble origin of 2 -12 . '"'1
the aerosol. -12i

The aerosol source function as presented in figure 4 is valid
for the surf conditions near the SIO Pier. Extrapolation to
other locations requires knowledge on the physical mecha-
nisms determining the surf characteristics and their effects on
the production of sea spray aerosol. Efforts are underway to
describe these effects (see below). -13
Assuming a 100% whitecap cover in the surf zone'1 , the surf -1 0 1
data can be related to open ocean conditions and compared log( radius at formation) (mu)
with published results on the surface source function. Such
data were compiled by Andreas et al.12. These data are repro- Figure 5. Aerosol source functions. The surf zone aerosol
duced in figure 5. All source functions in figure 5 apply to a source function, corrected for whitecap ratio of 10% (wind
wind speed of 20 m/s; comparison with the surf aerosol speed 20 m/s), as derived from the Surf-1,3 and Surf-2 ex-
source function in Figure 4 requires a correction for the dif- periments have been inserted. There is good agreement with
ference in whitecap coverage between the surf and open the source function of Miller13 and Monahan et al.14. Also
ocean at a wind speed of 20 m/s. Monahan & shown is the source function of Smith et al.15.
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Figure 6. Extinction coefficients (ca in km') computed from the aerosol data in figure 1, for wavelengths 0.69, 1.06 and 10.6 pm.
Not shown are data from pmsl, for reasons discussed in the text.

hundreds of pg/mr2/s) are of the same order of magnitude as tion gradient in the surf zone, as a function of both wave-
those presented here, integrated over the size range in the fig- length and wind speed.
ures. Figure 7 shows the mean extinction profiles derived from the

Surf-I and Surf-3 data, as a function of wind speed. The ex-
5. IR EXTINCTION PROFILES. tinction profiles in figure 7 are shown up to the height where
Extinction coefficients at five wavelengths in the visible and the background extinction is attained (between 20 - 40 m
infra-red (IR) atmospheric transmission windows were com- above mean sea level). The background extinction coeffi-
puted from the aerosol size distributions using a Mie1 8 code. cients vary between 0.1 and 0.01 km1. The profiles do not
Results for wavelengths of 10.6, 1.064 and 0.69 pm are show that this background extinction value increases with in-
shown in figure 6, for the same period as in figure 1. The data creasing wind speed, as would be expected.
from pmsl are not shown, because they were affected by the In contrast with the open ocean, where aerosol production is
hot pier surface. The surf effect is obvious in figure 6, with more directly related to wind speed, surf zone production may
significant vertical gradients during the afternoons, when the be high, even for low wind speeds, resulting in significant ex-
extinction behind the surf zone was up to two orders of mag- tinction gradients to heights of 20 to 40 m above sea level.
nitude larger than over the open ocean. This effect is most Whereas Gathman19 found a ratio between the extinction at 10
pronounced for the longer wavelengths. Note that the effect of m and I m above mean sea level of only about a factor of 1.5,
the surf on the extinction is present not only for winds from in these data this ratio ranges from 2 (6-8 m/s wind speed) to
sea (during the afternoons), but also for winds from land. almost 10 (0-2 m/s wind speed) just downwind from the surf
During the nights and mornings, the extinction at 7 and 15 m zone. At 5 m above mean sea level, the extinction coefficient
above sea level was similar, but the extinction at the end of in the air just downwind from the surf zone is about a factor
the pier (pms4) was consistently higher. Effects of water va- of 60 (0-2 m/s winds) to 6 (6-8 m/s winds) higher than just
pour are not included in these calculations. Due to evapora- upwind from the surf zone (derived from the data from pms4).
tion, the water vapour concentrations may also have been en- The data show little dependence of the extinction gradient on
hanced over the surf, thus increasing the IR absorption. wavelength. The strong correlation with wind speed is further
Extinction profiles for open-ocean conditions, show an emphasised in figure 8, which presents-the average extinction
(expected) increase of extinction coefficients towards the sea gradient versus wind speed. The values show the behaviour
surface19. Whereas at the open-ocean almost zero gradients expected for the case of a strong, nearby surface source of
were observed for the lowest wind speeds, stronger gradients aerosol, with increasing dilution for higher wind speeds.
occurred for moderate (4-7 m/s) winds, while at high winds
the aerosols were well-mixed throughout the surface layer, re-
sulting in negligible extinction gradients. Data such as those
shown in figure 6 allow the estimation of the average extinc-
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' I I ' I '6.1 Winds from sea
In this case, only the aerosol produced in the surf zone and

9 0-2 m/s transported across the shoreline up to the point where the
- 2-4 m/s electro-optical sensor system is situated needs to be taken into

4 4-6 m/s account. Consider a transmission path of 10 km length,

0 -- 6-8 m/s crossing a surf zone with an effective width of 300 m
obliquely. Assume that the background extinction coefficient

is 0.05 km-1 (the average background value in figure 7), while
X" the extinction over the effective surf is enhanced by a factor

that varies between 3 and 300. Transmission losses, relative to
the situation where the surf has no influence of the extinction,
were calculated as a function of the angle of incidence of the
path through the surf zone. The results are shown in figure 9.
The curves are labelled with the enhancement factor of the

-2 extinction coefficient in the surf zone: '10' corresponds to a
surf zone in which the extinction is 10 times higher than in

I ,I , the unperturbed air mass. The figure shows that the increase

0 10 20 30 40 of the aerosol extinction over only the surf zone, by realistic

Height above mean sea level (m) values of about 2 orders of magnitude (see figure 6), causes
rather dramatic losses in transmission.

Figure 7. Profiles of log(extinction) versus height above mean
sea level; the unit of extinction is km1. Curves are shown 6.2 Off-shore winds
for four wind speed intervals; the wavelength is 4.0 pm. In off-shore winds, the effect of the surf on the transmission
Data used are from the Surf-I and Surf-3 experiments, for may be much more serious, as the surf-produced aerosol may
winds from sea only. be transported over considerable distances. Hence they may

influence the extinction along the entire transmission path. In
the following, a simple aerosol model is applied in a first at-
tempt to estimate the down-wind dispersion of the surf-

-0.00produced aerosol and the resulting effect on extinction.T As a first approximation of the dispersion of aerosol produced
in the surf zone, the diffusion equation for a line source in a

- 0.05simplified atmosphere is solved analytically. The application
-0.05 Iof a line source model is justified by considering the surf as a

I source with a relatively small vertical extent (maximum 30 m,
Ias derived from data as displayed in figure 7, situated along

P the coast line. With this hypothesis, the model was formulated
-0.10 for aerosols emitted from a continuous crosswind line source

9 located at the land-sea transition. The mean concentration

downwind from a line source at a height h is given byC
-0.15 -[ (z2 2

) = 2 exp - ,
- , I , I , I I Iz u

2 4 6 8
wind speed (m/s) where x is the downwind distance from the source, z the

Figure 8. Extinction profile slope as function of wind speed. measuring height, u the mean wind speed, q the source

Shown are the slopes of the profiles from figure 7. strength, 1.,,, is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
of order -1/2. 0-2=2K, x/u, where a- is the vertical dispersion
coefficient and Kz is the vertical turbulence coefficient. The

6. AEROSOL DISPERSION wind speed and the vertical turbulence coefficient are as-
The extinction coefficients in figures 6, 7 and 8 apply only to sumed constant with height2 °.
the base of the pier. For an assessment of the effect of surf- Particle deposition is taken into account by modifying the
generated aerosol on the performance of electro-optical sys- source strength q(x) with a reduction term which is dependent
tems for lines of sight intersecting the surf zone, path- on the distance from the source2l

integrated (and range-dependent) extinction or transmission
needs to be taken into account.
Two examples are presented which show the effect of the
surf-produced aerosol on the transmission for both on-shore
winds and winds from land.
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measured at an average distance of 50 m downwind from the
surf, in wind speeds that usually did not exceed 2 m/s. Hence,

1.0 the surf was mainly due to swell. Also, the data in figure 1
3 show that, in off-shore winds, the concentrations of the aero-

sols at the end of the pier are appreciably enhanced over those

0.8 - measured at the base of the pier, which in fact is due to the
enhancement of the concentrations by the surf production.
The model was derived with the assumption that the wind

•,0.6 speed and the vertical turbulence coefficient are constant with
height. Although this leads to errors only at short distances

M -(up to about 500 m) from the source23, this calculation should
"• 0.4 only be regarded as a first attempt to estimate the influence of

surf-produced aerosol. In the future, more comprehensive
models will be applied to take into account the vertical extent

,* 0.2 of the aerosol, the wind profile and associated vertical mixing,
as well as other potential processes in the marine boundary

300 layer that may affect the aerosol, other than advection, disper-
sion and deposition.
The effect on extinction can be found with this model, as the

angle of incidence (degrees) concentrations as a function of height and distance from the

surf zone can be computed. In general, it can be expected that
Figure 9. Path-integrated extinction losses in on-shore wind, the strong extinction gradients observed near the surf zone

plotted as function of the angle between the transmission gradually disappear as the air mass moves away from the surf
path and the normal to the shore line. The total length of the zone and becomes better mixed. Figure 10 shows that at a
transmission path is 10 km, the effective width of the surf distance of 25 km, concentrations may be as high as 10% of
zone is 300 m. The labels indicate the extinction in the surf the concentrations measured just downwind from the surf
zone: '10' represents a surf zone in which the extinction is zone.
10 times higher than the background value. Background
extinction is set to 0.05 km-1.

10urn

2 "12( vd 1.00E+06

q(x) x dz
q ( 0)• I" __o

.o 1.00E+04 "

where Vd is the wind speed dependent particle deposition ve- C
locity. The model applies only in neutral conditions. Deposi- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ]
tion velocities were calculated using the expression of Slinn 1.00E+03 I
and Slinn 22. 0 200 400 600 800 1000

distance tm)

The average concentrations derived from the Surf-I data were

used as input to the model. To account for the vertical extent
of the surf, these concentrations were extrapolated to heights 1Oum
of 1-30 m, and the model was applied for a series of release
heights, with the receptor point fixed at a single level of 10 m. 1.OOE+06

The concentrations arriving at the receptor point from the ,
various release heights were then integrated to obtain the ac- 2 1.OOE+05

tual concentrations of the surf-produced aerosol at the recep-
tor point. The distance between the source and the receptor 00
point was varied from 10 m up to 25 km. The calculations 1.00+04-

were made for aerosols with diameters of 1-10 pm, and wind c

speeds of 2 and 10 m/s. An example of the results for wind 1.0003
speed of 2 m/s is shown in figure 10. Close to the source the 0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000

concentrations increase somewhat due to mixing of the parti- distance (m)

cles from several heights to the receptor height, then a gradual
decrease is observed. Even at 25 km from the source, the con-
centrations are decreased only by about one order of magni- Figure 10. Aerosol concentrations for particles of 10 prm in

tude. This implies that the surf-induced enhancement of the diameter, calculated as a function of distance from the surf

aerosol concentrations in off-shore winds may have serious using the aerosol transport model described in the text.

consequences for the transmission over sea.
It may be argued, that in off-shore winds the surf production
of aerosol may be much lower than in on-shore winds. How-
ever, in this calculation concentrations were used which were
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1. Abstract validation efforts, and mission planning techniques
for optimizing weather related sensor performance.

The Air Force Research Laboratory is developing
software to predict the influence of the weather and 2. Background
other environmental parameters on the operational
performance of Electro-Optical (EO) sensors used in The Weather Impact Decision Aid (WIDA) program
air-to-ground munitions, navigation systems, and at the Air Force Research Laboratory is developing
Night Vision Goggles (NVGs). Products under new products that provide performance predictions
development include Infrared (IR) Target-scene for EO Systems. The current focus is on IR and
Simulation Software (IRTSS) to provide target area night vision systems. WIDA efforts translate
scenes for pilot situational awareness prior to a conventional weather data into information needed
mission, Night Vision Goggle (NVG) Operations by the warfighter to exploit the battlespace
Weather Software (NOWS) for NVG environmental environment. WIDA products provide warfighters
performance impacts, Target Acquisition Weather with predictions and visualizations of the influence of
Software (TAWS) to provide an EO targeting weather and other environmental parameters on
replacement for the currently operational EO Tactical Electro-Optical (EO) Sensors (infrared, laser, visible)
Decision Aid, and Weather Automated Mission used in air-to-ground munitions, navigation systems,
Planning Software (WAMPS) for automating and night vision goggles (NVGs). These products
weather impacts into the mission planning process. allow mission planners to factor weather into key

decisions such as mission time, target approach
Unique measurement facilities have been established heading, tactics, and weapons selection. They
to develop and evaluate EO target and background provide combat aircrews with detection/lock-on
signature models in the infrared (IR, 3-5 and 8-12 range predictions and/or target scene predictions,
micron) and near-infrared (.7-.9 micron) NVG facilitating target location and positive identification.
wavelengths. IR data and imagery along with
supporting meteorological and geophysical data are The current WIDA program is divided is the
collected for systematic model validation, following four projects:
Experiments have been conducted at a fixed site at
Hanscom AFB for three years. A mobile van has a. Infrared Target-scene Simulation Software
been equipped to conduct IR and NVG experiments (IRTSS) - Simulated "through-the-sensor" target
at several sites on Otis ANGB, Cape Cod, MA. Data scene visualizations for pre-flight situational
from both of these facilities are used for model awareness that include the effects of weather and
development and an extensive validation of model time of day.
performance under a variety of target/background b. Night Vision Goggle (NVG) Operations Weather
types and weather conditions. In addition, IRTSS Software (NOWS) - NVG performance predictions
predicted IR scenes are being compared against based on forecast weather, and natural and cultural
actual weapon video, illumination, including detection ranges (e.g. for

landing zones and air refueling), on a laptop
This presentation will describe products being Windows 95 computer.
developed, data collection facilities and model

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance

Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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c. Target Acquisition Weather Software (TAWS) - Agency (NIMA, formerly DMA), USGS, commercial
EOTDA replacement providing predicted satellites, and national imagery, and can support large
detection/lockon ranges for IR/TV/NVG/laser areas (e.g. 40 km x 40 km at 10m resolution). The
weapons and target scene visualizations, in a GIS is being programmed to fully automate this
Windows 95 environment. process. IRTSS models are also driven using real-
d. Weather Automated Mission Planning Software time weather derived from the AF Automated
(WAMPS) - Automated EO weather-impact support Weather Distribution System (AWDS).
in force-level mission planning systems.

4. Night Vision Goggle (NVG) Operations Weather
The above components are discussed in more detail Software (NOWS)
in the following sections.

The NOWS effort began with a deficiency in Air
3. IR Target-scene Simulation Software (IRTSS) Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC)

weather support to covert night-time helicopter air
IRTSS provides an IR visualization of the target refueling using NVGs. After meeting with pilots of
scene (currently 8-12 lpm, but 3-5 gm will be added). the 9th Special Operations Squadron and AFSOC
The visualization capability includes terrain weather personnel in March, 1991, AFRL initiated
shadowing, realistic vegetation graphics and an R&D effort to predict weather impacts on the
animated fly throughs that allow for 3-dimensional performance of NVGs. A contractual effort began in
positioning of the sensor to view the scene from any FY92. The prototype NOWS was delivered in FY94
angle. IRTSS is primarily being developed for and demonstrated to AF Weather. This led to a
incorporation into the AF Mission Support System greatly expanded list of requirements for NOWS
(AFMSS) that will support aircrew mission planning from AFSOC and Air Combat Command (ACC) to
and execution. IRTSS development includes the support differing scenarios, targets, backgrounds and
following components: hazards for NVG operations. NOWS Version 1.0

was delivered in FY95 for evaluation by AFSOC
a. Thermal Models - Physics models are used to weather (16th OSS). The NOWS Graphical User
calculate IR radiances of elements of the targets and Interface (GUI) and products were developed in close
surrounding terrain. The currently operational coordination with AFSOC and ACC.
Electro-Optical Tactical Decision Aid (EOTDA) uses
a Thermal Contrast Model (TCM2) for targets and NOWS Version 4.0 was delivered in Dec 97 to ACC
backgrounds. IRTSS is upgrading TCM2 for targets. and AFSOC for evaluation at more than 50
For backgrounds, IRTSS uses radiance models operational weather units worldwide. The current
developed by the Smart Weapons Operability version offers distinct advantages over other NVG
Enhancement (SWOE) Program. Current modeling support products including:
is for 8-12 ptm; a 3-5 gtm model will be added in the
future. a. Physics-based models incorporating relevant
b. Atmospheric Transmission Model - Atmospheric weather for target/background detection range,
transmission is calculated using MODTRAN, but b. Upward and downward lines-of-sight,
calculation time is minimized using a spatial c. Atmospheric attenuation and path radiance effects,
interpolation scheme developed for IRTSS. d. NVG sensor modeling
c. Sensor Performance Model - Sensor performance
modeling characterizes the ability of specific IR NOWS provides worldwide map backgrounds for
sensors to distinguish targets and backgrounds. displaying, choosing, and tracking missions. It
IRTSS is developing an improved sensor provides alerts to NVG operations hazards such as
performance model to overcome limitations in the loss of horizon and towers, and provides NVG ranges
models currently used in the EOTDA. as a function of user-selected probabilities. It also

depicts optimum azimuth to approach a target or
In addition, IRTSS is developing automated data background. Weather-data input is automated with
management techniques to drive the above models. manual override capability. Upgrades include
Geographic data sets are generated using ARC/INFO, terrain elevation and features, full sensor bandpass
a commercial Geographic Information System (GIS). spectral computations, an urban illumination model,
Geographic data sets are generated from a variety of and map-based color-coded output products. Future
sources, including National Imagery and Mapping plans call for modeling individual light sources,
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terrain shadowing and masking effects, and including the need for simultaneous guidance for
incorporation of additional customer requirements. multiple targets, guidance for weapon selection,

target-area visualization, and more wavelengths than
5. Target Acquisition Weather Software (TAWS) the current EOTDA.

TAWS is currently planned as a replacement for the Whereas TAWS is primarily a tool to support
EOTDA. EOTDA Version 3.1 was delivered in 1994, mission execution, WAMPS is envisioned as a force-
and is currently being used operationally by the AF level (24-72 hrs) stoplight weather impact mission
and Navy. This product was developed during a planning capability. By providing red/yellow/green
period of relatively primitive PC and workstation (unfavorable/marginal/favorable) guidance for each
capabilities, limiting its utility. Furthermore, the weapon/target combination, planners can better select
EOTDA had only limited validation, is tedious to weapons or alternatives or modify times-over-target.
run, and often requires subjective manipulation by WAMPS will integrate new technologies developed
forecasters to adjust for discrepancies or bias in the in the AFRL WIDA program with other decision aids
core physics models. Also, it doesn't support MWIR available in the EOTDA and elsewhere. The goal
sensors. here is to demonstrate how weather decision aids can

greatly enhance mission planning by exploiting both
IRTSS and NOWS models will provide the IR and offensive and defensive weather sensitivities.
NVG portions of TAWS, which will also include an
upgraded TV model and a laser model. TAWS will 7. WIDA Model Validation
be developed as a joint AF/Navy program with the
AF Research Laboratory as the lead agency in co- An integral part of the AFRL WIDA program is
operation with the Navy SPAWAR Systems Center, product validation. Two separate facilities are used
San Diego CA and the Naval Research Lab, to make comprehensive meteorological and sensor
Monterey CA. As a minimum, TAWS would measurements. A fixed site at Hanscom AFB, MA.,
provide more accurate acquisition and lock-on (about 15 miles north of Boston) is used to collect all
ranges, improved guidance on tactics, far superior meteorological and EO data required by the IRTSS
visualizations, probability outputs, ability to support thermal models. Hiett (1995) provides a complete
multiple taskings, and guidance on weather description of this facility. In addition to
sensitivities. comprehensive meteorological and EO-related

measurements, imagery is collected using a FUR
TAWS will be developed over a four-year period that 2000 (8-12 gim), a FLIR PRISM (3-5 gim), and a TV
began in August 1997 and will include five major camera (visible) observing two simple test targets.
software releases culminating in the final version in Currently, only the 8-12 gim data are being used for
August 2001. Development will incorporate thermal-model validation and improvement.
customer/user feedback (e.g. pilots, mission
planners). A mobile platform has also been instrumented for

IRTSS and NOWS validation measurements. Data
6. Weather Automated Mission Planning Software collection using the mobile (trailer) facility will be

primarily at the Camp Edwards range at Otis ANGB,
Currently, weather impacts on systems and Cape Cod, MA. For NOWS, the mobile facility
operations are not included in force-level automated includes measurements utilizing three laboratory-
mission planning systems. In order to support the grade spectroradiometers, NVGs, and tailored bar
appropriate selection of weapon and navigation targets. The fixed and mobile facilities are referred to
sensors for hundreds, or even thousands of sorties, it as WIDA Lab, and data collected ensure that WIDA
is imperative that mission planners have WIDAs that products will be thoroughly evaluated during their
automatically assess weather impacts for specific development.
sensors against selected targets and backgrounds.

In addition, IRTSS is being evaluated by the 46th
A survey of EO requirements was conducted for the Test Wing and 46th Weather Squadron at Eglin AFB,
WIDA program. This study acknowledged the FL and the Naval Strike and Air Warfare Center,
importance of understanding and exploiting weather Fallon NAS, NV. Pilots are briefed using IRTSS,
effects on EO systems. The survey of planners and and cockpit video and meteorological validation data
pilots pointed out numerous WIDA requirements are returned for analysis and product upgrade.
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8. Optimizing Sensor Performance However, it is very important to stress that bad
weather (e.g. rain, snow, fog, and even low clouds) is

The objectives of the WIDA program are focused a showstopper for most IR and NVG sensors. The
into the following two areas: greatest ability to exploit these sensors is under
a. Mission Planning - Inject weather and its impact relatively benign weather conditions during which
on sensor performance into key decisions such as target/background contrast are the deciding factors in
mission time, weapon choice, and tactics, sensor performance. Also, the diurnal cycle has a
b. Mission Execution - Provide aircrews with target- profound effect on IR target/background
scene visualizations, optimum attack headings, and temperatures. Selection of the best time of day for a
detection/lock-on range predictions in a chosen mission can greatly improve the likelihood of success
wavelength for situational awareness and tactical even if the forecast is imperfect. Targets and
planning. backgrounds heat up and cool down at different rates

depending on the solar radiation, thermal mass of the
Knowledge on the interaction of the natural target back-ground type and characteristics, and
environment and time of day with sensor many other environmental variables. Under most
performance allows the mission planner to improve weather scenarios, the solar radiation and nighttime
the odds that an aircrew will arrive at the target with outgoing radiation components will have the greatest
the right weapons and tactics to get the job done. For impact on target/background heating and cooling
navigation considerations, optimum routes and rates. The key to improving sensor performance is to
sensors can be employed. The level of success in plan their use for times when the target/background
employing this strategy is dependent on the accuracy contrast is large enough to be resolved by the sensor
of the models that predict how the weather will (i.e. avoid times of thermal crossover).
impact sensor performance, and the accuracy of the
input data to these models (primarily weather A simulation experiment was devised to address the
forecast data). Results from analysis of the 8-12 impacts of considering the diurnal cycle and weather
micron data collected at our Hanscom AFB site forecast accuracy. A one-week set of target and
indicate that 84% of the time the TCM2 and SWOE background temperature measurements was chosen at
models, used for calculating the temperature random from data taken at the Hanscom validation
difference between a test target and its background, site. These measurements were made at one-minute
respectively, correctly predict when the contrast intervals and contained typical variability due to solar
between a target and its background is less than 1K. diurnal effects as well as weather influences such as
Thus, if a thermal contrast of at least 1K is required wind, rain and clouds passing over the target. For
for a sensor to see the target, we can predict that there this experiment, 1000 aircraft sorties were simulated
is insufficient contrast quite well. These data were using the target/background thermal contrast data as
collected under a variety of weather conditions, and the sole measure of the ability of a hypothetical IR
the model predictions are for observed weather weapon system to dispatch a typical target.
conditions that are fed into the models.

Three separate cases of mission simulations were
The sensor depiction in the cockpit is also dependent performed using different levels of forecast planning
on the atmospheric transmission of the thermal signal in the sortie scheduling process. For the first case,
and the ability of the sensor to resolve the signal. Our weather and diurnal effects were ignored completely.
comparison of cockpit video versus model These sorties were scheduled to occur at random
predictions of the scene components indicate that if times evenly distributed throughout the one-week
you are doing a good job predicting the thermal period with no consideration of predicted contrast.
values of the components in the scene, the hot and The second case included time-of-day effects by
cold parts of the scene hold up quite well in the scheduling sorties only when the target/background
sensor depiction. This leads us to a high confidence thermal contrast was greater than a given threshold as
level in our ability to do a good job modeling the IR predicted by a simple thermal model. In the third
scene using the component models for thermal case, the actual thermal contrast data were used to
contrast, atmospheric transmission, and sensor determine whether or not to schedule a sortie at a
performance. given time. Various magnitudes of random Gaussian

noise were added to the raw temperatures in order to
The accuracy of the weather forecast and other simulate the inaccuracy of weather forecasts and
required WIDA model inputs is another issue, thermal predictions. In all three cases, mission
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success was indicated when the actual weather forecast. In the limit where the weather
target/background temperature contrast was greater forecast and the thermal model are perfect, all
than 50F (an arbitrary threshold chosen to represent a missions are successful. Based on the analyses of our
hypothetical IR sensor). The mission was tagged a WIDA models presented above, we believe most of
failure when this criterion was not met. the error described by Case III results from weather

forecast inaccuracy.
Table I shows the results of these simulations. Case
I resulted in the lowest percentage of successful 9. Closing Remarks and Summary
missions. This is not surprising since no
consideration of weather or time-of-day was included The Department of Defense has spent considerable
in this scenario. For Case II it is apparent that a sums of money trying to engineer "all-weather"
significant improvement in the sortie success rate is systems that are not impacted by the environment.
achieved by considering the solar effects. It is A recent study by the GAO found that smart weapons
important to note, however, that this case assumes a were overrated The study found that "all-weather"
perfect knowledge of the thermal properties of the effectiveness was overstated by DoD, that precision
target and background and that a proper model of the guided munitions functioned effectively only in
appropriate heating and cooling rates is known. This optimum conditions, and that IR, EO, and laser
is not usually the case in a real-world scenario, systems were seriously degraded by weather.

Considerable improvement could be obtained by
Experiment Success rate (%) tailoring weapon choice, time of attack, and tactics to
Case I the weather. The use of validated environmental

No effects 30 decision aids in mission execution and the automated
Case II mission planning process would bring current "smart

Time-of-day effects 64 systems" closer to the desired "all-weather"
Case III capability than trying to engineer-out the weather and

Forecast accuracy: at a small fraction of the cost.
50% 44
75% 81 The WIDA program is developing products that
90% 92 translate conventional weather data into information
100% 100 that the warfighter needs to exploit the battlespace

environment. This article presented an overview on
Table I - Weather in mission panning simulation projects that support air-to-ground IR targeting and
experiment results operations using NVGs. Future efforts will

incorporate weather sensitivities of other EO sensors
Finally, Case III reveals mixed results depending on into decision aids that will enhance all levels mission
the quality of the forecast. For the case of a 50% planning and execution.
forecast accuracy the sortie success rate is 44%,
significantly less than the 64% success rate from References
Case II. This is evidence that climatological 1. Hiett, T. (1995) A User's Guide to the ACT/EOS
information coupled with a good thermal model is Validation Experiment Level-2 Data Set, PL-TR-95-
more beneficial than a poor weather forecast for 2136, Environmental Research Papers No. 1181,
planning missions. When better forecasts are made, October 1995.

on the other hand, the success rate is much better
with 92% mission success indicated for a 90%
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DISCUSSOR'S NAME: UNIDENTIFIED

Do the models (NOWS, IRTSS) consider differences in "cultural" areas, i.e., wood/coal burning, in their
calculations. PSO environmental factors differ from 1st world factors?

AUTHOR'S REPLY:

Our models do not include effects of industrial or other man-made effluents. Consideration is given only to
natural environments.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Clement

Can you comment on the various models you have included for describing:
- target behavior,
- backgrounds,
- systems performance.

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

For targets and backgrounds we are using the models in the currently operational EOTDA. In addition, we
are evaluating the U.S. Army Smart Weapon Operability Enhancement (SWOE) data collected by the Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory for backgrounds. We are also developing generic target
builders that will allow users to build targets that are not already included in the IR products (i.e., IRTSS,
TAWS). For system performance, we are improving the sensor performance models that are in the EOTDA.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. CLEMENT

What type of climatic regions is included in your work? Specifically, do you also consider operations in
desert-like zones? If yes, how do you treat aerosol-driven atmospheric extinction in arid zones?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

Data for IR and NVG model validation is collected in Massachusetts year-round. Thus, the mid-latitude data
include hot, dry, and humid conditions, as well as fairly extreme winter weather. We do have a cooperative
effort with the Navy at Fallon Naval Air Station, Nevada, which is providing desert-type data for our IR
models. For atmospheric transmission, we use MODTRAN.
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Abstract aircraft or vessels, are equipped with some electro-optical
(E-O) sensors and, in a near future, active imaging systems

All systems operating in the visible and infrared bands of the will add to the list. Active imagers are capable of detecting
spectrum are subject to a severe performance degradation when and identifying targets in complete darkness and, to some
used in adverse weather conditions like fog, snow or rain. This extent, in adverse weather conditions. Before integrating
is particularly true for active systems as rangefinders, laser any surveillance system in a platform, a good understanding
designators, lidars and active imaging sensors where the laser of his weaknesses and of the parameters that affect its
beam will suffer attenuation, turbulence and scattering from the performance is required in order to provide to the operator
aerosols present in the atmospheric path. This paper presents the maximum capability of the sensor. In the optical band of
the ALBEDOS active imaging performance in fog which was the spectrum, the atmosphere has always played an
determined by observing reference targets through a 22-m important role to determine the performance of a system.
controlled-environmental chamber, where fogs with various Absorption, scattering and turbulence are the main
densities and droplet sizes were generated in a calibrated atmospheric features that limit a sensor range of operation.
manner. ALBEDOS is an acronym for Airborne Laser-Based
Enhanced Detection and Observation System and is based on a Between a thermal imager that will assure a long-range
compact, powerful laser diode illuminator and a range-gated detection of objects based on their emissivity and an active
intensified CCD camera. It is capable of detecting and intensified near-infrared imager that will allow a positive
identifying people or objects in complete darkness and, to identification of targets based on their reflectivity, a factor of
some extent, in adverse weather conditions. In this paper, we ten in wavelength, with completely different atmospheric
compare the efficiency of the range-gated active imager in fog transmission windows, exists and yields comparison between
with those of a far-infrared thermal imager and of a low-light them that is not straightforward. In addition, the
level camera operating in a continuous mode. performance of the thermal imager is affected only by a one-

way path absorption and scattering as the active imager,
Subject Matter Keywords because of its illuminating beam, will have to count on a

two-way (back and forth) atmospheric propagation.
ALBEDOS Therefore, a trial was organized to compare adequately the
Active imager performance of both surveillance sensors in fog. A far-
Fog infrared (FIR) thermal imager from Agema operating in the
Optical depth 8 to 12-lam spectral band was boresighted to the near-
Extinction coefficient infrared (NIR) range-gated active imager ALBEDOS. The
Thermal imager tests were conducted at the Defence Research Establishment
FLIR Valcartier (DREV) in a 22-m long environment chamber
Illuminator where fog of various densities can be simulated. This
Range-gated facility is located at mid-distance of a 200-m outdoor range
Intensifier where a test van or trailer can be installed at one extremity
CCD camera with targets at various ranges along the path. The site is

fully instrumented and can provide the one-way total
1 INTRODUCTION transmission with a large dynamic range. The NIR and FIR

imagers had their field of view adjusted to cover
approximately the same angular field. Comparisons by low-

In the last decade, the number of electro-optical sensors contrast detection were carried out by the same operator,
through all military services around the world has increased assuming the human perception equivalent for both types of
significantly. The overwhelming advantages enjoyed by a imagery. Corresponding transmission data were recorded
force that owns devices like laser rangefinders, designators, for all experiments. Among the targets selected, there are a
night-vision goggles, day and night cameras and thermal large bar pattern canvas, a black body (for some tests only),
imagers were evident during the 90-91 Gulf war, when the a man, a lifejacket with retroreflective tapes and a vehicle.
United States with their coalition members employed such
technology extensively. Armed forces during conflicts or 2 THE AEROSOL CHAMBER
peacekeeping missions have discovered the short-to-medium
range capabilities of these optronic devices and theircompemetaryrols toradrs. oda, alostallThe aerosol chamber is 22 m long, 2.4 m high, and 2.4 mco m p lem en tary ro les to rad ars. T o d ay , alm o st all w d . I sl c t d o R V s s t n s s o n i i u e 1
surveillance platforms, being either light armored vehicles, wide. It is located on DREV's site and is shown in Figure 1.

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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It was built of black painted plywood panels (outside being Table I: Characteristics of the Thermovision 1000
painted white). The opening of the doors, at both ends of
the chamber, is electrically triggered and the doors collapse Detector:
simultaneously under gravity within 0.5 s. Six small mixing Detector type: Sprite, 700-pm length
fans located on the chamber floor are operated during 5 elements in parallel
materials dissemination as well as data acquisition [ 1 ]. The Overscan factor: 1.67
dissemination of water droplets is carried out by 15 air- Scanned image:
atomizing nozzles distributed along the chamber ceiling Frame frequency: 30 Hz
(Fig. 2). Prior to generating the water droplets, all the Line frequency: 3000 Hz
chamber walls are watered to create a quasi-saturated Interlace: None
atmosphere. Most measurements were conducted with water Number of IFOV/line: 565
droplets (to create fogs of various initial densities); however, Presented image:
two were achieved with Dualite MS3TM and talcum powders. Sampling raster (HIV): 798/400
The two doors are usually opened 30 s after completion of Magnification (electronic zoom): 8X
dissemination. Aspect ratio: 3:2

Lens dual FOV:
Two transmissometers were used at a small off-axis angle Instantaneous FOV: 0.6 mrad wide
with the ALBEDOS trailer. They operated at the same 0.15 mrad narrow
wavelength of 0.9 pm but with different field of views Field of view (H x V): 200 x 13.30 wide
(FOVs), namely I and 10 mrad. This wavelength is 50 x 3.3 narrow
relatively closed to the 0.81 pm of the ALBEDOS active Minimum resolvable temperature:
imager. The sensors and the transmissometers were located MRT: 0.1°K
100 m from the chamber. The targets (canvas, truck, etc)
were installed approximately 80 m away from the back end 3.2 ALBEDOS Active Imager
of the chamber. The average size of water particles,
measured with a Malvern Particle Sizer prior to the opening The Airborne Laser-Based Enhanced Detection and
of the doors, was 30 pm with a size distribution covering 10 Observation System (ALBEDOS) is an active imaging
to 60 pm approximately. The dualite MS3 particles have the system based on a range-gated low-light level TV camera
shape of hollow spheres with an average diameter of 25 pm. and a compact powerful laser diode array illuminator.
Concerning the talcum powder, the average size is less than
1 Pim. The ALBEDOS project was initiated at DREV in March

1993 under the sponsorship of the National Search and
3 SENSORS DESCRIPTION Rescue Secretariat (NSS). It was intended to enhance the

search capability of Search and Rescue (SAR) teams during
The sensor suite included the ALBEDOS range-gated active their missions. Similarly, its surveillance capability has been
imaging system, a far-infrared thermal imager and, for investigated through various scenarios. The system was
comparison with the active imager, a GEN III low-light level mounted into a Wescam 24-inch diameter stabilized
TV camera operating in a continuous mode. A view of the platform for airborne operations. Figure 6 shows a picture
installation is shown in Figure 3 with the step van containing of the internal components of the unit with one-half of the
the transmissometers and the 8-m long ALBEDOS trailer, spherical enclosure removed.
The three imaging sensors were fixed outside the trailer
(Figure 4) on two large tripods equipped with a kinematic ALBEDOS is a range-gated active unit capable of imaging a
head. The recording instrumentation along with the scene in total darkness and/or in the presence of rain, snow,
monitors and controllers were located inside the trailer. The haze or fog [2 to 7]. The principle of operation of a range-
field of views (FOVs) of the three sensors were relatively gated system is illustrated in Figure 7. A laser pulse is
matched. The following subsections present a more detailed emitted at time T,, while the intensifier gate is closed. As
description of the sensor suite. the laser pulse travels through the atmosphere, it encounters

various aerosols and a portion of the energy is reflected back

3.1 Far infrared thermal imager or backscattered to the camera but the gate is still closed and
no signal is detected as shown in T1. Eventually, the laser

The 8 to 12-pm infrared thermal imager is the Model pulse reaches the target area at time T2, and some energy is
Thermovision 1000 from Agema Infrared Systems. Figure 5 reflected back toward the receiver while the gate is still
is a picture of the device. It is built around a common closed. Part of this energy, after travelling again through the
module Sprite mercury-cadmium-telluride (HgCdTe) atmosphere, reaches the sensor at time T4 which corresponds
scanning detector (5 elements in parallel) cooled to 77 K to the predetermined time selected by the operator to activate
with an integral Stirling closed-cycle microcooler. The the gate on the intensifier in order to collect the incoming
camera is equipped with a dual-field of view lens providing energy.

either 200 (H) x 13.30 (V) or 50 (H) x 3.30 (V) total FOV.
This corresponds to instantaneous FOVs (IFVOs) of 0.6 Because the gate is off during the laser pulse round trip, the
(wide FOV) or 0.15 mrad (narrow FOV) respectively. Table amount of backscattered and/or background recorded is null.

I outlines the most important characteristics of the Agema The only contribution comes from the reflected and the
camera, background energy after gate activation. This increases

significantly the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the
intensified-camera unit and therefore enhances substantially
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the detection, recognition and identification capabilities of look in his direction. Furthermore, this camera is quite
the system. Moreover, another increase in the S/N ratio and immune to dazzling by external coherent and /or incoherent
consequently in the system performance is obtained by light sources since it has an integrated narrow-band optical
triggering the laser 525 times per frame for a time- filter and is gated at a high-repetition rate with a very low
integration of the energy received by the sensor. duty cycle.

Without range-gating, a pulsed laser imaging system would Table III: Gated-intensified camera characteristics
collect all the backscattered energy from the aerosols in the
illuminated field of view which would increase the noise Intensifier gain: 30000-50000
level and consequently reduce the detection range. So, it is CCD size: 750 x 480 pixels
paramount to judiciously select the timing for the gate Luminance range: 10-7- 100 lux
activation if the operator wants to improve or maximize the Output video format: RS-170, CCIR
system performance for a given scenario or mission. Resolution: 520 TV Lines @2 x 10- fc

Zoom lens: 32-800 mm focal length
Figure 8 shows a schematic of ALBEDOS basic operational
components. These are a pulsed laser source, a CCD The payload normally installed in the stabilized platform
camera, a GEN-III gated image intensifier, a 48X motorized- consists of the laser illuminator, the time-gated intensified
zoom lens, a video display, a Super-VHS recorder and CCD camera and the gyroscopes. For the purpose of the
associated electronics. One of the main functions of the present tests, the sensor was installed outside its platform, on
electronic components is the synchronization of the two a large tripod (see Figure 4). The equipment in the trailer
prominent elements of the system: the laser source and the comprises a system interface unit, a power conditioner, a
range-gated intensified camera. The time or range-gating control console, a super-VHS video recorder, a 9-inch
electronic unit provides a wide selection of gate widths, monochrome TV monitor, a time code generator/reader and
pulse widths and delays for a very effective enhanced a 28 V power supply.
detection and observation system.

3.3 The low-light level TV camera
The illuminator used in ALBEDOS is based on a Laser
Diode Array (LDA) source and an optical collimator to In conjunction with ALBEDOS and the thermal imager, an
correct for the large natural divergence of the laser beam intensified CCD camera equipped with a GEN III micro-
emitted by the diode array. The illuminator operates in the channel plate (MCP) was used. The camera is Model ISG-
near-infrared at a wavelength of 810 nm. Two different laser 350-Y-Q from Xybion Electronics Corp. (Figure 9) and was
beam divergences, 2 and 10 degrees, are available and can operated in its continuous mode (no range gating). A 70 to
be selected by the operator. The maximum average power is 210 -mm zoom lens (F-number from 1.4 to 5.6) was used in
around 13 W for a repetition rate of 15.75 kHz. Table II front of the low-light level camera and was adjusted such as
presents the main operational characteristics of the to match the field of view of the two other sensors. Its
integrated illuminator. The safe operational range for this important characteristics are summarized in Table IV.
laser device, according to the nominal ocular hazard distance
(NOHD) calculations, is 28 m for the naked eye and some Table IV: Characteristics of the low-light level camera
200 m if a 7 x 50 pair of binoculars is used.

Camera System
Table II: Laser illuminator characteristics

Horizontal resolution: >440 TV lines
Average power@ 15 kHz: 12.8 W Vertical resolution: 485 lines
Minimum pulse length: 100 ns Optical input format: 1-in (12.7 x 9.52 mm)
Maximum pulse length: 2.0 ips Minimum face plate illumination: <10-6 lux
Minimum beam divergence: 1.9 x 3.2 degrees Signal-to-noise ratio: 35 dB
Maximum beam divergence: 9.6 x 10.6 degrees
Wavelength (20'C): 810 nm MCP Intensifier
Wavelength shift: 0.4 nm/°C
Power consumption: <150W Type: GEN III

Spectral response: 600 to 900 nm
The spectral response of the imaging sensor, made of the Resolution: 40 line pairs/mm
48X-zoom lens, the GEN-III intensifier tube and the CCD Size: 18-mm diameter
camera, peaks around 800 nanometers and its variable gating Luminance gain: >16,000 at 10-6 lux input
time, from 100 ns to 2 as, gives a possible window or range Gain range: 0 to 18,000
depth of 30 to 600 m with a trigger delay adjustable between
0 and 47 jis corresponding to a maximum operational range CCD Imager
of 7 km. This camera, whose main characteristics appear in
Table III, was built by Ball Aerospace. If the laser Type: Interline transfer
illuminator is turned off, this camera can be used in a Picture elements: 768 (H) x 493 (V)
passive mode of operation as a high-performance low-light Sensing area: 8.8 mm x 6.6 mm
level (LLL) TV camera. In the active mode of operation, an
operator can make covert observations of scenes at large
ranges unless someone uses night-vision goggles (NVG) to
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4 THE TRIAL have been added on the lifejacket sleeves as shown in Figure
11. The Polarflex tape is based on microprisms as the tape

The trial was conducted during three separate nights, one in already sewed on the lifejacket are built with microspheres.
October 1996 and the two others in October 1997. For the The man was standing besides a support on which the
night in 1996, the sky was overcast with a temperature of lifejacket was suspended. Both the man and the lifejacket
6°C, a relative humidity close to 100% and a visibility were located approximately 50 m at the back the
approaching 10 km. In October 1997, it was an overcast sky environmental chamber, i.e. between the chamber and the
for both nights with a temperature close to 0°C and a canvas. Figure 12 illustrates an example of a run test where
visibility superior to 20 km. The vehicle used as a target the time plot of the measured transmittance T is given. The
was a small pickup truck. A large white-on-black bar two curves represent the data from the two transmissometers
pattern canvas was suspended at the end of the range, that is (1 and 10 mrad) for a total time interval of 120 s following
80 m beyond the extremity of the environmental chamber the chamber doors opening. Because the computer started to
(i.e. 200 m from the sensor suite). The canvas is a calibrated record transmittance data 5 s prior the doors opening, these
optical resolution target Model RST-7601 with a contrast data depicted by the first 5 s in the graph are obviously not
ratio of 20:1 manufactured by Tracor Aerospace (Figurel 0). valid. The transmittance time plot shown in Figure 12 is the
The lifejacket is a commercial device equipped with one from run #20 measured in October 1997.
retroreflective tapes (Figure 11). Along with the transmittance graph, a sequence of three

4.1 Contrast video images for each sensor (ALBEDOS active imager,
Agema thermal imager and Xybion intensified camera)

An object can be detected if its contrast is above a certain illustrates three particular moments of the experiment

threshold. No two individuals have exactly the same (Figures 13 to 15): a) few seconds following the doors

threshold but statistical laboratory and many field opening; b) few seconds following detection of the lifejacket

experiments have been performed to determine an average or the man by the observer; c) the time at which either target

value. Experts proposed thresholds from 0.02 for objects of (man or lifejacket) is fully visible. The reproductions of the

reasonable size in daylight to a more conservative estimate video images are not faithful representations, the actual
of 0.05 [8 ]. For the present tests, at the beginning of each images show much better resolution. Moreover, when

experiment when the doors collapsed under gravity, the watching images unrolling at 60 Hz on a monitor, human

targets were most of the times hidden behind a fog of high brain performs some sort of integration which increases the

density. As the fog slowly dissipated and its density was apparent contrast of the target to the background. In static

decreasing, targets started to appear as more and more bright images, this integration does not occur. Because the

and defined objects against a dark background and the detection principle of the active imager and the low-light

observer determined the exact moment of positive detection. level camera is based on the reflectivity contrast between an

It was estimated that this moment happened when the object and the background, the lifejacket with its

contrast was between 5 and 10%. This was valid for the retroreflective tapes is obviously the target of choice. On the

thermal imager, the low-light level camera and the range- other hand, a thermal imager detects the heat produced by a
gated active imager. warm body and the man, not the lifejacket, becomes the

preferred target. It is of interest to note from Figure 13 that

4.2 Optical Depth the Polarflex microprisms retroreflector tapes are more
effective than their counterparts based on microspheres.

The transmissometers provide the transmission data through Table V tabulates the results from a series of runs conducted
the 22-m long chamber for each run. Typically the tests Tbr tue the results from a serio conduted
lasted 120 s during which the transmittance varied from during the three days of the trial. The scenario consisted of-15to -1, and the visibility through the environmental detecting either the man or the lifejacket in the presence of
-10-5 ro tot-1, a lly theovisbse thro fug y t unvironmenl artificially created dense fogs. In this Table, the opticalchamber from totally obscured to fully unhindered, depth (OD) is calculated from the transmittance value

Quantitatively, we use the observer cue to determine the measured at the exact time the detection occurred after the
transmittance at which the targets were detected or opening of the chamber doors. It is important to note that
identified. For convenience and because the term "optical for the cases of ALBEDOS and the low-light level Xybion
depth" is more usual in the scientific community who studies camera, the light beam must travel twice through the fog,
the atmospheric propagation, the transmittance values contrary to the thermal imager where the infrared light goes
directly measured by both transmissometers were converted through it only once.
into optical depth using the well-known exponential law:

In Figures 13 to 15, the observer using ALBEDOS declared
OD -In T [1] detection of the lifejacket at t = 8 s, which gives a

where T is the transmittance. The optical depth is in fact the transmittance of 0.0042, i.e. an optical depth OD of 5.5. Te
same observer using the Agema thermal imager stated that
he detected the man 21 s after the opening of the doors,

corresponding to a transmittance of 0.014 and an OD of 4.3.
4.3 Man and Lifejacket For the Xybion camera, the time delay for detection was 83

s, giving a transmittance of 0.029 and an OD of 3.5. These
Tests were conducted simultaneously on a man and a numbers appear under run #20 in the Table. An immediate
lifejacket commercially equipped with flexible conclusion points at the optical depths measured for the
retroreflective tapes. Two more strips of Polarflex ALBEDOS sensor which exceed those of the thermal imager
retroreflector tape Model AM300T from Reflexite Canada
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and low-light camera by a factor of 1.5 approximately. This being achieved. The time after doors collapsing by gravity
means that, in general, an active imager of ALBEDOS type for which detection and classification occurred was recorded
will have a better penetration in fog than an Agema far- and from curves similar to Figure 12, the transmittance was
infrared thermal imager, at the condition that the man calculated. From the table, it is clearly seen that the thermal
searched by the two sensors wears a lifejacket with imager has a better penetration in fog than ALBEDOS and
retroreflector tapes. This scenario is likely to happen in the Xybion camera. This is also true for the ALBEDOS
search and rescue operations for which ALBEDOS has been when compared to the low-light level camera. For the
primely developed. Also, these tests demonstrate that the thermal imager, the detection is achieved through the heat
range-gating option for active imaging in degraded weather generated by the vehicle's engine. Regarding ALBEDOS
conditions is highly efficient. This is proven by the and the Xybion camera, both operate in active mode and the
difference in optical depth between ALBEDOS (range- detection of the vehicle is mainly based on the weak
gated) and the' Xybion camera (continuous mode) where retroreflection effect from the headlamps. Finally, the data
both used the ALBEDOS illuminating source. Finally, it is measured for both runs are in good agreement.
shown that without lifejacket (runs #22 and #23), the
performance of the thermal imager when detecting a man is Table VI: Truck detection and classification
better than that of ALBEDOS with its range gating feature.
However, without range gating as it is the case for the Run Fog Optical Depth

Xybion camera, the performance is seriously limited when # TypeIALBEDOS A ema X bion
compared to the two other sensors. Note that run #17 has det. Class. Det. C lass. Det. Class

been carried out with talcum powder for which the thermal 26 water 3.1 2.7 4.4 2.7 1.0 022
imager is the most efficient sensor. 27 water 3.3 2.2 5.3 3.4 1.5 0.22

Bissonnette et al. [8] in a recent publication have 4.5 Bar Pattern Canvas
determined that the maximum enhancement you can expect
in visual-contact range in daytime fog provided by a lighting As mentioned previously, a large optical resolution canvas
system versus no lighting system is approximately 4.2. This with a 20:1 contrast ratio and white bar patterns of various
corresponds to a maximum optical depth of 12.6 for a one- sizes was used as a calibrated target (Figure 10). Two sets of
way path. The present scenario is similar to their case in that bars were selected by the observer. Each set consisted of
the lighting system is replaced by a retroreflector and that three vertical and three horizontal bars. The larger set had
our range-gated low-light level camera from ALBEDOS for bars of 7.6 cm x 38.1 cm. The bar sizes of the smaller set
nighttime operations is equivalent to their daytime visible were 4.8 cm x 23.8 cm. One spatial period for these bars (a
camera. Looking at Table V, the optical depth for white bar followed by a black space equivalent in
ALBEDOS averages 5.0 for a two-way path which, when dimensions) corresponds to substented angles of 0.152/200
multiply by two, is relatively close to the fundamental 12.6 = 0.76 mrad and 0.096/200 = 0.48 mrad at 200 m. These
mentioned above, values are well over the resolution limit of the three sensors.

Only two sensors, ALBEDOS and the Xybion camera, were
Table V: Man/lifeiacket detection used during these tests. The Agema thermal imager could

not resolve the bar pattern because there is no temperature
Run # Fog Type Optical Depth difference at night between the white bars and the black

canvas. Figures 16 and 17 present a sequence of three video
ALBEDOS Agema X7bion images for each sensor, illustrating three particular moments

5 waler 7.1 3.0--
6 water 5.0 2.9 -of the experiment. The time mentioned under the images is
9 water --- 3.4 the time delay after the doors opening. These images were
15 water 3.4 --- 3.6 extracted from run #13 and recorded either shortly after the
16 water 5.2 3.7 2.7 opening of the chamber doors, after detection of the bar
17 talcum 2.6 9.2 2.5 patterns by the observer or after the fog had completely
18 Dualite MS3 4.8 5.9 4.0
19 water 6.3 4.3 3.5 dissipated. The bright light seen in the last two images of

20 water 5.5 4.3 3.5 the Xybion camera is the light source for the two
21 water 5.0 4.1 3.2 transmissometers and could not be removed. The blooming
22 water 2.0 (man) 3.2 0.21 (man) effect caused by this light affected the automatic gain of the
23 water 1.8 (man) 4.1 0.30 (man) camera (by decreasing it); this explains the reason why the

canvas and the bar patterns do not appear as sharp as in the
4.4 Truck Detection and Classification last image of ALBEDOS. The light is dim in ALBEDOS

images not because of the range gating feature which
Two runs have specially been conducted on a small pickup normally allows the intensified camera to observe only a
truck located between the canvas and the environmental certain depth in space (the gate was too large here), but
chamber (-170 m from the sensor suite). For the thermal because of the low duty cycle of the sensor. Table VII
imager, the engine of the truck was idling for some time. summarizes the results obtained during the trial. It outlines
Table VI summarizes the results. Both the detection and the the fact that ALBEDOS again, performed better with its
classification of the target were considered. Detection range-gating feature than the continuous-mode Xybion
occurred as soon as the contrast between the vehicle and the camera. Also, it is of interest to note that the observer often
background was sufficient for the observer to certify the detected the large and small bars simultaneously.
presence of a target. Once the observer recognized the
detected object as a vehicle, classification was considered as
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Table VII: Canvas bar pattern detection determine and compare the performance of three optical
sensors in fog. They were a thermal imager which operates

Run # Fog Type Optical Depth in the far-infrared (8 to 12 am), an active imager called
ALBEDOS and a low-light level camera, the last two

large small large small working in the near-infrared. The thermal imager assures a
bars bars bars bars medium range detection of objects based on their emissivity

II water 3.4 3.3 0.02 --- as the active imager allows a positive identification of targets
12 water 2.8 2.8 0.02 0 based on the reflectivity contrast with the background.
13 water 3.5 3.5 0.62 0.45 Because the active imager provides its own illumination and
15 water 2.8 1.9 0.51 0.2216 water 2.6 2.4 0.0t 0 because its intensified camera can be gated, it can operate in

17 talcum 2.3 2.0 1.7 1 --- complete darkness and, to some extent, in degraded weather
18 Dualite MS3 1.3 1.3 0.74 0.22 conditions. However, the active imager performance is
19 water 2.3 2.3 0.70 0.43 affected by the atmosphere twice as much as that of the
20 water 2.5 2.5 0.74 0.57 thermal imager, since the illuminating beam must travel back
21 water 1.8 1.5 0.31 0.01
22 water 1.9 1.8 0.30 0.02 and forth in a two-way path. The third sensor is a low-light
23 water 1.9 1.8 0.60 0.13 level camera which operates in a continuous mode and
24 water 2.7 2.3 0.94 0.52 allows comparison with the range-gated ALBEDOS.
25 water 2.7 2.3 0.83 0.30 Because the capability of active imaging systems in fog is

still relatively unknown and because efficiency comparison
4.6 Canvas in fog between them and thermal imagers is not

straightforward since they operate in completely different
Tests have also been conducted on detecting the canvas atmospheric windows, it was decided to go ahead with a
itself, Here, the bar patterns are not important, but only the trial.
piece of tissue suspended at 200 m from the sensor suite.
Table VIII tabulates the results and demonstrates again the The tests were conducted on a 200-m range where a 22-m
efficiency of range-gated active imagery. However, the long environmental chamber is located. Fog of various
thermal imager had to detect an object with practically no initial densities were artificially generated and
temperature contrast against the surrounding background. A transmissometers were providing transmittance data as a
black body heated at 100°F (37.'C) was installed for some function of time. The field of views of the three sensors
runs (#2,3,6) between the chamber and the canvas. The were similar in size and coaligned. In general, range-gated
optical depth measured with the Agema imager for this warm active imagers have a better penetration in fog than thermal
object (comparable to the human body temperature) was imagers, particularly when targets exhibit a retroreflection
determined to be 4.3, 4. 2 and 4.3. These relatively high asset. Also, it was shown that active imagers efficiency to
values confirm that a thermal imager can also be efficient for distinguish details of a scene through fog exceeds that of
detecting objects in fog when a minimum of temperature thermal imagers. However, the latter devices present a high
contrast exists. figure-of-merit on warm objects where the contrast with the

background is sufficient. The potential of range-gating have
Table VIII: Canvas detection been demonstrated by comparing ALBEDOS with a low-

light level camera operating in a continuous mode. Finally,
Run # Fog Type Optical Depth one of the key finding of the present investigation is the

______ ______ Xybidemonstration that performance in fog of active imagers on
IALBEDOS IAgema Xybion cooperative targets is relatively close to the fundamental
I l water 3.4 3.0 0.46
13 water 3.5 2.7 0.66 limit. This conclusion can be quite significant in search and
15 water 2.8 3.1 0.51 rescue (SAR) operations where crews could benefit of this
16 water 2.6 3.4 0.02 technology.
17 talcum 2.3 7.9 1.7
18 Dualite MS3 1.3 3.1 0.95
19 water 2.3 0.83 0.83 Acknowledgements
20 water 2.5 0.65 1.0
21 water 1.8 1.0 0.42 The authors would like to thank Messrs. D. Dub6, G. Tardif
22 water 2.0 1.0 0.48 and C. Bastille for their technical assistance during the
23 water 1.9 0.77 0.77 course of the project.
24 water 2.7 1.3 1.0
25 water 2.7 1.1 1.0
26 water 2.5 1.3 1.0 References
27 water 2.2 2.2 1.3
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Figure 7: Principle of range gating.

Figure 4: Sensors on tripods. I=1 I

Figure 8: ALBEDOS basic schematic diagram.

Figure 5: The Thermovision 1000 FLIR from Agema Infrared
Industries.

Figure 9: The Xybion intensified camera.

Figure 6: ALBEDOS active imager inside its 24-inch diameter
airborne stabilized platform.

Figure 10: The optical resolution target or bar pattern canvas
from Tracor Aerospace.
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a) 6 s.

Figure 11: The lifejacket with flexible retroreflective tapes.

100

1 ---------- ---------------- b) 13 s. (5 s. after detection)

S0 .1 -" 'P'f -- ---------------------------------------------

I-. ~~~1 m: ... IrRad

0.01 --

0.001

0 30 60 90 120
Time (s)

Figure 12: Transmittance as a function of time for run # 20.

c) 38 s.

Figure 13: Detection of the lifejacket (at left) using the range-
gated ALBEDOS active imager. The time mentioned below each
figure is the time after the opening of the doors at which the
frame image was recorded. This is valid for the following
figures.
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a) 6 s. a) 6 s.

b) 22 s. (7 s. after detection) b) 36 s. (6s. after detection)

c) 90 s. C) 80 s.

Figure 14: Detection of a man using the far-infrared thermal Figure 15: Detection of the lifejacket (at left) by the Xybion

imager from Agema Infrared Industries low-light level camera operating in a continuous mode. Note the

blooming effect at right produced by the light source of the

transmissometers.
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a) 10 -s. a) 10 s.

b) 60 s. (8 s. after detection) b) 101 s. (35 s. after detection)

c) 146 s.c) 86 s.

Figure 17: Detection of the bar pattern with the Xybion
Figure 16: Detection of the bar pattern ( at right, top and 5 th intensified camera.
sets ) with the ALBEDOS active imager.
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PAPER No. 28 D. Clement

COMMENT/QUESTION:

The performance of the system does not depend on transmission through fog but also on back-scatter from
fog particles. The latter may depend on particle size distribution. How do you make sure that there is a
correlation between size distribution of fogs you generate in the test chambers with those of naturally
occurring fogs?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER'S REPLY:

Air atomizing spray nozzles are used. The particle size is measured with a Malvern Particle Sizer. The mean
volume diameter is around 25vm. This is a slightly larger value than the main volume diameter of a C2 type
cloud.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Clement

COMMENT/QUESTION:

I assume that the laser wavelength you exploit is around lanm. Do you foresee a problem with eye safety?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The eye safe distance is 30m.
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TACTICAL LASER SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN VARIOUS
WEATHER CONDITIONS

Capt. R. Sabatini
Italian Air Force Research and Flight Test Division (DASRS) - Oficial Test Centre (RSV)

Technical Group (GT) - Avionics and Armament Evaluation Service (SSAA)
Pratica di Mare Airport

Pomezia 00040 (Rome), ITALY

SUMMARY Qd laser depression angle
8 receiver depression angle

A method for evaluating the performance of laser q/ target inclination over the horizon
systems operating in the infra-red is presented in Qt angle between the LOS transmitter-target
this paper. Particularly, state-of-the-art Nd :YAG and the perpendicular to the target surface
target designators (LTD) performance are Q, angle between LOS receiver-target and the
investigated in realistic operational scenarios, perpendicular to the target surface
taking into account laser beam atmospheric MDP seeker minimum detectable power density
propagation and target reflection characteristics, in PT target reflectivity
different operational and environmental conditions. 0oo transmitter pick power
Various standard atmospheric propagation models DR diameter of receiving aperture
have been used for the 1.064 ýtm wavelength of A illuminated area of target
Nd :YAG and their results compared. Furthermore, At area of target surface
a simplified laser beam propagation model has been Ab beam area at a distance RT
developed taking into account both absorption and V visibility
scattering effects, in various weather conditions w water vapour content
(visibility, humidity, etc.). Particularly, the model wt water vapour in the trans. path
for dry-air conditions has been derived from the wr water vapour content in the rec. path
studies and experiments conducted by Elder and p relative humidity
Strong on infrared laser propagation at various ri absorptive trasmittance
wavelengths, while for rain propagation the basic r., a trasmittance
model has been integrated with the equations 6re, trasmittance due to scattering
developed by Middleton. -a scattering coefficient
Moreover, an appropriate reflection model has been 1aom atmospheric trasmittance
used and different geometric conditions taken into DL beam diameter at transmitter
account, in order to evaluate the performance of aXr beam divergence
laser systems in realistic operational scenarios. F energy density at target
The number of parameters in the models has been G irradiance of target surface
reduced in order to make the overall algorithm U transmitted energy
manageable in a PC mission planning program to cr,, sea-level atmospheric attenuation coeff.
be delivered at a Flying Squadron level, preserving aT ar,, fractional decrease from KI to sea level
an acceptable level of reliability for the operational AR receiver aperture area
and atmospheric conditions of practical interest. Am projected spot area in the plane normal to the
All conclusions drawn here are referred to laser receiver sight line
target designators, but they apply to most non- 6HR caw fractional decrease from sea level to H,
coherent detection laser systems including range
finders and beam riders operating at 1.064 pLm. INTRODUCTION

LIST OF SYMBOLS Technological development in the realm of
optronics have led to innovative concepts in the

Ht MSL altitude of transmitter mission management of current and next generation
H, MSL altitude of receiver ground attack aircraft. Particularly, tactical laser
Hg MSL altitude of target systems including LIDAR, rangefinders (LRF) and
Rr. range transmitter-target target designators (LTD) are being used extensively
RR range target-receiver today by most air forces in the world and new
a aircraft angle of incidence promising laser technologies are being explored.

r aircraft ramp angle Most laser systems are active devices that operate in

yr angle between the LOS target-receiver and a manner very similar to microwave radars but at
the perpendicular to the aperture much higher frequency (e.g., LIDARS, LRF).

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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Other devices (e.g., LTD, Beam-riders) are simply capability has been integrated on the TORNADO
used to precisely direct laser guided bombs (LGB) aircraft, together LGB of various characteristics.
or other airborne weapons against ground targets. Since the beginning of the activities, it appeared
A combination of both functions is often essential to define the most appropriate methods
encountered in modem integrated airborne of LDP/LGB performance evaluation, in a
navigation-attack systems. representative part of the aircraft envelope and in

realistic operational scenarios. This was important
Compared to similar microwave devices, the higher not only for experimental purposes, but also
frequency of laser systems has the beneficial effect considering the remarkable advantage that the
of smaller components and remarkable angular introduction of these methodologies could
resolution values. On the other hand, laser systems determine in the refinement of the tactics of
performance are much more sensitive to the employment of laser systems, in both training and
vagaries of the atmosphere and are thus generally attack missions.
restricted to shorter ranges in the lower atmosphere
than microwave radar. Unfortunately, the available scientific and technical
Because of the existence of atmospheric windows literature was not sufficient alone to allow such a
and the availability of suitable components (laser deep investigation. Moreover, the majority of
sources), laser systems are built at specific required technical data about the LTD/LGB systems
wavelengths. Most tactical laser systems are were not made available by the manufacturers.

constructed at 1.064 ýtm (Nd:YAG), 1.54 gm Therefore, the ItAF preceded autonomously, using
(Er:glass and Raman-shifted Nd:YAG), and 10.6 the experience gained in flight test activities

9im (C0 2) wavelengths. Laser systems can be conducted at RSV and performing some laboratory

grouped according to the detection technique (i.e., measurements at DASRS in order to determine the

coherent or non-coherent), the signal modulation LDP/LGB characteristics.
technique, the type of measurement (if any), the These activities permitted to obtain all information
wavelength of operation or the function performed. required for a PC mission planning program, that is

Generally, the term LIDAR (or LADAR) is referred now being implemented for delivery at an
to active devices belonging to the family of coherent operational level. In perspective, developing an

detection laser systems. This paper, however, will adequate display format, a similar program may
concentrate on LTD/LGB combinations, which are even be used on the aircraft for real-time mission
typically included (together with most LRF) in the management.
group of non-coherent detection laser systems. The paper begins with a review of the underlying
Since most state-of-the-art LTD/LGB combinations theory behind the algorithms used in the program.
operate at 1.064 jim wavelength (Nd:YAG), the Particularly, a discussion about the laser range
laser beam atmospheric propagation and target equation is presented, followed by a description of
reflection models have been optimised for this the atmospheric propagation/reflection models and
wavelength, taking also into account other of the relevant geometric elements of a typical
characteristics of existing systems. attack mission. Successively, the practical

applications of the study are discussed and the
The theory of operation of laser weapon systems is results of some calculations are presented relative to
simple. The LTD is an accurate pointing system an example of LTD/LGB combination.
which provides the laser source, the precision optics The paper closes with some concluding remarks.
and stabilisation required to accurately shine the Three appendixes present more details about the
laser beam on the target. The LGB detector mathematical derivation of the various equations
generate an electric signal when light in received at and the curves describing in a graphic form the
the wavelength of the laser, consequently the laser range performance of the particular LTDILGB
light reflecting off of the target is "visible" to the combination considered, in - various weather
weapon. This provides signals on which the conditions.
weapon can "home" toward the target by actuating
its aerodynamic surfaces. Obviously, the pointing LASER RANGE EQUATION
accuracy of the laser is most important, as any laser
error will degrade the accuracy of the weapon. A fundamental problem in laser systems analysis is

the determination of the total optical power density
Over the last decade, the Italian Air Force Research that is present at the receiver aperture (case of
and Flight Test Establishment (DASRS-RSV) has LIDAR and LRF) or laser guided bomb (LGB)
been involved in various activities related with laser seeker and, consequently, the total optical power
systems for airborne applications. Particularly, a incident on the photosensitive element of the
Laser Designation Pod (LDP) with both TV and IR receiver (i.e., the detector).
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The laser range equation is commonly used to data on the seeker-head detector and active laser
determine the power received under specific system.
conditions and against a particular target. However, since the physical characteristics of the
Depending on the detection technique (i.e., coherent target are generally known before performing an
or non-coherent) and other system/target attack and the target is generally extended at ranges
characteristics, there are various forms of the laser of practical interest, it is sufficient to use the
range equation [1], [2]. Due to the aim of the diffuse reflectivity of the surface that will be
present paper, only the range equation valid for illuminated, at the wavelength considered (i.e., 1.06
non-coherent detection laser systems (LRF and jim). Moreover, since the characteristics of LTD
LTD) will be discussed. signals are standardised within NATO countries by
With reference to the geometry of a typical ground the STANAG 3733, there is no much the system
attack mission with laser guided bombs (fig. 1), the designer can do in order to enhance the
maximum range performance of an LTD system can performance of an LTD, except than increasing the
be estimated using the following equation: output power of the system. On the other hand,

some laboratory experiments have shown that a
4pA,).AcosQ cosQ, cosyr, reliable measurement of the seeker minimum

MDP' - ,r'(D, +aR,)'R, (1) detectable energy is possible, directly using the
seeker and a relatively simple instrumentation [2].

(RT = Ra for a LRF) It is therefore possible to calculate the performance

whose simplified form, assuming a circular a e of a LRF/LTD system as long as the atmospheric
and an extended target (i.e., a target larger tha propagation of the laser beam can be adequately
the beam spot), is the following: modelled.

This is not an easy task, especially taking into
account the considerable variation that theP,' = (2) atmospheric parameters may experience during a

4R,' mission and for a propagation path that may exceed
10-15 knm.

The theory behind both equations is presented at
Appendix A. ATMOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
From a "user" point of view, the difficulties of this
approach are represented by the calculation of xe Various standard atmospheric propagation models
(a function of Rr, RR, V, w, etc.), the knowledge of have been used for the 1.064 jain wavelength of
the target characteristics (i.e., shape, reflectivity, Nd :YAG and their results compared in various
etc.) and, very often, the unavailability of technical weather conditions. Furthermore, a simplified laser
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beam propagation model has been developed for the On the other hand, in order to calculate the
1.064 pmn wavelength of Nd :YAG laser. The maximum range for effective illumination (MIR), it
model takes into account absorption and scattering is important to determine the maximum values of
effects and is valid for dry-air and rain conditions these angles during an attack. Moreover, the
for any value of visibility and relative humidity. angles y, , Qt and Q, should be expressed as
Particularly, the model for dry-air conditions has functions of other physical or geometrical
been derived from the studies and experiments parameters that are known prior the mission (e.g.,
conducted by Elder, Strong [3] and Langer [41 on seeker FOV, angle Ti , etc.).
infrared laser propagation at various wavelengths, From Eq. (2), the maximum theoretical value of the
while for rain propagation the basic model has been angle y, is:
integrated with the equations developed by
Middleton [5]. = MDP.;rR,' (
In the following, only a brief outline of the relevant r,<,,= arCoos 0, cos , or)
equations is presented. More details are given at
Appendix B. However, we must consider that the seeker of the
The simplified equations for dry-air conditions, LGB must always intercept a portion of the reflected
referred to the four cases of practical interest, are signal sufficient to activate the detector in order to
the following: guide the weapon against the target by appropriate

motion of its control surfaces. In other words, as
Visibilty Ž 6 kmi, wŽjwýiw,> Wy we can see in Fig. 2, the theoretical cone given by

\ ( - •,,./ rotation of the angle yamP) around the normal to
r=kl" IJ .ge•- 9 . ./ +R (3) the aperture, should always encompass the FOV ofW, V 055 the seeker.

Therefore, since after the first laser pulse sequence
Visibility Ž6 km,> w>, w,_w< w is received rr should never exceed the FOV, we can

"112 _ 391. . n reasonably assume that the maximum value of the
=k,w (4) angle y, is equivalent to the seeker FOV.

uisibility < 6 kmn, w> wi _,w.< w,

• " V t J ( +) (5) .

Yr (MDPM
Visibiiy <6 km, W(> wYwj, *' Wj/" .

- W, 91, .1'•±] .( +R, (6) .

The equation for rain conditions, is the following:
normalW to apert ure

, =k,'(-WS,,w w •exp[- (R +R,)} (7 OV

where the scattering coefficient with rain (Ai,.) is a LOS
function of the rainfall-rate (Ar/At) and the
dimension of the rain drops (a), as described at
Appendix B. at

GEOMETRIC CONSIDERATIONS

There are three cosine factors in equations (1) and Agswel LGB-Targe Geemy
(2). They are related to the assumption of a
"Lambertian" reflector (i.e., diffuse reflection of the Considering the geometry of typical ground attack
laser signal laser signal incident on the target missions with LGB, also the the angles Qt (angle
surface). It is essential, in order to determine the between the LOS transmitter-target and the normal
performance of an LTD/LGB combination during to the target surface) and Q, (angle between the LOS
an attack, to take into account the variation of the receiver-target and the normal to the target surface),
angles yr, Qt and Q, (Fig. 1). can be determined.
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With reference to Fig. 1, the angles Qt and Q, can Since the designation is initiated in the final portion
be expressed as: of the bomb drop trajectory, it is generally

performed at a considerable range from the target
Q, = ? + (- 900 (9) (comparable to the visual range). This means that,

Q, = 900 - -7 (10) normally, the angles Qt and Qr never reach
values close to 900 during an attack, even in the

where q/ is the target inclination, V, is the angle worst case when q7=90 0 On the other hand, in the
between the transmitted beam axis and the horizon case of horizontal target (?7=O0 ), the cases where Q,
(qt = Qd - y + o) and q;. is the angle between the and Q, get close to 900 are not of practical interest.
LGB-target LOS and the horizon (q0 = A- Qt - Q,).
Knowing Qd (laser depression angle), a and y, it is
possible to determine the value of the angle Qt
during the attack, solving the equation:

Q, = 1+Q -90 (11) \Vý' !

More difficult is the determination of Q, since the 4 '

angle 9;. can not be determined without knowing
continuously the position assumed by the line of
sight LGB-target (i.e., the guidance algorithms and 90.

accurate ballistics of the LGB). However, knowing N
the angle 03 at the beginning of the designation
(from the ballistics of the unguided weapon) and
taking y, equivalent to the seeker FOV, we have
that: 90 .

......------ 30,
q" fi ±+ -, =,f±FOV (12) ............

Since, it is reasonable to assume that after the ............ Qlis
designation is initiated, the angle y. will be kept as ------ ------- -
low as possible by a PG-LGB, we can assume that
p, = 6 in this case. Therefore, the approximate

value of the angle Q, during an attack with PG-LGB
and BTB-LGB, can be determined solving the riguret GanaPt&nif.
equations:

,90-r- for PG-LGB Looking at Figure 4, it appears evident that the
Qo(13) angle Q, is smaller than q when j7>45', while it is

Q, 90- '7-,0 + FOV for BTB-LGB (14) generally smaller than the complementary of q/
when i7<45'. Similar considerations apply for Q,.

For the purpose of determining the maximum Therefore, with these assumptions, the worst case
values that the angles Q, and Q, can reach during an conditions for Qt and Q, are the following:
attack, which determine the absolute minimum
performance of a particular LTD/LGB combination Q 90 for J7 < 450
(worst case), it is meaningful to take into account IQ 90,
the horizontal profile of a typical self- designation
attack mission illustrated in Figure 3. -Q 7 for q Z 45*

17

•,Vh.4i.1 REFLECTIVITY CONSIDERATIONS
TVU

V-P A surface that is a perfect diffuser scatters incident
light equally in all directions. For such "ideal"
surfaces, the intensity (W/m2) of diffuse reflected
light is given by:

I, =,k, coso 0o< 0G x/2 (15)

where I• is the intensity of the light source at the

F'pre 3 Mision korizontalprofile (segr-designation). target, e is the angle between the surface normal
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and a line from the surface point to the light source Therefore, a "realistic" reflection model should at
(considered as a point source). The constant kd is least represent the target surface as some
an approximation of the diffuse reflectivity, which combination of a perfect diffuse reflector and a
depends on the nature of the material and the perfect specular surface. One such a model is
wavelength of the incident light, described at Appendix C.
Equation (15) can be written as the dot product of
two unit vectors : CALCULATIONS

I, =I k,(L.N) (16) We can not attempt to calculate the range

where N is the surface normal and L the direction performance of a particular LTD/LGB combination,here Nfrom the light source to the point on the using the data given in Table 2. These data arevector referred to generic LTD and LGB systems operating
The approximate diffuse reflectivity of various at a wavelength of 1.064 j.tm.ahe refleiisted in Tab s 1 Using the equations described above, we can nowtarget materials (%=1.064 ýtm), are listed in Table 1. calculate the range performance of this particular

LTD/LGB combination in a certain operational
Target Material Reflectivity scenario, with different atmospheric conditions (i.e.,

visibility, humidity, etc.).
Shelter Concrete (Aged) 40%

L TD
Metal Roof Aluminum (Oxidized) 50%/o

Beam Diameter 50 mm
Building Roof Terra Cota 25%

Tanker Steel (Painted) 30% Beam Divergence 0.5 mrad

Aircraft Painted Allure. Alloy 25% Wavelength 1.064 pm

Road Asphalt 20% Pick Energy 120 nJ

Pulse Duration 20 naec
TABLE 1. Diffuse Reflectivity of various targets. Puleurtin_0___

In actuality, any reflection from a practical surface LGB
should be considered as the sum of a specular
component and a diffuse component. The existence FOV 200
of these two components has been shown
experimentally and is not a consequence of the MDP 3 ý,W/m

2

choice of a particular model. I I
A surface attribute that is important to model is the TABLE2 LTD/LGB Characteristics
surface roughness. A perfectly smooth surface
reflects incident radiation in a single direction. A Moreover, with the same atmospheric conditions,
rough surface tends to scatter incident radiation in we can calculate the perfornance of the systems
every direction, although certain directions may when used against different targets (i.e., reflectivity,
contain more reflected energy than others. This inclination), and the maximum distance of the
behaviour is obviously also dependent on the illuminating aircraft for an effective designation.
wavelength of radiation; a surface that is smooth for The curves shown at Appendix C describe in a
certain wavelengths may be rough for others. For graphic form the range performance of the
example, oxidised or unpolished metal is smooth for considered LTD/LGB combination, with different
radio waves (say A=10.2 m) and very rough for values of visibility (i.e., all other parameters have
radiation in the near-infrared (NIR) part of the been set to the "worst case" value). Particularly, the
spectrum. In general, metals can be prevalently range LTD-target is given as a function of the range
diffuse or specular reflectors in the NIR depending LGB-target. The curves have been traced for
on whether they are polished or not. So reflection is different inclinations of the target over the horizon
not predominantly dependent on the material but (i.e., different values of the angles Qta) and
also on its surface properties. Another factor in QrAX)).
reflection is the grazing angle of the incident laser Using these curves it is also possible to determine
source. This can in fact determine the entity of the whether or not the attack can be performed with a
reflected signal and which component of reflection certain estimated minimum illumination time.
(i.e., diffuse or specular) is prevailing.
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Given the bomb initial conditions (i.e., velocity and
trajectory, from the unguided weapon ballistics)
before designation is initiated, it is possible to
estimate the designation time, taking into account IF[~
the time required by the LGB from those initial
conditions to stabilise towards the target (i.e.,
guided weapon ballistics). *L I
If the guidance algorithms are unknown it is
possible to roughly estimate the designation time by
assuming a straight trajectory of the bomb towards
the target and a velocity in the final portion of its
drop correspondent to the maximum theoretical
velocity of the weapon. With these assumptions, the
minimum theoretical range LGB-target before
designation can be plotted in the graphs given at MIR,

Appendix D and consequently the maximum range L. .
of the aircraft at the beginning of the designation is
determined. Obviously, when this range is less than
the Target Lethal Range (TLR), the attack can not
be performed successfully. FigureS. Possible MPPDisplay Format

For instance, assuming a maximum theoretical
velocity of the LGB in the order of 800 fis/sec and a In order to obtain this kind of presentation, the
minimum designation time of 12 sec, the distance operator should insert the following information:
LGB-target before designation should not exceed 3
km, for an effective guidance. Plotting this value in * LDP characteristics
the graphs D-1 and D-2, we notice that in the worst * LGB seeker MDP;
geometric conditions (i.e., rn close to 0* and 90') the e LGB seeker FOV
range aircraft-target at the beginning of the * Target surface reflectivity;
designation is below the visual range (i.e., less than * Target surface inclination ;
1 km for a 2 km visibility and about 3 km for a 4 e Target surface orientation
km visibility). In all other cases (i.e., V > 4 kin) the o Visibility ;
illumination 'can be performed form a distance * Relative humidity;
comparable to (or, theoretically, even grater than) o Temperature
the visual range. * Expected bomb direction;

APPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY e Desired Escape Direction.

A pictorial representation of a possible cockpit
The equations presented in this paper can be used display format is shown in Figure 6.
for estimation of LRF and LTD/LGB performance
in different operational scenarios. Particularly, ..... ........
they can be the basis of a PC program for mission ........................ .. ...

planning and optimisation, allowing validation and
refinement of the operational tactics (for both self- ... ...
designation and co-operative attacks). Moreover, ..........
adopting an adequate display format, they can be ........
even used to implement a software for real-time .
mission management in the aircraft. ................
A possible display format for the PC Mission

Planning Program (MPP) is shown in Figure 5.
The Maximum Illumination Range (MIR) circles

should always encompass the Target Lethal Range ........... ..I.. ..............
(TLR) circle. The MIR at the beginning (MIR,) ..... .. -
and at the end (MIR2) of the designation can be .. ..................
displayed (all other MIR circles are included
between these two). ....... ..........

Knowing the target surface orientation, reflectivity
and inclination, it is also possible to determine the
optimal illumination sector (OIS) and the optimal:......"...:.......................
bomb direction (OBD). Figure 6. Possible Cockpit Diplay Format
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An indication of the MIR associated with current The results of the study are very encouraging,
direction and position can be provided in real-time, giving the opportunity to improve the tactics of
together with an Illumination Quality Bar (IQB). employment of the laser guided weapons and to
Moreover, knowing the Bomb Direction (BD), it is determine the range of possible uses of particular
possible to provide an indication of the OIS, combinations LTD/LGB in favourable and adverse
including the MIR relative to it. In order to obtain weather conditions.
this kind of presentation, assuming that all An activity now ongoing is the implementation of a
information required on relevant LDP and LGB MPP, based on the algorithms developed in the
types are available to the aircraft computer (together study, for laser attack mission planning and
with aircraft-target relative position information), optimisation at a Squadron level. It is expected that
the pilot should insert prior the attack (e.g., through the software will also be able to assist in the
a dedicated data entry format), the following definition of laser safety criteria for both test range
information: and training operations.

"ocombination; Moreover, adopting an adequate display format, the
SType ofLDPiLGBeombalgorithms developed can be even used to

"* Target surface reflectivity; implement a software for real-time mission
"* Target inclination; management in the aircraft.
"* Visibility ;
"* Relative humidity; ACKNOWLEDGMENT
"* Temperature ;
"* Expected bomb direction; The author gracefully acknowledge the valuable
"* Target surface orientation. advise given by Lt.Col G Arpaia, Maj P Cuppone

and Maj F Guercio of DASRS-RSV and the
The atmospheric parameters (i.e., visibility and conversations held with Mr F Fouchard of Thomson
humidity) should be obviously referred to the target Avionique (Paris).
location. If the relative humidity is unknown, it
can be set to 100% (i.e., worst case). Similarly, if REFERENCES
the target inclination is unknown or the target is a
curve surface (e.g., a shelter) the inclination can be 1. A. V. Jelalian. "Infrared laser radar system".
set to the worst case value (i.e., 900 or 0*). AGARD CP482. Dec 1990.

FINAL REMARKS 2. RP D. Hudson. "Laser and low light television".

Hughes Aircraft Company, CA, 1980.
In this paper we have illustrates the results of a
study conducted by the Italian Air Force Research 3. T. Elder, J. Strong. "The infrared transmission
and Flight Test Establishment (DASRS-RSV) in of atmospheric windows". J. Franklin Ins., 1953.
order to define a method for predicting the
performance of laser systems operating in the 4. R M. Langer. Signal Corps Report No. DA-36-
infrared, with different operational and 039-C-2351. May 1957.
environmental conditions.
The study was mainly addressed to airborne laser 5. W. E. K. Middleton. "Vision through the
systems for target designation (LTD), used to atmosphere". Univ. of Toronto Press. 1952.
precisely direct laser guided bombs (LGB) against
ground targets. However, most of the results 6. B. T. Phong. "An empirical model of light
presented in this paper are applicable to all non- reflection". Journal of Applied Physics. 1975.
coherent detection laser systems (e.g., range finders,
beam-riders, etc.). APPENDIX A
An atmospheric laser beam propagation model has
been implemented taking into account both The beam area at a distance RT is given by:
absorption and scattering effects, in different
weather conditions (visibility, humidity, etc.). The 4- =(D, + aR4 (A-I)
number of parameters in the model has been 4
reduced as much as possible, in order to make the The energy density (J/m2) at the target as a function
model manageable at an operational level, of transmitted energy is given by:
notwithstanding the model reliability for the
atmospheric propagation window of interest. F =e- 'U • (A-2)
Moreover, an appropriate reflection model has been 4
used and different geometric conditions taken into
account, in order to evaluate the performance of the This energy density is measured normally to the
laser systems in realistic operational scenarios, transmitter line of sight (LOS).
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Using equation (A-i), the equation (A-2) can be
written in the form : is, by substitution:

F 4U e.. (A-3) I = =4p)UAcosO, (A-11)
F (D, + aR)e A, ;'(D, +arRr)ZR,(

The energy (G) of a laser spot that will irradiate a Since A = Ab for an extended target (i.e., provided
given target surface (A) is that portion passing the entire spot is on the target), we have:
through the projected area (AN) in the plane
orthogonal to the sight line. The irradfiance of the p•UcosO, cosOe~(-€°R÷) (A-12)
target surface can be calculated using the equation : ;R,,

G=F A, (A-4) If the seeker of the "smart bomb" is not turned
A towards the target, an additional cosine factor would

therefore: be introduced reducing the effective receiving
4UA, (A-5) aperture as a function of the angle between the line

G An(D, + aA)' of sight and normal to the aperture.(yR). Therefore:

Assuming that the target surface (At) is greater than I = pUcosO, cos e (A-13)
the laser spot on target, we have: ;rR,'

A, = A cosO, (A-6) If the transmitter and receiver are collocated (case
of LRF), the equations can be simplified by setting:

Therefore, in this case: Hr = Ht fTflR= tilT = 0

GU=, e" ....A," (A-7) Rr = Rt Ro & =

G=os A(D, +a, +R,) Therefore:

I = r•cs Ie-c'' (A-14)
A rigorous approach requires that all possible e.2A1

target-spot relative dimensions are taken into
account (i.e., "extended" target, target smaller than APPENDIX B
laser spot and "wire" target). However, considering
the aim of this paper, only the extended target case Attenuation of laser radiation in the atmosphere is
will be considered. In fact, for a typical airborne described by the Beer's law:
LTD the illuminated area of the target is smaller
than 3 m2 when the system is operated from a r = I(z) / I, = exp(-cr) (B-1)
distance of 10 km. However, since the other cases where r is the transmittance, I. is the transmitted
are applicable to LRF (and other systems), a energy, 1(z) is the energy received at a distance z
detailed explanation of them can be found in the from the laser source and ca is the attenuation
literature [1], [2]. coefficient. If the attenuation coefficient is a
The brightness of the irradiated target is determined function of the path, then Eq. (B-I) becomes:
by the irradiance level and by the reflectance
characteristics of the target surface with respect to r = L+ y(z~ (B-.2)
wavelength. Assuming a Lambertian target (i.e., r = 0 0
diffuse reflector), the brightness (B) is given by: The attenuation coefficient is determined by four

individual processes: molecular absorption,
B = IG (A-8) molecular scattering, aerosol absorption and aerosol

scattering. Therefore, the atmospheric attenuation
where PT is the target diffuse reflectivity, coefficient (a) is given by :
The energy (ER) collected by a receiving aperture =a+fl (B-3)
observing this target is obtained from :

BA. A. -A, (A-9) where a = a. + a. is the absorption coefficient and
Ea=-"R'. (A-9) p .= + is the scattering coefficient (the

subscripts m and a designate the molecular and
AM is related to the target laser spot area by: aerosol processes respectively). Each coefficient

depends on the wavelength of the laser radiation.
A, = AcosO, (A-10) A simple approach, yielding approximate values of

the absorption coefficient has been suggested by
Therefore, the final expression for energy intensity Elder and Strong [3] and modified by Langer [4].
(I) at the receiver aperture for the Lambertian target Their approach is particularly useful because it
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provides a means of relating the atmospheric approximate values of 5:
absorption of the ith window to the relative
humidity (a readily measurable parameter). 6 0.0057 X V +1.025 03-8)
The empirical expressions developed by Langer are: If, because of haze, the visual range is less than 6

r= exp(-. • w'"), for w<w, (B-4) km, the exponent 5 is related to the visual range by
.9 the following empirical formula:

= k,(w) exp(-, . w")., for w>w, (B-5) 8 = 0.585 x V"' (B-9)

where V is in kilometres. For exceptionally good
where Ai, ki, fAi and w, are constants whose values visibility 5 = 1.6, and for average visibility 5 - 1.3.
are the listed in Tab. B-I, w (the total precipitable The scattering coefficient with rain (flri, is
water in mm), is given by: strongly dependent on the size of the drops.

w = lO-'zp* (B-6) Middleton [51 has shown that fl,,a, is:
(AX/Al) 3-0

and p. is the absolute humidity in g/m3. f,(cm-') = 1.25 x 10-' x aX---(B-1)

WSM 65 A b6 where Ax//At is the rainfall rate in cm/sec and a is

1 0.720.94 o.00305 0.00 0.112 54 the radius of the drops in cm.

S-9411 06 LM OMRainfall rates for four different rain conditions and
the corresponding transmittance due to scattering of

m 1.13,.1.3 01303 0230 0.093 20 a 1.8 km path are shown in Table B-3.

IV 1.38-1.90 0.211 0.202 0.111 I.I1

Cank.n Meaif-.r (-4rA.) U for z-i.S kn
V 1.90-2.70 0.350 0.014 0.1035 0.35

- -,.i 0.23 0.o0
VI 2.70-4.30 0.73 0327 0.095 0.26

Me -I4dium Rain 1.25 0.74
VII 4.30-6.0 0.550 0.74 0.122 0.165 1 _____Rain_____0.7

-eew Rain 2.5 0.65

TABLE B-I. Constantsfor equations (B-4) and (B-5). elw,. 10.0

The value of pa, the density of water vapour, can be
found by multiplying the appropriate number in
Table B-2 by the relative humidity. APPENDIX C

A reflection model commonly used in engineering
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 , 9 applications where light/object interactions have to

.20 0.2 0,81 0.74 0,67 0.61 0,% be described, is the Phong's model. This divides

.10 2,15 1," 1..1 1,66 1.52 1.40 1.U 1,18 1.09 0," the reflectivity into a diffuse component and a

.0 4,84 4,47 4,13 3 52 3, 2 2,752,S 2W •specular component. The bi-directional spectral
0 4.84 5.18 5.54 59 6•33 6.76 7.22 7.70 = 8.76 reflectivity is given by :

10 9.3 3 9.94 10.57 11.25 11.96 12.71 13.50 14.34 15.22 16,14

2 17.22 1,.14 ,0.22 20.36 21,55 22,, 0 24.11 25,49 27,00 2145 p., +k2 ,.. cos' 4-
"_ 30.04 31.70 33.45 35.2 37,19 39,19 where kda,. is the fraction of energy diffusely

TABLE B-2. Mass of water vapour in saturated air (gI) reflected, kp,,,.,, is the fraction specularly reflected
and 0 is the angle between the mirror direction R

For instance, if the temperature is 240C and the and the viewing direction V(Figure 5).
relative humidity is 751/o, the absolute humidity is In his original paper [6], Phong gives:
16.2 gfm 3 and the precipitable water content is
1.62x 10.2 mm per meter of path length. = W() (C-2)
Approximate values of the transmittance due to
scattering (Q,.) can be obtained with the expression: implying a dependence on the incidence angle t.

However, no details are given on the nature of W(g)
r 3.91 (. -] and most implementations now ignore this and" Pl, = F ex[--f .5 (B -7) reduce the bidirectional reflectivity to a reflectivity

that depends only on the outgoing angle of interest:

where X must be expressed in microns. ; (A' 0, 0, 0, 0) = p; (A' 0)
For ranges between 6 and 100 kin, the following (, (C-3)

linear regression can be used t o calculate the where the material is assumed to be isotropic.
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N Another important factor, to be accounted for
during daytime operation, is the sunlight reflected
from the target. Particularly, the solar irradiance of

Lr. w •the target (I,) at the operation wavelength plays an
V dowtoR,, important role, since it adds to the I term in

"equation (C-4) to determine the amount of energyVol~ effectively received, after propagation, at the
observer location.
According to the Phong model (i.e., assuming a

T-.VISgf point source, a point observer and a point target),
the intensity of reflected solar light at the
wavelength considered can be approximated by:

Figure 5. Vectors used in Phong refl ection model.=E k ( o ) +k co '0) C 6I. -- EA~os) +k.(cos. €)] (C-6)

Although there is nothing to prevent an anisotropic
dependence of reflectivity on both the outgoing where Ex is the solar spectral irradiance at the
angles the Phong model is most often implemented target (W/m2 ) at the operating wavelength of the
as above. The empirical spread of the highlight laser and 0' is the angle between the solar
about the mirror direction was Phong's important illdmination and the normal to the reflecting surface
innovation, giving a cheap but effective way of of the target.
calculating the geometry of the specular highlight.
The Phong's model can be given in terms of the APPENDIX D
unit vectors associated with the geometry of the
point under consideration. Therefore, for the
reflected light intensity, we have: D-I

I= I, [k,(cos0) + k,(cos' 0)] (C-4)
or: LI

(C-5) T Ot.Or-O
D 1- 45'

where k, is the specular reflection coefficient, T I - W e 30
usually taken to be a material dependent constant, n A
is the index that controls the "tightness" of the R 3 1- 75'a 15.
highlight. GE
Figure 6 shows the variation in light intensity at a T i - .5.
pint P on a surface calculated using equation (C-5). I
The intensity variation is shown as a profile (i.e., a
function of the orientation of P). The intensity at P
is given by the length of V from P to its intersection 4
with the profile. The semicircular part of the profile LOS.TARGET

is the contribution from the diffuse and ambient
terms. The specular part of the profile is shown for
different values of n. Note that large values of n are D-2
required for a tight highlight to be obtained.

..... . 45*

L 12
T I- W0 e 301

L R D 10
I - 75* . 150...

TI
A
R 6

o i TWa5 Ot Or-

T
2

a 2 4 6
LOS -TARGET

Figure Intieity at Pas afunttion of V orientatio,
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D-3 D-5

Qt = r=0'
40 l4

L 30 L 5 = 60'e30
TQt= r 0O T

D 26 I=45' D 30 i=75e15

T 20 i=60"e30' V T 25
A A

R116 i =75'e 15* 0

G
E 10 1=85" e 5" T
T 10

0 2 4 6 i=85 eS"

LGB-TARGET 0 2 4 6
LGB - TARGET

D-4 D-6

L40

T OtOr=0

• L 20

30 i=60"e30* V.$Km T
T D 16 light rain
A I =75'e 15

*t 20 T 10
G A
E 185e5' R 6 thunder.

T 10 G

E
ST 0 1 2 3 4

S-LGB - TARGET
0 2 4 6 8
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PAPER No.: 29

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: A.M. Bouchardy

COMMENT/QUESTION:

What type of accuracy do you need for input meteorological data to make good performance predictions?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The model needs flying squadron level accuracy data (visibility and humidity provided by the airport
meteorological office). Since the program is used for mission planning/optimisation a "worst case" approach
is often acceptable.
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PAPER No. 29

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: E. Schweicher

COMMENT/QUESTION:

1. Is the YAG laser diode-pumped or flash lamp pumped?

2. I found your value of 0.5 mrad a little bit too high for the laser divergence. Your comments?

3. How do you cope with the boresight problem between observation channel and designation channel?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

1. Flash lamp pumping.

2. The actual value is much smaller.

3. With a pilot/navigator commanded boresight facility. In single-seat aircraft (e.g. EF2000, AMX) an
automatic boresight capability is highly desirable.
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Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX): Overview of Mid-Wave Infrared Atmospheric Gravity Waves
in Earth Limb and Terrestrial Backgrounds

R.R. O'Neil
H.A.B. Gardiner

J.J. Gibson

Air Force Research Laboratory
Hanscom AFB

Bedford MA 01731, USA

A. T. Stair
Visidyne Inc.

Burlington, MA 01803, USA

SUMMARY indicative of atmospheric gravity waves are presented
The first space-based observations of atmospheric gravity within the limits of the MSX sampling.
waves (GW) in the mid-wave infrared (MWIR) region
have been measured by the SPIRIT III radiometer on the 1.0 INTRODUCTION
Midcourse Space Experiment (MSX) during the period During the ten month period of cryogenic operations from
from launch, April 24, 1996, to the end of cryogenic April 24, 1996 to February 25, 1997, the SPIRIT III
operations, February 25, 1997. During this time infrared radiometer2 aboard the Midcourse Space
approximately 230 data collection events were performed Experiment (MSX)' obtained measurements of a wide
to measure infrared backgrounds in earth limb and variety of terrestrial, earth limb and celestial backgrounds,
terrestrial scenes. Of these, 80 data collection events of including the first observations of atmospheric gravity
20 minutes average duration were completed to waves in the mid-wave infrared (MWIR) region (Bands
characterize MWIR background clutter in a wide variety of B 1: 4.22 - 4.36 pin and B2: 4.24 - 4.45 pm, FWHM) in
measurement conditions for two spectral bands, B1 (4.22 - scenes both below-the-horizon (BTH) and above-the-
4.36 pm ) and B2 (4.24 - 4.45 pm) in lines-of-sight both horizon (ATH). Because these waves have 1.0 to 100 km
below the horizon (BTH) and up to 50 km tangent altitude scale sizes (as measured by MSX), are frequently present
above the horizon (ATH). Atmospheric gravity or in both day and night scenes and will be a background
buoyancy waves were a frequent feature in the BTH and clutter component in any nominal MWIR system spectral
low altitude ATH MWIR backgrounds. The present paper band, characterization of the wave's spatial properties,
presents preliminary results summarizing the frequency of frequency of occurrence and global distribution is of
occurrence and latitudinal and monthly distribution for significant interest to the surveillance systems community.
fifty data collection events of this category. The wave This paper addresses the questions of frequency of
structures are found to introduce perturbations of up to a occurrence and latitudinal distribution of atmospheric
few percent of the measured radiance, have their own waves in the Band B 1 (4.24 - 4.36 pm) MWIR region as
spatial frequency signature distinct from clouds, and, observed by MSX and the influence of spectral filter
because of the large optical density in the central regions selection on the spatial frequencies perceived by a space-
of the CO2 , Av 3 =1 band, are observed at altitudes above based sensor.
approximately 30 km altitude on a line of sight. In some
scenes the waves appear as superposed circular features, 2.0 MWIR ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES
while in others they show more complex patterns. Most of the MSX SPIRIT III observations of atmospheric
Specific examples of thunderstorms creating circular GW gravity waves reported here were made in the pushbroom
patterns have been identified in these MSX scan mode in which the boresight was held at a fixed nadir
measurements, and it is believed that other sources may angle mode (an experiment designated EL09), usually in a
also contribute to the formation of these waves, such as plane perpendicular to the MSX direction of motion, in
atmospheric winds and tides, interactions with orographic which each of two staggered columns of 192 detectors per
features and volcanic eruptions, etc. In this paper images focal plane column traced out a time sequence of radiance
of the waves and supporting data are presented along with data at a 72 Hz sampling rate, with scan motion created by
statistical parameters of waves (mean radiance, the ratio of the orbital movement of the MSX platform. A total of 50
the standard deviation to mean radiance, noise to mean, such EL09 data collection events were made during the
clutter to mean, correlation length, PSD slope and cryogen period and their global distribution is shown in
radiance gradient) for a representative MWIR BTH Figure 1, along with whether night or day conditions held
measurement of atmospheric waves. In addition, the at the target point. Note the preponderance of data
monthly latitudinal distribution for selected parameters collection events taken over the region from Central to

South-Eastern Asia and the paucity of data in the Western

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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Hemisphere and over Africa. Measurements in some circular wave patterns have been identified in the 50 EL09
regions, such as the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) data collection events. Much more common is the
region, were precluded or limited by operational and complex wave pattern seen in Figure 3, for a BTH image
instrument constraints and these stand as limitations to the bore sight of 57 degrees above the nadir position. Again,
development of a complete global distribution of the waves are present in both bands B 1 (lower portion of
observed parameters. figure) and B2 (upper portion of figure), but band B2 also

contains apparent cloud structures, while band B 1 does
Figures 2 and 3 show images of MWIR atmospheric not. The explanation for this difference between bands B 1
gravity waves captured by the SPIRIT III radiometer, and B2 is that B2, being a somewhat broader filter than
Details of geometries of the observations are given in B1 (B2: 4.24 - 4.45 pm, B1 4.22 - 4.36 pm), observes
Table 1. In Figure 2 a nearly circular wave pattern is lower altitudes at wavelengths on the red side of its
presented for a high BTH/low ATH event (bore sight nadir bandpass, whereas the spectral region in which the two
angle is 60.5 kin) which extends from 40 km below filters overlap lies in the very optically thick CO 2 V3 region
the horizon to 20 km above the horizon. The pattern that limits a space-based sensor to altitudes above 30 km.
continues across both bands B 1 (lower portion of image )
and B2 (upper portion of image). To date two scenes with

MSX BTH DATA SUMMARY 4/24/96 - 2/25/97

90

60

T
1 0
T A A
U
D -30 .....
E y

-60

-90
-180 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

LONG IT U D F

Total

EL 9 - D .... N Nadir angle >= 55 deg or constant tangent height 50

EL 18 - D .... N Nadir angle 0 to 55 deg 21

Coordinated Measurements: 13 using DCES EL9 (1), EL18 (11) 12

Lamont (3) . Madison (2) m Bedford (1) n Amherst (1) m Everglade City (2) 83
Manus (3) u Mt. Erebus (1) a

Figure 1. The global distribution of 83 below the horizon (BTH) and low altitude above the horizon (ATH) data collection
events performed to measure MWIR background clutter including the 50 EL09 events discussed in this paper. The solid lines,
labeled D, indicate day conditions at the line of sight target region. The broken lines, labeled N, indicate night. Operational
constraints precluded measurements while the spacecraft was within the South Atlantic anomaly (SAA) and data down linking
requirements limited the number when the spacecraft was within view of the telemetry receiving station at the Applied Physics
Laboratory in Laurel, Maryland.
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October 2,1996 - NIGHT (EL090200047010101)
174 SECOND SCENE (21:0:19 - 21:3:14 UT) ,Nadir = 60.5 Deg.

RAND B1: 422 - 416 urn i BANID 82:4.214- 4.45 uM
Werlk:,V •i)•s-Lat: 31.9 - 22.7; Lon: 86.8 - 86.9
at 11• F. :t

4] U
6..0

Z5
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Figure 2. This circular atmospheric gravity wave image has been analyzed and the source identified as an high altitude
thunderstorm that was isolated from other clouds. The image includes both the narrow B 1 band (lower section) and the wider
B2 band (upper section).
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Figure 3. Atmospheric gravity waves are present in both MWIR bands in this image recorded at an angle 57 degrees from the

nadir position. Clouds are evident in the B2 section (upper panel) as indicated in the lower portion of the figure by the in-scan
profile for pixel 149 at times near" 03m: 10s and in the interval from 03m:20s to 03m:30s.
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Table I. Geometries of MSX MWIR Wave Images

EVENT: EL090200047 (Figure 2) EL090200036 (Figure 3)

COMMENTS nearly circular wave pattern, shows waves with apparent clouds
upper portion of B2 is above the in B2, and waves but no apparent
horizon, image extends to altitude cloud effects in B 1
of 20 km

DATE: 2 Oct 1996 17 Aug 1996
NADIR ANGLE (DEGREES) 60.5 57
IMAGE START TIME (UT) 21:00:19 11:03:03

STOP TIME (UT) 21:03:14 11:04:01
IMAGE DIMENSIONS

WIDTH (SECONDS) 174 58
(DEGREES) 10.1 3.4
(km) 1039 361

HEIGHT (DEGREES) 1 1
LATITUDE START (DEGREES) 31.9N 28.1N

STOP (DEGREES) 22.7N 31.3 N
LONGITUDE START (DEGREES) 86.8 93.1

STOP (DEGREES) 86.9 92.8

Total Radiance
3.OxlOBS

1.2--og

0I Bond....... 1B2 Bond

10 0

so

40

20.

S 0o02e6-004
F.c0 0.5 1.0

Ths .ptca thcns nlecsteveigo hwni iue4i hc heaiecnributionset

0.0,,"

22.50 2300 2350 2400
Wavenurnber (cm-')

Figure 4. The weighting or contribution function in the spectral region from 2200 cm-I (4.55 pmn) to 2450 cm-1 (4.08 Jim)
calculated for a daytime atmosphere for a satellite at 900 km (MSX) with a BTH viewing aspect 57* from nadir.

This optical thickness influences the viewing of shown in Figure 4 in which the relative contributions to

atmospheric gravity waves in the MWIR. This is seen the radiance received at the SPIRIT III sensor from various
with the aid of the weighting or contribution function altitudes along the line of sight are shown for the 57
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degree nadir case of Figure 3. It is seen that for this case The measurement times in Figure 5 are in minutes after
the main peak for both the BI and B2 filters occurs around 10h:00min:00sec UT on 17 Aug 1996 (day 230).
40 km altitude with a full width of approximately 20 km,
with weak contributions from near 80 km altitude 4.0 APPROACH TO DETERMINING STATISTICS
produced in daylight atmospheres by solar induced OF MWIR ATMOSPHERIC GRAVITY WAVES
fluorescence. In addition band B2 has a third prominent In order to determine the distribution of gravity waves as a
tropospheric peak largely due to the less abundant isotopic function of latitude, longitude, time of day, season, etc.,13C02 which is not as optically dense as the main isotopic the ratio of standard deviation to mean radiance was taken
form, 12CO2. The region about the 40 km peak on the line as the prime statistical indicator. On average, the useable
of sight then is where the waves seen in the MWIR by period of data from an individual data collection event was
MSX are being sensed. It can be shown that as the nadir approximately 15 minutes. Only data from EL09 data
angle is varied from low BTH to low ATH, the prime collection events are included here. This means that 50
weighting function layer width diminishes with a very different data collection events were included in this study
slight change in the altitude of the layer (40 km), and the with nadir angles restricted to the range of 45 to 62.2
tropospheric contribution to B2 decreases. For ATH lines degrees covered by the EL09 experiments. This nadir
of sight, the 40 km layer width continues to decrease as angle range includes the high BTH/low ATH region, with
contributions from higher altitudes become more the horizon, depending on the radius of the earth, lying in
prominent. For optically thick limb cases, this means that a small region around 61.20 for the MSX platform (space
the dominant contribution region is at a higher altitude craft altitude approximately 900 km). Additional MSX
than the tangent point and on the side of the tangent point SPIRIT III MWIR data exist and will be included in a
closest to the sensor 3. more complete study.

The weighting function acts as a low pass filter, The measurements obtained by the SPIRIT III sensor in the
attenuating waves with wavelengths much less than the narrow MWIR band, B 1 (4.22 - 4.36 pmn), were taken to
width of the weighting function layer. This means that for be most indicative of the presence of atmospheric gravity
infrared systems applications the weighting function waves. This is because nearly all the radiance sensed in
associated with the selected spectral filter will be a factor band B 1 originates from altitudes above 30 km, thus
in determining what wave spatial frequencies are eliminating the effects of clouds and terrestrial influences,
perceived by the sensor. and allowing atmospheric gravity waves to be the

dominant source of background structure.
Recently, Dewan, et al.4 have traced the source of the
circular atmospheric gravity wave pattern, observed by The approach in this preliminary statistical study has been
MSX in the MWIR spectral region and shown in Figure 2, to use only the data from four band B 1 pixels. These
to an isolated thunderstorm. Two such circular wave detectors are evenly separated across the focal plane
patterns have been identified in the 50 data collection column of band B I and include detectors 121, 141, 161
events discussed in this paper. In both instances the and 181, which cover regions in object space separated by
source has been identified as isolated thunderstorm. distances of about 6 km (vertical projection) between
Brown, et al.5 have shown that radiance fluctuations detectors in the limb and distances of 4.3 km, 13.4 km and
attributable to atmospheric gravity waves in MSX MWIR 115.1 km for MSX nadir angles of 45, 57 and 61 degrees,
observations, have a k"51 3 fall-off in the power spectral respectively, in BTH cases (horizontal projection along
density(PSD) function with horizontal wave number and k surface of earth).
3 vertical wave number fall-off. These exponents are
found to be one greater than the corresponding exponents The approximate size then of the statistical population is
for temperature fluctuation PSD fall-offs and are of the order of 3000 samples (50 events x 4 detectors x 15
consistent with the saturated cascade theory of minutes). To determine the global distribution, the
atmospheric gravity waves. samples in the population were assigned to bins of 100 of

latitude x 100 of longitude. The data was then binned by
3.0 ONE-MINUTE STATISTICAL DATA month, integrating over longitude, so the latitudinal
For purposes of generating statistical parameters distribution could be presented as a function of month to
characterizing the spatial-temporal variations of the determine seasonal behavior.
radiance backgrounds and determining the global
distribution of atmospheric gravity waves, one minute From calibration information and the magnitude of the
segments of data for selected Band B pixels were taken as high frequency component of power spectral density in the
the basic time interval from which products could be one minute segments, the noise level in each one minute
generated to form elements of a statistical ensemble. Such sample could be established. It was determined that in
radiance statistical products as the mean, standard cases where the standard deviation to mean (STDM) ratio
deviation, noise and clutter, maximum radiance, minimum was less than 0.5% the observation was dominated by the
radiance, correlation length, power spectral density (PSD) sensor noise and when the STDM was between 0.5% and
slope and radiance gradient were generated for each one 1.0% the observation contained a mix of noise and signal
minute segment. The process is illustrated in Figure 5, in from waves. However when the STDM was above 1.0%,
which a one minute segment from a 25 minute data the observed fluctuations in the narrow MWIR band were
collection event (EL090200036 on 17 Aug 1996) is induced by and a measure of atmospheric gravity waves.
highlighted and selected statistical products are indicated
which were calculated for that one data minute segment.
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TIME SERIES: ONE-MINUTE SAMPLES
EL090200036 17 Aug 1996 Day Band B1 (4.22- 4.36p1m) Detector 162, Col 2

Reference Time T. = 230d: 1oh: 00m:00s

U,

E
U

B1 PiKIl 162 Col 2

z

5--0 8'-70 7550 55 ........................... 70.7

S....................... Tim e (rminutes aftEr Tr)

SELECTED ONE-MINUTE STATISTICS
Time Interval 61-62 minutes after TO

Mean: 1.19x10-6 W/cm2-sr Max. St. Dev./Mean (in 0.5 sec window): 7.73x 10-3

St. Dev./Mean: 2.17x10-2  Correlation Length: 21.4 km
Noise/Mean: 3.01x10 3  PSD Slope: -2.87
Clutter/Mean: 2.15x10-3  Radiance Gradient: 8.92x10-8 W/cm 2-sr-km

(99th Percentile for 1.38 km Footprint)

Figure 5. A representative sample of the radiance profile measured by a B I pixel from the data collection event also illustrated
in Figure 3. Selected time series analysis products for a one minute data sample are shown.

5.0 RESULTS It is seen that the frequency of occurrence has a definite
Figure 6 shows the latitudinal and monthly distribution of seasonal dependence. During the Spring and Summer, the
samples which were made in the period from 23 May 1996 Southern Winter latitudes and the sub-tropical Summer
to 24 February 1997 having a standard deviation to mean region from 100 to 20' North latitude have the highest
ratio equal to or greater than 1.0%, as well as the total frequency of occurrence for wave activity in the areas
number of samples in each 100 latitude bin. The gray sampled. October seems to be the period of least wave
scale coding indicates the relative frequency of occurrence activity, and during the Late Fall-Winter period, the
which is simply the ratio of these values in each monthly activity in the Polar Vortex is evident as is the increased
latitude bin. The total number of sample in this activity in the Southern sub-tropical region.
population is 2854. For the May to September period, the
greatest frequency of occurrence is in the Southern These results are in excellent accord with the data
Hemisphere for latitudes from approximately 20 to 50 reported by the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on board
degrees and in the sub-tropical region between 100 and the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)6

300 North latitude. using a similar weighting function as that for the MSX
SPIRIT III band B 1.

In the period from September 1996 to February 1997,
Figure 6 shows the greatest frequency of occurrence is in Recent modeling efforts7 indicate that the MSX and the
the polar vortex region at high latitudes (above 600 North) UARS MLS results can be explained by the coupling of
In addition the southern sub-tropical region (100 to 30° the spaced-based observer's weighting function with the
South latitude) shows a high frequency of occurrence. filtering of such waves by atmospheric background winds

through Doppler shifting and refraction. This, along with
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Standard Dev/Mean (B1) - EL09 Events
> 1,0%

Standard Dev/Mean: >= 1.0% Count = 79Z LEGEND > 0.0%

Total Counts: 2854
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Figure 6. The monthly latitudinal distribution of one minute samples of MSX MWIR B 1 band radiance with a standard
deviation to mean radiance of 1 percent or more. The numerical entries in each monthly latitude bin are the total number of
one minute samples (the value in the lower right quadrant) and the number of samples with a ratio of standard deviation to
mean radiance of 1% or more (upper left quadrant). No entry in the upper left quadrant in the shaded regions where data was
taken indicates a value of zero for the number of samples with a ratio of standard deviation to mean radiance of one percent or
more.

source amplitude variations and distributions, such as structure in the narrow MSX MWIR band in radiance seen
thunderstorms, orographic features, etc., are thought to in both day and night conditions.
give rise to the geographical, and seasonal variations in
gravity wave observations. Second, the spatial character of the waves as perceived by

a space-based sensor is influenced by the spectral filter
6.0 CONCLUSIONS characteristics it uses. In the heart of the 4.3pm CO 2
The recent discovery from MSX SPIRIT III observations band, such as in the case of the SPIRIT III band B 1 filter
that MWIR atmospheric backgrounds contain clutter (4.22 - 4.36 pmo), the weighting function peaks at an
contributions from gravity waves is a major new finding altitude of approximately 40 kin, has a peak layer width of
with implications for surveillance system applications, about 20 km for a nadir angle of 570 and excludes

significant contributions from altitudes below 30 km. This

First it is noted that the waves can take a variety of limits the minimum vertical and horizontal spatial
patterns, ranging from the circular to superposition of wavelength detectable at the space-based sensor to roughly
elliptical forms and more complicated patterns. The the thickness of the weighting function layer. However at
presence of these MWIR waves has been observed from higher nadir angles, the weighting function width narrows
low nadir angles up to the earth's horizon and into the while still keeping the peak altitude in the vicinity of 40
limb, at least to an tangent altitude of 50 km. The wave
phenomena appear as the dominant source of MWlR
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km. This allows smaller wavelength features to be 3. R.H. Picard, R.R. O'Neil, H.A. Gardiner, J. Gibson, J.R.
observed. As the filter spectral extent is opened up, such Winick, W.O. Gallery, P.P. Wintersteiner, E.R. Hegblom
as in the case of the band B2 filter (4.24 - 4.45 gm), and E. Richards, "Remote Sensing of Discrete
additional weighting function layers are added, especially Stratospheric Gravity-Wave Structure in 4.3 pm CO2
at lower altitudes, which permit space-based viewing to Emission from the MSX Satellite", to be published
lower altitudes, clouds and perhaps the perception of
different size wave phenomena. 4. E.M. Dewan, R.H. Picard, R.R. O'Neil, H.A. Gardiner,

J. Gibson, E.R. Hegblom, E. Richards, M. Kendra and W.
Third, the MWIR radiance variations associated with Gallery, 'Thunderstorm Generated Waves as Seen in 4.3
atmospheric gravity waves have standard deviation to prn Images From the MSX Satellite", to be published.
mean ratios predominantly in the range of 1 to 2 %, with
some extending as high as 9 percent. 5. James H. Brown, R.R. O'Neil, H.A. Gardiner, J.H.

Gruninger, N.A. Grossbard, E.R. Hegblom and E.
Fourth, a standard deviation to mean radiance of 1% or Richards, "Continuous Gravity Wave Infrared Power
more was found in 792 of the 2854 one minute samples. Spectra Observed From the MSX Satellite: Evidence for a
Thus, in this data set recorded in selected global regions k-(n+1) Dependence of the Temperature Structure", to be
and using the gravity wave detection criteria of a ratio of published.
standard deviation to mean radiance of I % or more,
stratospheric atmospheric gravity waves were observed 6. D.L. Wu and J.W. Waters, Satellite Observations of
with an occurrence frequency of 28 percent. Atmospheric Variances: A possible Indication of Gravity

Waves", Geophys. Res. Letters, Vol 23 (24), pp 3631-
Finally, the global distribution of atmospheric gravity 3634, 1 Dec 1996.
waves are in accord with the temperature variance
distribution seen by the UARS Microwave Limb Sounder 6. 7. M.J. Alexander, "Interpretations of Observed
The MSX results based on MWIR radiance measurements Climatological Patterns in Stratospheric Gravity Wave
show that the frequency of occurrence of the wave Variance", J. Geophys. Res. (in press).
phenomena is highest in the winter polar vortex period
(November - February in Northern hemisphere) and in the
sub-tropical region (10 to 30 degree latitudes ) during
local late-Spring and Summer.

Recent modeling efforts 7 indicate that the MSX and the
UARS MLS results can be explained by the coupling of
the spaced-based sensor's weighting function with the
filtering of such waves by atmospheric background winds
through Doppler shifting and refraction. This, along with
source amplitude variations and distributions, such as
thunderstorms, orographic features, etc., are thought to
give rise to the geographical, and seasonal variations in
gravity wave observations.
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DISCUSSOR'S NAME: C.R. Philbrick

COMMENT/QUESTION:

The seasonal variation of mid-latitude gravity wave occurrence, that your measurements clearly show, would
be explained by the cut-off of wave propagation from tropospheric wave sources by the zonal wind
circulation. This process was described by Dick Linzen in a classic paper around 1970.

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

Recent analysis by J. Alexander (private communication) suggests the vertical scale sizes described in this
MWIR band (approximately 15-20 km full width half maximum weighting function centered near an altitude
of 40 km are produced by filtering effects of winds at this altitude. Thus the global distribution of these
observations should be correlated with the global and seasonal presence of high velocity winds. This appears
to be the case
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AN INVESTIGATION OF METHODS TO IMPROVE THE ESTIMATION OF
BATTLEFIELD GROUND CONDITIONS

Alan Whitelaw, Sally Howes, John Brownscombe, Oliver Greening (ESYS Limited)
Jon Turton, David Bennetts (UK MoD, Meteorological Support Group)

ESYS Limited, 1 Stoke Road, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 4HW
tel: +44 1483 304545, fax: +44 1483 303878, email awhitelaw@esys.co.uk

SUMMARY to simulate of surface moisture exchanges more accurately. In
the longer term, it is expected that such models will become

The principal objective of this work, which is being capable of predicting soil moisture conditions, and that these
undertaken for the UK MoD Meteorological Support Group, models would benefit from the use of SAR data for
is to improve the estimation of ground conditions in order to verification or initialisation of the soil moisture predictions.
allow factors such as vehicle trafficability to be determined.
Surface vegetation and soil moisture conditions are also Work is currently in progress to assess the capabilities of SAR
important factors when considering the performance of data in more detail by using a known test site. A preliminary
electro-optic systems. These factors also influence the thermal description of this work is also given.
characteristics of the ground and so affect its appearance in
thermal imagery. Soil moisture affects the lofting of dust into 1. INTRODUCTION
the air from vehicle movements, where the presence of dust
can adversely impact the ability of electro-optic sensors to This paper considers how to provide battlefield soil state
'see' targets. Thus, this work can be applied to the problem of information, concentrating on satellite data and modelling
determining those ground conditions which can affect electro- techniques. The emphasis is on developing a practical short
optic systems. The work has focused on two approaches, the term solution, although longer term options are considered in
use of satellite remote sensing techniques and parallel. The methodology for the study is given in Figure 1.
meteorological/hydrological modelling, both of which are
applicable to out-of-area (OOA) scenarios. The structure of the paper is as follows:

This paper reviews the ability of different satellite based * requirements;
. satellite data sources;

sensors to measure ground conditions, in particular soil * modelling methods;

moisture. The sensors considered are Synthetic Aperture 0 analis;

Radar (SAR), infrared (concentrating on thermal) and passive c an dem ai;n

microwave. The potential of SAR data to provide this 0 prelimnary rev ofmfollowon wor t

intormation is considered in more detail. Meteorological pre nal review satellte w or t o il the

modelling developments are also discussed and, as the spatial potential for using satellite based SAR for soil state

resolution of meteorological models increases they will need determination.

approaches

FuueFlningue1tymehdlg

Paper pre ~Sentelied ata she urcO eTsymoimo:EOPoaain igauead se efrac

Unthermal / IR consodons Recommendations Recommen ldatio s

ad possibilities I
HydrologicMPACTLYOISMESOSCALET

COMPLETE ONGOING

Figure 1: Study methodology

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-0 Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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2. REQUIREMENTS 3. SATELLITE DATA SOURCES

2.1. The military requirement 3.1. Background

Military applications requiring soil state information include The range of satellite data sources which can provide
the following: information on soil moisture is given in Figure 3.

• predicting off-road vehicle trafficability (or 'going'); Three sensor types are considered in more detail. These are
* predicting the performance of electro-optic systems (which shown in Figure 4, which is a summary overlay to Figure 3.

can be affected by atmospheric dust and the thermal The key point to note is that SAR data are high resolution but
properties of the ground); relatively infrequent, while the reverse is true for the other

* making river level and flood predictions; data sources. A tabular summary is given in Table 1.
* military engineering.

3.2. Synthetic Aperture Radar (EAR)
This study was conducted with the emphasis on vehicle

trafficability, although improved predictions of surface A SAR is a radar which uses data processing techniques to
conditions and soil moisture will benefit those other enhance the effective spatial resolution of measurements
applications mentioned above, available from a limited antenna size. As a result, it is a

particularly useful sensor for remote sensing from airborne
2.2. Measurement requirements and spaceborne platforms.

Figure 2 shows how different variables can be combined to The backscattering from each SAR pulse is affected by the
provide soil state and trafficability assessments. dielectric properties of water close to the soil surface and thus

This study has concentrated on the soil moisture component of provides information on:

soil state because it is a key input to trafficability models and 0 soil moisture (usually in the top 5 to 10 cm of the soil)
can also be used as a trafficability indicator in its own right. * snow cover (penetration depth depends on snow wetness)
Soils can also be highly variable in terms of organic content, & vegetation cover
mineral composition, texture, layering and depth; these factors
also influence the way moisture changes affect the soil. The spatial resolution of spaceborne SARs which offers

sufficient radiometric resolution for these'applications is
The most important region of the soil for measurement is the generally of the order of 30 m to 100 m.
top 30 cm of the soil for trafficability and the top few cm for
dust emission, although these will vary with surface The technique most commonly used is to correlate SAR
roughness. backscatter with soil moisture for a specific land cover

classification. The correlation coefficients between point
measurements of soil moisture and radar backscatter are

INFORMATION SUPPLY REQUIREMENT

~~~~~VEHICLE i:J :::l

ECHARACTERISTICSTEMER RETERRAIN AND "

f/f EVAO-ZING• TRAFFICABILITY

S~SOIL MOISTURE

(TR. SIRTI ASSESSMENT

SIWAE SOIL TYPES 0 :.

SCONSIDERATIONS

Figure 2: Context for the study
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Figure 4: Summary of the three sensor types considered

typically of the order of: vegetation on the backscatter, since these effects are
"* year round R = 0.6 considerably greater during the summer growing season. The
"* year round (excluding summer) R = 0.8 effects of roughness and vegetation can be corrected for by

developing and applying different soil moisture to backscatter
The weaker relationship achieved including the summer relationships for different land cover classes. These classes
months illustrates the effect of surface roughness and are often determined using other satellite data sources such as
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AVHRR (for vegetation change) or SPOT/Landsat (for cover larger antennas. This is a major limitation for satellite-based
types). instruments.

Future satellite SARs with multiple frequency and multiple One way to alleviate the resolution problem for a passive
polarity will offer the ability to reduce the problems of microwave instrument is to use an aperture synthesis
vegetation and roughness. However, difficulties will always approach, similar to that used for the active microwave SAR.
remain with dense vegetation, but such areas are inherently This has been achieved in an airborne instrument known as
less accessible to vehicles, so this is not a major problem for ESTAR (Electronically Scanned Thinned Array Radiometer),
trafficability. which operates at about 1.4 GHz and achieves resolutions in

the region of 100 m. However, this capability is not yet
Used in isolation, SARs are currently best at monitoring available on satellite platforms.
relative moisture changes on a stable surface. However, SAR
data can offer a useful contribution to the determination of soil 3.4. Thermal IR
moisture, in particular providing information on its spatial Given a realistic surface temperature model, it is possible to
distribution. Future developments are likely to enhance this. estimate soil moisture through the evolution of the near

3.3. Passive microwave surface temperature and relative humidity. This method can
only be used on clear sky days when the diurnal evolution of

Passive microwave measurements are a function of surface the near surface values provides information on the properties
emmissivity and temperature, the product of which gives the of the surface. The technique is better for correcting errors in
Brightness Temperature, which can be related to soil moisture. the deep soil reservoir than in surface layers and is better with

vegetation covered surfaces. It is also less sensitive to
Passive microwave data are currently available from the US moisture variability close to saturation than SAR.
DMSP satellite which carries the SSM/I instrument. The most
suitable channel is that with the lowest frequency, ie. 19 GHz. Whilst this approach may complement the strengths and
This provides data at very low resolution (about 50 km), weaknesses of SAR, it is limited by cloud cover and is also
making the data difficult to relate to field situations despite the dependent on surface modelling. Therefore, it was not
fact that the information is available at least daily. considered to be a practical approach.

The problem of spatial resolution with passive microwaves is
difficult to overcome. The reason is that very low frequencies
are needed for soil moisture and lower frequencies require

VARIABLE TO BE RADAR (SAR) PASSIVE OPTICAL NEAR / THERMAL IR
MEASURED OR MICROWAVE IR

CORRECTED

ATMOSPHERIC Not significant at Ice and precipitation Must be corrected for Water vapour
EFFECTS normal radar can affect results accurate classification corrections required

frequencies
CANOPY Recent rainfall may May influence Internal canopy From difference
MOISTURE cause overestimate of surface soil moisture moisture via between sat & ground

profile moisture estimates vegetation colour measured temperature

VEGETATION Dense vegetation Effects greater at Major application of Affects surface!
TYPE /COVER / precludes moisture shorter wavelengths this type of atmosphere
CONDITION measurement observation temperature

differences

SURFACE SLOPE Steep slopes must be Resolution too low to Affects local solar Effects of aspect on
processed out, need a require correction incidence angle surface temperature
DEM.

SURFACE Needs to be extracted Needs to be extracted No Affects surface /
ROUGHNESS for optimum results for optimum results atmosphere

temperature
differences

SNOW COVER Snow area and some Snow cover and snow Has been used Effective
indications of water equivalent successfully measurements of
wetness. possible snow cover

SOIL MOISTURE Sensitivity via Longer wavelengths Not directly Can give estimates of
PROFILE dielectric constant better, but give lower bulk soil moisture

spatial resolution

SOIL TYPE Preferably specified a Needs to be extracted Bare soil colour Bare soil temperature
TEXTURE priori for optimum results I variability

Table 1: Summary of the capabilities of different satellite sensor types (including visible / near IR)
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4. MODELLING METHODS a driver and then to a coupled variational analysis. This
would forecast soil moisture and/or use satellite moisture

4.1. Hydrological models measurements as inputs.
Hydrological models simulate a subset of the hydrological * The UK Met Office will be implementing a new surface
cycle, generally within a river basin. This usually includes exchanges scheme (MOSES) in its mesoscale model and is

taking precipitation as an input and evapotranspiration and developing an improved MOSES 2 scheme with soil

river discharge as output. Modelling soil moisture is an moisture data inputs and forecasts.

important component of these models. Spatially distributed A o-D Site Specific Forecast Model (SSFM) is also being

hydrological models would be essential for soil state developed by the UK Met Office. This will be linked to
predictions, but these are not yet developed to operational mesoscale model output, but will have a finer verticalp itins, bresolution and a more detailed description of the local

surface characteristics. The SSFM is currently being run

The availability of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in for 15 sites and tested against soil moisture and micro-

the military environment provides a potential framework for meteorological. measurements made at Cardington, and

the use of hydrological models. Hydrological models could should become operational within a year or so.

also incorporate important 'local' factors if these are known
such as topography and soil variability. Such models could 5. ANALYSIS
provide a basis for extrapolating satellite observations of soil 5.1. Summary of satellite sensor capabilities
moisture in the following ways:

"* modelling the changes in moisture content which occur Table I summarises the capabilities of the main satellite
betweetellinthe haseS is te csensor types considered in Section 3. Of the types considered,"between satellite passes; SAR data are considered to provide the most scope for future

* modelling changes within the soil from the surface development because they offer a resolution which can benefit
downwards, wtactical and operational applications. Passive microwave data,

such as SSM/I which are currently available can complement
Work is in progress to develop this integration at hydrological SAR by offering much more frequent coverage, but their
research institutes. resolution limits their applicability for tactical applications.

Higher resolution passive microwave systems are unlikely to
4.2. Meteorological models be available in the near future. Thermal IR methods are not

considered to be practical in the short term.
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models operate at

scales ranging from the global to the mesoscale. The 5.2. Modelling methods
resolution of NWP models is increasing as greater computing
power becomes available and as the physics in the models is Meteorological models are not just a direct alternative to
improved. For example, in the UK, the UK Met Office satellite data, but offer a means of extending the information
operational mesoscale model is planned to reduce to a 12 km available from sources such as SAR. The main limitation of
grid by May 1998, and is expected to reduce to below 5 km current operational models is their state of development, as
within the next 5 years. The mesoscale model is currently run they are not yet capable of predicting soil state conditions to
operationally for the UK area and also for the Gulf and Bosnia the accuracy and resolution required. This is expected to
regions to support military operations. change in the medium term.

Such models are now using increasingly sophisticated
schemes for calculating surface fluxes and are demonstrating 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
realistic relationships between soil moisture and surface
temperature and humidity. Three areas of development are Figure 5 summarises the current status of the different
likely to further enhance the capabilities of UK meteorological methods. The most effective approach in the short term is the
models in this area before the year 2000: use of SAR data. As meteorological models develop these are

likely to become the preferred method, using data sources
* ECMWF surface physics scheme - this currently uses such as SAR for input and/or validation.

optimal interpolation but is progressing firstly towards a
separate variational analysis using atmospheric analysis as

SSATELLITE DATA: RECOMMENDATION:

SAR BETTER ANSWERS TODAY
HIGHER RESOLUTION

PRESENT= COMPLEX RESEARCH PROGRAMME
HYDROLOGICAL MODELS IMPROVES SPACE / TIME CAPABILITY

IRE M S MAY INTEGRATE WITH MET MODELS

TIME: ME...ALEME > MODELS ULTIMATELY THE WAY FORWARDTIME: ----------> M;SO;SC ALE= M L IMPROVE ANSWERS IN 5-10 YEARS

Figure 5: Summary of ways forward in the short and long term
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6.1. Short term * these models will include increasingly sophisticated

Figure 6 summarises the approach for the short term. The treatments of hydrological processes, and hence should

output of this approach would be digital soil moisture maps produce more realistic predictions of soil moisture.

which could be used directly as part of the decision making In addition, a higher resolution battlefield scale model
process, or as input to more established techniques fordeteminng ehice taffc I bilty.CMETS (Computerised METeteorological System) is being
determining vehicle trafficability. developed for the British Army. CMETS will utilise a high

1. SELECT AN AREA 3. ANALYSIS

- USED IN PRACTICE - DEVELOP PERFORMANCE
- IN SITU DATA AVAILABLE MEASURES

- INTERVIEWS WITH THOSE WHO -VARY RESOLUTIONS
USE THE AREA - CONSIDER SPATIAL VS

RADIOMETRIC ACCURACY
-COMPARE DIFFERENT SOURCES

-VALIDATE AGAINST IN-SITU Optimum
- DEVELOP HAZARD MAPS FOR A Resolution

RANGE OF CONDITIONS (EG
BASED ON API)

- VALIDATE WITH USERS

2. ACQUIRE AND PROCESS DATA 4. PRODUCT

-SENSORS - DATABASE CONTAINING

- IN SITU • ORIGINAL IMAGES
- BASEMAP ° HAZARD MAPS
- METEOROLOGICAL * PHOTOS OF HAZARDS IF AVAILABLE

- COMMENTARIES WHERE NECESSARY

- CD-ROM DEMONSTRATOR~ SAR - ERS / RADARSAT
SSM/I - RELEVANT CHANNELS
AVHRR - CONTEMPORARY
OTHER OPTICAL DATA? 1

2.

Figure 6: Summary of proposed short term approach

The benefits of this approach are: resolution topographic/terrain database and assimilate
mesoscale model predictions and local in-situ data, and will

* greater spatial resolution than existing methods (eg. provide more detailed meteorological predictions to support a
climatology or visual assessments); wide range of military applications, including artillery fire,

0 it complements existing methods and could be used to trafficability and the use of electro-optic sensors. CMETS is
support the use of trafficability models (eg. likely to include an embedded hydrological model, which
SMSP/NRMM), or to provide a visual overlay to guide would be driven by the meteorological forecast, to enable soil
manual assessments; moisture conditions to be predicted on a finer scale

• the approach could be extended to provide support to
OOA operations; As a consequence, meteorological predictions from mesoscale

0 it would provide a verification/initialisation capability to and battlefield scale meteorological models are likely to
support the longer term meteorological modelling become increasingly important for the support of OOA field
methods. operations over the next 5 to 10 years.

6.2. Long term

The study has suggested that mesoscale meteorological models
are likely to become capable of providing useful soil state
information. In particular:

"* these models are already being run to support OOA
military operations (eg. in the Gulf and Bosnia).

"* the resolution of the UK mesoscale models used to
support such operations will shortly fall to 12 km and
probably below 5 km over the next 5 years;
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7. PRELIMINARY REVIEW OF FOLLOW-ON change in backscatter in response to changes in the rainfall
WORK patterns and corresponding soil moisture. However, it should

be noted that the data used are not yet fully terrain corrected
The methodology proposed in Figure 6 is the basis for an and thus any conclusions drawn are tentative.
evaluation of the capability of SAR to provide soil state
information. This work is still in progress, but the main The next stages of the analysis will be as follows:
elements are described in this section.

Preparation of the SAR data:

7.1. Area for analysis * precise location onto the digital base map;
0 terrain correction using the digital elevation map.

The area chosen is the Salisbury Plain Training Area in the
UK. This area is used extensively for training with military Analysis:
vehicles including tanks and artillery. It also has the 0 use the normalised backscatter analysis and the land cover
advantage that it is covered with relatively uniform grassland classification to determine the optimum locations and
vegetation which does not vary greatly throughout the year. scales at which to determine normalised backscatter for
The area has a typical chalkland rendzina soil which is the corrected images;
relatively thin and transmits water rapidly. This makes some * produce plots to summarise the results, relating these to
of the analysis atypical, but this will be countered by applying the rainfall histories for each of the images;
the analysis to some of the heavier brown earth soils * refine the analysis by repeating at different scales and
surrounding the Plain. It should also be noted that in areas using different filtering methods;
where erosion has occurred, or on some of the improved * support the analysis with more multitemporal plots based
tracks, dust emissions can be considerable in the summer on the fully corrected images, and by theoretical analysis.
months when conditions are dry.

Verification:
7.2. Acquisition and processing of data * compare the information derived against knowledge

The following data are being used for the analysis: about the key 'trouble spots' and through discussions with
operational users.

0 34 SAR subscenes from the ERS-I and 2 satellites (25 km
x 25 km) of which 2 cover the entire training area from 8. SUMMARY
East to West;

0 a recent land cover classification based on the use of a This programme of work has evaluated options for the
CASI (Compact Airborne Spectrographic Imager) survey; provision of soil state information from existing and future

* a digital elevation map at 20m resolution; sources. The most suitable satellite sensor for most
* a 1:25,000 digital basemap; applications is considered to be SAR on the basis of its high
* a digital map of made up tank tracks. spatial resolution. The provision of soil moisture information

for the near surface makes the technique applicable to
In addition to these, the following meteorological data are trafficability, but also relevant to other missions or systems
being used: which can be affected by the surface moisture conditions (eg.

"* raingauge data from various locations in and around the predicting the lofting of dust which can affect electro-optic

training area (recording at least hourly); sensors).

"* rainfall radar data to provide estimates of the spatial A number of methods could be developed to exploit SAR
distribution of rainfall. data, but one approach which is being investigated is to build

7.3. Analysis up a library of SAR images for areas of potential interest and
to use these to assess the characteristics of the surface under

At this stage only a preliminary analysis has been undertaken. different meteorological conditions.
The full analysis still awaits the proper correction of the data.
The two major elements of the analysis are: This work is still in progress, where the aim of the project is to

"produce a technical demonstrator which will show the
S.visual analysis of the data using multi-temporal capability of using SAR data for soil moisture prediction and

"composites; surface characterisation, and its applicability for supporting
* calculation of the normalised backscatter.trfiaitysesmn.

trafficability assessments.

The calculation of normalised backscatter effectively averages
the data to reduce the effects of speckle, thereby improving the
radiometric resolution. The effect is similar to increasing the
number of looks. In addition, the calibration constants are
applied to the sensors at this stage, ensuring that SAR data
from the ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites can be used
interchangeably.

The result of performing the analysis on two dates from the
Tandem Mission (when ERS-1 and 2 were flown together in
coordinated orbits) separated by 24 hours shows a significant
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PAPER No. 34

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. Anderson

COMMENT/QUESTION:

Do you envision data synthesis/fusion between VIS/NIR imaging sensors on SAR to achieve more immediate
assessment of surface water, subject to limitations of"clear"-sky conditions?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

(I assume the question relates to soil moisture rather than free standing water areas).

Yes, especially in the longer term. So far we have used VIS/NIR data in a "static" mode, to provide a land
cover classification within which we analyse the SAR information. The next stage may be to make the
VIS/IR classification dynamic (i.e. update regularly to take account of seasonal growth patterns). We have
not used inversion models which combine the SAR and VIS/NIR data directly. It will be interesting to see
what can be done with MODIS/MERIS data as well as future very high resolution sensors (i.e. Im pan, 4m
multispectral).

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Edmondson

COMMENT/QUESTION:

At what time will more frequent/accurate satellite data be available?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

In terms of SAR data, the next two launches will be ENVISAT and Radarsat 2, both early next century. The
SAR on ENVISAT offers vertical and horizontal polarisation, which should help the accuracy of retrievals.
Radarsat 2 will offer higher resolution. Improvements in the frequency of observation may be possible if
effective methods can be developed to extract soil moisture information from the variable beam modes
offered by these future missions.
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PAPER No. 34

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Edmondson

COMMENT/QUESTION:

What was the size of the area covered for moisture content in Salisbury Plain?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

We used 2 SAR subscenes to provide coverage of the Plain, each of which was just over 25km x 25km giving
1250 Km2. The area of interest within this was 380 km2.
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SUMMARY

Measurements of spectrally resolved (2-14 pm) thermal provided measurements of aerosol particle size distributions
infrared atmospheric transmission were made at the Swedish and meteorological parameters at both ends of the 908 meter
island of Ostergarnsholm in the Baltic. The 908 meter transmission path. A range of meteorological conditions were
horizontal path was located a few meters above the ocean encountered during the measurement period, including high
surface. Concurrent measurements of meteorological wind speed, long sea fetch conditions which created high sea
parameters and aerosol particle size distribution were also spray conditions. In this paper, temporal correlations are
made. The site on the island provides fetches ranging from described between the atmospheric transmission
about 3 km up to several hundreds of km, while very short measurements, meteorological parameters, and aerosol particle
fetches are provided when the wind is over the island. A size distributions.
variety of meteorological conditions were encountered during
the experiments. 2 SITE DESCRIPTION

A preliminary comparison of the transmission measurements The measurements were made on the island of
with the bulk meteorological parameters showed some of the Ostergarnsholm, a low-lying uninhabited island in the Baltic,
expected dependence upon relative humidity, mainly in the 3- located 3 km off the East coast of Gotland, Sweden. A 30
5 pm region. A preliminary analysis of the data shows meter meteorological mast maintained by the University of
qualitatively a good agreement with both the variation in the Uppsala is located at the southern tip of the'island. This site
meteorological conditions and the variation of the aerosol provided a variety of conditions including long fetch (>100
concentrations for 6 out of 7 of the measurement periods, km) open ocean conditions and short fetch with land effects.

1 INTRODUCTION The measurement towers at the south end of the transmission
path are shown in Figure 1. A view of the transmission path

The imaging geometries of submarine and surface vessel looking south is shown in Figure 2.

sensors in the littoral zone are not adequately presented in
atmospheric propagation models such as LOWTRAN 7 and The Ostergarnsholm site was evaluated for its similarity to
MODTRAN. As a result, the SPAWARSYSCEN, San Diego, U.S. Navy submarine and surface ship operational areas. A
Atmospheric Propagation Analysis (APA) program initiated a study of historical meteorological data for this area was
series of atmospheric propagation measurements in the coastal performed and it was found that Ostergarnsholm provides
atmospheric marine boundary layer (Ref 1,2,3). The most conditions similar to typical U.S. Navy operational areas

recent of these measurements were made in the Baltic off the above 500 North.
east coast of Gotland, Sweden in May 1997. These
atmospheric transmission measurements were coordinated 3 MEASUREMENT TECHNIOUE
with the European Air Sea Exchange Process Studies
(ASEPS) program (Ref 4). This program is organized to Atmospheric propagation measurements were made along a

measure and evaluate processes near the air-sea interface horizontal over-water path from 3 to 13 May, 1997. These
involving air-sea exchange of gaseous species and aerosols as measurements were made in the thermal infrared region from
well as the physical and chemical interactions between gasses 2 to 15 gm. The path length was 908 meters and at a height of
and aerosols (Ref 5). In particular, TNO-FEL (The Hague) approximately 2 meters above the sea surface. The

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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measurement path extended across the southwest facing side end of transmission path at a height of 10m above sea level.
of the crescent moon shaped island. Another PMS type CSASP-200 (PMS4) was placed at the

North end of the transmission path, also at a height of about 3
The APA technique for measuring transmittance involves meters above the sea surface. PMS2 and PMS4 measured
measurement of the signal across a long path then quickly particles in the diameter range from 0.2-20 gtm. The PMS2
realigning the detector to measure the signal along a short and PMS4 were manually rotated into the wind during
path. Atmospheric transmission is then calculated from transmission measurement periods.
measurement of the infrared signal received over both a short
path and a long path using the definition of transmittance (T) Meteorological parameters were measured using automatic
derived from Beers Law. recording weather stations places at the south end of the island

at about 13m above sea level and at the north end of the
T= e-(R 2

RI) 2 (1) transmission path at about 4 m above sealevel. Data on wind

Sshort at R1/f2 1  speed and direction, relative humidity, air temperature and

solar radiation were continuously recorded.aJ attenuation coefficient

Ssh,,rt = Signal Response from the short path source 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
R, = short path length
S1,,, = signal response from the long path source Concurrent transmission, aerosol and meteorological
R2 = long path length measurements were made under a wide range of conditions
K2= solid angle of long path source during the campaign. The transmittance data was evaluated for
ni 2 = solid angle of short path source correlation with meteorological parameters and aerosol

The above calculation includes the ratio of the long path particle size distributions.

signal to a reference short path. The reference short path Examples of transmittance and aerosol data are shown in
(50.4 m) signal was made during a period of low wind speed Figures 3, 4 and 5 for the 10 May measurement period. Figure
(5 m s" from the north and low relative and absolute humidity 2 shows a photograph of the waves in the transmission path
(50% and 3.7 g m3) on 4 May. during the 10 May measurement period. This particular day

shows the sensitivity of the transmittance to sudden changes
Due to errors caused by this technique, some transmission in meteorological conditions and aerosol concentrations.
measurements are greater than one. A short path laboratory
measurement is under investigation which will allow a more Figure 3 shows the spectral transmittance data collected
accurate calculation of transmittance. In the data presented during the measurement period. Figure 4 shows a temporal
here, all transmittances will simply be relative to the short plot of the transmittance data averaged over the three
path measurement made at the lower humidity. Although this dominant transmission bands including 2.8 to 4.3 jtm, 4.3 to
is only a relative technique, it is still useful for finding relative 5.5 g.tm and 7.3 to 13.5 am. Trends in the transmittance will
trends over the measurement periods until an adequate now be described along with associated meteorological and
laboratory short path measurement can be made. aerosol parameters.

A CI Systems Model SR-5000 infrared spectrometer is used to
measure the signal from the IR source. The spectral resolution Figure 4 shows a sudden drop in transmittance at 11:00. Theeffect was more prominent in the shorter wavelengths. This
of the measurements is an average of 0.0152 pam from 1.3 to 5 decrease in transmittance correlates with the sharp increase in
gim and an average of 0.061 gm from 8 to 14.5 gtm with the particle concentrations(Figure 5) due to the appearance of
use of a circular variable filter wheel. A complete spectral scan marine haze and increased humidity at this time.
is accomplished in approximately 13 seconds. Five spectral Transmittance then increases again during the next 1.5 hours.
scans were taken every eight to ten minutes and then averaged. Around 1330 another decrease is observed after which the

The IR source includes a CI Systems Model SR-9 5-inch transmission fluctuates around a more constant value.

diameter, clear-aperture collimator with a 38-inch focal length
optical system. This collimator system incorporates a two- The above observations can be qualitatively understood from

optical element Newtonian telescope system with a 5-inch the meteorological conditions and the aerosol concentrations.
diameter, off-axis, parabolic mirror and a 1.5-inch focusing Variations in relative humidity and atmospheric pressure (not
secondary mirror. The CI Systems Model SR-2-33 Blackbody shown) indicate passage of a low pressure front before noon.
Source is operated at 1000 °C (±1.5 0 C). Emissivity of the The wind speed increased to a value of more than 10 m s"

source is 0.99. with a long sea fetch (which still must be confirmed by air
mass trajectories).

Aerosol particle size distributions were continuously
measured with optical particle counters from Particle The data in Figure 5 shows an increase of the particle
Measuring Systems (PMS, Boulder, Colorado). A PMS type concentrations in both the large and giant aerosols during the

CSAS-100-HV probe (PMS3) measuring particles in the high wind speed periods. The increase in the concentrations of

diameter range from 0.5-47 gtm was placed in a box at a the large particles is likely due to the advection of polluted air

height of about 3 meters above sea level at the south end of from industrialized areas in Western or Central Europe (which

the transmission path. This box automatically aligned itself again has to be confirmed by air mass trajectories). The

with the prevailing wind. A PMS type CSASP-200 (PMS2) increase in the concentrations of the giant particles is

was located in the scaffolding shown in Figure 1 at the south conjectured to be caused, at least in part, by surface generation
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of sea spray due to the interaction between wind and waves at The observed discrepancies between the aerosol particle size
wind speed of around 10 m s' and occasionally higher. The distributions and the observed transmission may be due to
increase in wind speed may give rise to the formation of effects that cannot be caught in a simple model based on only
young waves which break easier than in a well-developed meteorological parameters. This is illustrated with the
wave field, while the frontal activity may have caused a example presented in Figure 6 which shows the wind speed
confused wave field with waves coming from different dependence of the fine aerosol fraction (particle
directions and thus interfering and breaking. concentrations integrated over sizes smaller than I gtm), for

wind directions between 110 and 180 degrees (long sea fetch).
It can also be seen in Figure 5 that the maximum Clearly, two groups appear with quite different
concentration of giant particles was reached before noon and concentrations. In spite of the common meteorological
then decreased. The concentration of the large pairticles conditions, the air masses are quite different, possibly with
continued to increase. With a slightly decreasing relative different origins. Indeed, the weather maps indicate'two
humidity, the larger particles may be shrinking due to different air masses, one originating in clean arctic regions,
evaporation, thus causing a shift in the size distribution to the the other coming from more polluted areas in Europe.
smaller particles.

Consideration of the history of the air masses involved and
Limitations on paper length preclude including such detailed chemical composition will further help to identify the aerosol
analysis of all data sets. However, general trends in all the behavior. This example clearly illustrates that consideration of
data sets may be found in Tables I through 3. A comparison only the local situation is not sufficient to explain the
of transmittance in each of the three prominent transmission observed aerosol and transmittance behavior.
bands is compared to LOWTRAN 7 predictions and the trends
in relative and absolute humidity, wind speed and direction, Finally, it is emphasized that the measured transmission is
and the concentration of large (2.2 to 2 ;.im diameter) and relative to signal measured over a 50 m path in clear weather.
giant (>2 -tm diameter) aerosols. Hence the transmission values are not absolute, although it is

not expected that they will change significantly with
There are a few preliminary trends worth noting. laboratory calibration. A final qualitative analysis will be
Transmittance in all bands was highest on 3 May when the made once the transmission values have been calibrated based
lowest relative and absolute humidities were measured, as well on a short-path transmission measurement in the laboratory (in
as the lowest concentrations of both large and giant aerosols. preparation).
Although the wind speed of 6-14 m s' is quite high, the NNW
wind direction caused the transmission path to be sheltered 6 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
from the wind by the bulk of the island of Ostergarnsholm.
This sheltering effect reduced the amount of white caps and Funding for SPAWARSYSCEN, San Diego was provided by
sea spray which would be expected at this range of wind Office of Naval Research 322, Dr. Steve Ackleson and Dr.
speeds. LOWTRAN 7 predictions are also the highest for this Scott Sandgathe. Funding for TNO/FEL was provided by the
date even though the model cannot take into consideration the ONR Europe NICOP program (contract N68171-97-M-5442),
sheltering effect of the topography. the European Commission BASYS program (contract MAS3-

CT96-0058), and the Netherlands Ministry of Defense
All data measured and modeled during periods of long sea (A95KM784).
fetch (S to SSE) show lower transmittance than the sheltered
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Figure 1. Instrument towers and south end of transmission path on Ostergarnsholm, Sweden, 10 May 1997.

Figure 2. Whitecaps and waves in transmission path under high wind conditions on 10 May 1997. Looking south from IR
source.
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10 May 1997, Gotland
0945-1530 GMT
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Figure 3. Spectral transmittance measured on 10 May 1997.

10 May 1997, Gotland
Average Transmittance for Three Bands
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Figure 4. Average transmittance for three prominent band passes plotted over time for 10 May 1997. Note drop in transmittance
due to marine haze at 1 100.
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10 May 1997, Gotland
PMS3 & PMS4 Combined
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Figure 5. Large and Giant aerosols plotted over time for 10 May 1997. Note the increase in aerosol concentrations due to marine
haze at 100.

Date RH% Absolute Wind Wind % Trans., PC-TRAN 7 Large Aerosols Giant Aerosols
1997 avg. Humidity Speed Direction 2.8-4.3 R.tm Avg. % Trans., 2.2-2 g.tm diameter >2 gm diameter

gm m-3 m s-1 average 2.8-4.3 gm dN/dD dN/dD

8 May 65-80 5-6 2-5 SSE 50 57 200 0.1
10 May 85+ 6.5 10-15 S 55 53 1000 1
13 May 80 10 2-5 S to SE 55 53 1000 0.1-1.0
11 May 85+ 6.3 6-10 S 60 53 900 0.2
12 May 80+ 6 2-8 SSE 60 56 1000 0.15
4 May 55-75 4-5 3-7 SSE 65 61 30 <0.1
3 May 35-40 3.5 6-14 NNW 75 63 30 <0.1

Table 1. Transmittance in 2.8-4.3 pm region sorted in ascending order and compared to LOWTRAN 7 predictions and measured
meteorological and aerosol parameters.

Date RH% Absolute Wind Wind % Trans., PC-TRAN 7 Large Aerosols Giant Aerosols
1997 avg. Humidity Speed Direction 4.3-5.5 gm Avg. % Trans., 2.2-2 gm diameter >2 gm diameter

gm m-3 m s-1 average 4.3-5.5 gi.m dN/dD dN/dD
8 May 65-80 5-6 2-5 SSE 35 36 200 0.1
13 May 80 10 2-5 S to SE 35 32 1000 0.1-1.0
10 May 85+ 6.5 10-15 S 40 34 1000 1
11 May 85+ 6.3 6-10 S 40 34 900 0.2
12 May 80+ 6 2-8 SSE 40 34 1000 0.15
4 May 55-75 4-5 3-7 SSE 45 39 30 <0.1
3 May 35-40 3.5 6-14 NNW 55 41 30 <0.1

Table 2. Transmittance in 4.3-5.5 ptm region sorted in ascending order and compared to LOWTRAN 7 predictions and measured

meteorological and aerosol parameters.
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Date RH% Absolute Wind Wind % Trans., PC-TRAN 7 Large Aerosols Giant Aerosols
1997 avg. Humidity Speed Direction 7.3-13.5 /m Avg. % Trans., 2.2-2 gm diameter >2 gm diameter

gm m-3 m s-1 average 7.3-13.5 jim dN/dD dN/dD

8 May 65-80 5-6 2-5 SSE 60 74 200 0.1
13 May 80 10 2-5 S to SE 65 69 1000 0.1-1.0
4 May 55-75 4-5 3-7 SSE 75 77 30 <0.1
11 May 85+ 6.3 6-10 S 75 72 900 0.2
12 May 80+ 6 2-8 SSE 75 72 1000 0.15
10 May 85+ 6.5 10-15 S 80 71 1000 1
3 May 35-40 3.5 6-14 NNW 90 79 30 <0.1

Table 3. Transmittance in 7.3-13.5 gim region sorted in ascending order and compared to LOWTRAN 7 predictions and
measured meteorological and aerosol parameters.

1000

o 100 'h

) 
%

E 10
z

1
0 3 6 9 12 15

wind speed [mi/s]

Figure 6. Number concentration of aerosols < I gm diameter as a function of wind speed, for wind directions between 110 and
180 degrees (long sea fetch).

PAPER No. 3 5

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. Anderson

COMMENT/QUESTION:

MODTRAN should have full prior capabilities of LOWTRAN aerosols. We will assure that any problems
will or have been corrected.

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The remark that MODTRAN did not accept the wind speed input referred to the pc version.
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PAPER No. 35

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Dion

COMMENT/QUESTION:

In your Mic scattering calculations have you considered a different refractive index for the different air mass
origins?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

In our Mic calculations we take into account a continental component and a marine component with a
different refractive index.
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SUMMARY Low-flying aircraft detection and identification
During the Low-Altitude Point-Target EXperiment experiments were also conducted. During the 3 week
(LAPTEX), conducted in Summer 1996 in Crete campaign, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Italy, the
(Greece), tracking of low-level targets up to horizon Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States
ranges were performed in the IR to assess near-sea performed measurements while Greece provided logistic
surface effects on IR surveillance system performance. and technical support along with ships and aircrafts. A
This paper presents the analysis of two measurement description of the experiment is given in Ref. 1.
sessions which are deemed representative of conditions
in mid-latitude inner-sea littoral environments. During To fulfill objectives i. and ii., ship-mounted IR targets
one session, atmospheric refraction permits beyond-the- were tracked using on-shore sensors during ship
horizon tracking, while during the other session, outbound and inbound runs. The analysis presented in
refraction is responsible for producing mirages and this paper focuses on two specific sessions, for which
reducing slightly the maximum detection range. observations are compared with model calculations.
Received signal versus range is compared with model TNO-FEL in the Netherlands [2] and FfO in Germany
calculations using MODTRAN, the IR Boundary Layer [3] have already reported on some of their respective
Effects Model (IRBLEM) and the Thermal Range observations.
model for Point target detection (TRP). For the selected
conditions, in which aerosol extinction does not play a This paper combines measurements of Canada,
major role, models are shown to provide an appreciably Germany and the Netherlands teams together with
accurate description of transmission and received signal- revised model calculations, incorporating near-sea
to-noise ratio versus range. surface effects with a close look at refraction effects. For

the analysis we use two propagation models,
1. INTRODUCTION MODTRAN developed by Phillips Laboratory in the
In July 96, the NATO AC/243 Panel 4 Research Study US and the IR Boundary Layer Effects Model
Group 5 conducted a measurement campaign, the Low- (IRBLEM) which is currently under development at
Altitude Point-Target EXperiment (LAPTEX), in the DREV, and one system model, the Thermal Range
Mediterranean Sea with sensors and equipment installed model for Point target detection (TRP), developed in
on the island of Crete, in Greece. The objective was to Germany. The experimental setup and equipment are
assess performance of JR surveillance systems in mid- briefly presented in section 2.0, section 3.0 gives
latitude inner-sea littoral environment and to collect details on the atmospheric conditions during the
data for supporting on-going development of models selected sessions, section 4.0 presents models used for
aimed at: the analysis and section 5.0 presents and discusses
i- describing environmental effects on near-sea surface observations made during the two sessions together

electro-optical detection; with model calculations. Finally, section 6.0
ii - predicting performance of IRST systems; summarizes lessons learned and draws conlusions.
iii - characterizing sea and sky background near the

horizon, and
iv - describing ship signature.

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 2.1 Sensors
LAPTEX was conducted at the NATO Forces Accuracy TNO-FEL and FfO performed measurements in the 3-5
Check Site (FORACS) near Chania and Souda Bay in and 8-12 micron IR windows. However, data analysis
Crete (Greece). For the near-sea surface target tracking in this paper is limited to the 3-5 band only, since long
sessions, IR targets provided by TNO-FEL were range tracking (R > 15 kin) was not possible in the 8-
mounted on the Greek Research vessel Strabon (A 476). 12 with the sensors used due to the high absolute
Targets were mounted 13.6 m above the water surface humidity in this maritime region [2]. TNO-FEL and
using a tower installed on the ship; one target heading FfO sensors were located about 100 m apart along the
forward and the other one heading backward, so to coast line, 20.4 and 19.7 m above the sea surface,
perform target tracking during both out- and in-bound respectively. Note that the latter are relevant heights for
ship runs. During a session, the Strabon sailed away up IR surveillance systems on a ship. Simultaneously,
to a certain range beyond the horizon and then returned, DREV performed high-resolution imaging in the visible
following a 60 degree North trajectory, as shown in to capture the fine refraction-induced phenomena using
Fig. 1. cameras located 10 and 20 m above the sea surface.

Specifications of sensors used by the three nations are
summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 1 LAPTEX at FORACS (Crete); the double-head arrow
shows Strabon trajectory

Table I - Sensors

MODEL Band IFOV NEI Height
_______________ (microns) -~(Mrad) (1-1 J4 W/CM 2) W

TNO-FEL Cincinnati-IRCJ6O 3.7-4.6 0.1 1.0 20.4
FfO Cincinnati-IRRIS 256-LN 3.0-5.0 0.1 1.4 19.7
DREV Sony AVC-D5 (2) > 0.8 0.01 - 20.3 & 10.4

2.2 Meteorological measurements background studies. Furthermore, standard
Extensive meteorological measurements were performed meteorological measurements were performed
at sea and on land. A wave-rider buoy and a buoy made continuously on the Strabon by both TNO-FEL and
at TNO-FEL were moored 1.1 km from FORACS. DREV during tracking sessions.
They together provide the basic parameters needed for
model computations: pressure, air and sea temperature, Moreover, onboard Strabon were collected data on
humidity, wind speed and direction, and wave height. aerosol extinction, using two different techniques: (1)
The wave rider buoy also gives wave spectra and using a Particle Measurement Systems (PMS) put in
direction, which can be useful to investigate the impact place and operated by TNO-FEL, which gives the
of sea roughness on calculations, and to conduct sea distribution of the particle size from which the
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extinction coefficient can be derived through Mie to reliably characterize the prevailing conditions. From
scattering calculation; (2) using a Particle Volume a global analysis of meteorological data considering all
Monitor (PVM) or exctinctionmeter, which gives a sources of information, we came up with the sets of data
signal proportional to the forward scattering coefficient shown in Table 2 to describe the conditions that
at 3.8 microns. prevailed on the 16 and 22 July at LAPTEX. These

sets mostly correspond to the buoy data, as in many
instances ship meteorological measurements are

3. CASE STUDY suspected to be contaminated by ship structure and
In this paper we analyze 2 experimental sessions motion; in particular, for most runs, the measured wind
conducted on the 16 and 22 July respectively, speed and humidity appear to be highly correlated with
Continuous meteorological recording at various the ship speed.
locations and redundancy of measurements are suitable

Table 2 - Meteorological data for the 16 and 22 July

16 July 96 22 July 96

9-12 hrs* 19-22 hrs*

super-refraction sub-refraction

Air temperature (C) 27.4 24.2
ASTD (C) + 2.0 - 0.5
Humidity, (%/g/m3) 57/ 14.3 64/ 14.1
Wind speed (r/sec) 4.5 3.0
Wind direction (dg North) 320 - 340 300 - 325
24-hr avg. wspd (n/sec) 5.1 4.1
Wave height (m) 0.3 0.7
Visible range** (km) > GOS + 6 GOS - I
Meas. Extc. coef. (km-]) 0.020 0.019
NAM Extc. coef. (km-) 0.018 0.010

• Local time
•* GOS: geometrical optical sight (km)

The two selected runs were conducted under good range were confirmed by observations in the visible.
weather conditions, with very good visibility and Table 2 gives the maximum detection range observed
moderate wind. The absolute humidity was relatively by Canada in the visible using a camera 10 m above the
high, as expected in this maritime mid-latitude area. sea surface and a target onboard ship 7 m above the
The North-West wind, which blew perpendicular to the surface. The ASTDs for the 16 and 22 July were
ship trajectory, brought in a mixture of sea and land air. common values at LAPTEX, and at the same time
These coastal conditions are thought to be typical in among the maximum and minimum values recorded.
this area in Summer. They are definitely representative The 16 and 22 July were selected to consider the cases
of conditions that prevailed during the 3 week where refraction effects were among the strongest
campaign, except for 3 or 4 days when the sea got very observed.
rough and prevented ship tracking sessions.

The last two rows of Table 2 give, in the 3-5 band, the
What differentiates the conditions is the air-sea measured aerosol extinction coefficients onboard
temperature difference (ASTD), leading to different Strabon and the calculated values using NAM (in
kinds of refraction conditions. On 16 July, super- MODTRAN), respectively. For the NAM calculations,
refraction prevailed near the surface, permitting beyond- an air mass parameter (AMP) of 3 was chosen as it was
the-horizon detection. On 22 July, sub-refraction found to lead to calculated visibilities greater than 50
prevailed, which is known to limit the maximum inter- km, which was judged in agreement with observed
vision range (MIVR) between target and sensor, visibilities. Greater values of AMP would give
compared with the geometrical optical sight (range visibilities which are less than likely, considering
limitation imposed by earth curvature in the absence of observations made in the visible. For the 16 and 22
refraction effect) [4]. These refraction effects on detection July sessions, the average PMS and PVM extinction
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coefficients agree very well. Note that for 16 July, very 5. OBSERVATIONS AND CALCULATIONS
good agreement is obtained between calculation and FOR THE SELECTED CASES
measurement while, for 22 July, the calculation is about
half the measured value. 5.1 - 16 July

Figure 2 shows TNO-FEL measurements for 16 July
together with MODTRAN and IRBLEM* calculations

4. MODELS for 16 July, wherein the TNO-FEL average received
To support the analysis of the 16 and 22 July signal is converted to effective in-band transmittance.
observations, calculations were performed using 3 Outbound and inbound run data are shown. The average
computational models, two propagation models and signal is calculated considering 50 frames and the range
one system detection model: The MODerate resolution is given by a GPS system onboard. The star (*) in
TRANsmission (MODTRAN v3.5), the IR Boundary IRBLEM* means that, in IRBLEM, measurement of
Layer Effect Model (IRBLEM v2.7.5) and the Thermal aerosol extinction is used instead of any prediction. For
Range model for Point target detection (TRP). the TNO-FEL sensor, the geometric optical sight of the
MODTRAN [5] is a widely used radiative tranfer model IR source is 29.3 km. As predicted under positive
which was developed by Phillips Laboratory as a ASTD conditions, tracking is performed beyond the
successor to LOWTRAN 7. Details on MODTRAN are horizon, up to 32 km. At this range, the received signal
given in several dedicated papers included as part of was strong enough to keep tracking much further away.
these Proceedings. Unfortunately, the ship stopped at 32 km and returned

in accordance to the plan.
IRBLEM is a propagation software package which is
being developed in the framework of a joint Canada- From close range to 20 kin, MODTRAN and
Netherlands program with the aim of complementing IRBLEM* calculations are very close to each other. At
MODTRAN for dealing with near-sea surface these ranges, the refraction effect on transmission is
propagation effects [6]. The model combines effects of negligible (i.e. refractance-l) and, since in IRBLEM
molecular absorption, aerosol extinction and refraction, the molecular absorption is given by MODTRAN, the
taking into account the rapid change of refractivity and difference between the two calculations turns out to be
aerosol content with respect to the elevation near the sea dependent upon the aerosol extinction only. As
surface. In IRBLEM, vertical profiles of refractivity, C,,2 mentioned above, for 16 July the NAM prediction of
(turbulence) and aerosol extinction coefficient are aerosol extinction is very close to the measurement.
calculated and fed into a ray-tracing module, together
with molecular transmittance obtained using From 20 km and further, one notices that IRBLEM*
MODTRAN, to compute what is hereafter called transmittance decreases slightly more rapidly than
effective transmittance. The effective transmittance is MODTRAN transmittance, leading to a better
the product of the molecular transmittance, the aerosol agreement with observations. This is due to refractance,
transmittance and the refractance, the latter being a unaccounted for in MODTRAN, which decreases with
refraction-dependent gain factor expressed in range under positive ASTD conditions. For this run,
transmittance units. This new quantity was introduced transmission is dominated by molecular transmittance,
several years ago [7]. The analysis presented in this and near the horizon, refiractance gets as significant as
paper shows some experimental validation of refractance the aerosol transmittance. According to IRBLEM*, at
calculation. IRBLEM is made modular. It is composed 30 km, the molecular transmittance is 0.14, aerosol
of modules that can be readily substituted. In the transmittance is 0.55 and refractance is 0.54.
following analysis of LAPTEX data, computation of
aerosol extinction was substituted by measurements Figure 3 shows the FfO measurements with the SNR
made onboard Strabon. calculations obtained from the TRP-IRBLEM*

combination. For selected ranges, 3 seconds of signal
The Thermal Range model for Point target detection were analyzed. Each dot in the Figure shows the result
(TRP), developed in Germany, has been designed to for one camera frame. For the German setup, the
perform a complete IR system detection calculation [8]. geometric optical sight is 28.8 km. The calculated
Thus, as opposed to MODTRAN and IRBLEM, which BEST and WORST case curves correspond
are propagation models exclusively, TRP is a system respectively to the optimistic and pessimistic situations
model from which system performance can be assessed, where the target peak received signal always falls in the
TRP performs target-background contrast radiance middle of a detector (optimistic) or always falls between
computation, takes into account atmospheric detectors (pessimistic), taking into account turbulence-
transmission along with turbulence-induced blurring, induced blurring. In particular, at 30 km, TRP-
and finally, it contains a sensor model which takes into IRBLEM* calculations show that, because of
account the sensor optics, detector sensitivity and size, turbulence, only 66 % of the available energy hits the
and platform jitters. For the TRP calculations shown in detector even in the BEST case, whereas some 34 % of
this paper, sensor and target were assumed to be fully target energy reaches a detector in the WORST
stabilized. Furthermore, IRBLEM is used to provide scenario.
the effective transmittance and C,,2; the latter is required
to estimate blurring effect on detectability.
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5.2 - 22 July
Figure 4 shows signal received with the TNO-FEL In summary, for the 22 July, molecular absorption is
IRC160 system during the outbound run of 22 July, the principal source of attenuation along the path.
converted again to transmittance, together with Refraction is responsible for abruptly limiting detection
MODTRAN calculation. The solid line marked with range about 1 km less than the geometric optical sight
squares shows the average received signal, and the x's but, nonetheless, the mirage increases detectability at
and *'s denote the average-plus-standard deviation and MIVR.
average-minus-standard deviation, respectively. This
allows one to appreciate the level of signal fluctuations
along the path. It is noteworthy that MODTRAN 6. LESSONS LEARNED AND CONCLUSIONS
calculation, which includes NAM calculation, gives a Experiments were conducted by the NATO Research
relatively good description of the signal variation with Study Group 5 in the Mediterranean Sea in Summer
range. This is obtained even though the calculated 1996 to assess performance of IR systems under typical
aerosol extinction coefficient differs significantly from mid-latitude littoral inner-sea conditions. In this paper,
the measured one (as shown in Table 2), as the aerosol we presented analysis of tracking of low-level targets in
contribution remains small compared with molecular the 3-5 micron band, with targets getting near and
absorption. crossing the horizon.

Figure 5 shows the same graphic, except that a For most of the 3 week campaign, the visibility was
modified IRBLEM*, hereafter refered to as IRBLEM**, good and the wind was moderate and blew along the
is used instead of MODTRAN for the calculations. The coast. Under these conditions, IR transmission versus
Monin-Obukhov theory used to describe the vertical range was shown to be dominated by molecular
refractivity profile ceases to apply when the stability absorption, because of the characteristically high
length, L (which is an indicator of the level of absolute humidity in this region. When the air-sea
atmospheric stability), is too low. To obtain a reliable temperature difference (ASTD) is negative, refraction is
result, one shall ensure, as a rule of thumb, that L is likely to be the second factor of importance (so it was
greater or equal to the sensor height. This was not the on 22 July). Under this condition, the maximum
case for the 22 July run because of the prevailing low detection range is reduced vis-A-vis the geometric
wind speed. It was then decided to present calculations optical sight but the signal intensity is significantly
considering the closest conditions where the theory increased at detection range due to mirage formation.
applies. IRBLEM** calculation means that IRBLEM* Since occurrence of large negative ASTD leading to
is used considering a slightly increased wind speed (to significant range limitation is improbable in this
4 m/sec) so to have the stability length just greater than region, especially in Summer, because of mirage,
sensor height. It is noteworthy that, in the case of 16 refraction can be said to globally produce a positive
July, L was sufficiently high for the model to apply. effect on detection. Furthermore, positive ASTD (16

July) makes possible detection beyond-the-horizon,
Note that with IRBLEM**, the increase of signal just even for small ASTDs. Under these conditions,
before target loss is pretty well described. This steep however, refraction losses, described by refractance in
increase of signal is due to a refraction-induced mirage. the calculations, reduces transmittance - and thereby
The calculated maximum inter-vision range (MIVR), detectability - at horizon ranges and further. Tracking
28 kin, is however slightly less than observed, 28.4 beyond the horizon in the IR was achieved more than
km. Let us recall that in this case the geometric optical once at LAPTEX. For the cases considered in our
sight is 29.3 km. The calculated transmittance variation analysis, aerosol extinction did not play a critical role,
with range agrees very well with the measurement being of the order of refractance under positive ASTD
trend, except near 20 km where significantly more conditions. Aerosol extinction becomes more
signal is received. The cause of this signal increase has significant when the sea gets rough.
yet to be investigated.

In our analysis, MODTRAN calculation globally gave
Figure 6 shows the FfO SNR measurements and TRP a relatively good description of the transmittance
calculations for the 22 July. In this case, the predicted variation versus range. NAM calculation of aerosol
turbulence is much less than for 16 July; calculations extinction was shown to be less than satisfactory,
show that more than 90% of the available energy falls producing however no major impact on total
on the detector in the BEST case (defined above). Near transmittance because of the limited significance of this
MIVR, one observes a tremendously large SNR factor in the selected cases. For the selected cases, very
variation; large variation of signal was also observed good description of the received signal variation with
from TNO-FEL measurements. Because of the ship range is obtained when using IRBLEM with measured
motion, due to the waves, for one frame the target may aerosol extinction. This leads us to conclude that
be beyond the horizon, while for subsequent frames the MODTRAN calculation of molecular transmittance
target signal is magnified due to the presence of a (used in IRBLEM) and the IRBLEM description of
mirage. For the German sensor, the geometric optical refraction effects are valid and of appreciable accuracy.
sight is 28.8 kin, the observed MIVR is about 27.5 km The main source of inaccuracy in the propagation
and the predicted MIVR is 27.8 km. models would then reside in the estimation of aerosol
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extinction. Finally, the TRP model developed in 4. Dion, D. and Leclerc, B., "Investigation of the
Germany proves valid and efficient for carrying out Air Refractivity Effects on IR Sensors in the
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Fig. 2 TNO-FEL measurements in the 3-5 band for 16 July with IRBLEM* and MODTRAN calculation
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DEPENDENCE OF AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION ON DIFFERENT
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SUMMARY developed roughness, in coastal areas,
depends on the slope and shape of the sea

In the marine boundary layer over coastal areas bottom and it influences particle deposition
aerosol size distribution and aerosol concentration velocity (Ref 18). Therefore, in coastal areas.
strongly depend on wind speed, direction and sea bottom type influences deposition fluxes,
duration as well as sea bottom type. Therefore, and indirectly, concentration and size
measurements were carried out in various seasons of distribution of marine aerosols (Ref 19). The
the year taking into consideration all the above data collected from lidar based investigations
mentioned factors and different types of sea were used to determine the influence of the
bottoms. The lidar based investigations of the sea bottom type on dynamics of marine
marine boundary layer were conducted over coastal aerosol in the marine boundary layer over
zones of the southern Baltic Sea. coastal areas of the southern Baltic Sea under

conditions of developing and fully developed
1. INTRODUCTION roughness. In order to determine such

dependencies empirical formulae which
Coastal areas as sources of marine aerosols describe roughness length parameter were
play important roles due to the fact that employed to calculate deposition velocities of
breaking waves occur in this area even at aerosol particles of various sizes. These
small wind speeds. Breaking waves create formulae include such factors as offshore
whitecaps and sea-spray droplets which distance, water depth and friction wind
consist of a large number of air bubbles velocity (Ref 17).
essential for greater production of marine
aerosols (Ref 1, 2). Concentration of air 2. THEORY
bubbles in breaking waves is four times
higher in the breaker zone than in the ocean Since 1992 measurements have been taken from
under the same weather conditions. Sea-spray seven stations on the Polish coast of the Baltic Sea
droplets and droplets from bursting bubbles (17-19' E and 54.4-55' N) (Ref 14). The
elevated into the marine boundary layer locations of the measuring stations are shown in
constitute marine aerosol (Ref 3, 4, 5, 6). figure 1.
Such mechanisms and sources of marine 56 -.

aerosols are well described theoretically and SOUTHERN BALTIC SEA

well investigated experimentally (Ref 7, 8).
Based on results of many research findings,
models have appeared dealing with problems -55 - BORNHOLM Lubiat-w

of dependence of marine aerosol generation,
transport and deposition from the marine .
boumdary layer on various physical
parameters of the atmosphere (Ref 9, 10, 11, 54 -

12, 13). Especially well described is the
dependence of wind speed on concentration I I I
and size distribution of marine aerosol over 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

the ocean. Such models, however, can not be Longitude [deg]
directly applied to coastal areas for which
only a little data is available. At present, an a Fig. 1 Location of measuring stations.
full balance of aerosol fluxes in coastal areas
can not be done. The available data for such The measurements were carried out in different
areas are incomplete thus disallowing the seasons and at different stations in order to detect
determination of dependence of a particularly the influence of the type of wind and sea bottom
important parameter, roughness length, on type on aerosol size distribution and the level of
fluxes of emission and deposition of marine aerosol concentration in the coastal zone.aerosols (Ref 14, 15, 16). This parameter, as Therefore, wind speed and direction as well as wet
shown in (Ref 17) for developing and fully and dry-bulb temperatures were recorded, inaddition to other supporting information.

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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The air temperature varied from 2780 K to 2930 K, which is widely applied to determine the number of
while the wind speed varied from 0.5 m/s to 19 m/s particles in unit volume in the size range from ri to r,
and the wind direction varied from NE to SW (Ref +dr, therefore, S(r)-n(r)=dN/dr (Ref21). The shape
14, 15). For calculations data obtained for of formulae (2) and (3) allow formula (1) to be
southerly (i.e. offshore) winds have been neglected solved in an analytical form. Formula (1) can also
since in such cases the major contribution was
from terrigenous and anthropogenic particles, be used to determine the distribution parameters a

and b. These distribution parameters are than used
The lidar system FLS-12 has been installed in a in the determination of aerosol size distribution and
van and stationed on the top of the dunes at a fixed its concentration at particular altitudes for particles
distance of about 30 m from the sea. The of sizes re[0.5; 5gm] as follows:
inclination of the lidar has been easily changed, -total concentration,
which allowes for sounding the marine boundary
layer at various altitudes. The FLS - 12 is a tunable
laser system designed for remote sensing of the air NJ(zi,hi) = - a(, -0.5b(z,/,h(

in the VIS range of spectrum (400÷670 nm). The 0.5 b e(zIhi) e

source of UV pumping for the dye laser is a XeCl
excimer laser (308 nm). The backscattered energy -particle concentration from the range of sizes ri,
from various distances is collected by a
Cassegranian configured telescope, which has a r
280 mm diameter primary mirror and it is
registered by separate channels of multichannel (8 Nr (zi, hi) = N, (zi, hi)f (r) (5)
channels) photoreceiver. A more detailed
description of the lidar FLS-12 has been given f(r) is a normalized size distribution function,
previously (Ref 14). The backscattered signal was
registered every 50 ns, that is every 7.5 m on the
optical path. The lidar measurements were f(r) = beI (6)
calibrated by simultaneous measurements with six
stage cascade impactors and a laser particle counter
(PMS-Particle Measurement System). The
backscattered signal values for all wavelengths 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

served as the basis for the determination of size
distribution of aerosol particles and their For the coastal areas of the southern Baltic Sea in

concentrations at particular altitudes. Jastarnia and Lubiatowo, which are characterized by
sea bottom slopes oftga=0.014 and tga=0.01,

The comparative method, introduced by Potter (Ref respectively, aerosol concentrations were
20), was used to derive these parameters. It was determined in the marine boundary layer as a
assumed that aerosols are comprised of optically function of wind speed, direction and duration and
homogeneous, non-absorbing, spheres, of size r E under various weather conditions. The profiles of
[rl, r2 ]. Therefore, the extinction coefficient in thelida eqatin cn b defnedas ollws:sea bottoms in the investigated area are shown inlidar equation can be defined as follows:fiue2

figure 2.

0
r2

ai(RI,Aj)= f Q(ri, , j ) " S(r)dr (1) -1

where: S(r)-total, geometric cross-section of aerosol -4

particles per unit volume, Q(r, k j)-dimensionless LUBIATOWO

extinction coefficient, r-particle radius. Thus, the

extinction coefficient may be replaced with the -6
scattering coefficient and then functions S(r) and 0 0 200 300 400 500 600

Q(r, kj) can be written as follows: offshore distance [ml

S(r) = a. r2e(-br) (2) Fig. 2 Profiles of sea bottoms in Jastarnia and

Lubiatowo.
Q.(ri, Aj) =2-A i -L( o r (3)

SX2The data collected from lidar based investigations

were used to determine the influence of the sea

where: X=2 xj (no-I), in-relative light refraction bottom type on marine aerosol concentration, size

coefficient, X-Mie parameter: xj=2ir/, a,b- distribution, and vertical gradients of concentration.

distribution parameters. Function S(r) can be Figure 3 shows the variations of total concentration

described by the Nakajima-Tanassara distribution of marine aerosol with wind speed for northerly
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winds (i.e. onshore) and for two sea bottom slopes Similarly as in the case of the total concentration
at an altitude of 4 in. gradient, values decrease with altitude at both

measuring stations and for particles of both sizes.
S/ However, the influence of sea bottom types on

concentration gradients is more obvious. At lower

' 10o altitudes, up to about 20 m, concentration gradients
2 for particles of the same size were comparable at

*LBIATOWO both stations. The difference appears at altitudes
JASTARNiA above 20 m reaching the magnitude of 2 orders at

0 50 in. It was revealed that at 50 in particles of size
is5  2.5 gim were practically non-existent in the marine

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 boundary layer over Lubiatowo, while in Jastamia

wind speed [mi/s] their number was still higher than the number of

particles of 1 gm in Lubiatowo.
Fig. 3 Variations of aerosol concentration with wind 10i .o . ...

JASTARNIA

speed. Q"l5  • -i,,
0 *• r=2 5,,I,1

Figure 3 reveals that in both cases total marine i- ---
aerosol concentration increases with wind speed. In t 10i x 1.•--

the range of wind speeds from 1 m/s to ATOW-S102 LUBIATOWO
approximately 8 m/s the aerosol concentrations in 102

the marine boundary layer were slightly higher for . 10o' ,=25uu..

Jastainia than for Lubiatowo. The difference is I00 -... ...
highest at very slow wind speeds almost vanishing 10 20 30 40 50 60

at speeds close to 8 in/s. For wind speeds faster than altitude [m]

8 m/s the difference is very small, however, values
obtained for Jastamnia are still slightly higher. Fig. 5 Variations of aerosol concentration gradients

with altitude.

A similar situation occurs for changes of total
concentration gradient with altitude which is shown Differences in aerosol concentrations and their

in figure 4. The data were collected at wind speeds gradients determined in marine boundary layers in

of 9 in/s. Lubiatowo and Jastamia can be explained by
ý- t . . influence of sea bottom type on emission and

SLUBIATOWO deposition fluxes of aerosols. These fluxes depend
JASTAA on roughness length parameter, which in coastal

areas under various weather conditions is

0 determined by sea bottom slope or water depth (Ref
in17). For slow wind speeds, i.e. in the case of

o developing wavy motion, this parameter is

7 proportional to ratio of the offshore distance and
o10 water depth, while for fast wind speeds i.e. fully

i0 20 30 40 50 60 developed wavy motion, the roughness length

altitude [m] parameter is inversely proportional to water depth.

For sea bottoms with smaller slopes, under
Fig. 4 Variations of aerosol total concentration conditions of developing wavy motion, the
gradients with altitude. roughness length parameter is smaller than for sea

bottoms with steeper slopes. In the latter case the
For both types of sea bottoms the total concentration average emission fluxes are higher than deposition
gradient decreases with altitude and the difference fluxes (Ref 16). The decrease of deposition fluxes is
between 10 in and 50 in is of about 1.5 order. There caused by decrease of deposition velocity of
is a detectable difference between both sea bottom particles (Ref 14). For fast wind speeds (fully
types at all altitudes, and values obtained for developed wavy motion) the roughness length
Jastamia were slightly higher than for Lubiatowo, parameter is independent of sea bottom slope, and
and at altitude of 50 in the difference reached about the sea bottom influence on average aerosol fluxes
20%. is negligible. By assuming that the average aerosol

concentration in the marine boundary layer over the
Differences occur when particles of various sizes are coastal area is a result of the balance of the two
compared as in figure 5. above mentioned fluxes, the differences of
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concentrations at slow wind speeds and small In all cases values of distribution parameter b
differences at fast wind speeds shown in figure 3 increase with wind speed, however there are

can be easily explained. Changes of aerosol significant differences with altitude and for both sea

concentration gradients with altitude in Lubiatowo bottom slopes. The highest values were obtained for
and Jastarnia (figures 4 and 5) were caused mainly Jastarnia at 30 m and 15 m. They differ by about
by deposition fluxes, whose values linearly 0.04 pmI'. In the case of Lubiatowo values of
depended on particle deposition velocity. Such parameter b at 30 m were comparable with Jastarnia
variations in size distribution are presented in figure at 15 m. Lubiatowo values at 15 m were lower by

6. Data were collected at wind speeds of 9 m/s and about 0.08 jtmnf' when compared with those at 30 in.
at a distance of 100 in offshore. At altitudes of 4 m parameter b was higher in

1 .,_ ,UIBIA O , ,.Jastamia than in Lubiatowo (0.04 pm- ) and the
07 tL LUBIATOWO difference with altitude of 30 m reached 0.24 tn`.

9 °0 - ,,,,,, Differences of distribution parameter b confinn that
a ~ under the same weather conditions in marine

t, -boundary layers of Lubiatowo and Jastamia

t l°•generated marine aerosol is characterized by
- JASTARNIA different size distribution. The maximum
Sto•o ,30,. concentration occurs at r6,=2/b. Figure 8 shows

"10 variations of aerosol concentrations as a function of

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 particle size, at wind speed of 9 m/s, and altitudes of
eradius [urn] 4 m and 30 m in marine boundary layers of

Lubiatowo and Jastarnia.

Fig. 6 Variations of aerosol size distribution with to6

altitude. . , -

In both cases at altitudes of 4 in and 30 in 8 10-

differences occur in size distribution for particles of 10'
radii ranging from 0.5 junm to 2.5 gm. These
differences confirm the sea bottom influence on a5

aerosol concentration. For particles of radii greater 10,

than 2.5 pim these differences vanish, which means 1o..

that the sea bottom influence on concentration of 0 i 2 3 4 5 6paiticte radius [tin]

such particles in marine boundary layer in coastal

areas is very small. Fluxes of such particles, due to Fig. 8 Variations of aerosol number concentration
relatively fast deposition velocity, (Ref 15) cause with altitude.
the fast decrease of particle concentration with
altitude. This causes changes in size distribution of This figure reveals the distinct maxima of aerosol

aerosols produced from over sea bottoms of various size distribution in the investigated areas. With an

slopes with altitude and under various weather increase of altitude these maxima shift towards
conditions, particles of smaller sizes, which confirms the role of
Figure 7 presents variations of distribution emission flux in the production of marine aerosols
parameter b with wind speed at three chosen from over various sea bottom types. Also, a clear
altitudes at Lubiatowo and Jastamia. influence of sea bottom slope on aerosol

3.0 LTconcentration occurs. In Jastarnia, the average
•LU BIATOWO

• h14n .. aerosol concentration is higher than in Lubiatowo
* h-l 5,,

2.8 -• ,,,under the same weather conditions. This means that
E with smaller sea bottom slope the marine aerosol

2.6 ---- concentration in coastal area increases. Similar
"V •,results were obtained by Chomka and Petelski (Ref
E JASTARNIA 16).

" 2.4 h=111

" h=30ii

4. CONCLUSIONS
2.2

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Experimental results obtained for marine aerosol

wind speed [m/s] concentration in marine boundary layers of coastal

Fig. 7 Variations of distribution parameter b with areas show that sea bottom types influence both

wind speed and altitude, aerosol concentration and their size distribution.
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PAPER No. 38

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: C. R. Philbrick

COMMENT/QUESTION:

Please describe the geometrical arrangement of the experiment. How was the experiment arranged relative to
the surf zone? Was it the same at both locations?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

In both cases the lidar and other supporting equipment was at fixed positions (distances) from the surf zone.
the lidar was shot from the van across the surf zone reaching distances up to 600 - 700m, far beyond the surf
zone range. The lidar was used at various altitudes (changeable system).

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: S. Gathman

COMMENT/QUESTION:

Is the land topography the same in both measurement sites?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The land topography is the same in both measurement sites. There is a beach of about 40 to 60m wide and
forest areas starting from the dunes going inland. The height of the trees is about + 5 -4. 6m.
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PAPER No. 38

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. de Leeuw

COMMENT/QUESTION:

For a similar wave field, different sea bottom slopes will result in different widths of the breaker zone. Since
the measurements were made at 1 00m from the beach, the wider surf zone will result in a more developed
surf plume and hence higher concentrations at higher levels than for the narrower breaker zone. Hence the
measured concentration differences at higher levels are rather a transport issue than a sea bottom issue.

AUTHORIPRESENTER' S REPLY:

In all presented cases wind speed and direction were the same, therefore wave breaking was due to sea
bottom conditions and the ranges of breaking zones were comparable. These results are being processed and
they will be verified with the Chomka Model of Wave Energy Dissipation.
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HADES:
Hot And Dusty Environment Survey.

A. R. TOOTH,
Sowerby Research Centre, British Aerospace,

Filton, Bristol, BS12 7QW, England.
J. ROGGE,

Royal Military Academy,
PO Box 90154,

4800 RG Breda,
The Netherlands.

Abstract. During the course of the survey, possibly hundreds of
documents were examined and their salient features

The possibility of future military conflicts in geograph- used during the compilation of the final report. Clas-
ical regions that could be classified as 'desert' was, and sified reports were intentionally not reviewed, from
remains, of growing concern to all NATO nations. The the outset of the survey it was decided that the re-
major concern related to military operations in desert port should not contain any classified material. It
environments was the effect of 'obscuration' caused by was considered that this, acceptable omission, would
an increased dust loading of the atmosphere - the in- enable the report and its findings to be distributed
creased dust loading being primarily due to the move- to the widest possible NATO audience without undue
ment of personnel and vehicles, the impact of artillery difficulty. Additionally, all of the references that have
barrages, and the detonation of explosive devices such been quoted should be straightforwardly available.
as mines.

The duration of the increased atmospheric dust load- The HADES report has been designed to present in-

ing depends on prevailing ambient conditions and the formation primarily to the following groups of peo-

characteristics of the dust such as particle size. The ple: the Defence Research Group (DRG), Ministries
and Departments of Defence, scientists, and militaryeffect of the suspended dust is to reduce the abil-

ity of electro-magnetic energy to propagate through users.

the atmosphere and has the capability of denying 2. Survey Rationale.
'lines of sight' between opposing forces thereby reduc-
ing the effectiveness of military sighting systems and The possibility of future military conflicts in geograph-
communication links. ical regions that could be classified as 'desert' (hot

and dusty rather than polar deserts) was, and re-This paper is based on a joint survey called HADES, mains, of concern to all NATO nations. The major

(Hot And Dusty Environment Survey),which was ini- concrelated to military operations in desert envi-

tiated by the delegates of the former Research Study ronments was the effect of obscuration that is caused

Group RSG 15 of NATO (DRG) Panel 4. The aim by an increased dust loading of the atmosphere. The
was to review and, where possible, assess the effect increased amount of dust being primarily due to the
of desert environments on military operations. Sys- movement of personnel and vehicles, the impact of
tems operating at wavelengths ranging from the vis- artillery barrages, and the detonation of explosive de-
ible through the infrared out to the milli-metric fre- vices such as mines. All of these rudimentary mili-
quencies were of greatest concern. tary activities have the capability of generating large

1. Introduction. quantities of dust which is subsequently lofted into
the air. The dust can remain suspended in the at-

This paper describes a survey that was con- mosphere for varying amounts of time. The period of
ducted during 1994 and 1995 by the members of suspension depends on the prevailing ambient condi-
the former NATO Research Study Group AC/243 tions, including meteorology, and the characteristics
(Panel 4/RSG 15) on 'the characterisation of bat- of the dust such as its particle size. The suspended
tle effects and related measurement techniques'. The dust reduces the propagation of electromagnetic en-
group was concerned that the designers, evaluators, ergy through the atmosphere and has the capability of
and users of military systems had insufficient infor- denying lines of sight between opposing forces thereby
mation that related military 6lectro-optical systems to reducing the effectiveness of military sighting, aiming,
their performance in hot and dusty environments. A tracking systems, and other 'communication' links.
survey, called HADES (Hot And Dusty Environment
Survey), was initiated by the group and an overview The joint survey was designed to review existing ma-
of it is now reported. terial, and where possible assess the effects of desert

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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environments on military electro-optical systems. In the three most important sections are the Conclu-
particular, systems operating at wavelengths ranging sions, Military Implications, and the Recommenda-
from the visible through the infrared out to the milli- tions. Only details of these sections are given in this
metric wavelengths were of greatest concern, overview paper.

3. Objectives of HADES. 5. Conclusions.

The broad objectives of HADES were as follows: The two most important conclusions that were drawn
from the survey are:

" To characterise the desert (hot and dusty) envi-ronmnt n tems f is meeorlog, an loate 1. Military operations in desert regions will beronm ent in term s of its m eteorology, and locate s v r l a p r d b h n i o m n .A t o gregions which exhibit such characteristics, severely hampered by the environment. Although
the above statement is perhaps obvious its im-

" To study the effects of desert environments on portance is fundamental and should not be either

military electro-optical systems. taken for granted or underestimated.

" To review the military implications of operations Loose, dry surface dust will be lofted into the
in desert environmentsa air by wind, vehicular movement (ground and

low flying air activities), explosions or shock-

" To identify where there is currently a lack of data waves from gunfire and missile launch. The at-

available for desert environments and to indicate mospheric dust loading will be increased - all as-

possible studies to help resolve the lack of appro- pects of electro-optical system performance that

priate data. rely on the propagation of electromagnetic energy
through the atmosphere will be degraded.

4. Scope of the Survey. In addition abrasion will occur to the optical sur-
faces of the sensors which are being deployed.

HADES was conducted over a two year period and in- Heat, dust and temperature changes will also

volved Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, have adverse effects on equipment reliability and

United Kingdom and the United States. will reduce the effectiveness of personnel.

Apart from the reviewing and assessment of many 2. Experimentation has shown that the effects of

technical reports during the survey, detailed discus- dust can be very different in areas that initially

sions were held with 'military advisors', primarily appear to be similar.

from the UK, who had direct experience of military The dust which is produced, generally, has a
operations in deserts. The results from these discus- broad particle size distribution however this dis-
sions, where relevant to the survey, have been included tribution will greatly vary in different geographi-
in the report. However some of the information that cal areas. This variation will alter the obscuration
was provided can only be classified as 'anecdotal' and characteristics of the atmosphere in terms of in-
cannot be numerically substantiated. creased absorption and scattering which reduces

atmospheric transmission.
It was immediately apparent, at the outset of the sur-
vey, that a considerable amount of relevant experi- tobe decat (hot nd t canlexibit such

mentation had already been conducted by various or-

ganisations. During the survey details of the majority characteristics under exceptional conditions, such

of this experimentation was reviewed and reported on. as drought. Conditions such as these were ex-

In addition equations and models that had been de- perienced during the NATO BEST TWO trial
which was conducted during August 1990 at

veloped were also reported and, where appropriate, Camp Moumeond(150kmdNrth Ast of ar
examples of their use are given. Camp Mourmelon (150 kmn North East of Paris),

France. During the trial dust conditions were un-

The report contains details of what constitutes a expectedly experienced that were equal to any of

desert, and examples of the variability of different the trials that were specifically designed for dust

meteorological effects, such as temperature, humid- evaluations. These locations were not explicitly

ity, visibility, atmospheric transmission etc, that can considered during this survey due to their unpre-

be expected in several specific locations are given. dictability, although they should not be forgotten
as their potential impact on any military opera-

Sections of the report are devoted to the characteris- tions in such areas could be severe.
tics of: desert environments, terrain and backgrounds,
the natural (desert) atmosphere, and the battlespace 6. Military Implications.
atmosphere. Details of models for the prediction of
desert related effects, and details of previous mea- The most important military implications of the effect
surement programmes are also reported. However of dust are:
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a. The loss of target acquisition capability - targets 7. Recommendations.
will be masked inside and behind dust clouds in
the visual and thermal wavebands. The final objective of HADES was to identify where

there is currently a lack of data available for desert en-
b. The loss of guided munition line of sight - in- vironments, and to indicate where future experimen-

creased dust loadings will reduce atmospheric tation is necessary in order to resolve the omissions.
transmission which will lead to a degradation of The following recommendations are considered to be
system performance. appropriate:

However there is also a positive effect of vehicular e In order to provide the military user with the nec-

dust; the long range detection of moving targets can essary information on the characteristics and the

be enhanced due to the cueing effects of the dust consequences of increased atmospheric dust load-

clouds that are created. For the shorter range detec- ings, it is recommended that studies should be

tions it has been observed that the contrast of targets

in front of the dust cloud is sometimes enhanced. The dust types that are found in different geographical
areas and to relate them to propagation effects invisualisation of the effect is different in the 3 to 52 pm different wavebands. Ideally such a survey should

and the 8 to 12 /im wavebands. cover world wide locations but could be realisti-
Although conditions that lead to increased dust load- cally restricted to potential areas of conflict. It is

Althughconitins hatleadto ncrase dut lad-considered that some of the required data are al-
ings and the subsequent possible reduction in system red avai albe in man dirent repots

performance are commonly found in desert type en-

vironments, such conditions can be found elsewhere. The potential exists for incorporating such
On many occasions, significant dust loadings can oc- characterisation data in Tactical Decision Aids
cur unexpectedly in non-desert locations (even in Eu- (TDAs) which would aid the military users to
rope), and it is essential that such eventualities are assess their vulnerability to dust effects. With
not underestimated. military assistance and guidance a Handbook on

'out-of-area' operations, in desert environments
Examination of experimental results indicates that which would augment such TDAs could be devel-
due to the broad range of particle sizes contained oped.
within a dust cloud, all of the wavelengths from the
visible to the far infrared will be similarly affected. e Collaboration is required for the evaluation of
However, under some conditions the longer wave- the operational performance of the next gener-
lengths will be advantageous in desert environments. ation thermal imaging equipment and laser sys-

tems against increased atmospheric dust loading
Millimetre wavelength systems are only momentarily and other obscurants.
affected during the initial stages of an explosion whenthere are large particles present in the atmosphere. *Advances in weapon system technology may re-
The larger particles quickly 'precipitate' from the dust quire more sophisticated models to assess theirThe argr prtilesquikly'prciptat' fom he ust theoretical performance. In particular, an in-
cloud and at that time propagation through the cloud, trea leperfomanc e Iparicl, ansin-at mllietr waelegths reurn tonoralcreased knowledge of multiple scattering, absorp-at m illim etre w av elen g th s, retu rn s to n o rm al.ti n a d e m s o n w h n ob c r t cl u s i ltion, and emission within obscurant clouds will

Climatic conditions can be severe. Day time tempera- most likely be necessary.

tures can be in the order of 40 to 50'C and the annual e There is a need to establish the effects of ob-
diurnal variation can vary by up to 80'C. Fierce winds scurants on the electro-optical detection of mov-
can reach 35 m/s causing sand storms. The effects of ing targets. In particular there is a need to de-
such storms can be extensive and visibility impaired termine the search effectiveness of electro-optic
for significant periods of time. Dust storms can render sensors obscured environments. Data is required
all ground movements and low flying activities difficult that allow search models to be further developed
and often impossible. and validated. Data is also required for the anal-

ysis of the probability of detection, recognitionDust can reduce the cross-country capability of comn- and identification of targets moving in and out of

bat vehicles and can damage weapons and equipment. defilade in cleati and obscured environments.

The ingress of dust can significantly increase wear and

tear on assemblies and sub-assemblies which leads to Many studies and experiments have been con-
a need for more frequent technical servicing, and this, ducted that might partially resolve current and
together with the logistic difficulties, imposes enor- future requirements. It is considered essential
mous demands on maintenance, and technical sup- that the data and subsequent results from those
port. There is therefore an increased premium on studies are not lost during the current reductions
equipment reliability and self sufficiency. in defence spending. The effective use of data
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repositories, such as the Atmospheric Aerosols
and Optics Data Library (AAODL), should be
encouraged.

8. HADES Report Availability.

The HADES report has been issued by NATO, the
reference number is AC/243 (Panel 4) TR/19. Copies
of the HADES report are available to NATO countries
and requests for further information should be made
directly through the appropriate national delegates.
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DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Clement

COMMENT/QUESTION:

Your message is clear. Implications appear to be significant. Could you report on any responses you
received from the user community?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The majority of responses have come from the weapon system community. Their interest was how much will

the performance of systems be degraded in desert type climates.
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DISCUSSOR'S NAME: G. P. Anderson

COMMENT/QUESTION:

Are there any implications from the HADES study regarding the development and/or advantages for dust
mitigation?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The HADES report does not include information on dust mitigation. However, during the survey we found
that some "traficability" trials had been conducted. The results from these trials are outlined and referenced
in the final report.

There appears to be two related problems:

1. If you minimize the amount of dust generated/lofted into the air the visual/thermal signature becomes
clearer and easier to acquire and recognise the target.

2. If you allow the dust to be naturally lofted into the air the detection of the vehicle improves.
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ATMOSPHERIC OPTICAL EXTINCTION MEASURED BY LIDAR
C. Russell Philbrick
Daniel B. Lysak, Jr

Applied Research Laboratory
Penn State University

PO Box 30
State College PA 16804, USA

SUMMARY differ from the density scale height only by the
extinction due to scattering losses along the

Two independent lidar techniques, one using transmitted and received paths. The factors which
Raman scatter in a monostatic configuration and cause the extinction are particle scattering,
one using the polarization ratio of the scattering molecular scattering and absorption. The
phase function in a bistatic configuration have been scattering losses expected from molecular
developed to determine the optical properties in the extinction are known directly from the density scale
lower atmosphere. The direct backscatter height and the molecular scattering cross sections
measured at the transmit wavelength of a of nitrogen and oxygen. The scattering losses from
monostatic lidar has been found to have limited the particle component of the atmosphere can be
utility in describing the important parameters separated by examining the gradient in the signal
because the measurement is a mixture of signals compared to the density gradient, thus providing
from molecular and particle scattering. A bistatic extinction profiles of the particle scattering
lidar technique has been used to demonstrate that component of the lower atmosphere. The technique
useful information on number, size and distribution is able to provide the extinction profiles through
of particles is contained in measurements of the clouds, as long as any signal remains to be
polarization ratio of the scattering phase function. detected. Many cases of cloud measurements have
An independent Raman lidar technique can be used been obtained which have optical extinction
to provide measurements of the molecular coefficients up to the ranging up to 10 kmil.
scattering profiles at several wavelengths through
the lower atmosphere. The departures of the signal The profiles from the rotational Raman scattered
profile from the molecular density gradient then signal at 530 nm (from the 532 nm transmitted
provide a direct measure of the optical extinction. beam of the 2 nd harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser)
The optical extinction profiles at visible and provide a direct measure of the atmospheric aerosol
ultraviolet wavelengths are routinely measured extinction component at mid-visible wavelengths.
today using Raman lidar. The vibrational Raman 1st Stokes scatter signal

from molecular nitrogen at 607 nm provides the
INTRODUCTION simultaneous extinction at a second wavelength,

which is sensitive to a slightly different size
We have been able to demonstrate that it is particle. The same measurement can be made from
possible to measure the optical extinction and the rotational Raman scatter at other laser
describe changes in the particle number, size, and wavelengths from the 3rd or 4th harmonics of the
distribution width of the optical scattering laser transmitter (355 nm and 266 nm for the
components using a bistatic lidar in the lower Nd:YAG laser). Example cases are used to
atmosphere [1, 2, 3]. The measurements were describe the atmospheric optical properties using
made using signals from a bistatic lidar technique three wavelengths, 285, 530 and 607 nm.
which measures the polarization ratio of the
scattering phase function. Additionally, the OPTICAL EXTINCTION FROM BISTATIC
profiles of molecular species measured by Raman LIDAR SCATTERING PHASE FUNCTION
lidar techniques directly provide a measurement of
the optical extinction from the gradients in the Single ended remote sensing instruments, whether
profile [4,5,6]. The Raman return signals scattered using lasers, radars, or microwaves, have
of the N2 and 02 components in the atmosphere difficulties determining absolute extinction from

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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backscattered signals along a propagation path. technique were conducted in September 1995,
This is due to the large variations in the ratio of the during the CASE I (Coastal Aerosol Scattering
extinction (forward scattering) to the backward Experiment) at Wallops Island, Virginia. This
scattering components from different particle size location was chosen for its humid coastal/marine
distributions [7]. The bistatic linear array receiver environment and for an unobstructed 3.28 km
was developed to provide useful information on the horizontal path over a salt marsh. One of the goals
scattering phase function of the aerosols [1,2,3]. of this research was to determine how well Mie
The bistatic remote receiver utilizes a linear theory [11], with a lognormal distribution of
photodiode array to image the radiation scattered scatterers would describe actual aerosol data, in a
from any high power CW or pulsed laser system. humid coastal/marine environment [12]. Analysis
By observing the angular scattering variation along of the data was made using a 9 parameter
a horizontal path, where the distribution of optimization fit of the polarization ratio versus
scattering particles is relatively uniform, additional angle from a model of polarization ratio from Mie
information that is obtained from the scattering scattering theory with trimodal lognormal size
angle phase function can. We have demonstrated a groups defined by size, width and number density
new technique to estimate particle density, size and in each group. The molecular scattering
distribution widths (of spherical scatters) by use of component had to also be added to the aerosol
the unique information contained in the polarization distribution model to obtain a satisfactory set of
ratio of the scattering phase function versus angle aerosol fit parameters. A polarizer was used on the
obtained from the ratio of signals parallel and receiver to measure the cross polarization to
perpendicular to the scattering plane. estimate the amount of multiple scattering and

nonsphericity of the particles in the scattering
Previous experiments with the bistatic lidar volume. Results, which can be represented by
technique have used a scanning laser beam to trimodal lognormal size distributions, were
attempt to reconstruct a scattering phase function obtained from both clear and hazy/misty nights.
from tropospheric aerosols [8,9,10]. The Extinction calculated from the size distributions
measurement technique presented in this paper does has been compared with extinction from the Raman
not attempt to reconstruct a scattering phase lidar at two different wavelengths. On calm
function of the particles. Instead, a ratio is evenings with high humidity and decreasing
obtained from the image of the scattering signal of temperature, the inversions also show increasing
two orthogonal polarization components as a particle sizes consistent with radiation fog
function of angle, one in the scattering plane and formation. The results show remarkable agreement
one perpendicular to the scattering plane along a with a tri-modal aerosol distribution when using a
horizontal path, as shown in Figure 1. The use of a spherical scattering model (Mie theory).
ratio cancels the effects of many measurement
problems, including detector linearity and The measurements were made on a horizontal path
extinction differences due to different path lengths under low wind and stable conditions so that the
for each scattering angle. Figure 1 demonstrates particle distribution should have been uniform as a
the ability of the bistatic receiver to simultaneously function of angle. The analysis for the experiments
image the backscattered radiation from an angle performed required the assumption that the particle
range of 1550 to 180', where the scattering size and density were stable for more than 15
function is most sensitive to the size of the seconds, the minimum time to obtain a data set, and
particles. The assumption of a uniform horizontal uniform over a scale of about 500 meters, the path
path was verified with horizontal extinction corresponding to the range of scattering angles
profiles from the Raman lidar analysis during each used, 150 to 175'. The magnitude of the scattered
data set [4,5]. The Penn State LAMP lidar [6] was signal was nearly constant over the range of angles
alternately operated on a horizontal path and a because the increase in surface brightness due to
vertical path. The LAMP lidar collected rotational compression of the image on the detector off-sets
Raman temperature profiles, vibrational Raman the 1/R2 decrease from the greater distance.
water vapor profiles, vibrational Raman nitrogen
profiles, and aerosol/molecular scattering profiles An example of the bistatic measurement technique
at the fundamental laser wavelength of 532 nm, is shown in Figure 2a, with the best fit of the
while the bistatic detector measured the angular model, and the corresponding trimodal distribution
scattering. The first tests of this measurement in Figure 2b. The time sequence of the changing
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particle size was followed over a period of several

hours during this evening while the temperature

decreased and the extinction increased as a Figure 2. (a) An example of the bistatic lidar

radiative fog formed. The second mode of the measurement technique, showing the best fit result

distribution was found to narrow in distribution from the ratio of the polarization scattering

width as it increased from a radius of 0.166 jim to function versus angle from a Mie scattering theory

0.23 7 jtm. At the same time the third mode model. The feature at 159° is due to a glint from

increased from a radius of 6.46 jim to 8.91 jim. an insect. The signal beyond 175° is ignored since

This data set is most striking because the model these correspond to the last 2 km of the 3.2 km

follows almost every contour in the data between path. (b) The lognormal size distribution and

1550° and 1800 as seen in Figure 2a. Not only does density determined from the model fit to the data

the model fit the data almost perfectly as the mode shown. The extinction values calculated from the

radii increased, but the calculated extinction particle distributions shown in (b) are listed in the

coefficients are also the same as those measured by panel (a) and compared with the simultaneously

the Raman lidar. The extinction values from the det~ermined extinction from the Raman lidar

calculated size distribution and the extinction analysis. The radiation fog mean radius grew from

values calculated from the Raman lidar profile at 6.46 pam to 8.91 jim in 2.5 hours (see Stevens

wavelengths of 532 and 607 nm are shown in dissertation [1] for several additional examples).

Figure 2a. Figure 2b shows the particle properties

derived for the data in the upper panel.

The signal from the fundamental transmitted

OPTICAL EXTINCTION FROM RAMAN wavelength at 532 nm exhibits a profile of

LIDAR combined molecular and particle scattering that is

difficult to analyze for significant properties,

The molecular profiles from the Raman scatter except cloud height. However, analysis of the

signals provide direct measurements of the optical Raman signals can provide unique vertical profiles

extinction. Figure 3 shows the visible and uv of the optical extinction.

profiles measured when a thin cloud is present.
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The LAMP (Lidar Atmospheric Measurements 1) Apply the range correction to the backscatter
Profiler) and LAPS (Lidar Atmospheric Profile Raman shifted signal.
Sensor) instruments use the molecular scattering 2) Correct for the attenuation due to molecular
properties of the species in the lower atmosphere to scattering on the way out at 532 nm and the Raman
simultaneously measure profiles of ozone, water shifted wavelength on the way back to the lidar.
vapor, temperature, and optical extinction. The The ground level molecular attenuation coefficients
measurements can be made both daytime and for 532 and 607 nm are known from the cross-
nighttime because of the capability of the sections for N2 and 02,
instrument to use the "solar blind" portion of the
ultraviolet spectrum from the 4th harmonic of the
Nd:YAG laser. The ozone profiles are obtained am532 = 0.013 Ian -1 a 607 = 0.007 Ian

from a DIAL (Differential Absorption Lidar)
analysis of the Raman shifted scatter of N2 (285
nm) and 02 (276 nm) which occur on the steep side
portion of the Hartley absorption band of ozone. 3) The aerosol extinction coefficients at 530 nm
The water vapor profiles are obtained from the and at 532 nm are assumed to be the same. Then
vibrational Raman scatter from the 2nd (532 rm) using the 530 nm data, the altitude dependent
and 4t' (266 nm) harmonics of the Nd:YAG laser. extinction value for 532 mu can be calculated
The temperature profiles are obtained from the comparing the signal gradient with the atmospheric
rotational Raman profiles of the molecular nitrogen scale height using that part of the profile that is not
and oxygen components of the atmosphere. affected by the telescope form factor (beyond about

I km).
The optical extinction profiles of the atmosphere
are obtained from the gradients of the rotational l(z) = 10 e -232

Raman molecular profile and the N2 vibrational
Raman profiles measured at 530, 607 and 285 mu.
The temporal resolution of the ozone and
temperature profiles is about 30 minutes and the
profiles of water vapor and optical extinction are 1(z) = Io e -0532*01607)z

obtained each minute. The wavelength dependent
optical extinction can be used to describe changes
in the particle size distribution as a function of 4) The extinction of the 607 nm is obtained by
altitude for the important small particles. These fitting the function,to the 607 um profile. This
measurements can be interpreted to determine the algorithm can only determine the sum of the two
air mass parameter and atmospheric optical depth. extinction paths but with the extinction determined

at 532 nm, the extinction for 607 am can be
Measurements of optical extinction are based upon directly calculated. Figure 3 (upper panel) shows
gradients in the molecular profiles, using the N2  an example of the aerosol extinction profile. The
vibrational Raman or a band of the rotational Raman lidar equation can be written to emphasize
Raman lines. We have used the technique to the extinction at the transmit wavelength and the
measure the true optical extinction for clouds and Raman scattered return wavelength. The optical
aerosol layers. In order to calculate extinction due extinction due to scattering and absorption is
to aerosols from Raman lidar measurements, the separated into the outgoing transmit wavelength
following procedure is used: path and the return path at the Raman shifted

wavelength in the equation,

PRz)exl- f z(amo+Rmo+aOaer+aaer)dZ)

0 - outgoing - 532 or 266 mu R - return - 530 (rot), 607 (N2), 285 (N2) or 276 (02) am
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Vertical Extinction from LAPS on U.S.N.S. Sumner
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Figure 3. The optical extinction measured at visible and ultraviolet wavelengths from the LAPS Raman
lidar on 9 October 1996. The extinction from molecular and aerosol scattering components are shown and
the ozone absorption at 285 nm is based on the DIAL analysis of the Raman signals for N. and 02.

The relationship can be rewritten to solve for the is possible to then calculate the optical extinction
optical extinction at the Raman shifted return at 607 rum. This approach provides the 607 nm
wavelength. The first calculation is applied to optical extinction from the N2 Raman without
the case when the extinction at the rotational assuming any wavelength dependence.
Raman signal at 530 nm is measured. That
wavelength is so close to the 532 nm transmit The results in Figure 3 show the measured
wavelength that no difference due to wavelength extinction profiles at visible (530 nm) and
dependence of the scattering cross section exists. ultraviolet (285 nm) wavelengths which are
By first calculating the extinction at 532 nm from ascribed to the scattering by the molecular and
the 530 nm path and substituting this extinction the aerosol components of the atmosphere are
as the aerosol extinction of the outgoing pulse, it shown. In addition, the extinction at 285 nm due
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to the measured tropospheric ozone profile is number density, size and distribution width of the
shown. It is interesting to note the general scattering particles, assuming the Mie scattering
similarity between the visible and ultraviolet theory can be used to describe the particles. The
aerosol extinction values. The wavelength second depends upon the fact that extinction
dependence of the aerosol extinction is seen to be produces a gradient in the Raman scatter profile
relatively small in this case, but there are of the principal molecular constituents. The
significant differences in the aerosol profiles. Raman technique provides a reliable approach to
The molecular extinction profiles were calculated obtain profiles of the molecular species which
from the model profile of density. The molecular can be analyzed to directly determine the
scattering cross-section between the visible and extinction at a wavelength. The "solar blind"
ultraviolet differ by the factor of -12 (1/, 4). The spectral region has been found useful in
total extinction at the ultraviolet wavelength is measuring the daytime profiles of optical
generally much greater than at the visible extinction and ozone absorption. Aerosol
wavelength. However, as the aerosol extinction extinction measurements can be obtained at
increases, it can make the total extinction at both several wavelengths from the Raman molecular
wavelengths comparable, in clouds the visible profiles. Simultaneous measurements of optical
extinction can be even larger. extinction at several wavelengths provides

information on the variations in particle size,
The instrument provides a unique opportunity to which can be particularly interesting around a
simultaneously measure the variations in the cloud to determine whether it is in a growth
ozone profile, while at the same time determining phase or is dissipating.
the atmospheric dynamics from variations in the
water vapor profiles. These results, together
with the temperature profiles and particle ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Abstract cient and the effective droplet diameter of the precipita-

tion, fog or cloud events that define adverse weather in

It is a demonstrated fact that technology can provide a de- the context of this paper. The main advantage of the

cisive edge in military operations. Sensors and weapons of MFOV technique is the access it provides to size informa-

ever increasing sophistication are constantly being fielded. tion which permits scaling of the derived extinction coef-

To fully exploit the effectiveness of these systems, it is es- ficient at the lidar wavelength to any other wavelength of

sential to know their performance limitations, especially interest. Examples of thermal imagers performance calcu-

in adverse weather where extinction conditions are highly lations based on actual fog/cloud lidar measurements are

variable. In this paper, we study the feasibility of using a presented. They show that the relative advantage of one in-

lidar to measure on site and in real time the spatially re- frared band over another can change in the course of chang-'

solved aerosol extinction. We have chosen the lidar because ing adverse weather conditions.

it is the only known instrument that can remotely detect
and characterize fog and cloud droplets. The lidar has long
been considered to fill this need but the shortcomings of the 2 PERFORMANCE MODEL
conventional solution methods have put serious limitations
on its usefulness. At Defence Research Establishment Val- The objective of this study is the development of a predic-
cartier, we have defined and tested a novel multiple-field-of- tion model of electro-optic systems performance in adverse
view (MFOV) technique that solves many of the outstand- weather based on lidar monitoring of the optical parame-
ing problems, particularly in adverse weather. The paper ters of fog, clouds and precipitation droplets. We consider a
describes a proposed E-O systems performance calculation generic imaging system and evaluate performance in terms
model based on MFOV lidar solutions and shows typical of detection ranges of specified targets against the atmo-
results derived from actual lidar measurements. spheric background. Detection is defined by the strength
Key words: Lidar monitoring, Atmospheric transmit- of the target-to-background contrast seen by the imager
tance, Detection ranges relative to some suitable threshold.

The atmosphere affects infrared image contrast by trans-
mission losses and background emission. Atmospheric

1 INTRODUCTION emission is very complex to describe exactly. For the pur-

pose of this study, we simplify the problem by neglecting
The operational performance of ultra-violet, visible and in- direct sunlight scattering by the target and the atmosphere,
frared wave weapon systems is very much dependent on and by assuming conservative scattering [1, 2] to estimate
weather conditions. Except for the effect of turbulence, the atmospheric emissivity. Sunlight scattering can be sig-
their performance in clear atmosphere is mostly system nificant in the mid infrared band where it can enhance or re-
limited, which is generally fixed, known and well mod- duce target contrast depending on the target attitude with
eled. Difficulties arise in adverse weather. Different sys- respect to direct and diffused sunlight. The conservative
tems perform differently and, above all, adverse weather is scattering approximation assumes that the radiation scat-
highly variable and unpredictable on the local operational tered away balances exactly the radiation scattered into the
scale. One possible solution is continuous monitoring with line of sight. In other words, scattering and absorption are
single-ended remote sensing devices. The forces equipped considered indistinguishable from a radiance point of view
with such nowcasting devices would definitely have an edge [1]. For example, this is the default multiple scattering op-
in making weapons deployment decisions by adapting to tion used in MODTRAN [3]. Therefore, the mid infrared
or taking advantage of well characterized prevailing atmo- detection ranges calculated by the method of this paper are
spheric conditions. first-cut approximations that will have to be reviewed, par-

In this paper, we propose a visible and infrared systems per- ticularly in the light of more advanced modeling of sunlight

formance calculation model based on on-line lidar monitor- scattering and atmospheric emissivity.

ing. The chosen lidar is a multiple-field-of-view (MFOV) According to the approximation of conservative scatter-
lidar which allows retrieval of both the extinction coeffi- ing, the emissivity ei of an atmospheric layer, delimited

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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by ranges Ri and Ri+1 from the system receiver, is given Rb < Rt < R,
by = [1 - T(Ri+I)/T(Ri)] (1) CNR = [L, - B(T,(O))] KT(R) ; (3)

NEP
where T(Ri) is the atmospheric transmittance up to Ri.
The spectral radiance of the layer is thus the product of Ei b) in the case where the target is within the clouds, i.e.

times the Planck function, and the received radiance is the Rb < R < Rt,

emitted radiance attenuated by a factor equal to the trans-
mittance T(R1 ). Therefore, in the framework of this sim- CNR = [L, - B(T,)] KT(R) +
plified model, the atmospheric effect on target contrast is -T(R)

completely determined by the range-resolved atmospheric [B(Tc) - B(T.(O))] KNER (4)
transmittance T(R). Hence, the problem of calculating

detection ranges reduces to specifying the transmittance and c) in the case where the target is below the clouds, i.e.

T(R) to far enough ranges to reach the limiting detection R < Rb < Rt,
level. KT(R) +

Our interest is in adverse weather and, hence, in low al- CNR -- [L - B(TEa)] NEP
titudes. Under this condition, we believe it is sufficient to _- T(R6)
divide the atmosphere into three main layers: the boundary NEP
layer below cloud base, the cloud layer, and the clear sky [S(Tc) - B(T.(O))] KT(R)
above cloud top which, for the purpose of this study, is as- NEP
sumed aerosol and cloud free. To estimate detection ranges,
we need the range-resolved transmittance along any slant where B is the Planck function and NEP is the noise equiv-
path through this three-layer atmosphere. Models alone
are not sufficient; the variability of the aerosol, fog, clouds - S, A/R 2  if p2R 2 /f 2 S0 > 1
and precipitation in the boundary layer requires continu- K p2 A/f 2  if p2R 2 /f2 S < (6)
ous on-site monitoring. We propose to do this with the
multiple-field-of-view lidar technique described in the fol- depending on whether the pixel size is greater or smaller
lowing section. As will be seen, and this is particularly than the image size, where S. is the target cross-section,
true for low-visibility conditions, the solutions retrieved A and f are, respectively, the aperture area and the focal
from these lidar measurements are sufficiently detailed to length of the receiver optics, and p is the pixel size of the
estimate with good accuracy the particulate contributions image plane sensor. The target radiance L, reduces to the
TU(A, R) to the transmittance at the wavelenghts A of inter- Planck function at the target temperature Ti, i.e. B(Tt), if
est. For the molecular contributions Tm..(A, R), we propose the target emissivity is close to unity.
to use MODTRAN [3] as follows: the boundary layer below
clouds is specified by a uniform average temperature and
relative humidity derived from on-site measurements, and 3 MFOV LIDAR
the clear sky above, by the default standard atmosphere
model appropriate to the location. The band transmittance Our objective is to continuously characterize adverse
is then given by weather, defined by the presence of fog, clouds and pre-

f2 cipitation, by lidar monitoring. Operating a lidar in such

T(R) 1 d A W((A) T-m(A, R) Tp(A, R) , (2) dense particulate media gives rise to multiple scattering

contributions in the measured returns, e.g. Refs. 4-9. in
where W(A) is the sensor spectral function, and Al and A2 the past, multiple scattering has been treated as an un-
the limits of the bandpass. Instead of extending in each desirable effect and correction factors have been proposed,
case the transmittance calculations to the top of the at- for instance by Platt [10]. However, it has been recognized
mosphere, we plan to approximate the clear sky radiance quite early [4, 5, 6] that retrievable information is included
for the semi-infinite layer above the clouds by tabulated in the multiple scattering effects. In recent years, we have
brightness temperatures T0(O), where 0 is the elevation an- been developing at our laboratory measurement and inver-
gle. sion techniques [7, 9, 11, 12] to take advantage of this, in

Under the simplified conditions outlined above, it is rather particular to try to derive particle size data from lidar re-

straightforward to derive the equations for the target- turns.

background contrast. Denoting by R the range to the tar- Multiple scattering causes radiation to be rescattered into
get, by Rb the range to the cloud base or fog bank, by Rt the receiver at angles greater than the divergence angle of
the range to the cloud or fog layer top, by Ta the average the transmitted laser pulse. Therefore, one practical means
air temperature in the boundary layer below clouds, by T, of resolving the multiple scattering contributions consists in
the average cloud temperature over the lidar penetration measuring the field-of-view dependence of the lidar returns.
depth, by T0 (O) the sky brightness temperature at the ele- We have done this in two different ways. In an early exper-
vation angle of 0, and by L, the target radiance, we have iment [7, 9], we used in the image plane of the receiver a
for the contrast-to-noise ratio CNR large PIN photo-detector segmented in the form of concen-

tric rings. Four discrete fields of view were thus obtained,
a) in the case where the target is above the clouds, i.e. namely 4, 13, 26 and 38 mrad. However, to take advantage
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of the higher gain of APD detectors and to add flexibility to fective droplet diameter and a solution for the extinction

the number and values of the fields of view, we are currently coefficient. From these simultaneous solutions, it is possi-

experimenting with dynamically changing the receiver field ble, as shown in the following paragraphs, to estimate the

of view by means of variable size masks rotated in front of a extinction coefficient at any wavelength of interest.
single detector [13]. Obviously, in this method, the returns Wavelength extrapolation is an important step toward cal-
at the different fields of view are not recorded simultane- culating the spectral particulate transmittance T7(A, R) of
ously but sequentially. For most measurements reported Eq. 2. To do this, we first assume a parametrized function
here, the laser was pulsed at 100 Hz and the field-of-view for the droplet size distribution, for example a modified
masks were shifted at the same rate. Series of eight masks gamma function of the form
are used to define fields of view between 0.2 and 12 mrad.
Hence, a complete sequence requires 0.07 s during which dN
time the. cloud must remain relatively stable for the mea- d--r Nor exp(-br), (7)

surements to be valid. The sequential approach would not which is very suitable for fog and clouds, where r is the
be suitable for a scanning system but is very convenient for droplet radius, and No, a and b are the parameters to be de-
research needs. termined. According to cloud models developped by Deir-

Our lidar inversion method for exploiting multiple scatter- mendjian [16] and fog models by Shettle and Fenn [17], the
ing is outlined in Ref. 11. It is applicable to scattering parameters a and b are, to a good approximation, linked
particles greater than the lidar wavelength, which is the together by the following empirical relation:
case for fog, cloud and precipitation droplets at 1.06 pm.
Under this condition, half of the particulate extinction is 1 + 3.715 b. 6 for b K 1.5, (8)
due to diffraction scattering concentrated in a narrow peak 6.0 for b > 1.5,
centered on the laser axis. This means that a large frac-
tion of the scattered radiation remains within the receiver where a is dimensionless and b is in ym-1. Thus, Eq. 7

field of view and can thus contribute substantially to the is actually a two-parameter model that can be specified at

measured signal. Because nearly half of all scatterings are each range bin R from the lidar solutions for the effective

in the near forward direction, it follows that the multiply droplet diameter d(R) and extinction coefficient a(A,, R),
scattered radiation collected at small fields of view by a where Al is the lidar wavelength, as explained below.

lidar receiver in a co-axial configuration has, for the most The effective diameter is defined by
part, undergone a single backscattering at an angle close
to 180' preceded and followed by near forward scatterings d = 2 < r3 > = 2 r3  d dN
[14]. Hence, the field-of-view dependence of lidar returns is < r2 > J dr/ -d dr . (9)
strongly related to the profile of the scattering diffraction
peak. Diffraction theory tells us that the angular width of Using Eq. 7 for dN/dv, we have
the peak is inversely proportional to the average diameter d = 2 (a + 3)/b. (10)
of the droplets. As a result, the MFOV measurements con-
tain retrievable information on droplet size. Reference 11 Therefore, from the lidar-derived value of d, we can deter-
describes the method used here to extract at each range of mine both a and b by solving numerically Eqs. 8 and 10.
the MFOV returns the effective droplet diameter defined
as the ratio of the third to the second order moment of the By definition, the extinction coefficient at wavelength A is

size distribution density function. (A, R) f 0r Q, r) dN

As discussed below, multiple scattering also contributes ad- afR
ditional information to solve for the extinction coefficient. No7rr2Qe(A, r)re-brdr, (11)
In general, the solution of the lidar equation requires the
specification of a boundary value. In the case of single scat- where Qe(A, r) is the extinction efficiency obtained by Mie
tering lidars, the boundary value cannot be derived from calculations. Given the lidar-derived solutions for a and
the measured signal and must therefore be obtained by in- b obtained as described in the preceding paragraph, the
dependent means. Moreover, it should preferably be speci- extrapolation of the lidar extinction coefficient a(Al, R) to
fled at the far end of the lidar return to ensure stability [15]. other wavelengths is then straightforward, namely
Both conditions can seriously compromise the remote sens-
ing capability of the lidar. In the MFOV inversion method o0 A, r r(A2 R) "r
[11] employed here, we use the multiple scattering contri- fo' Q,(A, r) ra+2ebr dr
bution in lieu of a boundary value. By fitting the measured
relative signal strength between the wide and narrow fields Finally, the required paticulate transmittance 'T(A, R) of
of view to an analytical expression valid in the limit of small Eq. 2 is given by
multiple scattering contributions, we obtain the extinction R

coefficient at that range. This provides a reference to cal- TP(A, R) = exp - a(A, R) dR'. (13)
ibrate the lidar signal and thus eliminates the need for a
boundary value.
In summary, the inversion of the MFOV lidar returns gives The MFOV lidar method just described requires the pres-
an summarynhe binvergoodesionae of the Fiaveraurns gies ence of measurable multiple scattering effects. This is the
at each range bin a good estimate of the average or ef- case in fog and clouds but, in background aerosols, we have
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not yet observed with our lidars any measurable contri- in one direction of homogeneity and the solution method

bution at fields of view greater than the pulse divergence, developed by Evans [20] employed. Finally, the clear air

Because the size and concentration of background aerosol solutions would need to be spatially extrapolated because,

particles are small, the backscattered signal is mostly sin- in good visibility, the useful lidar range is less than the de-

gle scattering. Despite their relatively small extinction co- tection ranges we want to calculate. Therefore, if scanning

efficients, background aerosols must nevertheless be taken is performed, we can find in most situations ways of retriev-

into account in Tp(A, R) because, in the absence of adverse ing with reasonable accuracy the lidar extinction coefficient

weather, the detection ranges are long and significantly in- ce(Al, R) even in the absence of multiple scattering.

fluenced even by small particulate extinction. There remains to estimate from a(Al, R) the extinction at

Under a single-pulse data recording procedure, which is the mid and far infrared wavelengths. Since we have no data

practical choice when scanning the environment is required on particle size, shape and composition, we must use em-

as in the proposed application, we find that returns from pirical scaling models. Unfortunately, the wavelength dif-

background aerosols are detectable in the central field of ferences are large, which makes the ratio of the extinc-

view of our MFOV receiver up to a horizontal range of 2- tion coefficients dependent on the full particle size range

3 km at the most. If fog or clouds are present within that and, therefore, sensitive to aerosol variability. For exam-

range, we cannot discriminate the fraction contributed by ple, Trakhovsky and Shettle [21] concluded from numerical

the aerosol but this is irrelevant because the fog or clouds simulations using a number of different atmospheric aerosol

effects dominate. If the fog or clouds are farther away from models that the relation between the extinction coefficients

the transceiver, or if they are completely absent, then the at 1.06 and 10.6 zm showed too much scatter to give an

aerosol can and must be resolved. Multiple scattering is accurate scaling law. Having said that and in the absence

of no help in this case and conventional solution methods of additional data, scaling still remains a practical option

must be employed. As extensively discussed in the liter- as long as we keep in mind the uncertainties involved.

ature, there is no unique and accurate way of determin- Figure I illustrates the scatter that we can expect in trying

ing aerosol extinction from single scattering elastic lidar to extrapolate the mid and far infrared extinction coeffi-

measurements. However, the same literature abounds with cients of background aerosols from the coefficient measured
suggestions of measurement scenarios and approximate in- at the lidar wavelength of 1.06 pim. The data are derived
version methods for taking maximum advantage of the lim-
ited but nevertheless rich lidar information. In the follow-

ing, we discuss how vertical profiles of aerosol data can be
estimated when only single scattering returns are available. o.00

The regions of single scattering contributions only are eas- o " °
ily identified by the absence of signal in the fields of view 0 o
greater than the pulse divergence. Compared with adverse
weather, these are regions of good visibility that are not
subject to rapid and large variations except in the vicinity . 0.20

of local sources such as fires, surf zones, white caps, etc. In
most instances, there will exist a range of azimuthal direc- MO0 02 a A 0 7 a . . . .

tions and elevation angles where we can assume horizontal Wevaveleth/(1.o6 pm)

homogeneity, Under such conditions, the single scattering
return signals P(h/ sin 9i) measured at different elevation

Figure 1: Wavelength scaling of extinction coefficients for
angles 0i from ranges corresponding to the same height h MODTRAN maritime aerosol model; data sets are for van-
can be related to the height-integrated extinction as follows ous relative humidities; continuous curve is best fit to data.
[18]:

f sin Oi sin 9i+l from the MODTRAN maritime aerosol model for several

0 2 [sin 0i+1 - sin O × relative humidities. The RMS scatter about the best fit

Fsin20i+1 P(h/ sin Oi) 1 curve is 27%. In the presence of fog or clouds, such uncer-
n [sin2  P(h/sin 91+) tainties are inconsequential since the fog or cloud infraredLn sextinctions, derived with good precision with the MFOV

(14) inversion method, are the dominant factor. In good visi-

where a(At, h) is the aerosol extinction coefficient at the bility, the errors are potentially more serious. Fortunately,

lidar wavelength Al and altitude h. The vertical profile of since we can expect that the errors fluctuate in sign over

ce(Al, h) can thus be directly calculated from this equation the long clear air paths, the integrated effect may still be

or from Klett's solution [15] where the boundary value is acceptable.

replaced by the optical depth derived from Eq. 14. Another Although the main emphasis is adverse weather, we be-

possibility proposed and tested by Kunz [19] is to solve the lieve that even in clear air lidar monitoring is still bet-

slant returns (Oi > 0) by forward integration with the near ter than relying solely on models despite the shortcom-
end boundary value inferred by the slope method applied to ings just discussed. At the very least, we have a contin-
the horizontal return (Oi = 0). For the remaining directions uously refreshed estimate of the infrared extinction profiles

of inhomogeneity caused by local sources, the single scatter- that may be crude but certainly more closely related to

ing lidar returns could be normalized by a return recorded the prevailing conditions at the operation site than model
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outputs. Moreover, should low visibility conditions set in
or dissipate, MFOV lidar monitoring offers an immediate Parameter of gneric IraT
and accurate assessment of the resulting limitations or im- Parameter Mid Infrared Far Infrared
provements. However, aerosol modeling remains essential A tBand 3.5 - 5Da tm 8 - 115 jm
for wavelength scaling where there is no multiple scattering Aperture Diameter 150 mm 150 mmsignal. Focal Length 136 mm 136 mm

Pixel size 30 x 30 jim 2  30 x 30 1m 2

NETD (27-C) 90 mK 20 mK

4 RESULTS

droplet diameter of 16.6 /m and a liquid water content of
Lidar probings of cloud decks were regularly performed 0.29 g/m 3 , which corresponds, under the assumption of a
with our experimental MFOV lidar. For these routine mea- constant efficiency factor of 2, to an extinction coefficient
surements, scanning was avoided to minimize eyesafety haz- of 50 km 1.
ards; the lidar was instead pointed at a fixed near vertical
elevation angle. For the illustrative CNR calculations of
this paper, we have assumed horizontal homogeneity and 104

trigonometrically transformed the Vertical measurements to 103 .-.... .. e
the elevation angles of interest. 102

Z
' 101
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S0 ' Figure 3: Contrast-to-noise (CNR) ratio, under stratus

... .... ............ .. ..... , cloud layer of Fig. 2, of a 300 m/s, 0.3 m 2  subsonic tar-I 700, 75 800 850 900 950 l000
785 get as a function of range for a constant elevation viewing

Vertical Range (m) angle. Continuous curve: mid infrared; broken curve: far
infrared. Top: 3° elevation; bottom: 200 elevation.

Figure 2: Example of MFOV cloud lidar returns for small-

est and largest receiver fields of view (a) and corresponding
solutions for extinction coefficient and droplet diameter (b) calculated with the method outlined in Sections 2 and 3

caclthed withstht-ie method outlNed in Secionsil2 tande 3ra
One measurement example showing the raw lidar returns the contrast-to-noise ratios (CNR) of missile target im-

at the smallest and largest fields of view of our receiver, and ages viewed at various elevation angles by a generic modern

the corresponding retrieved solutions for the extinction co- IRST. The relevant sensor data are summarized in Table

efficient and droplet diameter is given in Fig. 2. This was 1. Two types of targets were considered: a) a 300-m/s sub-

the case of a stratiform cloud layer in an otherwise clear at- sonic missile with an effective area of 0.3 i
2 , and b) a 1000-

mosphere. The two field-of-view returns are initially equal m/s supersonic missile with an effective area of 0.45 m 2. In

but, as cloud penetration increases, they deviate markedly both cases, we have assumed an emissivity of 0.8. Results

to the point where the return at 12.3 mrad grows at cloud at 3' and 200 elevations in the presence of the cloud of Fig.

top to -~ 10 times the strength of the return at 1.2 irad. 2 are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 for the subsonic and super-

This is a clear illustration of multiple scattering contribu- sonic missiles, respectively. The small kink in the CNR

tions. Both returns finally drop to the noise level at ap- curves of the top graphs of both Figs. 3 and 4 seen between

proximately the same range indicating that the laser pulse 2 and 3 km corresponds to the transition from a resolved

has cleared the top of the cloud. Otherwise, if the signal to an unresolved target, i.e. to the effect of the geometrical

fading were due to extinction, we would expect the signal factor K of Eq. 6.

at 12.3 mrad to outlive that at 1.2 mrad as we routinely For the low-temperature subsonic target, Fig. 3 shows
observe from dense cloud layers. The lidar-derived solu- that the far infrared sensor has everywhere a higher CNR
tions plotted in Fig. 2b give an extinction coefficient of whether the target cruises below, within or above the
30-40 km-i and an effective droplet diameter of 15-20,um. clouds. At low elevations, the advantage of the. far in-
These number are consistent with expectations. For exam- frared is insignificant. Up to cloud base, both bands have a
ple, Chlilek et al. [22] propose for stratus clouds an effective high CNR and hence excellent detection performance; once
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in the clouds, because of the low slant angle, the extinc-
tion builds up sufficiently in both bands to make detection
impossible with only a marginal range extension in the 8- 10.

11/Pm band. However, as the elevation angle increases, the 11n 3 . " 2-degree elevation
cloud integrated attenuation decreases and we observe from
Fig. 3 that the long wavelengths can become advantageous. 10.

For example at 200, Fig. 3 shows that the target is almost 1o,
detectable through the cloud in the far infrared band with 100

a CNR close to unity, but completely masked in the mid 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 i i 20

infrared. At greater elevation angles, the target becomes R. (k-)

clearly visible above the clouds in the 8-11 pm band but
remains completely hidden in the 3.5-5 pm band. Figure 5: Contrast-to-noise (CNR) ratio of a 300 m/s,

0.3 mi2 subsonic target in the far infrared band as a func-
10 . .tion of range for an elevation angle of 20. Broken curve:
10 ... . clear air; continuous curve: stratus cloud layer of Fig. 2.

a: 101

eg 103 eevation No systematic validation of lidar-derived performance pre-
10110° 1dictions such as depicted in Figs. 3-5 has yet been con-
10" ducted. However, we participated with an early version

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 of our MFOV lidar in a joint experiment that resulted in

Range (kin) limited possibilities for comparison of predicted CNR with
10. . ............................. . simultaneously recorded actual infrared images. One ob-
101 ............. jective of the experiment, planned and carried out under
10' the auspices of the former NATO Panel 4 RSG-8, was to

a: 10, 0dgeeeeao
1020-degree elevaion verify the usefulness of lidars in providing real-time de-

10. tection ranges for thermal imagers [23]. The experiment
10° . was called the Vertical Atmospheric Structure Trial 1992

0.. (VAST92) and took place in the Fall of 1992 in the German
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Alps. Part of the measurements consisted in recording the

Range (kin) images of a 0.22-m diameter calibrated blackbody target

along a 30°-elevation, 2.3-km long slant path while mak-
Figure 4: Contrast-to-noise (CNR) ratio, under stratus ing simultaneous MFOV lidar measurements close to the
cloud layer of Fig. 2, of a 1000 m/s, 0.45 M2 supersonic imagers axis. Highly variable fog or cloud layers regularly
target as a function of range for a constant elevation view- formed at middle altitudes between the valley station and
ing angle. Continuous curve: mid infrared; broken curve: the mountain top where the blackbody target was located.
far infrared. Top: 30 elevation; bottom: 20" elevation. Unfortunately, most cloud/fog events remained opaque to

both infrared bands. However, there occurred one event
The high temperature results of Fig. 4 reveal an interest- of a semi-transparent layer that was successfully probed by
ing featurd. As a result of the high target temperature, both the infrared imagers and the MFOV lidar. The results
the clear atmosphere target contrast is higher in the mid are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The blackbody temperature for
infrared but as soon as we reach the cloud, the situation that event was set at 1000 C.
quickly turns to the advantage of the far infrared. As in the In Fig. 6 are plotted the mid and far infrared detection
previous case, the gain is not significant at low elevation. probabilities predicted from the MFOV lidar returns with
However, at higher angles, the cloud becomes transparent the method of this paper for the specific imagers and the
in the 8-11 /pm band; for example, the target remains de- specific blackbody target of the experiment. The lidar mea-
tectable up to -r 7 km at 20' elevation, i.e. a gain by a surements were performed at a rate of 0.1 Hz but, to illus-
factor of mhore than 2.5 compared with the 3.5-5/pm band. trate the trends more clearly, the 0/1 discrete probability

The presence of clouds measured and characterized by the values were averaged over a 1-min sliding window. The de-
proposed lidar is valuable information even if the target is tection threshold was arbitrarily set at a CNR level of 3 for
everywhere below cloud base. Cloud emission can make these calculations. The calculations of Fig. 6 predict that
a difference. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the CNR the blackbody target at 2.3 km should be undetectable by
calculated at 20 elevation for the overcast conditions of Fig. the mid infrared imager for most of the depicted 1-h mea-
2 is compared with the clear air case. At 20, the 800-m surement period except for a short interval around 10:00,
cloud base gives a cloud-free range of 23 km. It follows that and after 10:25 at which time the fog layer began to dis-
the transmittance is the same in both cases for all ranges sipate completely. By contrast, the target should remain
less than 23 km. However, Fig. 5 shows that the radiance fully detectable by the far infrared imager over the com-
background created by the cloud layer is sufficient to reduce plete period. The imagers results shown in Fig. 7 confirm
the target CNR by a factor of nearly 1.5. For a detection these general predictions. There is no target image in the
threshold chosen equal to CNR = 3, this translates into a mid infrared but a clearly defined spot in the far infrared.
detection range reduction of more than 1 km over 16 km. Strickly speaking, the prediction is not exact because at
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10:00, i.e. at the time quoted for the recorded image of

Fig. 7a, the predicted mid infrared detection probability (a)

is maximum. However, considering the synchronization er- PtSi
rors between the lidar and the imagers, the uncertainties in

the actual detection thresholds, the separation between the

lidar and the imagers optical axes, and the rapid probabil-
ity fluctuations shown in Fig. 6a, the prediction of marginal

performance in the mid infrared compared with the far in-

frared is consistent with the recorded images.

------------------------------

0.0 a.00 10.0 10.0-05

"Time (h)

Figure 6: Lidar-derived, 1-min averaged detection proba-
bilities of VAST92 target on 13 October 1992. Contiuous
curve: mid infrared imager; broken line: far infrared im-
ager.

5 CONCLUSION (b)

DLWIR 8 - 12

We have developed a simplified model to calculate the
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of a target seen through ad-
verse weather. By neglecting target and atmospheric scat-
tering of solar radiation into the line of sight and assuming
conservative radiance scattering, we were able to formu-
late the CNR in terms of atmospheric transmittance alone.
The adverse weather component to the transmittance is de-
rived from on-site, real-time multiple-field-of-view (MFOV)
lidar data and the molecular component, by MODTRAN
calculations. The MFOV technique works well in adverse
weather where the size and concentration of the scatter-

ing particles are sufficiently large for multiply scattered ra-
diation to contribute to the measured lidar signals. For
background aerosols, however, conventional solution meth-
ods must be employed along with model-based wavelength
scaling and range extrapolation to compensate for the lack
of particle size information, in the first case, and the lim-
ited useful range of clear air lidar soundings, in the second
case.

CNRs of generic targets viewed by generic imagers were
calculated from actual lidar data. Results showed that far
infrared band imagers perform better in adverse weather
for both low and high temperature targets at least for the
conditions studied. Our general prediction of superior ad-
verse weather performance in the far infrared is confirmed
by the one case of simultaneous lidar and thermal imager
data currently available to us. However, as expected, the Figure 7: Infrared images and corresponding grey scale

advantage switches back to mid infrared for high tempera- levels within windowed area of a 100' C, 0.22-m diame-
ture targets seen through clear air. The knowledge of such ter blackbody source viewed along a 300 elevation, 2.3-km
behaviors provided on-line by lidar monitoring, as proposed slant path through a cloud layer. (a) mid infrared; and (b)
in this study, would give a definite advantage for selecting far infrared. Date was 13 October 1992 and time was 10:00.
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the most favorable operating modes of surveillance imagers. [9] D.L. Hutt, L.R. Bissonnette, and L. Durand, "Mul-

We have considered in this paper the surveillance scenario tiple field of view lidar returns from atmospheric

but it is evident that the lidar-based performance model aerosols," Appl. Opt., Vol. 33, pp. 2338-2348 (1994).

of Sections 2 and 3 can be applied to tracking by en- [10] C.M.R. Platt, "Lidar and radiometer observations of
emy and defense weapons for optimal deployment decisions. Cirrus clouds," J. Atmos. Sci., Vol. 30, pp. 1191-1204
Weather-coordinated weapons deployment may provide in (1973).
some situations the sought after differential edge over op-
posing forces of equal hardware sophistication. [11] L.R. Bissonnette and D.L. Hutt, "Multiply scattered

aerosol lidar returns: inversion method and compari-
Future work will be devoted to refining the performance son with in situ measurements," Appl. Opt., Vol. 34,
calculation model. The conservative scattering hypothe- pp. 6959-6975 (1995).
sis needs to be revisited, and solar scattering by both the
target and the atmosphere has to be taken into account. [12] G. Roy, L.R. Bissonnette, C. Bastille, and G. Vallie,
The accuracy of any solar scattering model will certainly "Estimation of cloud droplet size density distribution
be enhanced by the availability of lidar data from which from multiple-field-of- view lidar returns, Opt. Eng.,
real-time characterization of cloud cover can be derived. Vol. 36, pp. 3404-3415 (1997).
Finally, the complete approach needs extensive validation. [13] G. Roy, L. Bissonnette, and C. Bastille, "Multiple-
To that effect, a decision has been taken and work has be- field-of-view lidar control systems," submitted to 19th
gun to build a demonstrator 10-Hz eyesafe, fieldable MFOV International Laser Radar Conference, 6-10 July 1998,
lidar capable of scanning in both azimuth and elevation at Annapolis, Maryland.
a slew rate of -• 30'/s.

[14] F. Nicolas, L.R. Bissonnette, and P.H. Flamant, "Li-
dar effective multiple-scattering coefficients in cirrus

Acknowledgments clouds," Appl. Opt., Vol. 36, pp. 3458- 3468 (1997).

We are indebted to K. Stein and and A. Kohnle of [15] J.D. Klett, "Stable analytical inversion solution for
Forschungsinstitut fiir Optik for sharing the thermal im- processing lidar returns," Appl. Opt., Vol. 20, pp. 211-

ages of Fig. 7. 220 (1981).

[16] D. Deirmendjian, "Far-infrared and submillimeter
wave attenuation by clouds and rain," J. Appl. Me-
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Measurement of the Distortion Generated in a Laser Beam's Characteristics
Resulting from Passage through an Engine's Wake

D.H. Titterton
WX3 Department, DERA Farnborough

A2 Building, Room 1064
Ively Road, Farnborough, Hants GU14 OLX

United Kingdom

1 Introduction

This paper reports studies carried out to measure the change in characteristics and properties
of a laser beam when propagating through a jet plume. The work comprised a ground trial
conducted at a DERA range in the Autumn of 1995. The trial utilised an open air test bed
employing a Phantom Spey 202 jet engine as the source of the plume. This trial involved
using continuous wave laser beams propagating through the jet engine plume at a height of
2 m from the ground and over a horizontal atmospheric path. The scope of the trial was
limited by the need to assess the magnitude of the problem, prior to embarking on a more
definitive series of experiments.

The ability to direct a laser beam on to a distant target from an aircraft depends on a number
of factors such as laser beam pointing stability, the pointing accuracy of the beam director,
the motion isolation of the beam director and the variations in refractive index along the
propagation path. The energy density incident on the distant target is determined by the
energy emitted by the source, its divergence and the attenuation and modification produced
by the atmospheric path. The location of the laser beam exit aperture on an airborne platform
is clearly important, as it strongly influences those directions where the beam will need to
pass through highly turbulent zones.

During normal propagation of a collimated laser beam through the atmosphere the energy is
affected by turbulence generated by relatively small scale fluctuations in the refractive index
of the air, this leads to scintillation effects. These changes in refractive index can result from
variations in temperature and can be caused by absorption of solar energy, the consequence
of which is that the beam can become defocused. In some circumstances, as the scale of the
turbulence increases, the centroid of the beam can be seen to move about. Additionally, in
the presence of moderate levels of turbulence there is the added phenomenon of constructive
and destructive interference, which result in patches of low and high intensity. In general
these effects can be predicted using existing theory. However, at very high turbulence levels,
such as those occurring in plumes and wakes, there is no suitable validated theory to predict
the effects on a laser beam and consequently practical measurements have to be made to
assess beam spreading and motion of its centroid.

The effect of turbulence created in the plumes on the laser beam was studied at two
wavelengths of 488 nm and 3.39 Fim. The results were recorded at two ranges 150 m and
800 m. The changes in the beam characteristics were observed and recorded using suitable
cameras.

2 Experimental arrangement

The experimental set-up consisted of three major parts:

a) The transmitter cabin housing the laser sources.
b) The engine facility and laser path.
c) The far-field target board and imaging systems.

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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The general layout is shown schematically in Figure 1, below.
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2.1 The transmitter cabin and laser sources

The transmitter cabin housed the laser sources, beam expanding telescope, steering mirror,
pointing telescope and CCD camera. A CCD camera was fitted on to the end of the aiming
telescope to ensure that the laser operator could point the beam on to a retro-reflector placed
on the target board, without having to look through the telescope for the retro-reflection with
the unaided eye.

To reduce the inherent divergence of the laser beam, a beam expanding telescope with a
"times 20" magnification was used. This gave a laser beam diameter at the output of the
steering mirror of 16 mm and a divergence of 0.039 mrad for the argon ion laser. Similarly,

Athe diameter and beam divergence of the helium neon laser was 31 mm and 0.14mrad,
respectively. The laser beam expanding telescope was adjusted to obtain a focused beam at
the target. With the target board being at least 150 m away from the transmitter, the laser
beam geometry at the target position was considered to be collimated.

Two different laser sources were used for this experiment, namely a continuous wave argon
ion device emitting in the visible and a helium neon source emitting in the mid infrared.
These lasers were selected as they were available and compatible with available camera
recording equipment. Additionally, it was convenient to use a visible source for general
alignment and viewing of the experimental effects, this source also had sufficient power to
enable some comparatively long-range measurements to be made. The use of continuous
wave laser sources avoided the need to synchronise the firing of the laser energy to the stare
time of the camera and the operation of the recording equipment.

The performance of the laser sources used on the trial are summarised in table 1.
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Laser Wavelength Power Output Beam
source (nm) (W) beam dia. divergence

(mm) (mrad)

Argon ion 488 0.27' 0.8 0.78
HeNe 3--390 0.0035 1.55 -2.78

Table 1: Summary of laser specifications.

The laser beam propagated from the transmitter cabin at a height of 2 m above the ground,
its path was notionally horizontal at a slight downward angle towards the target board
positions, on a bearing of 023 with respect to "true" north. The angle between the engine
longitudinal axis and the laser propagation path was 20'. The laser beam penetrated the plume
at approximately 1 m downstream of the nozzle exit.

2.2 The engine facility and laser path

The Spey engine is a twin spool bypass engine with ten combustion chambers all radially
located in an annular arrangement. At idle power the temperatures measured across the nozzle
axis of the plume (comprising core + bypass air) are given in table 2.

Temperature (K) Position from centre of jet pipe (mm)

633 0

598 100

543 167

512 216

472 260

467 277

Table 2: Summary of engine exhaust temperatures.

The temperatures generated through the centre of the plume at 1 and 10 m downstream from
the end of the jet pipe were 631 K and 378 K.

The surface over which the laser beam propagated was solid concrete over the first 60 m of
the path, followed by grass for the remaining path length.

Description Bearing Range (m) Height Difference (m)

Engine 043.4 28.34 -0.157

Target 1 023.1 151.27 -1.058

Target 2 023.2 803.5 -0.753

Table 3: Trial target range and laser path data.
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The positions of the Spey engine, target position 1 and target position 2 with respect to the
transmitter output aperture are shown in table 3. The direction of the laser path had to be
modified slightly to accommodate the longer range to the more distant target board.

The brightness of the helium neon laser and the methane absorption in the atmosphere limited
the range of observations to 150 m.

2.3 The far-field target board and imaging equipment.

The far-field equipment comprised an imaging camera, video recording equipment and
continuous wave power meter. The target board dimensions were 2.7 x 2.7 m and the surface
of the board painted with a matt-white finish, to give maximum reflectivity.

The cameras used for imaging the image on the target board were the Amber Radiance 1 for
the helium neon laser and a CCD colour camera for imaging the argon ion 488 nm laser. The
specification for the two cameras is given in table 4.

Camera Waveband FOV Integration Frame Array
Type (gIm) (0) time (ms) rates size

(fps)

Amber 3 - 5 10 1 and 2 60 256x256

Colour CCD 0.4 - 1.1 15 1 - 30 30 - 500 Not
available

Table 4: Summary of camera specifications.

The output from the cameras was recorded on standard VHS video recorders.

2.4 Experimental method

The beam positioning mirror was adjusted so that the laser beam was centred on the target
board and the appropriate camera positioned and focused to record the position of this beam
on the target board. The camera then recorded data for a short period prior to the start-up of
the jet engine. The camera continued to record the image of the laser beam received on the
target board during this process, whilst the engine operated at "idle" power, moderate power
and during shut down. The beam position was recorded for approximately 3-minute segments
during this cycle of operations, for subsequent evaluation in the laboratory.

The background illumination on the target board was minimised by optical filtering and the
erection of light shades. The limitations of the camera signal to noise ratio meant that only
laser beams up to a certain size could be observed on the target board. This beam intensity
limit was achieved at 150 m for the mid infrared laser source and about 800 m for the visible
source.

A power meter placed near the centre of the target board was used to monitor the incident
laser power before the engine was operated.

Weather data were accumulated during the runs recording visibility, temperature, wind speed
and direction and humidity every hour.
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The beam turbulence owing to normal atmospheric variations was evaluated by observing the
recordings of the beam's behaviour during the period before engine start-up and after the
engine was shut down. In general, the effect of natural atmospheric turbulence on the
characteristics of the laser beams was found to be small or negligible during the period of this
trial.

To calibrate the size of variations both in the beam spreading and beam deflections at the
target board, a white plastic adhesive tape of dimensions 470 mm long and 25.4 mm wide was
used as the aiming point and central reference.

3 Results

3.1 Beam wander and spreading analysis.

A similar technique was used for both laser beam wavelengths, namely from frame-by-frame
analysis of the image data from the video recordings with a digital storage oscilloscope.
Measurements from the oscilloscope were taken as follows to determine the x- and y-
components of the captured images:

a) initially, the centre of the laser beam was adjusted to be in the middle of the
oscilloscope's display screen before engine start-up. For subsequent frames,
where the beam had moved in x-position owing to the presence of the jet
plume, the pulse profile's peak-position shift was measured in microseconds
with respect to the centre of the oscilloscope's display grid. The oscilloscope
time-base was converted to a linear dimension by measuring the time
difference between the ends of a 470 mm long calibration tape, illustrated in
figure 2, hence the x-component of the new position was determined.

b) The y-component was found by measuring the difference in lines from the
reference video line (median vertical line 162). Each video line was scanned
to identify ihe maximum peak profile of the spot which corresponded with the
position of the centroid of the beam. The target board y-shift was found from
the calibration that 25.4 mm on the board corresponded to 7 vertical lines on
the video signal.

c) The beam wander was calculated from (a) and (b) by taking the square root of
the sum of the squares of the x- and y-components.

d) The beam's radius was measured in the x-direction only and was recorded at
the "zero power" levels by assessing the extent of the beam using the process
described in step (a), above.

3.2 Analysis of data recorded in the mid infrared.

Figure 2 shows the beam position and its size before engine start-up, in this case taken with
the Amber camera. The beam's transverse profiles, taken from a single frame through its
centre, are shown in Figure 3 and those of the horizontal strip of tape, used as a fixed
reference, shown in Figure 4. After the initial runs this reference marker was changed to a
"T" shape to give a better reference along both the abscissa and the ordinate.
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Images of the mid infrared waveband laser beam, observed on the target board, were also
acquired by the instantaneous frame grabbing facility on the Amber camera. The sequence of
pictures, shown below, were taken with the engine off (Figure 5), engine at idle (Figure 6),
engine at a low throttle setting (Figure 7), and engine at a high throttle setting (Figure 8). The
Amber camera used in these trials had an integration time of 2 ms and frame rate of 60 fps.

These images give some qualitative indication of the effect on the laser beam's characteristics
after passing through the highly turbulent zone of the jet's plume, compared with normal
propagation through the atmosphere. The pictures show that the laser beam undergoes
spreading once the engine starts to run, and also, that the beam's characteristics have some
slight sensitivity to engine speed.

Owing to low levels of laser power density falling on the target board and smaller spot size
of the beam relative to the detector array, the intensity variations within the beam were not
observable during this experiment.

A laser-power measurement at the target-board position was taken without the engine
operating, using a detector with a 1 cm2 aperture; a power of 300 gW was recorded at a
distance of 150 m from the transmitter position. The presence of atmospheric turbulence along
the path resulted in some slight fluctuations in the beam's characteristics, and consequently
the energy falling on the detector fluctuated slightly. Hence, direct measurements through the
plume were not attempted, as they would not be very meaningful with this technique.

Direct measurements, taken over about 50 frames, showed that the beam size increased by a
factor of three to four when the engine was operational, compared with the value recorded in
the absence of a plume. Evaluation of the motion of the centroid of the beam, in the presence
of a plume, indicated a mean beam wander radius of 14 mm with a standard deviation of
9 mm.

Figure 5 "AfgZ-e 0,// gure 71' gne ai/e

A .r
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Examination of sequences of frames, during the shut-down of the engine, showed rapid
variations in the beam profile through consecutive time frames. This indicated that the beam
undergoes focusing and defocusing cycles during this period as the plume, and its effects,
decay.

3.3 Analysis of data recorded in the visible.

It was possible to record results with this argon ion laser at two ranges, 150 m and 800 m,
owing to its greater output power.

In the case of the measurements made at the shorter range, investigation showed that the beam
size increased by a factor of about nine in the presence of the engine's plume. However, the
results from the longer-range measurements indicated a broadening of the beam by a factor
of eleven during similar circumstances.

The motion of the centroid of the beam after passing through the plume, observed at the
shorter range of 150 m, was found to move by about 65 mm on average with a standard
deviation of 53 mm. The comparable statistics for the longer-range measurements, determined
over a similar sample of 50 frames, showed a mean movement of 270 mm and a standard
deviation of 220 mm. Clearly, the fluctuations about the mean value are much greater for the
measurements made with a visible wavelength laser beam than those observed with the mid
infrared beam.

These displacements, of the centroid, recorded at the two ranges convert to angular
displacements (half angle) of 0.43 mrad at the shorter range and 0.34 mrad at the longer
range. A similar comparison of the "half angle" measurements of beam spread showed a
mean value close to one milliradian in both cases.

3.4 Comparison of recorded results

Examination of the results recorded with the visible and the mid infrared laser beams show
that the shorter wavelength energy experiences greater changes to its beam shape and position.
The statistics also show that the centroid of the beam makes greater excursions about the
centroid in the case of the shorter wavelength observations. The observations are shown in
table 5, below.

For a given set of beam parameters, such as wavelength and divergence, it is anticipated that
the angular expressions of beam wander and beam spreading to be the same at any range for
a given path through the plume. Investigation of the data in table 5 recorded at the two
different distances with the argon ion laser shows close correspondence between the observed
values. However, it should be noted that the paths through the engine's plume were very
similar, but not identical, as shown in table 3. The laser path to the more distant target board
having a slightly longer path through the plume, which may explain the increased spread in
its beam profile, but not its reduced beam wander statistics. Clearly, a more detailed study
is required to investigate any such sensitivity to the angle of the laser path through a plume.
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Range and Average Average S.D. of
laser beam spread beam beam

wavelength factor wander wander

150 m and 4 14 mm 9 mm
3.39 gtm (0.1 mrad) (0.06 mrad)

150 m and 9 65 mm 53 mm
488 nm (0.43 mrad) (0.35 mrad)

800 m and 11 272 mm 220 mm
488 nm 1 (0.34 mrad) (0.27 mrad)

Table 5: Summary of results for trial (figures in brackets are angular conversions).

3.5 Comparison of results with theory

Theory [1,2] predicts that for a given turbulence condition, i.e. for a given value of the
refractive index structure parameter Cn2, the effects on the laser beam characteristics are
approximately inversely proportional to wavelength. This suggests that the beam degradation
should be about seven times worse when using visible light compared with mid infrared
energy.

The results from this qualitative experiment confirm the trends predicted by the theory,
particularly for the beam wander observations. However, there is less good agreement
between the observation and theoretical prediction for the beam spread parameters. Clearly,
further investigation is required in this area in future experiments.

4 Discussion

The effect of the increased spread of the beam means a reduction in the flux density on the
target. In the case of the visible wavelength results, the increase in spread of a factor of 10
means a reduction in the power density of 100. For the mid infrared beam the reduction in
power density is by a factor of 16.

The other aspect of importance is the effect of the increase in beam wander, which can reduce
the time that the beam spends on a fixed target position. If the beam wander is interpreted
as an error in the pointing stability, then the following equation can be used to estimate the
time on target:

P(time on target) = exp(- 8y/132 )

where, y is the pointing and tracking stability, and 03 is the beam divergence.

This equation implies that if the visible beam has a pointing and tracking stability of
0.4 mrad, from the increased beam wander, and a divergence of 1 mrad from the increased
beam size, then the time on target reduced to 25% of that for the unperturbed beam. In the
case of the mid infrared beam the time on target is reduced to 40% of that achieved with an
unperturbed beam. In this calculation it was assumed that the pointing and tracking stability,
resulting from the beam wander, was 0.1 mrad and the beam divergence was 0.3 mrad.
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5 Conclusions

This trial indicated that the effects of turbulence experienced by a laser beam when passing
through an engine plume resulted in increased levels of beam spreading and beam wander.
Observations were recorded in the visible and in the mid infrared.

At a wavelength of 3.39 lim, laser propagation through a jet engine plume was observed at
a range of 150 m without any significant attenuation or absorption in the plume. At this range
the beam spreading was found to increase by a factor of 4. The motion of the centroid of the
laser beam, called beam wander, was found to have a mean value 0.1 mrad, with a standard
deviation of 0.06 mrad.

The consequence of the increase in the beam size of this mid infrared beam is to reduce the
power density on a target by a factor of 16, compared with the unperturbed beam. The effect
of the increased beam wander is to reduce the time that the modified beam spends on a target
to about 40% of the value for an unperturbed beam.

The effects of turbulence on the visible wavelength beam was to reduce the power density on
a target by a factor of 100, owing to an increase in beam size by a factor of 10. The

increased beam wander reduced the time on target to 25% of that for the unperturbed beam.

The observed effects of turbulence on the characteristics of the visible wavelength beam were
much greater than the effects observed on the mid infrared beam. This trend was in line with
the predictions of theory. However, the scaling between the observed effects at the two
different wavelengths were slightly less than predicted by this theory.
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PAPER No. 42

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: W. Cornette

COMMENT/QUESTION:

The turbulence of an aircraft plume is quite variable. Near the plume core, it is higher near the edge than in
the center. Also, the gradients of Pressure, Temperature, HI0, and CO.cause the plume to act like a lens,
both focusing/defocusing and bending the laser beam. Are there plans to scan the plume radially and axially
to analyze this variability?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

Plans have been formulated to undertake a more extensive study which will involve the laser beam passing
through various portions of the eflux. As you are aware, the report presented the findings of a qualitative
study. The intention is that any follow-on work will be more definitive.

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Clement

COMMENT/QUESTION:

A problem encountered frequently in this kind of experiment is microphony, meaning that vibrations jitter
from the supersonic flow couples into the laser platform. Did you encounter this problem too, and what did
you do to overcome it?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

The position of the low transmitter was chosen carefully, and evaluated by trial and error, to establish that

there was no interference between the engine and the laser. Natural damping of the noise and vibration of the
engine structure by choosing a suitable separation between the laser and the engine.
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PAPER No.: 42

DISCUSSOR'S NAME: D. Clement

COMMENT/QUESTION:

If one wants to extrapolate your results and apply it to other cases, it would be highly desirable to understand
the turbulence inside and outside the plume in a qualitative manner. Do you plan to work in this direction?

AUTHOR/PRESENTER' S REPLY:

A programme of research and investigation is currently underway. It is hoped to have results (which will be
quantitative), available by December 1998.
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SUMMARY emphasis on backgrounds. THGM is a semi-empirical model.
As a joint effort of the FGAN-FfO and the EORD/TECH- By now sets of coefficients exist for two background types:
AsON thent experimentalf prga LXTBO (Long term E TEx- ,grassland" and "edge of forest", typical for moderate climatic

zones. With the measurements at the LEXTAB range theperiment on Targets, Atmosphere, and Backgrounds) was model is extended to backgrounds typical for arid climates.
commenced in 1997. With the test range located in the Negev
desert, it aims on determining the temporal behaviour of
atmospheric/ir parameters of target/background signatures in
a desert environment. Data is going to be collected continu- 1. INTRODUCTION
ously for a period of at least one year at a time resolution of Operations of electro-optical (E-O) systems in desert envi-
5 minutes. ronments may be influenced by effects not found under mod-

rstandard meteorological data, in- erate climatic conditions. Apart from the excessive temporal
The easuemets cverbehaviour of signatures of targets and backgrounds, also

cluding visual range, downwelling short wave and long wave

radiation, atmospheric infrared transmittance in two window atmospheric effects typical for desert regions like propagation

regions (8 - 12 gtm and 3 - 5 gim) measured over a 488 m path, through blowing dust and sand in the presence of high turbu-

and radiometric temperatures of some typical nearby back- lence levels will affect systems performance. This can cause

ground elements (sand, rock). severe problems in system operation, or even prevent it.

After a general description of the LEXTAB concept and the The effectiveness of camouflage, concealment and deception

LEXTAB station a first climatological survey from measure- (CCD) depends to a large extent on the actual environmental

ments at the LEXTAB range is presented. situation under which the targets are deployed. Since the
environmental parameters usually change as a function of

The desert aerosol model from LOWTRAN 7 is unable to time-of-day and of season, CCD effectiveness can normally
predict observed visual range statistics. New and more spe- only be expressed in a statistical way. Existing data bases of
cific models are required. target and background signatures as well as atmospheric data

of arid climate zones are insufficient and adequate modelsThe measured atmospheric broadband transmittance values practically do not exist.

were compared with theoretical systems-weighted values,

calculated with the propagation model LOWTRAN 7 and A thorough study on the hot and dusty environment has re-
MODTRAN 3.5 by using the corresponding measured mete- cently been performed taking under consideration the per-
orological parameters as input. For both ir windows MOD- formance of electro-optical systems on the meteorological
TRAN 3.5 calculations yield higher transmittance values: the situation and the contrast between targets and backgrounds
difference is negligibly small (about 1 %) in the case of the [1].
8-l12jim window (SW), for the 3 -5 jim (LW) about 3 %8 - 2 g widow(SW) fo th 3 5 g (L) aout3 % To provide a statistically comprehensive data base and to
which is about equal to the estimated measurement accuracy. Top a statist ically cpreenive tae and tExaple ofdiurnal variations of measured and correspond- develop an adequate predictive capability, the joint effort
Examples of trnman va lues are and LEXTAB (Long term EXperiment on Targets Atmosphere anding calculated transmittance values are given. Backgrounds) was started in 1997 by the FGAN-FfO and the

Examples for diurnal variations of uv radiation measured in EORD/Technion (Haifa/ Israel) in the Negev.
two spectral bands and the corresponding ratio of the meas-
ured radiation in these two bands are given. The ratio shows a
characteristic double peaked feature. 2. TEST SITE, MEASURED QUANTITIES AND IN-

Results of computed thermal range statistics for a modern STRUMENTAL EQUIPMENT

thermal imager are given. The variability in target/background The test site selected for carrying out LEXTAB is a test range
temperature differences turns out to be the main factor for the near Mizpe Ramon in the Negev. This location is well suited
variability in thermal range. Compared to this, atmospheric for researching the influence of the desert environment on the
effects are of minor importance in this context. performance of the E-O sensors and of CCD measures.

The FGAN-FfO developed a thermal background model The following meteorological parameters are measured to
(THGM) for predicting thermal signatures of objects, with quantify the environmental conditions:

Paper presented at the RTO SET Symposium on "E-O Propagation, Signature and System Performance
Under Adverse Meteorological Conditions Considering Out-of-Area Operations", held at the
Italian Air Force Academy, Naples, Italy, 16-19 March 1998, and published in RTO MP-1.
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- air temperature, TAB site are lower. This fact can only partly be explained by
- relative humidity, the height above sea level of approximately 500 m, but must
- atmospheric pressure, probably also be attributed to local effects, e. g. plain terrain
- wind direction and velocity (2 m height), with relatively well pronounced ventilation. The compara-
- amount of precipitation, tively low temperatures at the LEXTAB site are also observed
- atmospheric visual extinction coefficient, during summer but, of course, on a higher level.
- global radiation (0.3 - 3 gm),
- indirect solar radiation (0.3 - 3 gim), 1
- soil temperature (10 cm depth). 0.9 oET,, R.

Additionally, a modified net radiation meter (0.3 - 60 gim) is 0.8 .
used to determine atmospheric longwave radiation. Further- S 0.7 - rurah /-uc-Arb "

more the (effective) temperature is measured as the tempera- -. ,'&0.6 
4`ture of a black sphere, exposed to the ambient radiation field 0.--"

and subjected to convective heat exchange with ambient air. / .
-•0.4r" "

The thermal background signature characteristics are regis- E .
= 0.3-/

tered by measuring the soil temperature and the radiometric Q , ,

temperature of two selected background elements (rocks and 0.2 '

sand). All meteorological and target/background parameters 0.1

are logged by an autonomous environmental station AME 67 0 . t'

(Hoffmann Messtechnik GmbH). 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Temperature in °C

The total integrated transmittance in the visible and in two
infrared bands, 8 - 12 pim (LW) and 3 - 5 gim (SW) band, is Fig. 1: Cumulative frequencies of occurence of air tem-

measured by a modified BARNES Atmospheric Infrared perature at five desert stations during April.

Transmissometer System (BAITS) of the FGAN-FfO. The Atmospheric absolute humidity is one of the main factors
transmittance range is 488 m long. determining atmospheric infrared transmittance. It turns out

In addition to the meteorological station two uv radiation that in different desert regions this quantity can show a con-

sensors (Scintec UV-S-290-T and UV-S-310-T) measure the siderable variability. This is demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3.

level of atmospheric uv radiation in two spectral bands. The
280- 315 rnm band sensor with peak responsivity at 290 nrn ....-

covers roughly the upper spectral end of the solar blind region 0.8
whereas the 300 - 325 nm band sensor with peak responsivity 0.8/"

at 310 nm measures radiation in the range above the solar 0.7";

blind region. 0.6

The local ozone concentration is monitored with a CDI 3100 0.5-
_•0.4 ÷5, ETBst

system. E 0.3 LEXTAB site

The measuring cycle for all parameters listed above is 5 min- 0.- - - - - Sharurah / Saudi-Arbia
0.2 • ~-- Sharurah/. ud-r~

utes throughout. 0.1 - ....... Hail / Saudi-Arabia
0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

3. FIRST LEXTAB ANALYSES Absolute humidity in g/m"3

3.1 General Climatological Evaluations Fig. 2: Cumulative frequencies of occurrence of absolute

3.1.1 Temperature and Humidity humidity at three desert stations during April.

First climatological surveys have been performed together .. -

with comparative studies based on earlier investigations on 0.9 ,

the climate of the Saudi-Arabian peninsula [2, 3]. 0.8 .,

The cumulative frequencies of occurrence of air temperature
at the LEXTAB station in comparison to two further stations 0.6-

(Ovda and Beer Sheva) in the Negev (April 1986), as well as 0.5 /
two stations located on the Saudi-Arabian peninsula, are 16 0.4,-

presented in Fig. 1. E0.3 ,s

Obviously the temperatures at the LEXTAB site are consid- 0.2-- Sharu'h Saudi-As
erably below the temperatures of the other stations. The 0.1

higher values of the Saudi-Arabian stations can be explainedSaudi-Arabia
mainly from their geographical location. Sharurah has the 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

southernmost position and thus shows the highest tempera- Absolute humidity in g/mA3
tures. Hail, which is located more than 1000 m above sea
level, is much more moderate in its temperature distribution. Fig. 3: Cumulative frequencies of occurrence of absolute
However, also in comparison to Beer Sheva and Ovda, both humidity at three desert stations during July.
located in the Negev as well, the temperatures at the LEX-
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Whereas in April relatively small differences at the three proximately 20 km were documented due to visual ranges
stations with median values of absolute humidities around given by weather observers.
5 gm"3 are observed, the situation changes drastically in July.
During this month the absolute humidities at the LEXTAB Due to these findings it seems extremely necessary to adjust
site have doubled in comparison to those of Sharurah and existing or to develop new aerosol models for desert condi-
have increased by a factor of 1.5 in comparison to Hail. These
results demonstrate the extreme variability of environmental
parameters in different desert regions and thus, of the result-
ing ir propagation conditions which have to be expected with 3.2 Atmospheric Broad Band Transmittance

respect to different geographical locations and seasons. The development of a desert aerosol model requires meas-

urements of the atmospheric transmittance. The measured
total transmittance can be written as the product of aerosol

3.1.2 Visibility and molecular transmittance. After calculating the molecular

Visibility is one of the controlling factors in atmospheric transmittance using simultaneous meteorological data the

aerosol modelling by scaling the model aerosol size distribu- aerosol transmittance can be determined by dividing the

tions according to visibility, as performed e. g. in the LOW- measured total transmittance by the corresponding molecular

TRAN 7 aerosol models [4, 5]. However, from earlier investi- part. The accuracy of these aerosol transmittance values de-

gations [2, 3] it is known that the existing DESERT aerosol pends on the accuracy of the measurements as well as on the

model from LOWTRAN 7 can not explain measured (or ob- accuracy of the atmospheric propagation model. Two propa-

served) visibilities to a sufficient degree of accuracy. For the gation models can be used: LOWTRAN 7 with low spectral

first time project LEXTAB offers the opportunity for a more resolution (20 cm') and MODTRAN 3.5 with moderate spec-

systematic investigation of this problem by providing visibility tral resolution (2 cm'). MODTRAN 3.5 calculations are much
measurements collected over a longer period of time and with more time consuming than LOWTRAN 7 calculations. The
high temporal resolutionv difference between systems-weighted transmittance values of

LOWTRAN 7 and MODTRAN 3.5 calculations was investi-
The LOWMAN 7 DESERT aerosol model was used for gated. The calculations were carried out for the propagation
calculating atmospheric visual range (from extinction at path of 488 m which corresponds to the transmissometer path
0.55 pm via Koschmieders relation). Whereas for the original length.
DESERT aerosol model [5] wind speed is the only driver for For both ir bands the MODTRAN 3.5 calculations yield
the desert aerosol extinction coefficient (resulting also in slightly higher transmittance values. Figs. 5 and 6 demon-

visual range predictions), the LOWTRAN 7 version [41 in- strate the diurnal variations of the molecular transmittance
cludes an additional visibility scaling allowing for observedvisul rnge tobe eterd a inutcalculated with MODTRAN 3.5 and LOWTRAN 7. In the
visual ranges to be entered as input, case of the 8 - 12 gm band (LW) the difference is negligibly

A comparison of visibilities from the DESERT model with small (factor about 1.01), in the case of the 3 - 5 gm band
measured visual ranges over a period of three months at a (SW) the difference is more significant but still small, the
resolution of five minutes is presented in Fig. 4. factor amounts to about 1.03. Calculations carried out for

summer and winter conditions yield the same results.

100 It should be mentioned that this statement is valid only for the
0 90"E meteorological conditions met so far at the LEXTAB site,

80 I I I while for different climatic situations, for example hot and
Jl humid, the results may differ.S=0 0

6 0 0 908 0 0 0

.500
•40

E 30 100-
Spectral range 81 ~

.•" Date: 1 September 1997

: 10
0 I I II .1 I 1. I .II,• -LWRN

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 E' MODTRAN3.5

ishlfty in km (measured)
E

Fig. 4: Calculated visibility (from DESERT aerosol model)
vs. visibility measured at the LEXTAB site, April - J! 85.

June 1997.

According to Fig. 4 measured visibilities at the LEXTAB site 01200 24:00

cover a wide range from below 1 km to more than 100 km. Tme in hours

The bar pattern is due to the limited number of digits submit-
ted and indicates the discrete steps in extinction coefficients Fig. 5: Comparison between the diurnal variation of the
as the originally measured quantity. It is obvious that the systems-weighted molecular transmittance for the
desert model is unable to predict the measured visual ranges 8 - 12 wem range calculated with MODTRAN 3.5
correctly. Earlier investigations [3] based on synoptic weather and LOWTRAN 7 (LEXTAB, t September 1997).

data from desert regions had already revealed a similar be-
haviour. However, in this case only visual ranges up to ap-
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go- In the case of the SW the dips are much less significant. The

Spectral range 3-5 pm agreement between the measured total transmittance and the
Date: 1 September 1997 corresponding MODTRAN 3.5 calculations is not as good as

LOWTRAN7 in the LW.SMODTRAN3,5
•o 90-

•=80---,, Spectral range 3-5.0 pm

mE • "••- "85Date: I September 1997S_ • • -- Measurement

1 75. - Molecular

C - DESERT aerosol

S80 RURAL aerosol

Time in hours C
I-

Fig. 6: Same as Fig. 5, for 3 - 5 prm range.

The measured total transmittance values were compared with 7000:00 12:00 24:00
calculated systems-weighted transmittance values assuming Time in hours
two aerosol models: DESERT aerosol with the input parame-
ter wind speed and RURAL aerosol with the input parameter Fig. 8: Same as Fig. 7, for the 3 - 5 jim range.

visibility. Although the LOWTRAN 7 DESERT aerosol model From Figs. 7 and 8 it can easily be seen that during this day
is unable to predict the measured visual range, see 3.1.2, it the aerosol extinction was extremely low. Modelling the
was used as a first approximation. DESERT aerosol at the test site demands transmittance meas-

Until now our transmittance measurements cover only atmos- urements for a dusty atmosphere (strong aerosol extinction).

pheric conditions with rather high visual ranges. For a general
statement, transmittance values for low visual range would be
necessary. It should be mentioned that the necessary parame- 3.3 Atmospheric Ultra-Violet Radiation
ters like wind speed and visibility are measured close to the The calculation of range performance of uv systems requires
receiver site. Limited variations of the visibility along the information about the strength of the atmospheric uv radiation
propagation path are possible (for example blown-up dust by in different climatic regions. For this reason two uv sensors
dust devils or vehicles). These can not be measured. were additionally installed at the LEXTAB range.

The calculations were carried out with MODTRAN 3.5 and Radiation in the uv is mainly absorbed by oxygen and ozone.
LOWTRAN7 for both ir ranges. As an example Figs. 7 and 8 In the uv region the absorption coefficient of these constitu-
demonstrate the results of the MODTRAN 3.5 calculations for ents increases strongly with decreasing wavelengths. For this
1 September 1997. In the LW, atmospheric extinction depends reason the radiation measured in the 290 nm band is lower
stronger on atmospheric water vapour content than in the SW. than the radiation measured in the 310 nm band.
The two dips in the diurnal variation of the thermal ir range
are mainly caused by higher values of absolute humidity. The Fig. 9 shows three examples for diurnal variations of the two
wind speed varied from about 2 m/sec up to 8.8 m/s (5 min uv bands as measured during summer (23 June 1997), fall
average) in the afternoon (at 16:00), this corresponds with the (5 October 1997) and winter (14 December 1997). Due to the
stronger difference between the corresponding molecular longer propagation path through the atmosphere during fall
transmittance values and the calculated DESERT aerosol and winter compared to summer (larger solar zenith angles),
transmittance values. For the atmospheric conditions as meas- the uv radiation is lower during winter.
ured on 1 September 1997 the measured diurnal variation of 700 - 290nm 23June97
the total transmittance in the LW can be reproduced well by --- 310cm 23 June 97
MODTRAN 3.5 calculations by applying both aerosol models. 600 - 290 ,m o. 97

E 500- - 310nm 5Oct. 97

100". _' - rj . ---- 290 nm 15 Dec. 97Spectral range 8-12 pm - Measurement r400- n3: 9nm 15 Dec.97

Date: I September 97 - Moleculara 300a

-95 - Desert aerosol a_%
-. RURAL aerosol :200 -

90 -- 100.

l 02 85 6 lb 1'2 1'4 16 18 20 22 24
Time in hours

12:00 24:00 Fig. 9: Diurnal variation of the solar irradiance in the 290
Time in hours nnm band and 310 nm band as measured during 23

Fig. 7: Comparison between measured transmittance and June, 5 October and 15 December 1997.
transmittance values calculated with MOD-
TRAN 3.5 for DESERT aerosol and RURAL aerosol The ratio of the radiation in the 310 nm band to the 290 nm

model for the 8 - 12 gm range (LEXTAB, 1 Sep- band was computed on a daily basis. For all days the diurnal
tember 1997). variation of the this ratio shows a characteristic double peakedfeature. Shortly after sunrise and before sunset the ratio shows
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its maximum. This is caused by the longer propagation path The MNTD was deduced from the MRTD (Minimum Resolv-
through the atmosphere. Under this condition the difference able Temperature Difference), calculated after the FGAN-FfO
between the transmitted radiation in the two bands is more Thermal Range Model TRM [6]. The effective atmospheric
significant. transmittance was calculated via the SYTRAN code [7], be-

Fig. 10 shows the corresponding diurnal variations of the ratio cause no reliable transmittance measurements were available

for these three days. It is largest during winter. This is again at the point when the analysis was performed.

an effect of a larger propagation path during winter. In contrast to earlier computations, the initial target/back-
ground temperature difference was no longer set only to a
constant value (e. g. 2 K after STANAG 4347 [8]) but treated

- 23 June 97 as a variable quantity with values depending on environ-
S5 October 97 mental conditions. In the present case, values were adoptedS14 December 97E 4.5 from the LEXTAB data set, which provides radiative tem-

peratures from two different elements (sand, rock). Due to the
0)
Q 4.0. lack of temperatures from a real target, the temperature of
E 5 "rock" was used instead. It is assumed that at least during

daylight hours its thermal behaviour can represent a target to
o 3.0- a sufficient degree. For comparisons calculations with a con-
M stant temperature difference of 2 K were carried out.

2.5-
Equation (1) was solved by numerical means with respect to

2.0 . ... R, using LEXTAB meteorological data of one month (July). A
0 2 6 8 10 1'2 14 16 18 20 22 24 statistical evaluation is plotted in Fig. 11, where the cumula-

Time in hours tive frequencies of occurrence of calculated thermal ranges for

Fig. 10: Diurnal variations of the ratio of the irradiance in a generic imager are plotted.

the 310 rum band to the 290 nm band as measured The solid line refers to the case of variable target/background
during 23 June, 5 October and 14 December 1997. temperature difference. The dashed line indicates the results

In the case of very small measured radiation values, before under the assumption of a fixed temperature difference of 2 K.

sunrise and after sunset, the calculated ratio is very sensitive Obviously the influence of the "weather" is fairly small, as

against the accuracy of the sensors. For this reason a more can be seen from the nearly unique range of about 3 km, when

detailed investigation of the steep decrease at both ends of the assuming a fixed temperature difference. This changes drasti-

curve (before sunrise and after sunset) is planned for the near cally when considering the realistic (measured) signatures.

future. The previous upper limit is exceeded by approximately 10 %
in range, whereas on the lower end even ranges near zero are
obtained. These can be attributed to situations where the

3.4 Derivation of Thermal Ranges Statistics temperature differences nearly vanish (cross-over points).

To summarise it can be said that for the situations considered
The knowledg cmae onstaitiscs for moderm thermal imagers thermal signatures play the dominating role, whereas the
under arid climate conditions is of extreme importance. On atmospheric extinction is of minor importance.

the basis of a preliminary LEXTAB data set an estimate of

such statistics was performed using the FGAN-FfO Thermal
Ranges Model TRM [6]. 0.9- variabel

Mathematically the range R of a thermal imager is determined 0.8 - 2 K fixed

as the intersection point of the Minimum Necessary Tem- 0.7
perature Difference (MNTD) and the Effective Temperature o 0.6.
Difference (ETD) of the system. Both functions are - besides . 0.5
others - a function of range R. The ETD is scaled by the ab- t 0.4

solute value of the initial target-to-background temperature E 0.3

difference ATo. Thus the following equation (1) has to be • 0.2

solved to calculate the thermal range R of a certain imager 0.1
and for a certain observation task: 0 ;

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
ETD = ATo "te0(R) = N. MNTD(R), (1) Thermal range in krn

where re,(R) is the effective, i. e. the spectrally averaged and Fig. 11: Cumulative frequencies of occurrence of recognition
systems-weighted atmospheric transmittance. N is a normal-
ising factor, converting the MNTD valid for laboratory condi- region (50 %) for variable and fixed temperature
tions to real meteorological conditions. differences at the LEXTAB site, July 1997.

Using the LEXTAB data, range calculations were performed An instructive example of temperature/signature variations as
under the following assumptions: occurring under desert conditions is shown as Fig. 12.

thermal imager: generic CMT system, 8 - 12 gtm,
scanning,

observation task: 50 % recognition probability,
target size: 2.3 m x 2.3 m.
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50 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
50 NEGEV / FARAN, 23.24.06.96

45 -THGM for "Sand"
45 - - ------ THGM for "Rock"

U"
4 0  

- 40 Measurements -f

35 -- w . ., ..-°3 ' " "Li 3 . i *, "
300

T25 G-- Cn
E

20-2

15i- sand 1 5 Aug. 1997 the -

Lrock 1.te 5 Aug. 1997 20
10

213t 214 215asi 26 27 2 15 12 14 16 18 20 22 0) 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16 18
Julian date Time

Fig. 12: Time series of radiometric temperatures of two gNEGEVuHAGAd 25.126.06.96
typical background elements (sand and rock) at the -THGM for"Sand-

Withthe easuemens a theLEXTB rage te FAN-FO 24,--.... THGM for"Roek" ,

LEXTAB site. 40 Measurements

4. MODELLING OF BACKGROUNDS IN ARID CLI- P 30

MATES USING LEXTAB DATA 26

Dictated by the needs m performance assessment of both, ir 20 .:: .
imaging systems and ir camouflage technologies, the FGAN- ,
FH0 has developed a model for predicting thermal signatures 15 'L'L
of objects, with emphasis on backgrounds. The thermal back- 10 12 14 16 i. 20 22 00 0 1. 12 14 16. 1

ground model (THGM) is a 1-dimensional, time dependent Time

formulation of the heat transfer equation [9, 10]. The ap- Fig. 13: Comparison between measured (points) and pre-
proach is semi-empirical, i. e. the coefficients quantifying the dicted (lines) surface temperatures (background
"various heat transfer mechanisms of a given object are estab- types: "sand" and "rock") for the locations Wadi
lished by regressing the model results to time histories of Faran (top) and Mizpe Hagai (bottom). Predicted
measured object surface temperature. time period: 23 -26 June 1996.

Model coefficients exist by now for two typical middle Euro- T..
"gre assla nd "eedge. ofri est. 29 NEGEV/ FARAN, 1 1 3.12.02.96 7pean backgrrond types: -grass red for 26r-mtlTHGM for "Sand"

With the measurements at the LEXTAB range the FGAN-FfO 24 .THGM for "Rock"

is extending the set of coefficients of the THGM to back- 22 eoMeasurements
020 ~'

grounds in arid climates. 18
Two surface temperatures are continuously measured by 16

radiometers (8 - 12 pm) with the AME 67 at the LEXTAB-617
& 12

station. These measurements are used for the determination of E to
coefficients for the THGM. The surfaces are "sand" and 8_

"rock" (small heap of stones which were collected in the
surroundings). 2

01
A first validation of the model has already taken place. During 12 14 16 18 20 22 60 02 04 06 08 10 12 14 16

Time
two field trials the two different background elements "sand" 26
and "rock" [11, 12] were measured elsewhere. During these 24 NEGEV/ HAGAI, 13./14.02.96
trials various backgrounds were measured for approximately 22 -THGM"Saner

30 hours by imaging radiometers. The trials took place in the 20 ----- Measuremtos

Negev desert in February and July 1996. Measurement results p8ie
of a sandy surface in the Wadi Faran and a rocky surface at .5 1c
Mizpe Hagai are displayed in Figs. 13 and 14. Several differ- 1

ent background elements were analysed in each image. Addi- 6'12

tionally the predicted temperatures of the THGM for "sand" wt di
and "rock" are plotted.6

For the summer measurements (Fig. 13) it is possible to com- 4

pute the surface temperatures within the bandwidth of the 2 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 00 02 04 06 08 12
measured temperatures with one set of coefficients only. Time
Surprisingly, this is the case for the coefficients determined
with the surface element "rock" for Wadi Faran and for the Fig. 14: Comparison between measured (points) and pre-
coefficients determined with the element "sand" for Mizpe dicted (lines) surface temperatures (background
Hagai. In contrast to this result the coefficients "sand" yield types: "sand" and "rock") for the locations Wadi
better temperature predictions for the winter data (Fig. 14). Faran (top) and Mizpe Hagai (bottom). Predicted

time period: 11 - 14 February 1996.
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